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PRICE
MATCH

Perfect for long distance reception of Aircraft,
Public Services, Land Mobile and much more!
Outstanding value for money!

-2915

Ir seller!

• All mode
FM, WFM, SSB, CW, AM
• 500kHz- 1900MHz
• Computer control
• Data clone
• 1000 Memories
• C/w NiCads & charger

66 - 512 MHz (with Gaps)
AM/FM/VVFM
100 memory channels
TURBO SCAN 100 Channel/Second
TURBO SEARCH 300 St/Second
Data Skip facility
10 Priority Channels
Programmable Search
Channel Lockout Key

1COM PCR-1000
ICOM'S NEW
Computer Radio System
• Mk z - 1300M
• All mode reception
• Plus LOTS MORE!

PRICE

MATCH

PCR OPTION DSP UNIT

UT

106

£79.95

Uniden has but .. reputation on reliability,
ease of use and quality of reception with its
most popular model, the 220XLT. Ideal for
Aircraft, Public Service & UHF Communications.
6 - 956 MHz (with gaps)
AM/FM/WFM
200 memories
TURBO SCAN 100 Ch/Second
TURBO SEARCH 300 St/Second
Data Skip facility
0 Priority Channels
emory Backup
...Supplied complete with earphone, case,
belt clip, charger and rubber duck antenna

YUPITERU
An exciting new
handheld packed with
features - but at aprice
you can afford!
The receiver has
"breathtaking
performance" ensuring
this set is destined to
be anumber one seller

I

Uniden's top of the range
scanner has 400 channel
near continuous channel
coverage from 25 to 1300M Hz. New
TWIN TURBO search and scan allow high speed
scanning or searching to give lightning quick
results. The set is packed with new features:

PRICE
MATCH

25 - 550, 760 - 1300 MHz
AM/FM/VVFM
400 memory channels
TURBO SCAN 100 Ch/Second
TURBO SEARCH 300 St/Second
Automatic Frequency Storage
Selectable Attenuator
Automatic Frequency Sorting
Data Skip
Delay Key
Channel Count Key
Supplied complete with earphone, case,
belt clip, charger and rubber duck antenna

• FREQUENCY:
66 - 88MHz 300 - 470M14z
108 - 170MHz 806 - l000m—z
• MODES: AM/NFM
• STEPS: 5, 6.25, 10, 123. .
3idiz
• MEMORIES: 200
• BAND MEMORIES: 10
(user re- programmable)
• PRIORITY CHANNEL& IC
• SCANISEARCH SPEED:
30 per sec
• POWER: Requires
4xAA batteries
• SUPPLIED WITH: Anter-u_
Earpiece, Carrying Strap a":
built-in Desk Stand

Probably the most popular
high end Scanner. It's easy
to use and can receive
just about anything going!

PRICE

MATCH

• 530kHz- 1650MHz
• AM/FM/WFM/SSB/CW
• 1000 Memories
• C/w NiCads & charger

PRICE
High performance, virtually
continuous coverage scanner
with alarge, clear display and
easy to use controls. The set is
packed with features - ideal for
the serious enthusiast. It may be
used at home or mobile. For
unattended operation the
9000XLT has an automatic tape
recorder ON/OFF and tape
output feature.

MATCH
25 - 1300 MHz (with Gaps)
500 memory channels
VFO Control
Selectable Attenuator
Selectable Delay
Selectable Mode AM/WFM/NFM
TURBO SCAN 100 Ch/Sec
TURBO SEARCH 300 St/Second
Alpha Numeric Display
Automatic Store
Frequency Transfer
Auto Tape Record
Data Skip facility
Programmable Search

RECEIVER
0,1VT-.000

Yupiteru's flagship model, with arange exceeding
2000MHz, areal time bandscope, twin VFO receiver,
and ahost of other features. EU version is especially
designated by Yupiteru for the UK and Europe.

We are proud to be authorised by

Japan

TO DISTRIBUTE THEIR SCANNERS in the United Kingdom
Buy

with the confidence of full after sales service supported directly from

Japan

Order line 01105 G82145 fax 01105
• 189 London Road • North End • Portsmouth • P02 9AE
•E-MAIL info©nevada.co.uk • http://www.nevada.co.uk

Scanners

-we've got them

• 530kHz - 2040A4Hz

• RECEIVES I00kHz - 2000A1Hz

• ALL MODE RECEPTION

• MULTI MODE RECEPTION

• STEPS FROM 50Hz UPWARD
INCLUDING 8.33kHz

• 1200 MEMORY CHANNELS
• CHANNEL SCOPE

• PRESELECTED FRONT END
• 1000 MEMORIES
• PLUS LOTS MORE!

SPECTRUM ANALYSER
• CHANNEL SCOPE PEAK SEARCH
• ADVANCED SCANNING FEATURES

• STYLISH CABINET WITH
LARGE SPEAKER
• A SUPER SENSITIVE RECEIVER

• USER FRIENDLY FEATURES

MILERS!
tor further details contact

Phil Jeffery

in our TRADE DEPARTMENT
Intl ( 0044) 1705 698113
Intl (0044) 1705 690626

• LARGE CLEAR ILLUMINATED DISPLAY
• TIMER FUNCTIONS

• DUAL VFOs
• FACILITIES FOR CLONING
ANOTHER SET
•
•
•
•

BUILT IN 24 HOUR CLOCK
DISPLAY - CONTRAST - CONTROL
LOW BATTERY ALARM
SW1TCHABLE ATTENUATOR

• BATTERY SAVE FACILITY

• SELECTABLE CONTROL BEEP TONE

• SQUELCH CONTROL

• KEYPAD LOCK CONTROL
• MAINS DROP IN CHARGER • BELT CLIP
For easy and convenient use • CARRYING STRAP
• NICAD BATTERY PACK
• FLEXIBLE LOW PROFILE
4.8V DC 700mAH NiCad bat pack
ANTENNA

Got Opto?

Innovative
Products
For A
Modern
Planet

Now is the time to get it
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oscillator or just find frequen-
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Frequency
Computer

Control interfaces as so many
professional

technicians

and

hobbyist alike have relied upon
to get the job done.
Scout Frequency Recorder
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HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS
132 High Street • Middlesex • HA8 7EL
Telephone: 0181.951.5781
Fax: 0181.951.5782

EMail• sales@optoelectronics.com

NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS
189 London Rd. • Portsmouth • Hampshire • P02 9AE
Telephone: ( 01705) 662154 Fax: ( 01705) 690626

WATERS & STANTON ELECTRONICS
22 Main Rd. • Hockley • Essex • SS5 4QS
Telephone: ( 01702) 206835 Fax: ( 01702) 205843
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DISCLAIMER Short Wave Magazine wishes in no
way to either condone, or encourage, listeners to
monitor frequencies and services which are
prohibited by law. We respectfully refer you all to
both the Wireless Telegraphy Act 1549, and the
Interception of Communications Act 1995. Some of
the products offered for sale in advertisements in
this magazine may have been obtained from abroad
or from unauthorised sources. Short Wave
Magazine adanes readers contemplating mail order
to enquire whether the products are suitable for use
in the UK and have full aftersales back-up available.The
Publishers of Short Wave
Magazinewish to point out
that it is the responsibility of
readers to ascertain the
legality or otherwise of items
offered for sale by advertisers
in this magazine.
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QSLs Ready

COMPETITION

Anyone awaiting acard for

company specifically established to

series held in 1995, should

continue the publication of this
important work of reference.

ensure their QSL Sub
Manager is supplied with an

The previous Amsterdam
editorial offices have now been

envelope. Anyone wishing to

closed and all operations have
been moved to Milton Keynes in

QSL direct should send cards
to Ian Carter GOGRI, QTHR.

the UK.
The previous editor, Andrew

New Book

Sennitt, has decided to pursue a
career as afreelance
telecommunications consultant,
and as a result, anew editor

Now available from the SWM
Book Store is CQ-GTZM,

André GM3VLB/P ( left) and Jim GM4CHX

has been appointed. David
Bobbett, has over 25 years of
experience in

showing the 'shack'.

telecommunications and the

Diary of aMaritime Radio

publishing world. David, who has

the diary of aradio officer

the activities of maritime
radio officers, the equipment
that was used and detailed
technical information about
the equipment.

OPERATION PABAY

been ashort wave listener since his early teens,
has previously been editor of the UK title Ham Radio Today,

UPDATE

the UK national radio society's magazine Radio

Back in the May ' Communiqué' pages,
we mentioned that André GM3VLB
would be operating from the Isle of
Pabay between the 26-28th May 1998.
The main purpose of this operation was
to enable André and Jim GIVIACHX to
activate Pabay to add to their Islands of
Scotland Award ( 10SA) of islands
activated. An additional target of at
least 1000 QS0s was also set by André,
for 105A an ' Activator' must have at

Communication as well as other telecommunications titles.
As atelecommunications journalist he has also written
extensively on awide variety of broadcasting topics and is
actively involved in the radio scene both as an s.w.l. and a
licensed amateur radio operator.
The WRTH will remain substantially the same, although
regular readers may want to look out for the new cover
design, which now incorporates the universally known
WRTH acronym for the first time.
The World Radio TV Handbook is available from the SWM
Book Store. See page 88 for details.

least 100 QS0s from the designated island.
The weather was not bad, but the Coastguard

know local liquor!

advised that winds with gusts of over 40knots could

GMOPNS operated from

be expected, and they were! This made for an

the heights of luxury. A
large barn, complete with

'interesting' crossing to Pabay. Salt water and
radio do not mix well so
equipment was well
protected on theThe
Readers
will also find themselves
engrossed by the record of a
way of life that was

PROMO

Communications Incorporated by
WRTH Publications Ltd - a new

this particular event, one of a

providing awealth of detail on

SUBS

In its 53rd Year, the licence to produce the famous World
Radio TV Handbook has been acquired from BPI

sent to the QSL bureau.

during the period 1973-1979,

BOOF•S

CHANGES HANDS

operational back on July 1st
and 2nd 1995 have now been

Officer by Ross Bradshaw.

PEVIEL

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK

QSL cards for GB125BRC

CO-GTZM guides you through

a

a st Gard

On the other hand,

an ample supply of
230V 50Hz (wind
generated with

journey across.

inverters), located

André set up
camp near the jetty,
where an old

about 0.8km from
André's location

upturned boat proved

was used. A G5RV
served as the

unique. Order your copy now

most useful as a

from the SWM Book Store for

'shack'. The wellproven VLB portable

resident on Skye, helped

André GM3VLB proudly

antenna was soon
erected, although the rocky surface of Pabay

to set up this station. Jim
GM4CHX also operated

showing off his Island

caused a few problems. The antenna was very
simple but most effective.

this station under his own
callsign. Although the

only £ 12.95.

During the two and a half days of operation, all
equipment worked extremely well and over 1000
QS0s were made. Although the nights were cold and
the wind blew, André remained comfortable, no
doubt inspired, by not infrequent infusions of awell

4

antenna. Dave
MMOBGQ, now

of Pabay operation
certificate.

stations were located quite close to each other, no
mutual QRM was encountered.
However, much DX was worked, but maybe this
had something to do with the QTH! It is hoped
that Pabay will be on the air again next year.
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1ON THE MOVE

SMC ACQUIRE LOWE
RECEIVERS

i The Leeds Amateur Radio (LAR) Communication Centre have

Electronics of Matlock and SMC of Chandlers
Ford. The production arm for the Lowe ' HF'

I

directions. This move has been promoted by the fact that Tom

1Beaumont has now reached

series of receivers has been sold to South
Midland Communications, according to an

65 and is moving into retirement.

Tom and his wife Hazel have been trading at the LAR

industry insider.
After eight highly successful years of
production by Lowe, producing some 10000

11
,

Communication Centre for the past 22 years and during that time

like to thank all those who have supported them over the years ,
and hope that the same support will be extended to Steve ,,
Pounder and David Wood G4TIIN, the new proprietors. ,
The new location for the LAR Shop is Bradford Road, East
Ardsley, WF3 2DN. Tel: 0113-252 4 586, FAX: 0113-253 6621.
Trading hours are 0930 - 1730 Monday to Saturday (closed on

manufacturing facility at Matlock and the

Wednesdays afternoons). There is ample parking on-site and afull
range of amateur radio products on offer.

meant reduced export sales.

SMC have an established thriving radio
production line and the necessary expertise to maintain the
high quality standards established by Lowe. They will continue
to produce the HF -150 product line under the Lowe name and
will be enhancing the model range. SMC and Lowe have a long
association going back over 30 years, and were an ideal
partner to carry on the production of the well established

AVERY Special Event

Lowe range. We understand that SMC will be concentrating on

died after aprolonged illness. Peter was one

African markets with the HF -150.

of the founder members of the Nunsfield

Back in August 1995, Peter John Neal G3WFU

House Amateur Radio Group and was

instrumental in bringing about the, now

DUAL & TRIPLE POWER SUPPLIES

famous, Elvaston Castle National Radio Rally.

Now available from

group and the Nunsfield House Community

Feedback Instruments,

Association of which the Amateur Radio

Peter worked tirelessly for both the Radio

Group is part.

based at Crowborough,

Peter constantly sought to improve

Sussex, are stylish, new
TTi dual and triple

the facilities for the Group and the

output bench d.c.
power supplies.

Association and today, current members

the new power
supplies deliver up

•

—

Ilk

enjoy the fruits of Peter's hard work. As a
result of this hard work and as acelebration

•

'rï'"e5

I,l

have made many friends, in the trade and customers. They would

units of the HF -150, which has been shipped
all over the world it has become uneconomic
to manufacture a limited product range.
This is due to Lowe only having asmall
strength of Sterling in recent times had

1

recently moved to new premises in East Ardsley, which is l
ocated
1 between Exi
t 28 on the M62 and Ex it 41 on the M1 and will soon ,,
I
1 econnected to the new Al- M1 link giving access from all ,

A recent deal was struck between Lowe

Known as the
EX354D and EX354T,

1 SUBS

of Peter's life and achievements, the Group

• Cii")

will be operating a24- hour Special Event

"., ee -

to 280W from the dual

Station from 1800 on Saturday 29th to 1800
aft'

on Sunday 30th August 1998.
To make the event even more special,

unit and 305W from the triple.
Both the dual and triple output units have high

the station will be sponsored either per OSO

resolution controls which make possible precise setting of

or by asingle donation. Peter was cared for

voltage and current levels. These are indicated on accurate

by the Derby City Hospital and all money

and legible digital meters, with separate voltage and current

raised will be donated to the

meters on each output.
Simultaneous metering of voltage and current provides

Gastroenterology Research Fund at the

accurate information at aglance. Line and load regulation

hospital.
A special QSL card will be available via the

are precise and consistent and the power supplies provide

bureau. All contacts will be OSLed upon

excellent transient response with low noise.
Find out more from Feedback Instruments Ltd., who

receipt of an incoming QSL card or

can be reached on (
01892) 653322.

GB2PJN on air because the more stations

Reception Report. Please look out for
worked, the more money will be raised!

YOUR NEWS

Not to be missed!

Don't forget to keep sending me information of your new
products (
photographs a definite must!) as soon as details are

The new 11th Edition of Ferrell's Confidential
Frequency Listing is due out in November.

released, together with any information on Open Days,

However, if you missed the 10th Edition and

Special Offers, New Catalogues and general items of news.
Remember, mentions are free, so don't delay, send your news

cannot wait until the 11th edition to be on

to Zoë Crabb, Communiqué, SWM, Arrowsmith Court, Station
Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PN today!

out copies of the 10th Edition at £10 each

sale, the SWM Book Store are now clearing
inc. P&P. Surely an offer not to be missed!

Send your news to Zoé Crabb at the Editorial Offices

'

PROMO

rallies
July 26: The Colchester Radio &
Computer Rally is to be held at St
Helena School, Sheepen Road,
Colchester, adjacent to the
Colchester bypass, Avenue of
Remembrance. Doors open 1000
till 1600. There will be awide
range of radio and computer
traders, amateur radio, car boot
sale and aBring & Buy. RSGB
Morse Tests on demand - don't
forget to bring two passport size
photos. Admission is £ 1.50.
There will be ample free parking
and disabled parking which is
adjacent to the entrance with full
access for wheelchair users.
David 2E1FRO on (
01206)
369226.
July 26: The Rugby Radio Rally
will take place at the BP
Truckstop, A5 Watling Street, Nr
Rugby. Arthur MOASD on
101788) 550778 or 109661
433497
*August 2: The RSGB National
Mobile Rally is to be held at
Woburn Abbey. Doors open 1000.
Norman Miller G3MVV, 180
Warley Hill, Brentwood, Essex
CM14 5HF.
•August 9: The Flight Refuelling
ARS Hamfest 98 will take place at
the Flight Refuelling Sports
Centre, Merley, Wimborne,
Dorset. The event will run from
1000 till 1700 and will include the
usual mix of traders, aBring &
Buy, craft exhibitors, car boot sale
and field events. Overnight
camping facilities are available for
Saturday 8th. Talk-in will be on
S22 Richard Hogan G4VCIa on
1012021 691021.
August 9: The Derby & District
Amateur Radio Society are
holding their 41st Annual Derby
Radio Rally & Computer Fair at
Littleover Community School.
Doors open 0900 to 1600. There
will be flea market tables, stands
and refreshments. Tel/FAX:
1013321 556878 or (
01332)
769837 or g1vab@aol.com
August 14: The Cockenzie & Port
Seton Amateur Radio Club are
holding their 5th Annual Radio
Junk Night at the Cockenzie &
Port Seton Community Centre,
South Seton Park, Port Seton,
East Lothian. Open from 1830 to
2130. Bring along your 'junk' and
sell it yourself. Tables will be
provided on afirst come first
served basis (no charge for the
table). A raffle will be held at
approx. 2100. Refreshments will
also be available, and there is
access for any disabled visitors.
Entry fee is £ 1for all persons. All
money will be donated to the
British Heart Foundation. Further
details from Bob Glasgow
GM4UYZ @ GB7EDN or
telephone on 1018751 811723.
August 16: The 9th Great
Eastern Radio & Computer Rally
is to be held at Wallington Hall, Nr
Kings Lynn. Doors open at 1000
(0945 for disabled visitors). The
event will feature Amateur Radio,
computer and electronic
component exhibitors, aBring &
Buy, and lots more. Food and
drink is served all day. Talk-in on
S22. There is also ample free
parking. For further details or
trader information, contact Ian
GOBMS on (
01553) 765614.
August 16: The 3rd Cardiff
Amateur Radio & Computer Fair
will be held at The Star Sports &
Recreation Centre, Splott, Cardiff.
Doors open 1030 till 1500. Stuart
Robinson GWOWMT on 1012221
613070.
August 16: The Stroud Radio
Society Rally will be held at
Archway School, Stroud, Glos.
Doors open 1030 11000 for
disabled visitors). There will be a

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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New
Publication
Tvvrog Press recently
announced their new
publication entitled
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The course is open to all, no previous knowledge of

UP & COMING RAE COURSES

radio communication is required. The course will consist of

Peter Buchan G3INR has informed the Newsdesk that an

evening classes devoted to: Morse tuition, Transmitting

RAE class is to be held at Savvston Village College,

theory, Operational procedures, Licence regulations and

starting in September 1998. For more information,

short wave receiving. Interested enthusiasts should contact

telephone (
01223) 834492.

Guidance & Admissions on (
01322) 404000/404001.

John Beaumont G3NGD is again offering another Radio

A Radio Amateur's Examination course is being held at

Amateurs' Certificate course starting in September at

South Notts College, Greythorn Drive, West Bridgford,

North Trafford College, Stretford. This course will run on

Nottingham. Classes start on the 16th September and will be

aWednesday afternoon for aduration of three hours per

held every Wednesday evening from 1830 till 2100, leading

week for 36 weeks.

to the RAE in May 1999. The course tutor is Alan Lake

The RAE course (for resits in December) are Monday

G4DVW. Contact him on 0115-938 2509 for further details.

evenings 1800-2030, RAE course - Wednesday afternoons,
1300-1600 and Electronics Servicing for the Radio Amateur

The City of London Amateur Radio Society intend to

-Tuesday afternoon. Enrolment is 1-3 September 1998 or

run a Radio Amateur's Examination ( RAE) evening course

any Wednesday afternoon during July and August.

commencing September 1998 (for May 1999 exam). A

More information from John G3NGD, North Trafford

beginners introduction to Morse will also be run

College, Talbot Road, Stretford, Manchester M32 OXH, Tel:

concurrent with the RAE for those who want it. The venue

0161-886 7077 or Admissions on 0161-886 7000.

will be in the Elephant and Castle area. Please contact Tony
Hearn G1UFX on 0171-928 3481 for further details.

•.nenenan emcee nee

From September 1998, Bexley College is offering a
course to teach the City & Guilds Radio Amateur's

An RAE course is being run for members at the Flight

examination for the use of atransmitting licence

Refuelling Amateur Radio Society at Wimborne,

Recent Rigs &

authorised by the DTI. The course will run for an academic

Dorset, starting on 29th September 1998. New members

Receivers by Dave
Morgan GW4KYZ. This
publication covers
equipment which has
been marketed during
the last three years and is
priced at just f3.50 post
free.
It is intended as a

year, finishing in May 1999, with students being able to sit

will be most welcome. Ian Brotherton G2BDV on (
01202)

for the May ' 99 RAE.

886887 for full details.

supplement to the Rig
Review and the Receiver
Review, which were also
written by Dave Morgan
and covered equipment
dating back from 1996 to
wartime surplus
equipment. Both these
publications are still
available from Twrog
Press at £ 5post free.
now in its 14th revision,
is edited by Finn Krone.
To obtain your copies,
contact DSWCI, cío Bent
Nielsen, Egekrogen 14,
DK 3500 Vaerloese,
Denmark. Costs are: 50
DKK, 8USD, 5GBP, 13
DEM of 10 IRCs per issue.
However, if aDX club
orders atotal of 20
copies or more, a 15%
discount is given. Cash
notes are accepted.
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SPECIAL EVENT GB98FLD
The Special ( Special) Event Station GB98FLD will
be operated by members of the Leicester Radio
Society (
LRS) at the Football world Cup 98 for
Footballers with
Learning Disabilities.
The tournament kicks
off at Leicester City
F.C. ground on the
30th July 98 with
the final played
there on 16th
August 98.
There will be 16 countries taking
part and the intervening matches will be played
on club grounds throughout Leicestershire and
neighbouring counties. The Society intend to be
active on 80 to 10m s.s.b./c.w. and also on 70cm
and 2m with as many modes as are practicable.

callsign. QSL via the RSGB bureau or direct to PO
Box 49, Leicester, England. Finally, the LRS
would like to thank the RSGB and the RA for the
issue of this Special (Special)
Event Callsign. Thanks also to
club member Arthur GOTNI for
his work in gaining the callsign.

WS2000 WINNER
Shown proudly holding his
new VVS2000 wideband
scanner ( kindly donated by
Waters & Stanton
Electronics), is David
Silcock of Wigan. David
was recently presented his
prize by new SWM Editor,
Kevin Nice.
David, who works for a
Wigan based company, has

30th July-4th August

from Leicester Radio

been reading SWM for some three years. He

5th- 12th August

Society HQ
from the World Cup Village,

was both surprised and delighted to have been
drawn from the hat of eager entrants.

Victoria Park, Leicester
13th- 16th August

from LRS HQ

A special QSL card has been printed to
commemorate both the event and also this unique

David's main interests are satellite monitoring
and scanning with his AR8000. Impressed with the
small size of the WS2000 David says " there won't
be many places Ican't take jt with me".
Well done David.
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In nearby Malaysia, the recently opened NTV-7
station has been instructed not to transmit foreign

masts in

sourced programming during peak viewing times - th e
government requires that prime time TV programmin

structures in the sticks are now allowed ( last

takes up most of local air time.

urban and 60m high
year the writer was hit by local planning enforcement
for a 1.2m dish the top only 2m above

Check out BBC Radio 1via Band 2

ground level!).

Sporadic Ethis season with

Interesting technical data was provided

the BBC station having its

in the May ' 98 Mobile and Cellular trade

own f.m. transmitter

\ publication relating to the airborn TV

operating from lbeza. Not so

\ surveillance now carried out by several

happy is Ramadham Radio

police forces. The Surrey Police have just

Leeds, an RSL station that

invested in a2.36GHz downlink

transmitted with 170W rather

analogue TV transmission system that

than the allowed 10W maximum,

downlinks omni-directional signals

was found out and the Radio

from an aircraft up to 10km distant - a

Authority has banned the

new £ 7000 version under

station's broadcasts for ayear -

development will allow atracking

until February 1, 1999.

aerial from ground- air with greater

RSL-TV station Sunrise Television

distance potential.

has been given aterrestrial licence
to transmit Asian language

Using the existing on- board
sahigh gain u.h.t. helix bv

programming and around the Ealing,

vehicle video monitor the system
cost has been reduced allowing

eere tor 240-32eseez. tet
matdine USA
the police crew to switch between
wnid
ie
eornoration
the
in S%
t!
Aslson
0 „d by
of West London Teletext and should
their car camera or the
an dexten s%
be on the air by October ' 98.
10 „beit ne etSat‘.°
microwave downlink. It's likely that the
Good news from the amateur radio ea
frequency used will change to the 3.4GHz band
Brent, Hounslow and Hillingdon area

press, planning easement for lattice

allowing two analogue or four digital video downlink

towers has been passed in Virginia, USA, and now 23m

channels ( rather than the existing single channel at
2.36GHz). Problems currently arise with co-channel
interference if several aircraft are operational.
Finally, in recent times I've received acouple of
requests from readers of this magazine for addresses of
possible suppliers for both u.h.f. TV and am- mw.
ready built transmitters - Iassume for mainland UK
operation! A further ' phoned request sought circuit
details for amedium wave transmitter. I'm sure this
information can be sorted from RSGB, BATC or ' free'
radio publications but I'm unable to help with requests

I

for on- shore pirate station equipment!

Send your news to Zoé Crabb at the Editorial Offices
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rallies
talk-in on S22 and admission is
f1.50. There will also be aBring
& Buy. Stuart GOGNM on
(014531 752411 or Steve
G7EUW on (014531758032.
August 23: The Telford Rally will
be held this year at the Telford
International Centre. There will
be major dealers, aflea market,
Bring & Buy, all in purpose built
exhibition halls with good
disabled access and plenty of
space to move around. There will
be catering, Morse testing and
good local attractions including
the famous konbridge Gorge
Museum Jim G8UGL on
(019521 684173 or Tony MOAMP
on 101743) 235619, E-mail:
zeroamp@hotmailcom
August 30: The Galashiels and
DABS are holding their Open Day
and Rally in the Volunteer Hall, St
Johns Street, Galashiels, Scottish
Borders from 1100 to 1600.
There will be traders,
refreshments, Bring & Buy, etc.
Jim GM7LUN on ( 01896)
850245 or packet © GB7JED.
August 31: The Huntingdonshire
Amateur Radio Rally Annual Bank
Holiday Monday Rally is to be
held at Ernulf Community School,
St Neots, Cambridgeshire (near
Tesco Superstore on A428).
Doors open 1000 to 1400 and
admission is £ 1. There will be hot
and cold refreshments available
and ahall and car boot sale on
hardstanding Talk-in on S22.
David Leech G7DIU on 101480)
431333 ( between 0900 and
2100).
*September 6: The Lincoln
Hamfest will be held at the
Lincolnshire Showground. There
will be the usual trade stands and
aBring & Buy. Sue Middleton
on (01522) 525760.
September 6: The Bristol
Computer & Radio Rally will be
held at the Brunel Centre,
Temple Meads Station, Bristol.
Doors open 1030 until 1600
(from 1015 for disabled visitors).
Admission is £1, accompanied
children under 12 go in for free.
There will be alarge Bring & Buy,
under £30 bring & Buy,
refreshments, 150+ tables, table
hire at £ 15 each and parking
opposite in the NCP for Et.
Muriel Baker, 62 Court Farm
Road, Whitchurch, Bristol BS14
OEG, or telephone on (
012751
834282 (
24 hour answerphone).
September 6: The Coleraine &
District Amateur Radio Society
will be holding their annual Radio
Rally at the new venue of the
Bohill Hotel & Country Club,
located ashort distance outside
Coleraine on the main road to
Bushmills and the Giants
Causeway. Doors open at 1200
and admission is £ 1.50. Further
information from John MIOAAZ
on (
012651 54930 or by E-mail
john@miOaaz.force9.co.uk
September 6: The Annual Wight
Wireless & Computer Rally will
be held at the National Wireless
Museum, Arreton Manor,
Newport, Isle of Wight.
Admission is free and so is the
parking. Douglas G3KPO on
(01983) 567665.
September 6: The Bury Radio
Society's 14th Annual Rally will
be held at the Castle Armoury
(TA Centre), Castle St., Bury.
Doors open 103011000 for
disabled visitors). Talk-in on S22,
Morse tests, Bring & Buy and all
the usual traders. Further
information and booking forms
from Alan GORFE on (
01706)
621263 or via E-mail:
gOrfe@zen.co.uk
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SWM E-mail
List Server
For some time now I
have been considering
whether or not SWM
should have an
Internet mailing list,
whereby readers can
exchange views, ideas
and information with
each other. Those of
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Wow! - has amonth
gone by already? It is
really hard to believe
that it really is aabout
five weeks ago that I
wrote my first
Editorial. Lots has
happened here and in
the world of radio. A
major show has taken
place in Friedricshafen,
one that Ihad planned
to attend but personal
circumstances
prevented that, much to my dismay. A well loved
British radio manufacturing operation has changed
hands and aBroadcasting Station ' bible' has
changed both editor and publisher.

you who are familiar
with ESL, WUN,
SPOOKS and so on will
be well aware of what
Imean. For those who
are unsure, in essence,
the way it works is as
follows. A mechanism
is set-up so that a
group of ' subscribers'
receive copies of every
message sent to the
list. This enables
anybody on the ' list'
to both ask and
answer questions to
all simply by posting a
message to the ' list'.
Several readers have
asked me to point
them to such aforum
recently. Who then,
thinks aSWM list

Too Much
Amateur Coverage?
Irecently received acongratulatory E-mail from a
reader who seemed dismayed that we are covering
amateur radio as aspecial feature this month. He
was concerned that SWM should not go down the
path of our sister magazine Practical Wireless and
just cover amateur radio. Well actually until 11 years
ago our subject matter was totally amateur radio!
For the record, let me say, that whilst Iam Editor
of Short Wave Magazine, that just will not happen.
SWM is amonitoring magazine aimed at awide
range of interest areas. PW is more than capable of
providing all the coverage that radio amateurs
require. However, Ido feel that Iam obliged to
provide coverage for all of our readers specific areas
of interest. It is due to this belief, that some time
ago Icame up with the idea of arotating theme for
issues based on the regular monthly column
subjects. Thereby giving everyone a ' bite of the
cherry' - fair? Ihope so.

would be agood
idea?

Youngest
Reader

What You Read Ain't
Necessarily What IWrote!

That's what John Wilson, our esteemed reviewer
wrote after we introduced some errors into his
standing in for Dick, I expertly crafted copy. He also went on to say, " There
were several interesting typographical errors in my
wrote requesting that
review of the NRD 545 which rather changed the
our youngest reader
sense
of what Ioriginally said. For example, the
and short wave
review reads "... surely usable 10Hz selectivity"
listener should write
whereas what Iwrote was "... surely unusable 10Hz
and let me know their
selectivity". The most glaring mistake was in the
details. Well, not only
quoted dynamic range measured during the 2nd
did Ireceiver aletter,
order intercept point tests. The magazine (SWM)
but Iwas sent a
Some time ago,

picture too, Young
Katherine Thompson
is seen here at the
controls of her very
comprehensive
station. Those controls
are along reach for
someone who's only
nine months old. So, is
Katherine our
youngest reader?
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text quotes this as amighty 204dB, which if true
would really make designers sit up and think. Idid
check my submitted text and the figure should of
course be 104dB ( and it still isn't quite up to a
Collins 51S-1). But it's too late when it's gone to
press."
Yes John, but Ican apologise to you and our
reader's now. Just think if we hadn't re- keyed it
would have been correct.
But then there is an upside to this, the whole
point of having an Editorial team is to meld a
variety of different material from many differing
sources into aseamless whole. Ihope that's what
you get as an end- product. We do try hard - so
please forgive afew small errors every now and
then.

Global Radio Guide
You will of now noticed, that the Global Radio
Guide as promised last month has been replaced by
Scan '98. Well, Iwas planning for Scan'98 to be
included with the September issue of SWM.
Regrettably, due to unforeseen circumstances, we
were unable to bring you the Global Radio Guide.
So that you're not left without acover mounted
extra this month Ihave pulled Scan'98 forward by a
month. Ihope you enjoy it. Next month to fill the
open gap we will be bringing you apull-out worldwide broadcasting guide. So all of you who were
looking forward to the extra broadcast material,
won't be disappointed.

Welcome Jo!
Before Iforget, Imust
introduce anew member
of the SWM team. Jo
Williams joined us at
the beginning of this
issue as Editorial
Assistant. She is
rapidly getting up
to speed,
especially so as
Zoé's on holiday
enjoying the sun
in distant lands lucky for some.
Any how, please
join me in
welcoming Jo to
the fold.

Reader
Survey
It is some five years since we last
provided you with an easy way to show us what you
think about SWM. This month we have apull-out
survey form to allow you to tell us, your valuable
opinion. Please take the time to fill it in and return
it to the address on the form. By doing so you will
help me shape SWM for the future.
By returning the completed survey form, you are
automatically entered into adraw that has first
prize of both aYupiteru MVT-7100 scanner
and an RF Systems AA- 150
%ado
h.f active antenna.

'
nee
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Dear Sir
Just afew words to say how much Ienjoyed the
article by Peter Bond on the early days of wideband
receivers.
In the 705, several of us lived eqi-distant from
Upper Heyford, Brize Norton and Abingdon. We were
all plane enthusiasts and had this desire to listen to
the u.h.f. airband.
In the early days we got round the problem by
either trying to tune the u.h.f. second and third
harmonics on our analogue v.h.f. airband sets (this
was surprisingly successful, especially at USAF bases)
and then building simple u.h.f. t.r.f. sets using lecher

Dear Sir
Ihave just finished reading the June issue of SWM,
from cover to cover.
Thank you for taking note of reader's comments about
presentation. Much has already been said about some

The reaction to the arrival of the AR2001 was as
described in the article. As soon as they emerged in
the local shops they were snapped up. Istill have
mine, it works perfectly and Ieven still have the
instructions. And no, it is not for sale!!
Perhaps we should run acompetition for the
oldest example still in use.

West Sussex

some advertisements in SWM, that the initial letters
AOR stand for " Authority on Radio".
A few years ago, Ireceived some literature from

in this hobby very long
and have at the
moment only got a

Ibelieve care must be exercised with modern

good scanner and it

methods of communication, just because some highly

has brought me many

technical facility is available, just afew key strokes

pleasures. Ihave found

away, we must not get carried away. The secret of

my Uncle's ( Peter

good communication is simplicity, clarity and

Rouse) last book

My previous comment can be equally applied to the

new AR8200. A wonderfully clever piece of equipment
it sounds from the excellent review, but are radio
receivers becoming just abit too clever for their own
good? Surely the essence of agood receiver is to
receive signals to the best of their ability and not to
confuse the operator with an abundance of functions

spend your time just fiddling with all the various

Ihave seen it quoted in arecent article, and also in

Ihave not really been

Realistic PRO-62. Ihave

nothing to actually listen to, you can still usefully

Dear Sir

Dear
Sir

found this to be avery

microprocessors make them possible?
Alan Gardener summed it up by saying " if there's

John Pumfrey

1

backgrounds that render the text un readable.

he/she may never use, just because modern

PS. The June edition was great!

PROMO

articles where the Art Editor has placed text over

un derstanding.

line tuning - mixed results there!

SUES

(Scanners 3) has been
very much of help to
me. It has given me a
good straight start to
the hobby.
Ihave found that
this magazine has
proved to have great
information and is an
enjoyable read.
Ihave now decided
Iwould like to try and
purchase ashort wave

options!"
In closing, may Iwish Dick Ganderton all the best

band receiver which

for the future and thank him for guiding the
progressive improvement of this excellent publication,

one problem Ihave

receives all modes. The
found is that prices are

Richard Hillier, the Sales Director of AOR ( UK) Ltd, in

during his Editorship.

very steep. Ionly really

which it states:

Chris Daw

have ashort budget. I

Bedford

"In 1977, two dedicated Japanese Radio

have also got to wait

Amateurs, Mr. Takano and Mr. Oshima founded AOR,

for my results from my

the letters of the company name being taken from

Amateur Novice B

one of their callsigns - JA1A0R. Their goal was to

origin and the manual Ihad supplied with my receiver is

Exam, which Itook on

pursue excellence in radio design, and to market their

exactly as you show in the magazine. It is printed in

the 1st June. If Ipass I

ideas commercially."

Japan, not translated by a 'third party', and it

As the highly satisfied owner of two AOR
receivers, Ican confirm that they
did in fact achieve their goal, and
their company is, without any
doubt, an " Authority on Radio".
P. Itycraft
Suffolk
Weill put this to Richard Hillier, here is

does contain errors. For example:
u want to

et
Is there something yo
g
your chest?Do you have a

e

problem fellow readers can soWe?
so then drop aline to the Editor at
Maga zine,
QS1-, Short
We
Arrovernith Court, Station
roach, Broadstone, Dorset
APP
ek.
‘19 gp\N.

what he said - Ed. "
AOR was formed
by JA1AOR and JA1EXM, the company
name 'AOR' being taken from the first

THE aEST LETTER WILL
Recove £10 VOUCHER
TO SPEND ON ANY SVel

cal/sign. There was asession of deciding

seRv‘ce .

what best fitted the ca//sign letters to
describe the company objectives.
'Authority On Radio' was the choice, however in

Page 8: MONI button ( monitor),
'Enables to listen easier when receiving a
weak wave and intermittent listening".
Page 55: All Memory Clear, " Clears the
:ontents of memory and returns to
Jefault valve".
Icould go on...
More to the point, however, is the
"act that the manual is not ' user
friendly'. It does not link the various
functions in acohesive manner, and the
document will certainly not win a
plain English' award. Richard

Wells' version is written in English
and in ahelpful way, explaining

the UK certain words such as authority and royal

quite clearly what each function

have special usage so the title is generally not used,

does. He clearly points out the

alternatives such as 'Advancement On Radio' have

fact, for example, that the a.c.

been suggested.

adapter should not be used if

It is very pleasing to hear that we have satisfied

alkaline batteries are fitted. In the

owners of AOR products who feel that the company

Yupiteru manual, this important fact is

objectives have been met with our pioneering and

hidden away in the middle of alist of trivial warnings on

innovative products."

page five - and therefore is probably dismissed by most

Richard Hillier, UK Sales Director (G4NAD - No

people!

Apparent Defect?)

If Mr Devereux would care to properly compare the
two versions instead of trying to get aquick advert in for

Dear Sir
With reference to Mike Devereux's letter in the July

Nevada, Ihave no doubt which one would come out top.
Incidentally, although Idid not purchase my receiver

issue of SWM, Iwas one of those who had amoan

from Nevada, it was bought from areputable dealer

about the quality of the MVT-9000's manual and the

who Iknow sources from Nevada themselves.

poor way in which it tries to describe the workings of

Regards

will splash out on a
70cm transceiver.
Another problem I
have is that Ilive in
Doncaster ( in S.
Yorkshire). Now, in
Doncaster, the last
proper shop which
sold equipment closed
down last year. So far
the only shop of which
Ihave found is about
an hours drive away.
People may say that
mail order is the way
to buy equipment. I
find this gives you
rather little choice. I
prefer to browse
around ashop and
have ademonstration
of each piece of
equipment which I
like. Does anyone
know of any close
shops?
R. Rouse
S. Yorkshire
Iguess that atrip to
Derbyshire will provide
you with the shortest

what is an excellent piece of equipment. You printed

Bob Elan

journey. Unless, that is,

my letter in the June issue.

Coventry

anyone knows

bobelenecompuserve.com

different - Ed.

My radio is agenuine EU model, not ' grey' in
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Bandscan America

T

he new station in Chile,
Voz Cristiana, continues
to run test broadcasts
on 21.550, often signing
on just before 1430 and
sometimes running
much of the day,
although it may not be in operation
every day. The fare is Christian
music with IDs in English and
Spanish.
Regular transmissions, including

more inclined to maintain the strong
transmitting presence in Ecuador, even if
it may mean ahuge move sometime in
the future. The station also wants to
increase the relays it uses in the UK and
is still considering possibilities in

Australia.
There seem to be more and more
logs of Radio Tahiti lately, and at
considerably better levels than before so
apparently the station has been given
new technological life and has escaped
what had been predicted as certain death
Portuguese to Brazil, may have begun by
once the dilapidated short wave
the time you read this. Keep an ear on
transmitter finally
went silent. 15.170 is
the only frequency in
QSL
Certificado de Sintonía
operation.
The new Mexican
(well, new last year)
RADIO ESPERANZA, CE609, Onda corta ( SW) Banda de 49 m. en 6.090 kHz, de la
has returned to the air
ciudad
de
Temuco,
en
la
República
de
Chile,
certifica
que
..
de los ESTADOS UNIDOS de N.A .
after an absence of
HA SINTONIZADO NUESTRA EMISORA, Radio Esperanza, el día 15 _
11,1110 109,5
several months but
07 .30(
Hora UTC)
(Hora de Chile) y que su
a las
activity still seems
Informe de Sintonía es correcto y se ajusta alo transmitido el día y,aaai.icados.
sporadic. XERTA
RADIO ESPERANZA, de Temuco, Chile, le agradece su I
saluda fraternalmente en Cristo.

Eleazar H. Jara
Firma y Sello Oficial

The new Voz Cristiana in Chile joins Radio Esperaza (6.090) as one of the few
active broadcasters from this country.

Bolivian stations
heard in North
America lately.
MHz

Station

3.200

Radio 9de Abril

3.391

Radio Emisora Camargo

4.409

Radio Eco

4.471

Radio Movima

4.552

Radiodifusora Tropico

4.559

Radioemisora Villamontes

4.600

Radio Perla del Acre

4.633

Radio 11 de Octubre

4.649

Radio Santa Ana

4.682

Radio Paititi

4.702

Radio Eco

4.720

Radio Abaroa

4.732

Radio La Palabra

4.864

Radio 16 de Marzo

4.917

Radio Mineria

4.925

Radio San Miguel

4.965

Radio Juan XXIII

5.504

Radio 2de Febrero

5.952

Radio Emisora Pio XII

5.965

Radio Nacional Huanuni

6.025

Radio Illimani

6.085

Radio San Gabriel

6.105

Radio Panamericana

6.135

Radio Santa Cruz

6.155

Radio Fides

6.195

Radio Carlos Palenque
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11.890, too. Their mailing address is:
Casilla 490, Santiago, Chile, or E-mail
vozing@interaccess.c1 When full
operations begin the programming will
come from studios in Miami, Florida.
Anew station in Brazil is Sistema LBV
Mundial in Porto Alegre on 11.895
broadcasting religious programming on
behalf of areligious group called Legiao
da Boa Vontage. Also new is Radio Nova
Visao in Santa Maria, using 9.530 from as
early as 1200. This one appears to be a
religious broadcaster, too, as it is carrying
some programming from Trans World
Radio.
Ecuador's HCJB is being relayed by
the UKs Merlin-operated transmitters
from 1600 to 1700 on 15.350 in Russian,
Uzbek and Tajik; 1700-1800 also on 15.360
in Russian, Ukranian and Georgian and
2100-2200 on 12.020 in Arabic.
Incidentally, it now looks as though
the new Quito airport - which threatens
the existence of HCJB's huge transmitter
site at Pifo - may be along time

operates on 4.800, as
do acouple of other
Latins, which can
really kick up the
QRM.
It appears that
SODRE, the
Uruguayan short
wave station which

has appeared
regularly in the short
wave guidebooks almost since the
medium became active, is not going to
be around much longer.
The only active outlet is on 6.125 and
the word is that there is no interest in
keeping even this one, last frequency
active. The station has long been just a
shadow of its former self - years ( and
years!) ago it was heard loud and
regularly in the United States, now it is a
rare DX catch.
LRA36 - Radio Nacional Archangel
San Gabriel is the only short wave
broadcaster in Antarctica. It currently
operates only on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays from 1900 to 2030 in Spanish
and 230 to 2100 close in Portuguese. The
station operates from Argentina's
Antarctic territory on 15.476 with one
kilowatt into arhombic antenna.
Radio Asia Canada is an
independently produced broadcast aimed
at Sri Lanka's Tamil population It is on
the air daily from 2000 to 2059 on 15.560,

happening, if it gets built at all. It is very
likely that the present government of
Ecuador may not go ahead with the

2200-2359 on 11.975, 0000 to 0159 on
9.560 and 0200 to 0359 on 9.700 Also
Saturdays and Sundays 1800-1959 on
17.530.

project, but things could change if the
government changes after the elections
in August.
Meantime, it seems that HCJB is now

Transmitting sites are still uncertain.
The group has had an application for a
medium wave licence turned down by
Canada's communications authorities.

Radio Asia Canada can be reached at:
Radio Asia Canada, 1-680 Progress
Ave., Scarborough, ON, M11-13A5,
Canada.
Radio Canada International has come
into some government bucks - $ 15
million over the next three years - to be
used to improve or replace antenna
towers at Sackville and refurbish its main
studio facilities in Montreal. If you can
manage to hear KWHR, the religious
broadcaster in Hawaii owned by WHRI
you might be able to sample an Indiana
f.m. station!
At present, unsold time on KWHR's
newest transmitter is being filled by
rebroadcasting acouple of Indiana f.m.
stations. WGTC-FM, licensed for New
Carlisle- South Bend and Elkhart, Indiana.
Also aired at times is WHPZ-FM ( BremenSouth Bend) The station uses the slogan
"Pulse FM". Both f.m.s are part of the
LeSea Broadcasting (WHRI) group. Check
11.565 at various times.
Radio 88 Estereo in Perez Zeledon,
Costa Rica, has made another
appearance. This station popped up a
year or so ago after purchasing the
transmitter of Radio Rumbo, but didn't
stay on the air very long. Now they say
they'll be operating regularly on 6.075
(though they're currently being heard 3
or 4kHz below that).
The station relays local 88.5 f.m. The
short wave is scheduled from 1000
(believed to be 1100 on Sundays) to 0500
close. The short wave transmitter is
believed to be running 1.5kW. Reception
reports can be sent to: Apartado 8278000, Perez Zeledon, Costa Rica.
Keep checking 11.910 land 11.905) for
the coming appearance of WWBS,
Macon, Georgia. This will be the latest in
what seems anever ending parade of
private US short wave broadcasters
which seem to come on the air at the rate
of about two ayear.
Another new US short wave station
due on the air late this summer or early
in the fall will be operated by Allan
Weiner, who has been involved in several
pirate radio/shipboard operations in
years past. WBCQ will use a50kW
transmitter in Maine and will sell air time
in blocks to various groups, including
'free' radio broadcasters. Afrequency for
this one hasn't been announced yet.

That's it for this time. Back
in three months with more
news from the Western
Hemisphere!
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„too often awanted s.w. broadcast is
marred by interference from astation
on an adjacent channel. Listeners who
use asimple set can do little to ease
the problem but those with amore
advanced receiver may achieve some
success by using the single sideband

(s.s.b.) mode.
If the interfering signal is on the low side of the wanted

one select the upper sideband ( u.s.b.) mode. Carefully adjust
the main tuning control until the wanted transmission is
clearly heard and the carrier is ' zero beat'. Select the lower
sideband ( I.s.b.) mode if the interfering signal is on the high
side.

Long Wave Reports
Note: I.w. & m.w. frequencies in kHz; s.w. in MHz; Time in

Rimayska Sobota 21.745 (
Eng to Eur, M.East, Africa 08300857) 43333 at 0835 by Bernard Curtis in Stalbridge; BSKSA
Saudi Arabia 21.495 (
Ar [ Holy Quran] to SE.Asia 0900-1200)
34333 at 0936 by Rhoderick Illman in Oxted; HCJB Quito,
Ecuador 21.455 (
Eng [ u.s.b. + p.c.] to S.Pacific 0700-1100)
24443 at 0951 by Richard Reynolds in Guildford; UAER,
Dubai 21.605 (
Eng to Eur 1030-1100) 44444 at 1030 by Gerald
Guest in Dudley; Vatican R, Italy 21.850 (
Sp to S.America
1130-1200) SI0322 at 1145 by Philip Rambaut in
Macclesfield.
After mid- day RAI Rome 21.520 ( It to Africa 0600-1300)
was 24122 at 1218 in Newry; BBC via Ascension Is 21.660
(Eng to W/E/S.Africa 1100-1700) 44443 at 1245 by Stan Evans
in Herstmonceux; RFI via Issoudun? 21.580 (
Fr to S.Africa
0900-1600) 44344 at 1430 by Robert Hughes in Liverpool; RAI
Rome 21.535/21.710 (
It [ Football] to Lat Amer, Africa 13301700, Sun only) 44444 at 1445 by Ernest Wiles in NE.Bedford;
DW via Kigali, Rwanda 21.560 (
Ger to M.East 1400-1755)

UTC (= GMT).
Unless otherwise stated, all logs were compiled during May.

33233 at 1615 by Peter Pollard in Rugby; UAER, Dubai
21.605 (
Eng to Eur 1600-1640) 44444 at 1630 by Robert
Connolly in Kilkeel; BBC via Cyprus 21.470 (
Eng to E.Africa

Sky waves from the new Rikisutvarpid outlet at Gufuskalar,
W.Iceland on 189kHz were received at 0045UTC on May 15

1400-1700) 34434 at 1636 by John Eaton in Woking; RFI via
Issoudun? 21.685 (
Fr to N.America 1600-1900) 45544 at 1817
by Darren Beasley in Bridgwater; R.For Peace Int, Costa Rica

by Simon Hockenhull in E.Bristol. The 300kW transmission
rated SINPO 25342.
Whilst searching the band during daylight David
Stevenson (
Swansea) picked up for the first time ever a
broadcast from Morocco ( Medi-1) via Nardor ( 2000kW) on

21.465 (
Sp? to USA?) 34333 at 2110 by Thomas Williams in
Truro.
Broadcasts from several continents may be received in the
17MHz ( 16m) band at some time during the day. Noted

171kHz, which rated SIO 222.

before noon were the BBC via Masirah 17.790 (
Eng to Asia
0600-0800), which was 34433 at 0800 in Herstmonceux;

Medium Wave Reports

R.Australia via Shepparton 17.750 (
Eng to Asia 0600-0900)
24333 at 0820 in Bridgwater; BBC via Skelton & Woofferton, UK
17.640 (
Eng to E.Eur, M.East, E.Africa 0700-1500) 23342 at

There were no reports of broadcasts from m.w. stations in
E.Canada and E.USA reaching our shores at night during
May. This was not unexpected because the longer hours of
daylight resulted in only ashort period when the whole of
the path over the Atlantic was in darkness.
Although the broadcasts from some of the many m.w.
stations in the Middle East, N.Africa, Europe and Scandinavia
reached the UK at night there was amarked deterioration in
the SINPO ratings noted in the reports. Over in Co.Down,
Eddie McKeown (
Newry) kept acareful check on 520kHz at
night for the sky waves from the Bayerischer Rundfunk cochannel 0.2kW outlets at Hof and Wurzburg in Bavaria but he
only received them at 2313 on June 3 - they peaked 25211.
During daylight the ground waves from some m.w. local
radio outlets reached quite distant places! Whilst on holiday
near Inverness, Brian Keyte (
Bookham) seized the
opportunity to search the band. He used the top strand of
wire on aroadside fence as an antenna for his AOR AR7030
receiver in the car and compiled an extensive log - see chart.
He noticed that GEM on 934 &999kHz were using the ident
'Classic Gold GEM'; also that WABC announced Classic Gold
WABC on 990 & 1017kHz. From Ulster he heard the ( dent
'Heartbeat 1521AM instead of Radio 1521 Craigavon.

1000 by Vic Prier in Colyton; BBC via Nakhon Sawan 17.790
(Eng to Asia 0800-1100) 24332 at 1001 in Oxted; Vatican R, Italy
17.700 (
Port to S.America 1100-1130)
SI0322 at 1100 in Macclesfield;
R.Pakistan, Islamabad 17.835 (
Eng to
Eur 1100-1120) 44243 at 1105 in Newry;
R.Sweden, Stockholm 17.870 (
Eng to
USA 1130-1200) 44434 at 1130 by Sheila
Hughes in Morden; R.Bulgaria, Sofia
17.585 (
Eng to Eur 1100-1200) 44334 at
1138 by Martin Dale in Stockport.
After mid- day Israel R, Jerusalem
17.535 (
Eng to Eur, N.America 14001430) was logged as 54444 at 1428 by
Tony Hall in Freshwater Bay; RCI via
Sackville, Canada 17.820 (
Eng, Fr to
Eur, Africa 1330-1500 Mon- Sat) 32132 at
1440 in Liverpool; Africa No.1, Gabon
17.630 (
Fr to W.Africa 0700-1100, 12001600) 43343 at 1524 in Woking; HCJB
Quito, Ecuador 17.735 (
Eng to Eur 19002300?) 44444 at 1940 in NE.Bedford;
WYFR via Okeechobee, USA 17.555

Short Wave Reports
The 25MHz ( 11m) band was searched quite often by some
listeners during May but they found no evidence of
broadcasting activity.
Good use of the 21MHz ( 13m) band is being made by
some broadcasters. Noted during the morning were UAER,
Dubai 21.605 (
Ar to Eur 0615-1030), clearly heard at 0650 by
Frank Miles in SW.London; Voice of Turkey 21.715 (
Tur to
W.Asia, Australia 0500-1000) logged as 45434 at 0720 in
E.Bristol; Voice of Russia 21.790 (
Eng [ WS]), rated SI0222 at
0800 by Tom Smyth in Co.Fermanagh; R.Prague via
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(Ger, Eng to Eur, Africa 1900-2200) 44333
at 1945 in Rugby; R.Nederlands via
Bonaire, Ned Antilles 17.605 (
Eng to
Africa 1830-2025) 33233 at 1952 by Clare
Pinder in Appleby; R.New Zealand Int
17.675 (
Eng to Pacific areas? 2052 [ 2107
Fri/Sat] - 0457) 25433 at 2129 in
Guildford; BBC via Ascension Is 17.830

LONG WAVE CHART
Freq
(kHz)
153
153
162
171
171
177
183
189
198
207
216
225
234
243
252
252
261
270
279

Station
Donebach OLE
Rod
Allouis
Nador Medi-1
B'shakovo etc
Oranienburg
Saarlouis
Gufuskalar
Oroitwich BBC
Munich OLE
Roumoules RMC
Raszyn Resv
Beidweiler
Kal undborg
Tipaza
Atlantic 252
Burg(R.Ropa)
Topolna
Sasnovy

Country Power
(
kW)
Germany
500
Romania
1200
France
2000
Morocco
2000
Russia
1200
Germany.
750
Germany
2000
W Iceland
150
UK
500
Germany
500
S.France
1400
Poland
Luxembourg 2000
Denmark
300
Algeria
1500
S.Ireland
500
Germany
200
Czech Rep 1500
Belarus
500

Listener
A,13*,C,D.E.F,H
H
H
A.B`,D*,E,F,H
C*
A,B*,C*,D,E,F,H
A,C,D,E,F,G,H
A,13`,C*,D*,E*,F
A,B",D,E,F,G

A,D,E,F,G,H
E,F
D`,E*

Note: Entries marked were logged during darkness. All other entries were
logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.

Listeners:(A)
Martin Dale, Stockport.
18)
John Eaton Woking.
(C)
Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol.
(DI
Sheila Hughes, Morden.
(E)
George Millmore, Wootton, loW.
(F)
Fred Pallant, Storrington.
(G)
Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh.
(H)
David Stevenson, Swansea.
(I)
Thomas Williams, Truro.

(Eng to W/C.Africa 0730-2100) 35333 at 2057 in E.Bristol; RCI
via Sackville 17.820 (
Eng to Eur, Africa 2000-2130) 43333 at
2100 in Stalbridge; R.Taipei Int via WYFR 17.750 (
Eng to Eur
2200-2300) 24222 at 2225 in Truro; DW via Kigali, Rwanda
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Most of the products advertised by ML&S

(

DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR

Our next day couriers are waiting to
safely deliver your new purchase direct to
your door, anywhere in the U.K. or most
overseas locations.

FLEXIBLE FINANCE
Let our professional sales team tailor a
finance package to suit your individual
requirements. Our super new Budget Plan
makes paying for your new purchase so
much easier.

PART EXCHANGE
We desperately need your part exchange
right now - top prices paid. Don't let it
depreciate over another twelve months,
we'll take your current transceiver now at
an agreed CASH price and still have your
new rig on finance if you wish!

CASH -IN
If the value of your part exchange is
greater than the value ( or deposit) of the
new purchase, we'll give you back the
difference! Turn the value of your old gear
into cash for the start of the year.

DIAL -A-DEAL

USB, LSB, CW, AM, FM, WFM
3interface screens to choose from
Real time bandscope function
Wide frequency coverage with
all mode receive
Unlimited number of memory channels
Automatic mode
IF shift function
Noise blanker
Digital AFC function
S-meter squelch
CTCSS tone squelch decode function
RF attenuator ( 20db)
External speaker level control
Super fine tuning to 1Hz
9600 baud data receive capability
BNC antenna connector

MVT-9000

£339

communications of all kinds broadcast radio and television,
ham stations, marine and
aviation to name just afew.
The IC-PCR1000 lets you listen
to this exciting world from
your computer. Don't miss out.

OM UT-106 DSP MO
ers digital noise reduc
multiple hetrodyne notc
Only £ 79.95 + £3
£37 DEPOSIT & 12 x £26.00

NEW JRC NRD545 Receiver.

RRP: £1795

AIL Price:PRICE£I,59
MA

•
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•
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RRP £489

N

ow established as THE
handheld scanner to
own ( along with the
ICR-10E), the MVT-9000
offers an excellent
Bandscope facility, full
coverage to 2039MHz ( with
no gaps) and all mode. The
price is down and you can
buy on our special LOW
COST Finance.

Soft case £ 19.95

II
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•

•
•
•
•

AggieS
MARTIN LYNCH & SONS
140-142 NORTHFIELD
AVENUE, EALING,
LONDON W13 9SB

e •

II

Squelch

LSB/USB/CW/FITTY/FM/AM/ECSS (USEKSB1
Continuous IF filtering from 40hz to 10kHz with
10 Hz step (no mechanical/crystal filters necessary)
PBS
Noise reduction
Beat canceller
Noise blanker
Notch fitter/Auto tracking
AGC (off/1/2/34) adjustable
BFO

•
•
•
•
MI
•
II
al
•

1000 memory channels
Built-in RTTY Demodulator
Clock & Timer
1Hz step and displays down to 10Hz
Memory/Band Scan & Sweep
RS232C
20 channels of weekly timer
AM and FM stereo
Step tuning 9kHz, 12.5kHz, 25kHz and others

• Tone control
• s.meter

AOR AR-500
NEW AOR
AR-5000+3

£1595
T

he widest frequency coverage offered by any Base scanner
available - 10kHz to 2600MHz. All mode and ideal for either base
or mobile use. Introduced during April, the new AR5000+3 is a

standard version of the original with 3 enhancements ( hence the + 3):
al

Synchronous AM
AFC
•

Open 6days aweek - 9:30-6.00

There is asmall increase in call rate when
using the 07000 number.

TCH

100kHz-30MHz will receive under 100kHz but is
outside the guaranteed spec.) .
One chip DSP processing for all modes

OPENING TIMES

EASY TO REMEMBER MAIL ORDER
NUMBER: DIAL 07000 73 73 73

years has brought a
wealth of information to PC
users around the world.

However, as you know, long
before the Internet existed the
airways have been filled with

£47.94 DEPOSIT & 59 x £40

Call any of our sales hot lines now - we're
eagerly awaiting your call - everything
sorted over the phone, model, trade-in,
collection, delivery and finance! Even if
you do not live locally you can still have
the peace of mind feeling when dealing
with ML&S!

0411014,aui
0181.566 112

he explosive growth of the
Internet over the last few

INTEREST FREE + FRE
Weather Fax, Pager
Decoding Software!!!

ML&S was the first company to introduce
a meaningful 5 Year cover plan for your
equipment. Don't let high servicing costs
put you off!

are available from asmall f25 deposit and
if you choose to pay more you can enjoy
a reduced monthly payment.

T

Turn your PC into awide band
receiver

Noise Blanker

£38 DEPOSIT & 56 x £35

ACCESSORIES

(

A full range of accessories for all main
equipment is always in stock or on order
with the manufacturer. You can include a
selection of filters, a power supply or
Tuner in the new finance deal.

WIDEST CHOICE

AR•5000+3
(RRP: £1749)
£47 DEPOSIT & 59 x £40

)

As the official U.K's largest dealer of
Yaesu, Icom, Standard & Kenwood
products, you'll find everything you could
ever dream of under one roof. Our friendly
(and non pushy) sales team will be
delighted to show you around and supply
you with as much coffee as you can drink.

SEWNG YOUR EQUIPMENT )
We're always short of good quality used
gear and currently have f150,000 to
spend on increasing our used stock. So if
you're wanting to sell your current
receiver (or accessory) for cash we would
be pleased tio hear from you.

CALL TODAY FOR THE LARGEST SELECTION OF NEW & USED EQUIPMENT IN EUROPE.
• TEL: 0181 - 566 1120 • FAX: 0181 - 566 1207 • CUSTOMER CARE: 0181 - 566 0566
WEB SITE: MlandS.co.uk • E-MAIL: sales@MLandS.co.uk

[ALL ITEMS ARE AVAILABLE ON THE ML&S BUDGET PLAN
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ICOM ICR-8500

CORPORATE SPONSOR Of DIE
PRAM ISLANDS OXPEDITION

LY

FREE MATCHING SPEAKER & DECODING SOFTWARE

The new IC-R8500 has proved itself to be the professional choice for all
band monitoring. Covering 100kHz to 2GHz with no gaps and all mode
£34.85 DEPOSIT & 57 x £40

fitted as standard.

Now from

199-0.99.51.9 -, c
!nee 033

00

NEW HF150
EUROPA.

r

- &17-

Probably the
smallest, lightest
scanner in the
world. FREE
MyDEL Police
style earpiece !

the worlds best
selling

Fantastic value
Short Wave RX.
Now at an even LOWER price!
RRP: £489

ree

communications

PLAN I
THAT
IIIHS!!!

YAESU FRG•100

STANDARD AX400mk11

Probably one of

receivers.

r

NICADS & DESKTOP CHARGER
NOW AVAILABLE. £39.95

STANDARD AX•700mk11

R41000UK SALE...SALE...
•

\

GOMM ,/
0 OD 0.
'00100
0•001C

Full frequency range,
(no gaps), Alpha
display, PC
compatible and
supplied with NiCads
& Charger.
Finance available
from under £ 25 per
month

Walla
1110MM

The only base scanner on the
market with panoramic display at
arealistic price, enabling the user
to view awhole 1MHz on the built
in brightly lit LCD TV type screen.

RRP £349.80

MVT•7100

ICOM ICR4OE
NEW LOWER
PRICE

UK SCANNING DIRECTORY

ML PRICE:

Pay by 3 credit
card payments
of £87.00
0000
0000

RRP £295.

onoe
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We know that any user of hand held scanners
would like to improve the performance on
medium wave and shortwave, especially
when used at home. Martin Lynch & Son can
offer two new products to assist in boosting
the usability of your scanner today!

fil DEL
213 Passive Preselector
£49.95

incl.

VAT.

Now includes
scanner/receiver lead.

I

£30 DEPOSIT & 12 x £24.79

FREE CARRIAGE
Calling all HAND HELD
& BASE SCANNER USERS!!!

Available
from stock.
Order yours
now, before
they ban it
from sale!

MV17200

M t«

DATONG AD-370
ML-Al2

£59.95
Now includes
scanner/receiver lead.

fil DEL Long Wire Balun

The Martin Lynch & Son
SWR " Budget Plan"
A simple solution to
spreading the cost of
buying equipment
without huge deposits
and massive monthly
payments. We can even
buy your part exchange
for CASH and you can
still walk out with a new
NRD545 for under £50!
(Actually £47.94)!
Take a closer look at the
ML&S A.R. Budget Plan many of you already
have. Call the sales desk
today for any product
listed in this magazine. If
its available and
approved by my buyers
the Sales team will
quote you a monthly
repayment package
suited to you.

DON'T FORGET!!

The es scanning
Directory

SI1011 WAVE
RADIO IVIMET

Simply the best SW Active
Antenna
£99.95

The Mydel Belon is designed to reduce the
impedance of along wire to alow impedance
more closely matching that of the receiver or
scanner's input circuit. Will help reduce electrical
noise from internally generated sources within
the home. Ideal when used with the MyDEL MLQ2 Passive Preselector
£22.95 p&p £3.50

Martin Lynch can also offer finance terms up to 60 months. Deposits from aminimum of f25. We welcome your part exchange against any new ( or used!) product, provided its clean and in good working
order Call the Sales Desk today APR: 19.9%. Payment protection is also available up to 36 months.
All units are brand new and boxed and offered with full manufacturers FR warranty. All prices quoted for cash/cheque or Switch/Delta card. No additional charges for credit cards.
Martin Lynch is alicensed credit broker. Full written details are available on request. Finance is subject to status. E&OE.r10 p&p on all major items.

You can pay off the loan
much quicker if you like
and even send alump sum
one month if you wish.
Trade-in your old gear or
add to the minimum
deposit, reducing the
amount of monthly
repayments. You tell us
what you can afford per
month and we'll tell you
the deposit you require.
Just call for an instant
quotation!*
*Budget Plan requirements: Full time
employement (or disabled/retired), over 18 and
below 71, current bank account (or building
society). For instant finance please ensure you
have LA( driving licence and cheque
guarantee/credit card orElectricity/GasIBT bill
with your current name and address. Finance
subject to status. APR 19.9%,

MARTIN LYNCH

& SONS

140-142 NORTHFIELD
AVENUE, EALING,
LONDON WI3 9SB
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2200-2355) 44444 2315

17.860 (
Ger to C.America
at
in
Kilkeel.
Good reception from many areas has been evident in the
15MHz ( 19m) band. During the morning the Voice of Nigeria
via lkorodu 15.120 (
Eng
was clearly heard at
in SW.London; RFO Tahiti, Fr.Polynesia 15.169 ( Fr to
SE.Pacific)
at
in Guildford; R.Austria Int via
Moosbrunn 15.410 (
Eng to M.East
at
in Herstmonceux; BBC via Ascension Is 15.400 (
Eng to
Africa
at
in Co.Fermanagh;
R.Australia via Shepparton 15.415 (
Eng to Asia
at
in Freshwater Bay, loW; Voice of

0500-0700)

0540

23332 0701

0730-0800) 44444 0745

0715-1130) S10433 0800

0100-0400,

0600-0900) 24323 0809

?-0830?) 32432 0828

Malaysia, Kajang 15.295 (
Eng to Asia
at
in Bridgwater; R.Norway Int 15.175 (
Norw to Australia,
S.America
at
in Truro; DW via Rwanda
(
Kisuahe to Africa
at
in Oxted;
UAER, Dubai
(
Ar to Eur
at
by
Norman Thompson in Oadby; R.Pakistan, Islamabad
15.530 (
Eng to Eur
at
in Newry;
R.Bulgaria, Sofia 15.175 (
Eng to Eur
at
1110 by Tom Winzor in Plymouth; WEWN via Vandiver, USA
15.745 (
Eng to Eur
at
in
Macclesfield.
During the early afternoon VOIRI Tehran, Iran 15.084
(Home Sce relay) was
at
in Woking; Voice of
Russia 15.510 (
Eng to Asia
at
in
Morden; R.Romania Int 15.390 (
Eng to Eur
at
in E.Bristol; RCI via Sines, Portugal 15.325 (
Eng to
Eur, M.East, Africa
at
in Dudley;
Vatican R, Italy 15.540 (
Eng to Asia, Pacific
at
by Vera Brindley in Woodhall Spa; Israel R,
Jerusalem 15.650 (
Eng to W.Eur, M.America
at
in Stockport.
Later, VOA via Botswana 15.445 (
Eng to Africa
was
at
in Rugby; Channel Africa via
Meyerton 15.240 (
Eng to W.Africa
at
by Harry Richards in Barton-upon- Humber; LJB via Sabrata,
Libya 15.415 (
Ar to Eur, M.East, America
at
in Colyton; R.Nederlands via Bonaire, Ned.Antilles
15.315 (
Eng to Africa
at
in Liverpool;
Voice of Nigeria via lkorodu 15.120 (
Eng
at
in NE.Bedford; Voice of Indonesia, Jakarta 15.150 (
Eng
to Eur, Africa
at
by Ross Lockley in
Galashiels; RCI via Sackville 15.325 (
Eng to Eur, Africa
at
in Stalbridge; R.Taipei Int via VVYFR
15.600 (
Eng to Eur
at
in Appleby;
R.Kuwait via Kabd
(
Ar to Africa
at
in Kilkeel.
In the 13MHz (22m) band R.Australia via Shepparton
13.605 (
Eng to Pacific
was rated
at
by David Edwardson in Wallsend; R.Austria Int via
Moosbrunn 13.730 (
Eng to Eur
at
in
Herstmonceux; SRI via Sottens? 13.685 (
Eng, It, Ger, Fr to
Australasia
at
in Truro; R.Sweden via
Horby 13.740 (
Eng to Asia, Pacific
at
in Barton-upon-Humber; R.Prague via Litomysl 13.580 (
Sp
to Eur
at
in Plymouth; WHRI via
Noblesville, USA 13.760 (
Eng to E.USA, Eur
at
in Woking; R.Austria Int via Moosbrunn
Eng to Eur
at
in Freshwater
13.730 (
Bay; Vatican R, Italy 13.765 (
Eng to Africa
at
in Colyton; Vatican R, Italy 13.765 (
Eng to W.Africa
at
in Newry; RCI via Sackville 13.650

0900-0930) 23222 0910
1000-1050) 23332 1008
15.395
0615-1030) 22332 1015

15.410

1100-1120) 35333 1107
1100-1200) 54444
1000-2200) S10444 1120

45334 1250
1300-1500) 44333 1300
1300-1356) 53434

1325

1330-1400) 44444 1330

1351

1600-

44444 1700

1800-1830) 45444 1805
1800-0400) 43444

1815

2000

1345-1400) 44434
1400-1430)

43333 1424
1800)

1830-2025) 42233 1940
1900-2100) 55545

2000-2100) 44433 2005

2129) 33333 2030

2000-

2200-2300) 33233 2200
15.495
1800-0000) 44444

2305

LSPEIRL J[COMPETITI:q C

flFEAleri1511,

0000-0800)

24542 0700

1riEVIE111

LOCAL RADIO CHART
Freq
(kHz)
558
585
603
603
630
630
657
657
666
666
729
738
756
756
765
774
774
774
792
792
801
828
828
828
828
828
837
837
855
855
855
855
873
936
936
945
945
954
954
963
963
972
990
990
990
990
999
999
999
999
017
026
026
026
035
035
035
035
107
116
116
116
152
152
152
152
152
161
161
161
161
170
170
70

Station
Spectrum, London
R.Solway
Cheltenham R.
Capital G,Litt'brne
R.Bedfordshire(3CR)
R.Cornwall
R.Clwyd
R.Cornwall
Gemini AM, Exeter
R.York
BBC Essex
Hereford/Worcester
R.Cumbria
R.Maldwyn, Powys
BBC Essex
R.Kent
R.Leeds
Cl Gold 774, Glas
CI.Gold 792,Bedford
R.Foyle
R.Devon & Dorset
CI.Gold 828, Luton
Magic 828, Leeds
Asian Netwk Sedgley
2CR CG, Bournemouth
Townland R, Ulster
R.Cumbria/Furness
Asian Netwk Leics
R.Devon & Dorset
R.Lancashire
R.Norfolk, Postwick
Sunshine 855,Ludlow
R.Norfolk, W.Lynn
Brunel CG, W.Wilts
Yks Dales R, Howes
Cl Gold GEM, Derby
S.Coast R, Bexhill
Gemini AM, Torquay
CI.Gold 954, H'ford
Asian Sd,Manchester
Liberty R, Hackney
Liberty R, Southall
R.Aberdeen
R.Devon & Dorset
Big Easy Magic AM
CI.G.WABC,Wolv'ton
C.Gold GEM Nott'ham
Red Rose 9-99 P'stn

p.Solent

Valleys R. Aberdare
CI.G.WABC,Shrewsb'y
R.Cambridgeshire
Downtown, Belfast
RJersey
RTL Country 1035
R.Sheffield
N.Sound 2, Aberdeen
W.Sound, Ayr
Moray Fth,Inverness
Herby
R.Guernsey
Valleys REbbw Vale
Amber, Norwich
Clyde 2, Glasgow
LBC 1152 AM
Picly 1152,Manch'r
Xtra-AM, Birmingham
Brunel CG, Swindon
Big Easy Magic 1G
Southern Counties R
Tay AM, Dundee
GNR, Stockton
SCR, Portsmouth
Signal 2,Stoke-on-T

ILR
e.m.r.p
BBC ( kW)
0.00
2.00
0.10
0.10
0.20
2.00
2.00
0.50
0.34
080
020
0.037
1.00
0.63
0.50
0.70
0.50
0.14
0.27
1.00
2E0
020
0.12
020
0.27
0.80
1.50
0.45
1.00
1.50
1.50
0.15
0.30
0.18
1.00
0.20
0.75
0.32
0.16
0E0
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.25
0E9
0.25
0.80
1.00
0.300
0.70
0.50
1.70
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.78
0.32
1.50
1.20
0.50
0.50
0E3
3.06
23.50
1.50
3.00
0.16
035
1.00
1.40
032
0.50
0.20

Listener
B,C,I,L
A,H
A,B,E,I,J",L,M

A,I,L
A,H,I,K,M
A,I,L
A,D,E,I,L
A,H
C,I,M
A,B,D,E,M
A,H
B,I,L
B,C,E,I
C,I
A,B
A,I
C,I,M
A,H,K
A.E.I,L
E,F*

A,H,K
A,H
I,K,L,N
A,B
C,F,M
E,F
BCE I
A,H,J",M
A,B,H
C,F,H,I
I,L
A,B,H
A,C,F*,H,I
C,E,F 1,H
A,F,I,L
B,F,M
B,F,M
A,B,H
C,F,I
A,B,F,H,M
B,C
A,H,K
A,I,L
13",C,I,L 1
A,B
A,H

A,B,F*,M
A,C,F,I,L*
eB,C,I,M
A,B
A
A,H
C,I

BOOMS

Freq
(kHz)
170
170
242
251
260
260
260
260
296
305
305
305
323
323
332
332
359
359
359
368
368
377
413
413
413
431
431
449
458
458
458
458
476
485
485
485
503
521
21
530
530
530
548
548
548
548.
557..
557
584
584
584
584
584
602

SUBS

Station
Swansea Snd,Swansea
1170AM,High VVycombe
loW Radio, Wootton
Amber SGR,Bury StEd
Brunel CG, Bristol
Marcher G, Wrexham
SabrasSnd,Leicester
R.York
Radio XL,Birmingham
Big Easy Magic AM
Premier via ?
Touch AM, Newport
S.Coast R,Southwick
SomersetSnd,Bristol
Premier, Battersea
CI.Gold 1332,Pt'bo
The Breeze,Chelms'd
R.Solent
Touch AM, Cardiff
Southern Counties R
Wiltshire Sound
Asian Sd, Rochdale
R.Gloucester via ?
Premier via ?
Yks Dales R,Skipton
The Breeze,Southend
CI.Gold, Reading
R.Peterboro/Cambs
R.Cumbria
R.Devon & Dorset
1458 Lite AM Month'
Sunrise, London
CounlySnd,Guildford
Cl Gold, Newbury
R.Merseyside
Southern Counties R
R.Stoke-on-Trent
Heartbeat 1521AM,NI
Fame 1521, Reigate
R.Essex
CI.Gold W.Yorks
CI.Gold Worcester
R.Bristol
Capital G, London
Magic 1548 Liverp'l
Forth AM, Edinburgh
R.Lancashire
S.Coast R, So'ton
KCBC, Kettering
London Turkish R
R.Nottingham
R.Shropshire
Tay, Perth
R.Kent

jLY!MIJ
IR
e.m.r.p
BC (kW)
058
0.25
0.50
076
1.60
0.64
0.29
0.50
5.00
015
0.50
0.20
0.50
0.63
1.00
0.60
0.28
0.85
0.20
0.50
0.10
0.10
0.50
0.10
035
0.14
0.15
0.50
2.00
5.00
50.00
0.50
1.00
1.20
1.00
1.00
050
0.64
0.15
0.74
052
5.00
97.50
4.40
2.20
0.25
0.50
0.04
020
1.00
0.50
0.21
0.25

Listener
A,L
C,H

A
A,B,H
C,H,I,L*
I,L
C,H
A,L
DLL
A,M

C,F 1,1
B,H
G,H,I,L
A,H
B.
'
13`,C,H,1
A,C,I
A,H
A,I,L
13 1,C,HL
A,C,G,H,I,L"
E,H
C,G,H,I
A,B,F',I
A,H
C,I
C,I
A,B
I,L
C,I

A,B,H

C,L
F",G
A,I
A,C,I

Note: Entries marked were logged during darkness. All other
entries were logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.
Listeners:(A)
Robert Connolly, Kilkeel.
(B)
Martin Dale, Stockport.
(C)
John Eaton, Woking.
(D)
Francis Hearne, N.Bristol.
Simon HockenhuIl, E.Bristol.
(F)
Sheila Hughes, Morden.
(G)
Rhoderick khan, Oxted.
(H)
Brian Keyte, while near Inverness.
(I)
George Millmore, Wootton, loW.
(J)
Richard Reynolds, Guildford.
(K)
Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh.
(L)
David Stevenson, Swansea.
(M)
Norman Thompson, Oadby.
(N)
Tom Winzor, Plymouth.

A
B,M

0730-0800) 44544 0755

0830-1030) 44444 0900
1330-1400) 44444 1345

1400-1427) 44444 1417

S10432 1644

1500-2100)

1630-1700) 54444 1653
1730-1800) 34444

1740
2000-2030) 44243 2009
(Eng, Fr to Eur, Africa 2000-2200) 45444 at 2026 in
Bridgwater; R.Havana Cuba 13.715 (
Eng to Eur 2030-2130)
24232 at 2030 in Galashiels; RCI via Sackville 13.670 (Eng to
Eur, Africa 2000-2130) 45444 at 2102 in E.Bristol; R.Ukraine
Int, Kiev 13.590 (
Uk [ WS1) 44454 at 2010 in Liverpool;
R.Damascus, Syria 13.610 (
Eng to America, Pacific 21052205) 33333 at 2110 in Rugby; R.Austria Int via Moosbrunn
13.730 (
Eng to Africa 2130-2200) 33233 at 2130 in Appleby;
WEWN Birmingham, USA 13.615 (
Eng to N.America 2130?2300) 43333 at 2140 in Morden; VVWCR Nashville, USA
13.845 (
Eng to Africa 1400-0000) 43343 at 2250 in Kilkeel.
There is also much to interest the listener in the 11MHz

14

(25m) band. During the morning R.Cairo, Egypt 12.050 (
Ar
[Home Sce relay] to Eur, N.America) was clearly heard at
in SW.London; VOA via ? 11.805 (
Eng to Eur, N.Africa
rated
at
in NE.Bedford; R.Australia via
Shepparton 11.880 (
Eng to Pacific
at
in Wallsend; Voice of Greece, Athens 11.645 (
Gr, Eng to Eur,
Australia
at
in Plymouth; HCJB Quito
11.960 (
Eng to Eur
at
in Truro;
R.Jordan via Al Karanah 11.690 (
Eng to W.Eur, E.USA 1000at 1000 in Galashiels.
During the afternoon Polish R, Warsaw 11.820 (
Eng to
Eur
was
at
in Morden; R.Japan via Sri
Lanka 11.880 (
Eng to Asia
at
in
Barton- upon- Humber; R.Australia via Shepparton 11.660
(Eng to Asia
at
in E.Bristol; R.Algiers
Int via Bouchaoui 11.715 (
Eng to Eur, M.East, Africa
at
in Bridgwater; Voice of Hope via Georgia
12.125 (
Eng to Africa
at
in
Stockport; AWR via Meyerton, S.Africa 12.135 (
Eng to ?
at
in Newry; R.Pakistan, Islamabad
11.570 (
Ur to Eur
at
in Stalbridge.
Later, AIR via Bangalore 11.620 (
Eng, Hi to Eur
was
at
in Colyton; Voice of Vietnam, Hanoi

0515
0600-0700)

55555 0650

0600-0830) 24532 0700

0600-0800) 44444 0713
0700-0900) 34333 0800

1630) 33333

1200-1300)

44444 1230
1400-1500) 25232 1410

1330-1700) 35333 1445

1700) 54544 1627

1600-1700?) 33333 1639

1730-?) 34232 1730
1700-1900) 33333 1750

2230)

1600-

44544 1815

1745-
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12.020 (
Eng to Eur 1900-1930) 44344 at 1900 in Appleby;
China R.Int via ? 11.840 (
Eng to Eur 1900-1955) 43434 at
1911 in Freshwater Bay, loW; Israeli:I, Jerusalem 11.605
(Eng to W.Eur, N.America 1900-1925) 44344 at 1920 in
Woodhall Spa; R.Kuwait via Kabd 11.990 (
Eng to Eur,
N.America 1800-2100) 33232 at 2005 in Oadby; R.Prague via
Litomysl 11.600 (
Eng to Africa, Australia 2130-2157) 54454
at 2150 in Liverpool; VOA via Morocco? 11.975 (
Eng to
Africa 1800-2230) SI0222 at 2200 in Co.Fermanagh; BBC via
Kranji, Singapore 11.955 (
Eng to S.Asia 2200-0000) 43243 at
2202 in Woking; BBC via Ascension Is 11.835 (
Eng to
W.Africa 1930-2300) 44444 at 2240 in Kilkeel; R.Bulgaria,
Sofia 11.720 (
Eng to N.America 2300-0000) SI0444 at 2342

MEDIUM WAVE CHART
Freq
(kHz)
520
531
531
531
531
531
548
548
549
549
558
558
567
567
567
576
576
576
585
585
585
594
594
603
603
603
603
603
612
612
612
621
621
621
630
630
630
639
639
648
648
657
657
657
666
666
666
666
675
675
684
584
693
693
693
693
702
702
702
711
711
711
711
720
720
720
720
729
729
738
738
738
747
747
756
756
756
765
774
774
774
783
783
792
792
792

Station

Country

Power
(kW)
0.2
600/300
100
20
7
500
15W50
600
600
200
100
?
100
500
7
500
500
50
8
200
2
1000/400
100
300
50
50
10
2
100
300
10
80
10
50
100
100
600
1500
7
10
500
120
20
2
150
5)0
135
50
600
120
500
2000
2
150
1
50
5
300
10
300
5
500
5
400
10
100
0.5
10
?
4
300
500
20
400
800/200
5
2
500
1

Hof/Wurzburg (BR)
Germany
Am Beida
Algeria
Torshavn
Faeroe Is.
Berg
Germany
RNE5 via 7
Spain
Beromunster
Switzerland
Wavre
Belgium
Sidi Bennour
Morocco
Les Trembles
Algeria
Thurnau (DLF)
Germany
Espoo
Finland
RNE5 via ?
Spain
Berlin
Germany
Tullamore(RTE1)
Ireland (S)
RNE5 via ?
Spain
Muhlacker(SDR)
Germany
Riga
Latvia
Barcelona(RNE5)
Spain
Paris(FIP)
France
Madrid(RNE1)
Spain
Dumfries(BBCScot) UK
Frankfurt(HR)
Germany
Muge
Portugal
Lyon
France
Oradea
Roumania .
Sevilla(RNE5)
Spain
Sousse
Tunisia
Newcastle(BBC)
UK ..
Athlone(RTE2)
Ireland (S)
Sebaa Aioun
Morocco
RNE1 via?
Spain
Wavre
Belgium
RNE1 via ?
Spain
Barcelona(OCR)
Spain
Dannenberg(NDR)
Germany
Vigra
Norway
Tunis-Djedeida
Tunisia
Praha(Liblice)
Czech
RNE1 via ?
Spain
RNE1 via ?
Spain
Orfordness(BBC)
UK
Napoli
Italy
Madrid(RNE5)
Spain
Wrexham(BBCWales) UK
MesskirchRohre(SWF) Germany
Sitkunai(R Vilnius)
Lithuania
Lisboa
Portugal
Barcelona(SER)
Spain
Marseille
France.
Lopic(R10 Gold)
Holland
Sevilla(RNE1)
Spain
Avala(Beograd-1)
Yugoslavia
Tortosa(RNE1)
Spain
Droitwich(BBC5)
UK
Enniskillen(BBC5)
UK
Startpoint(BBC5)
UK
FlensburgINDR)
Germany
1WR via Monte Carlo Monaco
Zamora(RNE1)
Spain
Rennes 1
France
Heidelberg
Germany
Laayoune
Morocco
Murcia(COPE)
Spain
Tayeyad
Iran
Lisnagarvey(B8C4)
Ireland (N)
Norte
Portugal
Lots Rd,Ldn(BBC4)
UK
Cork(RTE1)
Ireland (S)
RNE1 via ?
Spain
Paris
France
Poznan
Poland ..
Barcelona(RNE1)
Spain .
Las Palmas
Gran Canaria
Flevo(Hilv2)
Holland
Braunschweig(DLF) Germany
Bilbao(El)
Spain
Redruth(BBC)
UK
Sottens
Switzerland
Enniskillen(BBC)
Ireland (N)
RNE1 via ?
Spain
Plymouth(BBC)
UK _
Leipzig(MDR)
Germany
Miramar(R.Porto)
Portugal
Limoges
France
Lingen(NDR)
Germany
Sevilla(SER)
Spain

1
100
100
300
5
20

Listener
G",K
AK'
F
A,B,G`,I-1',K '
G",H
H"
A,B,G",H,J*,V,L
A',G .,H .,K*
A*,H,K*
A,B,H,V
H.
A,B,11',V,L
H`
A,B,C,13',F,H,J,K
A",H",K
A",G"
H'
A',B,H*,K*
B,H,K
A',B,G .,1-1*,K"
F,G*
A,G .,H*
A'.B,G*,H*
K,L
H.
A',G*
H.
A,F,J
A,F,H,J,K,L
H'
A`,11"
A,G',H
A',K*
H'
A',G"
A",G",H",K*
A",G*
A",B",G*,11*,K*
A",G",K*
A,B,F,H
'
AM'
A,F,G*,J,K*
AK.
G'
A',G*
A'
G'
A,B,C,G*,H
A',13*,G*,H",K*
A'H'
A'
A,B,H,K,L
J
N
A.,B*
6*
A'
A',C,D*,H,K
B.
H'
A`,G*
H'
A',C*,F,H*,J
A'
5,9
A,B,F,G',H,J,K
A",F,G*,H
H
H'
A,13",G",H",K*
A'
A,B,C,G',H,L
A,B",G",H",K*
A'
G",H,J
A,G*,H*
F,G*,J
B,K
A,13',G*,H*
A,B .,H*
A',G*,H,V,L
H'
A',G .,H*
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rc * JI1

J7L

by Francis Hearne in N.Bristol.
The many broadcasters in the 9MHz (31m) band during
the morning include R.Prague via Litomysl 9.505 ( Eng to Eur
0700-0727), clearly heard at 0700 in SW.London; TWR Monte
Carlo, Monaco 9.755 (
Eng to Eur 0700-0820 Mon-Fri) rated
55555 at 0700 in Morden; R.Nederlands via Bonaire,
Ned.Antilles 9.720 (
Eng to Pacific 0730-0925) 43433 at 0755 in
Herstmonceux; R.Mediterranee lnt via Nador, Morocco 9.575
(Fr, Ar to N.Africa, S.Eur 0500-0100) 55545 at 0900 in
Stalbridge; R.Vilnius, Lithuania 9.710 (
Eng to Eur 0930-1000)
32223 at 1000 in Oadby; R.Vlaanderen Int, Belgium 9.925 (
Eng
to Eur, M.East 1030-1055) 34222 at 1030 in Newry;
R.Nederlands via Wertachtal 9.860 (
Eng to Eur 1030-1225)

Freq
Station
Country
Power
Listener
Freq
Station
Country
Power
Listener
(kHz)
( kW)
( kHz)
(kW)
792 Londonderry(BBC)
UK
1
B,J
188 Reichenbach(MDR) Germany
5
A'
801
Munchen-lsmaning Germany
300
A.,BG .
188 Szolnok
Hungary
135
Fl*
801
RNE1 via ?
Spain ?
A.',G*,H*,K*
197
Munich(VOA)
Germany
300
G'
810 Volgograd
Russia
150
H'
197 Virgin via ?
UK
7
A,H,K,L
810
Madrid(SER)
Spain
20
A',13',H*
206 Wroclaw
Poland
200
A'
810 Westerglen[13BCScot) UK
100
A,B .,C",F,11`,J,K,L
215 Virgin via ?
UK
?
A,H,J,K,L
Bulgaria
500
HU
819
Batra
Egypt
450
Fl*
224 Vidin
819 Toulouse
France
50
B",G*
224
Lelystad
Holland
50
A',G*
819 Warsaw
Poland
300
A',G*,K*
224 COPE via ?
Spain ?
A'
Germany
100/5
A'D'
233
Liege
Belgium
5
A",G*
828
Hannoyer(NDR)
Rotterdam
Holland
20
G'
233 Virgin via ?
828
UK
?
A
828
Barcelona(SER)
Spain
50
A'
242 Virgin via ?
UK
?
A,G
837
Nancy
France
200
251
Marcali
Hungary
500
A'
837
COPE via ?
Spain ?
251
Huisberg
Netherlands
10
A-,G,K'
846
Rome
Italy
540
A'.1-1*
260
SER via ?
Spain ?
A',K*
855
Berlin
Germany
100
A',6*
260
Guildford (V)
UK
0.5
J
855 RNE1 via ?
Spain ?
269
Neumunster(DLF)
Germany
600
A,6*,[r,G*,1-1*
864 Santah
Egypt
500
H'
269
COPE via ?
Spain ?
864 Paris
France
300
A",13',H
278 Dublin/Cork(RTE2)
Ireland (S)
10
A,B",F,F1',J,K
RFE via ?
Czech Rep.
400
A,G,H*
864 Socuellamos(RNE1) Spain
2
H'
287
Frankfurt(AFN)
Germany
150
G" H"
287
Lerida(SER)
Spain
10
Er,"
873
873 Zaragoza(SER)
Spain
20
A",Er
296 Valencia(COPE)
Spain
10
A',13'
873
Enniskillen(R.UI)
UK
1
F
296 Orfordness(BBC)
UK
500
G,J,L
882
COPE via ?
Spain
7
13',G*,H*
305 RNE5 via ?
Spain ?
H'
882 Penmon(BBCW
UK
10
F
314
Kvitsoy
Norway
1200
A,13',D",P,G",e,I,L
882 VVashford(BBCWales) UK
100
A,G',H,J,K,L
323 1A/brunn (V.Russia) Germany
1000/150 A',D*,G,L
891
Algiers
Algeria
600/300 A',13`,G*,H*
332 Rome
Italy
300
E',G*,H*
891
Huisberg
Netherlands
20
GH*
341
Lisnagarvey(BBC)
Ireland (N)
100
A,C*,[1*,EH',J,K,L
900
Bmo(CRe
Czech Rep
25
H'
341
Tarrasa(SER)
pain
2
H'
900
Milan
Italy
600
AM`
350
Nancy/Nice
France
100
H'
900
Qurayyat
Saudi Arabia 100[1 .
H'
350 Cesvaine/Kuldiga
Latvia
50
Fr,H*
900
COPE via ?
Spain ?
111",G*,H"
359
Madrid(RNE)
Spain
600
A',L
909 . Mallorca(RNE5)
Spain
10
Ir
368
Foxdale(Manx R)
I.O.M.
20
A,Er,F,H*,1,J,K"
909
B'mans Pk(BBC51
UK
140
8',H,J,K,L
377
Lille
France
300
B,H
909
M'aide Edge(BBC5) UK
200
A
386
Bolshakovo
Russia
2500
A,E*,11"
Domzale
Slovenia
600/100 A.M.
395
918
Fllake
Albania
1000
A'
918
Madrid(Rint)
Spain
20
A*,B",G*,H .
395 TWR via Fllake
Albania
500
E',G*
927 Wolvertem
Belgium
300
A,G,H,V,L
395
Lopic
Netherlands
120148 B,D*,G*,H
Brest
France
20
936
Bremen
Gerrnajry
100
A',G*,H .,K
404
945 Toulouse
France
300
A',G*
413
RNE5 via ?
Spain ?
G',1-1*,K*
954
Bmo (CRo2)
Czech Rep
200
A' 6' Fr
422 Alger
Algeria
50/25
H'
954
Madrid(CI)
Spain
20
422
Heusweiler(DLF)
Germany
1200/600 A,D",G",H"
963
Pori
Finland
600
El* G.
431
Kopani
Ukraine
500
G'
963 Br Chonai II
Ireland (S)
10
440
Marnach(RTL)
Luxembourg
1200
A,G,H,J,K
972
Hamburg(NOR)
Germany
300
A',G,H"
449
Redmoss(BBC)
UK
2
F
981
Alger
Algeria
600/303 A`,[3*,H*
467
Monte Carlo(IWR)
Monaco
1000/400 efr,E,G,H*,K*
Berlin
Germany
300
Er,G*,H .,K*
476 Wien-Bisamberg
990
Austria
600
A'
990 R.Bilbae(SERI
pain
10
G_*,_1- 1*
485
SER via ?
Spain ?
A'K'
990 Redmoss(BBC)
UK
1
G'",K
485
Carlisle(BBC)
UK
UK
1
F,J
494
Clermont-Ferrand
France
20
H'
990 Tywyn(BBC)
999 Schwerin (RIAS)
Germany
20
A`,G*
494 St.Petersburg
Russia
1000
G',H*
999 Madrid(COPE)
Spain
50
A",K*
503
Stargard
Poland
300
A'
008 FlevolHilv-5)
Holland
400
A,B",G",H,K
512 Wolvertem
Belgium
300
A,B,I3',E,G*,H",
RheinsendedSWE)
Germany
600
A,13",G*,H*
017
017
RNE5 via ?
Spain . ?
FT`
521
Kosiceizatice)
Slovakia
600
A',H*
026 SER via ?
Spain
7
. „* *
521
Duba
.
Saudi Arabia 2000
I-I`
035 Tallinn
Estonia
500
H'
530 Vatican R
Italy
150/450 D',E,G*,H*
035 Lisbon(Prog3)
Portugal
120
G`,H*
539 Main)lingen(ERF)
Germany
350(700) A,E,G*,1-1*,K'
044
Dresden(MDR)
Germany
20
A',G*
557
Nice
France
300
E,J
Morocco
300
H'
566 Sarnen
044 Sebaa-Aioun
Switzerland
300
H'
044
SER via ?
Spain ?
B.
575 SER via?
Spain
044
S.Sebastian(SER)
Spain
10
H'
584 SER via ?
2
H",K*
Spain
053 Zarogoza(COPE)
Spain
10
A',G*
593
Holzkirchen(V0A)
Germany
150
E',G',1-1*
053 Talk R.UK via ?
UK
?
A,B*,H,K,L,N
602 SER via ?
Spain ?
K"
062
Kalundborg
Denmark
250
A,G,H"
602 Vitoria(EI)
Spain
10
H`,K .
062
R.Una via ?
Italy ?
13',G*
602 A. Beograd
Yugoslavia
1
K
071
R.France via ?
France ?
B",H
071
Riga
Latvia
50
G'
Note: Entries marked ' were logged during darkness. All other entries were
071
Bilbao(El)
Spain
5
A',G*,H*
logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.
071
Talk Radio UK via ? UK
?
A
080
Katowice
Poland
1500
A
Listeners:080
SER via ?
Spain
7
H.
(A)
Martin Dale, Stockport.
089 Talk Radio UK via ? UK
?
A,H,K,L (B)
John Eaton, Woking.
098
Nitra(Jarok)
Slovakia
1500
(C)
Simon Hockenhull, E.8ristol.
098
RNE5 via ?
Spain ?
1-1*
( D)
Sheila Hughes, Morden.
107 AFN via 7
Germany
10
A`,G*
( E)
Rhoderick Illman, Doted.
107 Talk R.UK via?
UK
?
A,H,L
(E)
Brian Keyte, while near Invemess.
116
Bari
Italy
150
(G)
Eddie McKeown, Newry.
Belgium
20
A',H .
( H)
George Millman, Wootton loW.
125 La Louviere
125 RNE5 via ?
Spain ?
A',11* ( I)
Clare Pinder, Mile in Appleby
125 Llandrindod Wells
UK
1
K
(J)
Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh
134 COPE via 7 . . .. . 510n . .
2
A',H*
( K)
David Stevenson, Swansea.
134 ZadadCroatian R)
Yugoslavia . 600/1200 A,13`,6',HU ( L)
Norman Thompson, Oadby.
143 . _AFN yia_?
Germany
1
A*,G*
( M)
Thomas Williams, Truro.
143
COPE via ?
Spain
2
B",F1',K* ( N)
Tom Winzor, Plymouth.
152
RNE5 via ?
Spain
10
A'
161
Ain-Salah
Algeria
5
H`
179 SER via ?
Spain ?
A'
179 Solvesborg
Sweden
600
A,13',C,1-1',1_
188 Kuume
Belgium
5
G',H*
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FEHTURE

TROPICAL BANDS CHART
Freq
(MHz)
3.235
3.255
3.270
3.280
3.290
3.290
3.300
3.306
3.315
3.316
3.320
3.325
3365
3.380
3.915
3945
3.955
3970
3.975
3.985
3.985
3.995
4.005
4.330
4,500
4.753
4.755
4.760
4.770
4.775

Station

Country

UTC

DXer

R.West New Britain
BBC via Meyerton
SVVABC 1, Namibia
R.Beira
Voice of Guyana,
Namibian BC,Windhoek
R.Cultural
ZBC Prog 2
AIR Bhopal
SLBS Goderich
SABC (RSG) Meyertan
FRCN Lagos
GBC R-2
NBC Blantyre
BBC via Kranji
Vatican Radio
BBC via Skelton
R.Korea via Skelton
R.Budapest
Nexus, Milan
China Hint via SRI
DW via Julich
Vatican R.
Xinjiang BS, Urumqi
Xinjiang BS Urumqi
RRI Ujung, Padang
R.Educ CO Grande
AIR Port Blair
FRCN Kaduna
AIR Imphal

New Guinea
S.Africa
S.W.Africa
Mozambique
Guyana
S.W.Africa
Guatemala
Zimbabwe
India
Sierra Leone
S.Africa
Nigeria
Ghana
Malawi
Singapore
Italy
England
England
Hungary
Itey
Switzerland
Germany
Italy
China
China ,
Indonesia
Brazil
India
Nigeria
India

2132
2124
1936
2128
0341
1936
0333
1935
0030
1942
1930
2210
1943
2151
2112
2045
0408
2100
2000
1930
2100
2000
2100
0125
0035
2100
0045
0030
1942
0035

N
C,D,E,N
A,C,E,J,N
N
E
A,C,J,N
D
A,C J,N
A
J.N
A,J,N
A
D,N
F,I,L,N,0
A
G,I
I,K,L,P
A,B,F,G,H,I,K
A,C,H,K
B,F,G,I,L,0
A,B,C,I
A
A
A
A
A
A,C,I,J,N
A

Er S

Freq
(MHz)
4.775
4.777
4.783
4.800
4.815
4.820
4.828
4.830
4.830
4,935
4.835
4.840
4.845
4.850
4.865
4.870
4.879
4.885
4.890
4915
4.915
4.920
4.925
4.930
4.935
4.945
4.950
4.950
4.955
4.965
4.975
4.980
4.980
4.985

55555 at 1037 in Plymouth; R.Almaty, Kazakhstan 9.620 ( Eng
to ? 1100-1125) 55555 at 1100 by Adam Farnsworth in
Bridgnorth.
After mid-day, R.Norway Int, Oslo 9.590 (
Norw [ Eng Sun]
to Eur 1300-1330) was 44344 at 1300 in Appleby; BBC via
Skelton, UK 9.410 (
Eng to Eur, N/C.Africa 0300-0830, 11302230) 55545 at 1530 in E.Bristol; BSKSA Riyadh 9.730 (
Ar to
N/C.Africa 1600-1800) 43444 at 1556 in Woking; VOA via
Morocco? 9.760 (
Eng to Eur, M.East, N.Africa 1700-2200)
43333 at 1900 in Woodhall Spa; VOIRI Tehran, Iran 9.022
(Eng to Eur 1930-2030) 43333 at 1930 in Dudley; China R.Int,
Beijing 9.920 (
Eng to Eur 2000-2157) 43333 at 2000 in
NE.Bedford; Israel R, Jerusalem 9.390 (
Heb [ Home Sce
relay] to Eur, N.America 1600-2300) 44534 at 2030 in Colyton;
R.Bulgaria, Sofia 9.700 (
Eng to Eur 2100-2200) S10444 at
2100 in Co.Fermanagh; R.Ukraine lnt, Kiev 9.550 (
Eng to Eur
2100-2200) 53533 at 2109 in Bridgwater; R.Australia via
Shepparton 9.500 (
Eng to Asia, Pacific 1430-2200) 23222 at
2125 in Truro; BBC via Sackville, Canada 9.590 (
Eng to
E.America 2200-0000) 34333 at 2220 in Kilkeel; R.Bulgaria,
Sofia 9.485 (
Eng to N.America 2300-0000) 54444 at 2300 by
Martin Cowin in Kirkby Stephen.
Noted in the 7MHz (41m) band during the early morning
were RFI via Issoudun? 7.280 (
Fr to Eur, M.East, Africa 03000800); heard at 0600 in SE.London; RFPI Costa Rica 7.385
(Eng 24hrs) 41144 at 0615 by David Hall in Morpeth; VOA
via Woofferton, UK 7.170 (
Eng to Eur, N.Africa 0400-0700),
rated 33343 at 0640 in Woking; R.Japan via Woofferton, UK
7.230 (
Jap, Eng to E.Eur 0500-0700) 44444 at 0645 in
Herstmonceux; VVYFR via Okeechobee 7.355 (
Eng to Eur,
Africa 0600-0800) 43443 at 0707 in Plymouth; United Nations
R. via Nexus, Italy 7.120 (
Eng fu.s.b.] to Africa) 32433 at 0710
in Colyton; R.Vlaanderen lnt, Belgium 7.290 (
Eng to Eur,
Australia, S.America 0730-0755) 44344 at 0730 in Appleby;
Christian Science BC via WSHB 7.535 (
Various to Eur 04000958 [ Russ heard 08351) S10322 at 0835 in Macclesfield;
Sudwestfunk via Rohrdorf 7.265 (
Ger to Eur 24hrs) 55545 at
0915 in Stalbridge.
During the evening AIR via Aligarh? 7.410 (
Hi, Eng 17452230) was 43232 at 1900 in Newry; Voice of Greece, Athens
7.515 (
Eng to Eur 1900-1910) 44444 at 1908 in Woodhall Spa;
RAI Rome 7.145 (
Eng to Eur 1935-1955) 44444 at 1935 in
Bridgnorth; R.Thailand via Udon Thani 7.210 (
Eng to Eur
1900-1958) 21322 at 1951 in Stockport; R.Norway Int, Oslo
7.485 (
Norw to Eur 2000-2030) 55555 at 2015 in Liverpool;
VOIRI Tehran 7.260 (
Eng to Eur, M.East 1930-2028) 53553 at
2025 in Bridgwater; Voice of Nigeria, lkorodu 7.255 (
Eng to
W.Africa 1900-2100) 43453 at 2029 by Fred Pallant in
Storrington; RCI via Skelton, UK 7.235 (
Eng to Eur, Africa
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Station

Country

UTC

DXer

TWO Manzini
R.Gabon, Libreville
RTM Bamako
LNBS Maseru
R.diff TV Burkina
R.Botswana, Gaberone
ZBC R-4
R.Botswana, Gaborone
R.Tachira
R.Tezulutian, Coban
RIM Bamako
AIR Bombay
ORTM Nouakchott
R.Yaounde
PBS Lanzhou
R.Cotonou
R.Bangladesh
KBC East Sce Nairobi
RFI Paris
GBC-Icra
KBC Cent Sce Nairobi
R.Quito, Quito
FI.Difusora, Taubate
R.Internacional
KBC Gen Sce Nairobi
R.Oifusora
AIR Srinagar
VOA via Sao Tome
R.Nac. de Colombia
Christian Voice
R.Uganda, Kampala
PBS Xinjiang, Urumqi
Ecos del Torbes
R.Brazil Central

Swaziland
Gabon
Mali

0354
1942
2026

E
A,C,G,I,J,M,N
AC,F,G,I,J,L,M,N

Lesotho
Ouagadougou
2105
1941
Botswana
Zimbabwe
Botswana
Venezuela
Guatemala
Mali
India

A,I
A,C,I,J

Freq
(MHz)
5.005
5.009
5.010
5.020
5.025

2130
C,E,I,M,N
5.025
1940 J,N
5.025
2136
I,N
5.030
0330 A,D
5.035
0005 A
5.035
1939
A,C,E,J,N
5.047
0040
A
5.050
Mauritania
2205 A,E,N
5.060
Cameroon
2022
A,C,E,F,I,J
5.075
China
2207
AN
5.100
Benin
1937
A,C,E,I,J,N
Bangladesh
2351
C
Kenya
1832
H,J
OXers:via Gabon
0400
I
(A)
Ghana
Kenya
1945 A,C,E,FH I
JN (8)
1845 J
(C)
Ecuador
0505
D,E
( D)
Brazil
0040 A
( E)
Honduras
0509
E
( F)
Kenya
2053
C,E,H,J,K,N ( G)
Brazil
0010 A
( H)
India
0045 A
( I)
Sao Tome
2053
C,J,K,L (J)
Colombia
0409 A,E,N ( K)
Zambia
2053 AI
J,L,N ( L)
Uganda
2051
C,E,H,I,J,K,P ( Ml
China
0130 A
( N)
Venezuela
( 0)
Brazil
0232 A'DIN
( P)

SLES

i"- rû

Station

Country

UTC

OXer

R.Nacional, Bata
R.TV Malagasy
AIR Thiru'puram

Eq.Guinea
Madagascar
India

2049
1911
0022

J,N
C,J
A,I

La
R.Parakou
Vdu Sahel,Niamey

Niger
Be

1929
1928

A,J
C,H,I,J

R.Rebelde, Habana
R.Uganda, Kampala
AWR Latin America
R.Aparecida
RBangui ,
R.Togo, Lome
A.Tanzania
PBS Xinjiang, Urumqi
Caracol Bogata
R.Liberia, Totora

Cubain
Uganda
Costa Rica

0627
2049
0407
0438
2050
2015
2050
2008
0435
1949

A,G,N
I,J
A,E
E
C,I,J,N
A,C,I,J
H,J
L
A,E,N
E,J,L,

CUz
B
frilica
Togo
Tanzania
China
Colombia
Liberia

Robert Connolly, Kilkeel.
Bernard Curtis, Stalbridge.
John Eaton. Woking.
David Edwardson, Wallsend.
David Hall, Morpeth.
Simon Hockenhull, E.Bristol.
Sheila Hughes, Morden.
Rhoderick Illman, Dated.
Eddie McKeown, Newry.
Fred Pallant, Storrington.
Clare Pinder, while in Appleby.
Peter Pollard, Rugby.
Vic Prier, Colyton.
Richard Reynolds, Guildford.
Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh.
Norman Thompson, Oadhy.

2000-2130) 32322 at 2030 in Oadby; VOA via Se(ebi-Phikwe,
Botswana 7.415 (
Eng to Africa 1800-2230) 42222 at 2055 in
Barton-upon-Humber.
Later, R.Moldova Int 7.520 (
Eng to Eur 2130-2155) was
44333 at 2140 in Morden; BBC via Kranji, Singapore 7.110
(Eng to Asia 2200-0045) 43443 at 2205 in Kilkeel; VOA via ?
7.340 (
Eng to Africa 2200-2230) 54444 at 2217 in Kirkby
Stephen; Vatican R, Italy 7.305 (
Eng to Asia, Pacific 2250?2310?) S10444 at 2258 in N.Bristol; DW via ? 7.285 (
Eng to
S.Asia 0200-0250) S10222 at 0200 in Co.Fermanagh.
Some of the many broadcasts to Europe in the 6MHz
(49m) band were mentioned in the reports: R.Japan via
Skelton, UK 5.975 (
Eng 0600-0700) 55555 at 0615 in
Stalbridge; WEWN Birmingham, USA 5.825 (
Eng 0000-1000,
also to USA), heard at 0645 in SW.London; R.Austria Int via
Moosbrunn 6.155 (
Eng 0730-0800) 54444 at 0735 in
Plymouth; R.Nederlands via Julich 6.045 (
Eng 1030-1225)
34444 at 1154 in Stockport; R.Austria Int, via Moosbrunn
6.155 (
Eng 1230-1300) 44444 at 1230 in Morden; R.Prague,
Czech Rep 5.930 (
Eng 1600-1627) 34443 at 1600 in
Galashiels; R.Sweden via Horby 6.065 (
Eng 1730-1800)
54554 at 1740 in Herstmonceux; SRI via Lenk 6.165 (
Eng, Fr,
Ger, It 0400-1930) 44344 at 1900 in Appleby; R.Sweden via
Horby 6.065 (
Eng 1930-2000) 44444 at 1934 in Woodhall Spa;
R.Finland via Pori 6.135 (
Eng 2000-2030) 33333 at 2000 in
Truro; Polish R, Warsaw 6.095 (
Eng 1930-2030) 34243 at 2020
in Newry; China R.Int via Russia ? 6.950 (
Ger, Eng 19002157) 44434 at 2025 in Freshwater Bay, low; R.Latvia Int, Riga
5.935 (
Eng [ News] 2030-2035 Mon- Fri) 54444 at 2030 in
Kirkby Stephen; Deutschland R. Berlin 6.005 (
Ger 24hrs)
32333 at 2030 in Rugby; RFI via ? 5.915 (
Fr 2000-2100, also
to USA) 44422 at 2039 in Oxted; RCI via Skelton, UK 5.995
(Fr, Eng 1900-2100, also to M.East, N.Africa) 44434 at 2050 in
E.Bristol; R.Yugoslavia 6.100 (
Eng 2100-2130) 53553 at 2112
in Bridgwater; R.Sweden via Horby 6.065 (
Eng 2130-2158)
44343 at 2157 in Oadby.
Also noted were R.Nederlands via Flevo 6.020 (
Eng to
N.America 2330-0125) rated 44343 at 2350 in Barton-uponHumber; R.Prague, Czech Rep. 5.930 (
Eng to USA 00000027) S10333 at 0022 in N.Bristol; R.Havana, Cuba 6.000
(Eng to N.America 0100-0500) 41144 at 0339 in Morpeth;
R.Nederlands via Ned.Antilles 6.165 (
Eng to N.America
0430-0525) S10222 at 0430 in Co.Fermanagh; Caribbean
Beacon, Anguilla 6.090 (
Eng to N.America?) 23422 at 0632 in
Guildford.
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Having already reviewed the RD500 receiver last year,
John Wilson was pleased when Fairhaven offered a
second look following revisions to the original
receiver. How could he refuse?

A

'though still called the
RD500, there have been
some real changes to the
unit, the first being a

decided upgrade in the
external appearance. The
finish on the case, and the

addition of a neat styling touch in having
the name Fairhaven incorporated on the top
cover make the RD500 much more
attractive to look at, and whilst Iappreciate
that this doesn't help the performance of
a receiver, it does show that the
makers are listening to what
their customers are saying and
actually doing something about
it. More interesting to me was
the change of first i.f. filter
frequency and the upgrading of
the filter specification to take
account of my original
observations about the non
symmetrical nature of the i.f.
response and the effect this had
on the signal handling capabilities of
the receiver.

comparison to other
receivers, even those
which do agreat deal less than
the Fairhaven.

It Ain't Heavy - Its just Heavier
When llifted the RD500 Irealised that this was
heavier than Iremembered and was impressed by
the two N-type professional antenna connectors

Since the v.h.f. and u.h.f.
coverage were the most important
additions since my first review, let's start with how
the receiver performed up there in the wide open

on the rear panel in addition to the original pair of

spaces. Ihad an immediate problem in that my
Rohde & Schwarz SMY generator stops at 1040M Hz

SO- 239 connectors, which you may recall were for

so Icouldn't carry out sensitivity measurements

connection of either a low impedance coaxial fed
antenna for the I.f./m.f./h.f. ranges or awhip

above that frequency. However, with a measured
sensitivity at 1040MHz on narrow f.m. of - 118dBm

antenna at a higher impedance. You may also

for 12dB SINAD, the receiver was clearly pretty hot,
so Icarried on down as shown in Table 1. The

remember the clever use of both connectors at the
same time to provide r.f. noise cancelling facilities.
The two new connectors were labelled " 48 to

sensitivity was measured in dBm for 12dB SINAD
with 3kHz deviation at 1kHz for fm, the RD500 set to

860M Hz" and " 860 to 1750MHz" so here was

'FMN', and with 60% modulation at 1kHz in a.m.,

something exciting, because Ihadn't expected the

with the RD500 set to ' AMN'. The receiver r.f. pre-

test receiver to come equipped with this amazing

amplifier was switched on during the tests.

frequency coverage. And amazing it is when you
consider how compact the RD500 seems in
Short Wave Magazine, August 1998
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This menus SPECIAL OFFERS
SRX100

SRX50
Longwave, medium wave and VHF bands via abuilt-in
telescopic antenna. A digital clock with sleep and alarm
functions is also built-in making it an ideal travel radio.
Frequency ranges are 153 to 2801cHz, 531 to 1602kHz, 5.9 to
15.5MHz and 87.5 to 108MHz. The LCD display shows time
and frequency.

£29.95

(10.00 Carriage)

NOW IN STOCK

Frequency range 301cHz to
30MHz with 1
kHz tuning steps
Clarifier +1- 800Hz
11.i sensitivity
2W audio output
USB, LSB, AM
Liquid crystal display
Built-in speaker
Dual conversion, superhet design
Signal strength meter
Digital frequency read-out to 1
kHz

£129.00
(10.00 Carriage)

RF SYSTEMS PRICES
DOWN
Magnetic Long Wire Balun

JRC NRD545

The original model that started it all - not to be
confused with cheap copies. Uses special
military grade ferrite to ensure optimum
magnetic transfer of signals over awide
frequency range.
Price now only £33.00

MLB isolator
The latest model in the JRC range, the new NRD 545, which is their
first receiver using DSP (Digital Signal Processing) from the IF stages
onwards.
The DSP enables awide choice of digitally implemented filters to be
provided, together with IF shift and continuously variable passband
width. The combination of these facilities gives the NRD 545 alevel of
performance than has previously been unheard of in areceiver costing
less than £ 10,000.
Every equipment reviewer that has had the opportunity to try the NRD
545 to date has been amazed at the performance that JRC engineers
have managed to cram into this small box.

LOWE Price £1595.00 Carriage £ 10.00

DX 394

A matching transformer based on MLB technology that fits in the coax
downlead at the rear of your receiver to remove mains borne noise
components. When used in conjunction with an MLB, this gives the
lowest
noise antenna system that money can buy. Really!
Price now £ 2.00

DX One Professional Active Antenna
A Beverage on your balcony?
The ultimate in SW active antennas. We have supplied dozens of these
for critical high performance applications such as military and Government monitoring and hotel radio distribution systems. Covers 10kHz to
85Mhz with exceptional active amplifier specifications.
Price now only £ 95.00

AA150 active antenna
Originally designed to match our own HF150 receiver, this high performance small active antenna is only the size of amobile whip, yet gives
excellent results for those without long back gardens in which to put up a
wire. Comes complete with amains power unit and DC splitter box to
enable it to be used with any make of receiver.
Price now £.48.00

DX 10 Active Antenna

Tabletop scanning receiver. A rod antenna mounts through the top of
the receiver, and 160 memories are vailable in 16 banks of 10
memories.
Frequency coverage 1501cHz - 29.9999MHz
Modes AM, USB, LSB, CW

Lowe Price £129.00 Carriage £ 10.00
---'
'
- eAggranffl

An economy active antenna for HF using aspecially designed amplifier
whose gain increases with frequency, thus giving excellent results with
older receivers. Only 90 cm long and complete with mains power unit.
Price now £1.25.1»

Other bargains available:
MLBAMK1
MLBAMK2
EMF

£54.00
£60.00
£49.00

Mini Windom

£33.00

SP1 £49.00
SP2 £95.00
SP3 £69.95

"filf Lowe Electronics Ltd
SCANNERS

Pooley's Flight
Guide
1997 edition just available
£5.00 plus £3.00 P&P

C(7
LOWE

BOOKS
Phone for latest list

Our friendly sales staff have
had years of experience of
shortwave and scanner
listening. Feel free to pop in
for achat and afree coffee.
Dave G7NBJ

£399.00
AR8200

Lowe Electronics Catalogue
£369.00
MVT9000

£139.00
MVT3300
Don't be left out - order yours
today
•
•
•
•
•

£1495.00
ICR-8500

£249.00
MVT7100

£275.00
IC- R10

IA
_
£319.00
PCR-1000

£699.00
AR3000A

ADD £ 10 00 CARRIAGE TO ALL SCANNER ORDERS

WiNRADiO,

Communications
Amateur Radio
GPS Navigation
Short Wave Listening
Airband Radio
Scanners
Weather Monitoring

Just send four first class
stamps to receive your own
catalogue!

Lowe Electronics Ltd
Chesterfield Road, Matlock
Derbyshire, DE4 5LE
Telephone (General Enquiries) 01629 580800,
Fax 01629 580020

Orders FREEPHONE 0800 174749
Email: info@lowe.co.uk
URRL: http://www.lowe.co.uk
Showroom opening hours are 9.30am to 5pm Mon-Fri and 10am to 4pm
on Sat, but check with our local branches as times may vary

WiNRADi0 integrates advanced radio receiver
technology and the power of your PC. Using the keyboard or
mouse the WiNRADi0 can be operated exactly like a
professional radio receiver with controls and displays you
would only find on high quality equipment.
WiNRADi0 is a16-bit PC card which slots into your
PC and uses powerful software to control receiver functions.
comprehensive on-line help is only akeystroke away

£249.00
£10.00 Carriage

Branches
Bristol & Wales, 79 Gloucester Road, Patchway, Bristol BS12 51:1J,
Tel 0117 931 5263 Fax 0117 931 5270
North East, Unit 18B, Airport Industrial Estate, Newcastle, NE3 2EF,
Tel 0191 214 5424, Fax 0191 214 0761
South West, 117 Beaumont Road, St Judes, Plymouth PL4 9EF
Tel 01752 257224 Fax 01752 257225
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Table 1:
MHz

FM(N)

AM(N)

1040

-118
-116

-112
-111

-118

-113

540

-118.5
-120

-114
-116

440

-122

-118

340
240

-123

-120
119

940
840
740

140

-122
-123

80

-121

50

-119

119
117
-115.5

however recommend trying to listen to s.s.b. or c.w.
on 1296MHz - but who does? Isuppose that may
trigger aletter from akeen v.h.f. contest operator but
I'll take achance.
Idid encounter one barnstorming internal
spurious carrier on 600MHz, but that's the only one
Ifell over. Ididn't have the time to tune the entire
1700MHz range in 100Hz steps, so if you find
another sproggie, I'm sorry Imissed it. Overall, I
couldn't fail to be impressed by the performance of
the RD500, and Ifind it hard to guess how it all fits
in that tiny box.
With the covers off, under...

Iencountered agap between 590 and 670MHz
where the receiver synthesiser was apparently

Symmetry

not working.

Since the first if. filtering had been changed, Iwent
back and re- measured the 3rd order intercept point
at h.f. and found that the response was now

Hot Little Receiver
As one of my colleagues from Exeter University
often says to me " What's that in real
microvolts?", and to give you some idea of the

symmetrical with afigure of + 10dBm easily
attained at 20kHz spacing, just as the handbook
says. Ialso found that operating the RD500 became
very easy once Ihad mastered the triple function

level of signals you will hear, - 117dBm is

keypad, and Ido prefer this approach to the Zen

equivalent to 0.3pV p.d. and that makes the
RD500 a hot little receiver. Connected to asmall

simple layered menu system, even though that is

log periodic Icould hear signals over really long
distances, and had the experience of tuning
around during asporadic- E opening when the

ultimately more flexible and extendible. The RD500
keypad in particular can be a mite confusing when
you have asingle key labelled as 'A', ' 2', and ' BP
FILT' or ' W', ' 9', ' CLK'. Despite the obvious increase
in cost, it would have been better to engrave the

RADIO DATABASE

• SKID
RANDS

iAUX A? BRFILT D3vnur

ON/NO
#

YES/LIP

key tops with the numbers so that they
were unmistakable, and had the
1

second and third functions on the
panel alongside. Don't get the idea
that operation is very difficult, it

FILTER

P7 VFO

T8STEP W9CLK

•MMUS 0LOCK SC AN S '
,
DELETE

FAST

REC.P2

CANCEL

Sw .
r
.

ENTER

band
between 50 and 80MHz was simply
awash with broadcast and TV signals

isn't, but at first encounter you
have to be very careful in
determining which key is which.
Having said that, it's adelight to
have all the receiver functions
available right•there on the panel,
even with second and third
functions, but if Ihad been in a position to
influence the design of the RD500 Iwould
have insisted on a larger front panel in the
first place so that all the controls could have had

from Italy to the Baltic States. Mind you,

greater spacing between them. Going one step

the same opening meant that Icouldn't

further, and suggesting the ultimate heresy to those

carry out any EMC measurements on the

who like micro styled receivers, if the RD500 was

open area test site, but that's another

the same size and shape as, say an Icom receiver or

The front panel of the

story. Great fun.

RD500 contains rather

For those who may want to tune s.s.b.
signals at v.h.f., Idid find that the demodulated

the NRD-545, it would be an absolute stunner. But
to go back to the keypad; Fairhaven can provide a
small laptop type of keyboard which will plug into

small buttons for direct
frequency control. Small

signal became more 'wobbly' as Ituned higher in

perhaps, but at least it

frequency, which Iput down to noise from the

the PC interface socket on the rear panel, and this
enables easy entry of data in a more familiar

has them - unlike some

synthesiser, but on the 144MHz and 432MHz

format. Ihaven't had the opportunity to try out the

of the competition!

amateur bands there were no problems. Iwouldn't

Windows based software from Fairhaven, but this
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would probably fulfil all needs for easy operation
of the receiver, as well as great flexibility in
entering database details. It's worth mentioning
that with two megabytes of memory fitted, you
can store simply huge amounts of information and
use it to drive the receiver. Imagine having the
whole of "Passport to World Band Radio" or the
Klingenfuss Guide right there in the receiver...what
power.

It's British
As far as the million other functions and features
which embellish the RD500 are concerned, Isuggest
that you go back to my original review rather than
have the pages of the magazine filled with the same
information this time around. All Ican
say is that Iwas impressed with the
RD500 at our first meeting, and
I'm even more impressed
now. This is really
innovative design and
deserves success. I
know of no
other
receiver
which

other than spray beer over Belgian football fans and
kick policemen unconscious.

The
infra- red

...and over.

Thanks again go to Clive Buxton at

remote

Fairhaven for supplying the review receiver.

control, yet more

You can contact Fairhaven at 47 Dale

We asked Clive

small buttons. This

Road, Spondon Deby D21 7DG. Tel:

Buxton to comment
on John's review

time including the

and FAX: ( 01332) 670707 or E-mail:

here's what he said:

alpha's too. Database

sales@fair-radio.demon.co.uk For more
information on the RD500, those of you who are

programming has to be
easier via a PC.

Internet connected can take alook at www.fairradio.demon.co.uk

combines all the features found in the

for in all modes. The

Prices for the Fairhaven radios are as follows:
RD500 - 500KB memory, h.f. receiver - £ 679; RD500V

RD500, and this, coupled with the very
wide frequency coverage, makes the RD500 avery
tempting prospect for anyone looking for asingle

-500KB memory, h.f./v.h.f./u.h.f. receiver - £799 and

receiver to use as an entire listening system. And it's

receiver - £899. The V and VX models include video

British, so there are people here who do things

output and wideband

RD500VX - 2MB extended memory, h.f./v.h.f./u.h.f.
SWM

T

Synthesiser performance
has been tweaked at
u.h.f., since the
prototype was sent out
for review. We had
hoped to send a later
version to John but the
SWM deadline
prevented it. As with any

On Another tack...
o those who think
Ihave vanished
like smoke from a
hookah, bad news. I
have simply moved
house here in Devon
and can't find my
computer among the
hundreds of boxes
stacked in the barn.
We took the decision this
time not to send out
hundreds of change of
address cards but to have
the mail redirected for a
year, during which time
all the senders of letters
will get my new address
by return. Having also

"The range 590 to
670MHz is now catered

receiver afew sproggies
exist and if you spend a
day or two tuning the

lost the TV set in the
chaos, Ihave now had
three weeks of not being
told about world disasters
Ican do nothing about
and best of all have lived
in a football free
environment. Ican
strongly recommend it. In
the process of ordering
some new whizzy and
expensive equipment
from Rohde & Schwarz to
extend my measurement
capabilities up to 40GHz, I
noticed in their catalogue
an antenna called the
TED. Guess what - it's the
T2FD in commercial form,

and the accompanying
text extols the virtues of
the antenna for NVIS use.
That stands for Near
Vertical Incident Signals
(See page 39 May SWM Ed.), and makes the
T(2)FD perfect for h.f.
communication within
UK. It's always been said
that for 80 metre working
within UK and Europe, it's
best to have a poor dipole
which sends the signal
straight up - Ireally must
get one going on 80, but I
have to find a high power
resistive termination first.
Any ideas?
JW

whole 1.75GHz in 5Hz
steps you will find afew,
the important thing is
that sproggies are kept
away from amateur
bands and away from
12.5kHz steps, so you
can ' tune for miles'
without experiencing
problems." - CB.

If you missed John's first
look at the RD500, don't
despair, back issues are
available from the SWM
Book Store at £2.75 each.

-Ed.
Short Wave Magazine, August 1998
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See pages 88 & 89 in this issue or visit
www.pwpublishing.ltd.uk/books/
for lots more information on radio- related books.
Internet users can order on-line.

The SWM
Book Store
carries ahuge
range of
stock!
Delivery is
usually very
quick, you can
order by
'phone, Fax,
E-mail or by
post.

The Radio Amateur's
Satellite Handbook

Are you looking for the most
comprehensive, most
informative and most useful
book ever written about the
amateur radio satellites, then
look no further. The Radio
Amateur's Satellite Handbook
is the ticket to the unique thrill
of tracking and
communicating through the
amateur satellites.
In addition to the 15
chapters packed with the
information you're looking for,
there are Appendices with

detailed profiles of all the active
satellites, computer programs, Internet sites, US FCC Rules
governing the Amateur Satellite Service, acomprehensive
Glossary and much, much more! Regardless of your level of
previous experience with the amateur satellites, you'll find what
you're looking for in this book. £15.50.

Air Traffic Control
7th Edition

The 7th edition of this
informative guide to the
important topic of air traffic
control has been fully updated to
take account of all the latest
developments. This
comprehensive little book provides
data on the whole subject of air
traffic control, including airspace
structure, aviation language, charts
and publications, weather, future
developments, useful address,
airline callsigns and more.
No well informed aviation
enthusiast can afford to be without
this detailed account of air traffic
control in Britain. Order your copy now for £8.99

Towers
International
MOSpower &
Other
FET Selector

TOWERS'
INTERNATIONA
MOSPOWER AND
OTHER HT
SELECTOR

This book now contains data on

some 9000 devices - high
power/small signal junction and MOS FETs. Similar in format to its
companion, Towers' International Transistor Selector, this data
reference will establish basic parameters and, if necessary,
possible substitutes for the majority of discrete Field Effect
Transistors. This is true in regard to both current and obsolete
equipment, regardless of its country of origin. £19.95.

Towers' International
Transistor Selector Update 5

wog' zeret
The enduring reputation of the
UP0An 5
Towers' International Transistor
Selector as the most user
friendly short-form transistor
characteristics/substitution book
on the market is maintained with
Update 5. This edition, apart from
the thousands of new entries in
the main data table, has had the
Surface Mount Cross Index
enlarged by some 60% This
reflects the increased usage of
these devices in all sectors of the
electronics industry, both
professional and consumer. Order now for £24.95.

INTERNATIONAL
TRANSISTOR
SELECTOR

Spread Spectrum
Sourcebook

From this deceptively simple beginning, agroup

Flight Routings 1998
This guide has been produced with the sole aim of assisting
airband listeners to quickly find details of
aflight - once they have identified the
aircraft's callsign. The guide also allows
airband listeners to quickly obtain the
flight details of nearly 230 airlines,
scheduled, charter, freight, etc., flying to
and from British and Irish airports worldwide. Also included are details of many
overflights between Europe, Canada and
the USA.
Why not order yours now for £6.95?

22

of experimenters set out to
develop first theoretical and
later practical systems for
spread spectrum
communications. This book
consists of articles, papers
and government reports that
document the process
whereby amateur spread
spectrum progressed from
the drawing board to the
airwaves.
Order your Spread
Spectrum Sourcebook now
for only £15.50.

SPREAD
SPECTRUM
SOURCEB° °11(

Book
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SONY RADIOS ARE ON
SPECIAL OFFER

ROBERTS

ASK price

RC- 828

RRP £ 219.95

£180.00

R-827

RRP £179.95

£135.00

R-861

RRP £ 199.95

£165.00

R-809

RRP £ 119.95

£89.95

RRP £ 129.95

£115.00

RRP £ 129.95

£120.00

YOUR SONY. R-617
R-876
SPECIALIST
All products covered by a
total manufacturers guarantee

LOVVE

NEW FROM SONY
ICF-SW1000T RRP £449

ASK price £360.00

As reviewed in Short Wave Magazine April issue
ICFSW77150-29995kHz, usbilsb cw, 160 memories & labelling facility, 5event timer, world timer
RRP £429.95

ASK price £350.00

ICF-SW55 RRP £299.95

ASK price £250.00

ICF-SW100E RRP £219.95

ASK price £149.95

ICF-SW100S KIT inc active antenna
RRP £299.95
ASK price £235.95
ICF-SW7600G RRP £ 199.95

ASK price £120.00

ICF-SW30 RRP £79.95

ASK price £69.95

ICF-SW10 RRP £49.95

ASK price £39.95

ICF-SW12 RRP £65.00

ASK price £55.00

ICF-SW40 RRP £ 119.95

ASK price £84.95

AN1 Active SW antenna
RRP £74.95

ASK price £59.95

AN-71 Wire antenna

£4.99

AN- 100 Active antenna for
ICF-SW100 or ICF-SVV7600G
£49.95
AN- 102 Compact active antenna
£59.95
AR1030 Voted best table top HF rcvr
available at the best price
£2.98:ecr
£75.00
AR3030 Another high quality HF rcvr by
AOR 30kHz-30MHz£199:011£440.00
AR-5000 High performance wide band base rcvr 10kHz2600M Hz £.1495700£1175.00
AR5000 +3As above but with noise blanker, syncr AM & AFC
£49111"
£1375.00
AR3000 all mode base rcvr 100kHz-2056MHz no gaps RS232
port f
itte d..£7,9913fr
£615.00
AR3000 plus As above but with narrow AM & SAT filter,
tape relay SDU readyeffltr
£670.00
AR8000 Still the best h/h rcvr available. All mode
500kHz-1900MHz..£34980£
260.00
SA1000 Ultra wide passive ant 30kHz- 2600MHz
f.1>er
£
115.00
SA08000 Link between AR8000 & Opto Scout. No
mod req
£24.95
CU8232 Computer control/clone interface for AR8000 £79.95
PC Manager PC based DOS management software
for AR8000
f49.00
PC Manager WIN As above Windows based for AR2700 &
AR8000
f49.00
Opto Scout Freq counter 400 mem 10MHz- 2GHz
£3,fflrs"
f319.95
Xplorer Freq ctr recorder, decoder, deviation mtr, GPS
interfaced-889:e
f699.95
AR8000 + Scout Package AR8000 + Scout + SAC8000
£615.00
AR7030 3rd anniversary new limited edition £899£879,00

AO R

SW
Receivers

HF-150
KEY PAD
PR- 150
IF- 150 interface
HF250

£ 369.95
£ 39.95
£ 205.00
£39.95
£ 700.00

GARMIN GPS SYSTEM

GPS 35 PC 12 channel engine & antenna with serial port
connection & cigarette lighter adaptor, so that it can be connected
to alap top PC or Psion directly ( null modify lead/adaptor
required for Psion)
£209.95
GPS 12 Hand-held portable systems includes: 12 parallel
channel receiver, built-in antenna, lanyard. No external antenna
option
£115.00
GPS 12XL Europe Hand-held portable system includes: Europe
City Point Database, 12 parallel channel receiver, built-in antenna,
carrying case & lanyard
£205.00
GPS II Plus Europe Hand-held portable system includes:
Europe City Point Database, 12 parallel channel receiver, portable
antenna, velcro & lanyard.
£205.00
GPS 48 Europe Hand-held portable system includes: Europe
Marine Database, 12 parallel channel receiver, abuilt-in point
database including major cities, buoys and lights, portable
antenna, carrying case & lanyard
£240.00
GPS 3Hand-held mapping portable system includes: 12 parallel
channel receiver, abuilt-in international basemap including major
cities, roads, lakes and rivers, portable antenna, velcro mount &
lanyard
£Phone

Frequency Guides and Books

UK Scanning Directory 5th edition £ 12.00
UK Scanning Directory 6th edition £ 18.00
Scanners 3
£9.95
UHFNHF Frequency Guide
£ 12.95
Passport to World Band Radio 1998 £ 14.95
World Radio TV Hand Book 1998
£ 18.95
Global Radio Guide
£3.95
The Worldwide Aeronautical HF Radio Handbook 16.95
International Airband Radio Hand Book £9.95
How to Interpret Facsimile Weather Maps & Charts£8.95
The Worldwide Aeronautical Communication
Frequency Directory
£ 19.95
Weather Reports from Radio Sources £6.95
Simple GPS Navigation ( Land, sea & air) £9.95
Air Band Radio Hand Book 6th Edition £9.95
Klingenfuss the super freq list CD ROM £29.95
Shortwave International Freq Handbook £ 12.95
Ferrells Confidential Frequency List 10th ed £ 19.95
Radio Listeners Guide
£4.95
Scanner Busters 2
£6.00
MAIL ORDERS WELCOME ON THE ABOVE
PHONE NUMBERS. FAST- EFFICIENTCONVENIENT TO YOUR DOOR STEP!!
GPS ACCESSORIES
Swivel mounting bracket for GPS 48
£20.00
Swivel mounting bracket for GPS 2/3
£20.00
Bicycle mount kit for GPS 2/3
£ 13.00
Bicycle mount kit for GPS 12/12XL/48/45 £ 15.00
PC cable
£26.00
PC cable with cigar lighter adaptor for GPS 2/3/48/12XL... .. £30.00
PC cable with cigar lighter adaptor for GPS 12
£30.00
PC software & cable kit
£69.95
Personal navigator prof. CD ROM for use with PC & GPS £ 19.95
Car cigar lighter adaptor for GPS 2/3/48
£ 19.95
Car cigar lighter adaptor for GPS 12/12XL
£25.00
GPS ANTENNAS
GA26 Low profile antenna for GPS 2/3/48
£64.95
GA27 Low profile antenna for GPS 12XL
£64.95
MCX to BNC adaptor for GPS 12XL
£ 15.00
Watson GPS 150 low profile antenna for GPS 2/3/48
£39.95
Case for GPS 2/3/48/12/12XL
£10.00

o

SCANNERS

ICOM

YUPITERU
VT- 1251I
VT- 225
VT- 150
MVT-3300
MVT-7000
MVT-7100EX
MVT-7200EX
MVT-9000

Civil air band-€4-7.9.S5£159.95 IC-R10 500KHZ-1300MHZ all mode receiver
Civil and military air band £22a:95-.1209.95 -£37-9S5£260.00
£PHONE
Marine bandf.1•75:95
£159 .95 ICPCR-1000
£1450.00
New budget priced rcvr.f.22.915
£169.95 IC- R8500 pro base rcvr.f.16g5:00
200kHz-1300MHz h/h rcvr WFM, NFM, AM
200ch£249S5 £215.95
100kHz-1650MHz h/h rcvr all mode
1000ch.f2e95 £ 195.00
As above with narrow AM £369.S5.1299.95
500kHz-2039MHz h/h rcvr, all mode,
1000ch£4.8a15
f330.00
Base/mobile rcvr, 200kHz-1300MHz, 200ch
£295.00

REALISTIC

DX-394 HF receiver €3.4995-

£149.95

PRO-26 Wide band receiverf_2ffl5

£199.95

PRO-2042 Wide band receiver home base
_f_4295
£309.95

WELZ

WS-2000 As above with 800ch mem
£299-95£209.95
CNB-401 Nicad pack
£11.95
ALL OF ME Ann ARE CE APPRO
VED AND OHM& Uk sroce
CSA-401 AC charger
£35.00
UNIDEN
WSC-1000 Soft case
£ 15.00
UBC-65XLT 65-512MHz, lOch mem with gaps £9.9S5f55.00 AX-400
£ 199.95
UBC-80XLT PMR/marineNHF & UHF ham £1-2915.. £99.95 YAESU
MVT-8000

ease

UBC-220XLT As above also with air band £229.95...£135.00

FRG- 100 As reviewed in SWM Nov 97. Still the
UBC-3000X11 25-1300MHz + gaps 400ch £l8915_1199.95 finest SW rcvr in its class£489.95£435.00
FRG-9600 Wide band base rcvr 60-905M Hz
UBC-9000XLT Base row 25-550 & 760-1300MHz
£459.95
500 chf.299.95£250.00 1_549-:95"

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES PAYABLE TO: ASK ELECTRONICS AT 248-250 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1P 9AD

Foe

de kelbefe" espa%ete aeadoe.. 0777-637 0353
All products are subject to a posting & packaging charge
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Email:

sales@wsplc.demon.co.uk
Web: http://www.waters•and•stanton.co.uk

Open Monday • Saturday 9.00am to 5.30pm

Not just acatalogue!
" - - the definitive colour guide

Orders:

176 pages crammed with products,
some you have never before see advertised. £2.95 plus £1
postage.
Pay by credit card or cheque

FAX
E-mail

to
everything to do with Ham Radio"

MVT-7000 Scanner Special

01702 204965
01702 205843
sales@wsplcAemon.co.uk
Open Mon-Sat 9.00AM - 5.30PM

Short Wave International
Frequency handbook

Complete list of frequencies with station
details, callsigns, times and locations.
Military, aviation & marine. Thouands of
entries - Money- back guarantee.

Read AOR's Advert
Then Check OUR PRICE!

Was £249.95

blow £179.95
100kHz - 1300MHz
WFM, NFM, AM
200 Memories in 10 banks
"20 channels per second
speed
*Programmable Steps
"Illuminated Display
*Audio and Carrier Search
•Signal Strength meter
*RF atenuator switch
*Nicads and AC charger

Enquiries

New AR-8200 Scanner

Save £ 70!

0500 737388
01702 206835
01702 206835

pt\o‘le
* 100kHz - 2040MHz
*Includes 8.33kHz steps
*7 modes inc. FM AM SSB
*Super Narrow FM for 12.5kHz

ététliciai

* 1000 Memories
*Auto " birdie" cancellation
*Optional Plug-in Memory cards
*Preselector VHF Front-end
*Improved short wave reception
*Pug- in MW Bar Antenna
*Scan rate 37ch per second.

Your chance to purchase this popular Yupiteru scanner at avery
specila price. Full UK
warranty included.

176
Pages

L4 A

£149!

£12.95
plus £1.50
Postage

£1199

AOR-5000

Universal Power Supplies
All are regulated and have switched outputs. Don't pay silly money for power supplies - these are really great value.

WPS 240
AC240v @ 1Amp
DC 3, 6 , 9, 12V

Realistic DX-394 Short Wave Receiver
150kHz - 29.999MHz • AM LSB USB CW • AC Mains supply
built-in ' External 12V socket • Whip antenna supplied External
SO-239 antenna socket ' Built-in speaker S- meter * 100Hz
steps • Fine tuning control for SSB ' Digital display • Pre-set
broadcast bands • Built-in clock and timer ' Alarm * Dimmer • RF
gain • Noise blanker * 160 Memories Temporary memo storage
•Dial lock • 20dB attenuator There's much more.

£16.95
WPS-312
Cigar 13.8V input
DC out 1.5, 3, 4.5,
6, 7.5, 9, 12V

ry.à,
-2 •
'
1

ICOM ICR-8500

Alphanumeric
•6 IF bandwidths
45 ch. per sec. scan
•Duplex monitor mode
•RS-232 Port

£1549

pLuif-lriniv.-.-..}r.ary Eent

Whilst Stock Lasts!

Includes.
Noise Blanker
Notch Fillet
Whip Antenna

£9.95
W-10AM

24V AC Input
10 Amps Continuous
Variable 3 - 15 Volts

'100kHz - 2GHz
SSB CW FM WFM AM
•1000 Memories
'4IF Bandwidths
'
Alphanumeric display
'
Analogue S-meter

£59.95

Carmin
£329.95

AOR 5000 Plus £1399
10kHz - 2.6GHz
*SSB CW FM AM
1000 Memories
*2100 Pass channels
0 5 Independent VFOs

GPS-III
With complete
moving map of
the UK &
Europe

The new GPS-III is loaded with amoving map covering millions of
miles of motorways, ordinary roads, railways, rivers and shorelines.
12 channel receiver means fast positioning from switch-on, and the
display width can be zoomed to cover from 500ft to 5,000 miles. Sit
the GPS-III on the dashboard and watch your progress as you travel.
Display rotates vertical or horizontal. We have the latest UK version
in stock now.

*0 - 32MHz
SSB CW AM FM Data * AM Synchronous •
100 Memories • 4filters fitted Switched Pre-amp
Passband tuning Enhanced AGO Noise spike compression
'Six level attenuator ' Bar S-meter • AC adaptor included

Roberts R-861

RS-232 interface
'IF shift & Audio filter
'Keypad entry option
•Min tuning step 10Hz
12v DC supply
'Windows software £49.95

£169.95

AR-7030 Standard model £694.95

WPR-2 Transforms your scanner
WRON £49.95
500kHz - 30MHz
6Bands
"SO-239 input/output
Size 84 x55 x 60mm
No scanner works well on short wave when you simply connect a
long wire to the antenna socket. All you hear is mush and afew of
the very strong signals. Connect this unit between your antenna wire
and your scanner. Then adjust it for best response and hear signals
you never new existed!! Full money-back warranty

We can supply any ham radio item - phone for deal

WRON

WAT2Short Wave ATU
£69.95

500kHz - 30MHz
6 Band Positions
* "0" Control
Long wire systems
Coax feed systems
"SO-239 output
Size 84x55x6Omm

Any item in this magazine we can supply - phone for deal

âen leeu,
£13.99

kftb

&few Zarî Ume Sc

'Rechargeable Alkaline
1.5V cells
'No memory effects
'Charging mid cycle is OK
5year charge shelf life
3times capacity of nicads
•Very low cost

What better place to put a
speaker. Clips easily onto
any sun visor. Robust builtin aircraft-style speaker
with panel volume control.
Supplies with 5m cable fitted 3.5mm plug.

Price Down
This is abrand new technology which has major advantages over nicads. Now you get a1.5v cell that will hold its charge for up to 5
years and has 3times the current capacity of normal nicads. We are
offering these at avery special price direct from Canada. In stock.
Starter Kit comprising 4xAA and AC charger £13.99
4xAA cells - fully charged
£5.95
8xAA cells - fully charged
£10.99
4xAAA cells - fully charged
£6.25

WfRTsON

Active GPS Antenna
*1.6GHz GPS ant.
"Low profile for car use. £ 39 .
95
*Magnetic mount design
*6dB gain design
*Guarantees improved range
*BNC terminated coax.
*OK for Garmin etc.

£269.95

XIG,E

Scanning Antennas
Mobile

Handy

Aeronautical, MarinE
Emergency Services
W-881 Super gainer
^5 - 1900MHz BNC
1cm long £ 19.95
ISM- 1900 Mobile
fini magnet antenna
5 - 1900MHz plus cable
tted BNC
£29.95

' efë,

à
VI

1-1F

£69.95
die

265mm diameter
"24/12 hours LCD
"55mm digits
date - day - month
Celsius / Fahrenheit
2 xAAA cells

in Stock
NOW!

£59.95
Displays the frequency of
nearby radio transmissions in an instant. Ideal
for use with scanners
•10MHz-3GHz
*8 Digit Display
Battery Save
•Hold button
"6hr batt. life
"Nicads
Charger
*Antenna

£239.95
SW

rrelyisr Rfr,,-177

Yaesu FRG- 100

Probably one of the most underated receivers on
the market. It covers the complete short wave
spectrum and performs better than anyting else
in this price bracket. With our 10-day approval
you can't go wrong! Runs from12V. Suitable
matching power supply £44.95.

ICOM IC— R1 0
*0 30MHz * SSB AM FM * DSP Filter
*Extensive filtering * Notch filter * Noise
Blanker * Huge memory capacity * Pass
Band Tuning * Our usual 10- day approval

OptoElectronics
Reads nearby
transmissions and
stores each frequency in its
memory.
Download later or
use to auto tune
AR- 8000, AR8200 or IC- R10

£34 95

£295

Scout
£349.95

'10MHz - 1.4GHz
'400 Memories
255 hits record
'Auto store/ recall
•Interfaces with AR-8000
'Nicads and charger

FC-130 Counter

This portable active antenna covers 300kHz - 30MHz and also provides adjustable front-end selectivity. Ideal for use indoors and outside portable operation, it is the answer to those looking for acompact antenna system for short wave work.

24 Hour Digital WallClock

WflTsON Hunter Counter

Works with any receiver or transceiver
"This filter is fully programmable with memories
*16 factory pre-set positions for easy use
Plugs directly into the headphone socket
*Drives speaker or headset to good volume
Requires 12v DC at approx. 500mA.

*530kHz to 2039MHz
•1000 Alphanumeric Memories
Duplex monitoring & tracking
USB LSB CW AM FM
*Channel spectrum scope
"Blistering scanning speed
"Good performer on the SW bands
Totally programmable
"Multiple tuning steps
Extremely sensitive front-end
Good strong sugnal performance
Includes AC charger and Nicads

+Temperature & Date

10kHz to 1300MHz SSB FM
AM computer receiver. The
remote black box plugs directly into your PC. Because it can be
positioned remotely from the PC, their is no problem with
interference. The is the next generation of
receivers - here now! Its performance knocked our socks off.

For the very best in ATUs
the AT-2000 has to be the
choice. Hundreds in use
around the UK - it's the
best.

Not all versions are - buy from us and be
confident - of legal UK stock!!

I.

rew

£89 95

/4FJ tunable DSP filter

Yupiteru MVT.9000 £389

ve

IG,E

VSM-225 Airband Mobile
fini magnet antenna
! HF/UHF airband plus
able fitted BNC £29.95

AT-2000 Listener ATU

MVT-7100 Scanner

111

+ FREE ACARS Software!

The sure way to improve
your reception. Just connect between your long
wire and receiver

MFJ-784B DSP filter

•100kHz - 1650MHz
•NFM, WFM, SSB, AM
'1000 Memories
•Signal Strength Meter
▪Illuminated keypad - display
'500 Ch. pass memories
*30 Ch. per second speed
•Unique mode scan
•Nicads 8AC Charger

ICOM PCR-1000

Long Wire Balun £22.95

AOR AR-8000 Scanner

500kHz - 1900MHz
WFM, NFM, SSB, AM
1000 Memory Channels
20 Search Banks
30 ch. per second search
Band Scope Display
Password Protect
•Computer control outlet
Signal Strength meter
*Illuminated Display
Programmable Steps
•Nicads and AC charger.

£19.95

SP-2000

*500kHz - 1300MHz
"NFM, WFM, AM, SSB
*14 tuning steps
*1000 Memories
*Multi scan modes
*Real-time band scope
*Noise blanker
"bypass memories
*Inc. Nicad & Charger

eiffe,E

1MHz - 2.8GHz

£79.95
This new model has awide frequency
range and is powered by internal ni cads. External BNC socket with aerial
makes it very sensitive. Supplied with
AC charger, it is very well built. Don't be
fooled ha

QS-400

£
9.95

WRON

WMM-1
MultImode Modem

•Packet, AMTOR, CW
•SSTV, Fax, RTTY
NAVTEX, SYNOP
'Transmit and receive

Needs PC 286 or better
*Includes software
No external power required
Connects to RS-232

Mobile Mount
*Mounts handy or GPS on dash grill
"The safe way to go mobile
Quick release feature.
Doesn't use nasty adhesive!

£69. 95

Ham Radio's Biggest Catalogue. £3.95 inc post.
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Roy Clayton
G4SSH,
Chairman of
the Scarborough
Special
Events
Group,
explains
how you
can make
like easier
for yourself
when re-
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ollecting QSL cards from
Amateur Radio Special Event
Stations is one of the fastest
growing specialist interests of
short wave listeners. It is

not hard to see why, as
Special Event Stations
are usually one-off events, combining
apiece of the history and geography
of the United Kingdom and are usually
on the air at weekends when most
listeners are at home.
A glance at the list of stations licensed to
be active on atypical weekend shows the
reason for this attraction. There are scheduled
operations from Castles, Steam Railways,
Military Bases, Ships, School Fetes, Canals,
Windmills, Scout camps, remote islands - the
list is endless.
No wonder that hundreds of eager
listeners scan the amateur bands at weekends

OSL
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[OH
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„
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However, aword of caution is in order.
Unfortunately, it is asad but true fact that the
listener is being short-changed when it comes to
receiving aQSL card from the hundreds

Rhíriiiteue's
SCARBOROUGH SPECIAL EVENTS GROUP - No. l0

G B30

G13

SCARBOROI

chasing these jewels. They are pretty easy to
locate too - just search for the pile-up of
amateur stations trying desperately to get
their call through and you can be pretty sure
that you have found aSpecial Event Station
using the special GB prefix.

Souvenir QSL Cards
Some Special Event Stations issue
commemorative souvenir QSL cards to
treasure, such as the ones issued by the Armed
Services for the 50th anniversary of VE Day,
the first ever amateur radio operation from
inside the UK's Ballistic Missile Early
Warning Station, the 50th
Anniversary of the world speed

questing
aQSL
card
from
aSpecial
Event
Station.
26

record for steam locomotives set by
the Mallard, or the return of Captain
Cook's Bark ' Endeavour' to her home
port of Whitby.
If you were lucky enough to receive
one of these cards, you will probably have it
displayed on the shack wall or have it
carefully mounted in acherished album.
Conversely, other GB stations are more
interested in the popularity of the station on
the air, with the design of aQSL card
relegated to avery low priority.
Short Wave Magazine, August 1998
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SCARBOROUGH SPECIAL EVENTS GROUP - No. 12

GBOEHS

of Special Event Stations active annually
in the UK. Experience shows
that the return
rate

111130"—

"If the
organisers
are really
interested in

PECIAL EVENTS GROUP - No. 12

BOEHS
GBOSF

SCARBOROUGH SPECIAL EVENTS GROUP

listeners they

No. 5

will have sent
advance
information
for

SCARBOROUGH FAY RE AND AIR DISP

Y, 199

publication"

Scarborough Special Events Group - NO 15

OENDI

NI Bark Endeavour - Whitby

t - ‘ bo t997
scee

„
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who wish to send adirect QSL to the
station. Sadly, this kind of operation
is becoming the exception rather
than the norm.
For some Special Event Stations,

that your

the s.w.l. does not even exist. You
don't believe me? Then how many

report is

summer just waiting for the person
on the microphone to give aQSL

hours have you spent during last

route for direct cards? If you are
lucky then the operator will casually

100%

mention his own call - but this is
usually gabbled so fast that you only
manage to log part if it.

correct"

Listen Carefully
from Special Event Stations to s.w.l. reports sent via
the Bureau is around 33% at best.
Putting it another way, two out of every three
cards sent to aGB station from alistener will end up
in arubbish bin, which will belong to either the QSL
sub- manager, because the organisers have not
bothered to send envelopes to collect the cards,
or thrown away by the organisers themselves
because they do not have

So how can listeners maximise their chances of
receiving a QSL card from a Special Event Station?
The most important attribute is to listen carefully
and be very selective. Learn to discriminate between
the responsible Special Event Stations and the casual
station.
You are pretty safe with a large national
organisation celebrating a major event, aspecial

any cards left to send.
It is my personal

"The most
important

opinion that the
failure of Special Event Stations
to reply to s.w.l. cards is
reaching the proportions of a
national disgrace, and is
bringing whole concept of GB
stations into disrepute.

Experienced Operator

attribute is to

This action does not occur with

listen

Station is ajoy to listen to, and

carefully and

Events Group
No.11

all GB stations of course. The
well- organised Special Event
many listeners will stay tuned
into an interesting GB station
for hours.
An experienced operator at the microphone will

be very

control the pile-up, ensure that weaker stations

selective"

information concerning the reason for the
celebration at regular intervals, and most
importantly, announce a QSL route for any listeners

have the opportunity to get through, tailor the
length of his ' overs' to the size of the queue, give

:ARBOROUGH SPECIAL EVENTS CROUP - No. 7

GBOYMR

28

North Yorkshire Moors Railway
Silver Jubilee

(special) GB callsign consisting of more than one
figure in the callsign (such as GB75MAL) which
indicates that the Radio-communications Agency
recognises this as an event of particular national
importance, or a known organisation from which
Continued on page 33...

SCARBOROUGH SPECIAL EVENTS GROUP -

No. I -44-

GB75MAL

Short Wave Magazine, August 1998

SRP TRADING

1686 Bristol Road South
Rednal
Birmingham B45 9TZ

Telephone: 0121-457 7788
0121-460 1581
Fax: 0121-457 9009

Uniden Bearcat
9000 XLT -

AOR AR8200

RING FOR
SPECIAL
OFFER

AM/FM/VVFM switchable
base station
HF/VHF/UHF scanning
receiver. Covers 25-550 and 760-1300MHz.
Features 500 memories, auto sorting, backlit
orange LCD display. Scan rate of 100/300
channels/sec. £259.95 + £10 P&P.

Yupiteru MVT-7100 —All mode

I
Ii

switchable handheld HFNHF/UHF
scanning receiver. Covers 0.5-1650MHz.
Features 1000 memories, over 500 pass
memories, 10 limit search banks, 12 step
sizes. Comes complete with earpiece,
belt clip, wrist strap, rechargeable
batteries, PSU, in-car adaptor and
telescopic antenna.

RING FOR THIS MONTH'S
SPECIAL OFFER

Realistic PRO-2042 AM/FM/VVFM switchable base station
HFNHF/UHF scanning receiver. Covers
25-520 and 760-1300MHz. Features 1000
memories, 100 monitor channels, backlit
orange LCD display. Scan rate of 50
channels/sec. £249.95 + £10 P&P.

Super Syncro 1300 — 1100mAH
Nickel Metal Hydride ( NiMH) AA size
rechargeable cells. No memory effect. Twice
the capacity of NiCds. £3.00 inc P&P.

Skyscan DX -V1300 base disconne —
Most disconnes only have horizontal elements and
this is the reason that they are not ideal for use
with a scanner. Most of the transmissions that you
are likely to receive on your scanner are
transmitted from vertically mounted antennas. The
DX- V1300 has both vertical and horizontal elements
for maximum reception. Constructed from best
quality stainless steel and aluminium and comes
complete with mounting pole. £49.95 + £3 P&P.

Full spec sheet
available.

Radio shack DX-394
communications receiver
— 150kHz to 30MHz base station
AM, CW, USB, LSB
communications receiver. Features
include clock and timer, signal
meter, 100+ memories, RF gain
control and direct frequency entry.
A steal at £ 149.95 +£7 P&P.

Yupiteru MVT-3300 Latest Yupiteru scanner
AM/FM switchable. Limited
stock at £149.95 + £5 P&P.

Slcyscan Desktop Antenna
Model Desk 1300 disconne Built and designed for use with scanners.
Coverage: 25 to 1300MHz. Total height 36"
and 18" wide at widest point. Comes
complete with 4m of RG58 coax cable and
BNC connector. High performance antenna,
ideal indoor or as acar antenna when
vehicle is stationary. £49.00 + £3 P&P.

Airband mini -mag antenna —Civil
(108-137MHz) and military ( 225-400MHz)
dual band receive antenna featuring super
strong miniature magnet and coax cable
terminated in BNC connector.
£24.95 + £3 P&P

The MK Scanning
Directory

Wideband mini -mag
antenna —Wideband ( 251300MHz) receive antenna featuring
super strong miniature magnet and
coax cable terminated in BNC
connector. £29.95 + £3 P&P.

Oh !
Arbor:,

NEW 6th edition
UK Scanning
Directory

£18.50
+ £ 1. 50 P&P

WE ALSO HOLD A LARGE RANGE OF SECOND USERS
SHORTWAVE AND SCANNING RECEIVERS.
PLEASE CALL WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS
Short Wave Magazine, August 1998
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nSHORTWAVE & SCANNING

NEVA

I

ACTIVE

¡HI' 1
,

I1

COMBINED
C
L1,LLJJO 3-IN-1UNIT
Palstar -

*ACTIVE ANTENNA MATCHER
SHORTWAVE PRE-AMPUHER * ACTIVE ANTENNA

£69.95
£6

1
1

* ACTIVE ANTENNA MATCHER
Active electonics allow almost
loss- less matching of your antenna
to the receiver.
* SHORTWAVE PRE-AMPUFIER
A variable gain and peak tune control it si possible
to achieve best possible weak signal reception.
* ACTIVE ANTENNA
Using the Telescopic whip provided this unit will act
as a stand alone active antenna ideal for use in
flats, bedsits and situations where an outside
antenna is impossible.
• Freq: 100kHz-30MHz
• Power: 12V DC/battery ( supplied)
• Antenna: Telescopic whip included for use as an

SCANMASTIE

NOTCH FILTER SNF170
If your scanner is suffering from
overloading, blocking or
breakthrough then the
SNF-170 could help. Its a
tunable notch filter from
85-175MHz that will
eliminate broadcast or public
service breakthrough. Notch
approx 30dB plus 70dB rejection below 1.7MHz.
Price £27.95 £2.75 P&P

wee

active antenna if required.

SP55 PRE-AMP

Improve

ÇA 75 p

• 24 - 1500MHz
• Variable gain (- 3dB to + 20 )

• 3bandpass filters
• Battery or 12V operation

pgleff CPS PRODUCTS

:I

f262.00

£209.95
£6 p&p

AC ESSORIES

GPS Ill
Mounting Bracket £23.50
GPS 11,12, 45
Power, Data Coble £22.33
GPS 40
Cigar Adaptor Power Cable .S29.38
GPS 45, II, 12XL Cigar Adaptor Power Cable £?
GE 38
Data Cable £ 18.80
GPS 38, II
Carrying Case
£ 11.75
PC Interface Cable
£29.55
£99.00
PC Software and (able Kit
GPS Ill
Swivel Mounting Bracket £ 17.62

An electric road atlas
of Great Britain
combined with a
host of databases,
it provides:-

11g2'
•Satellite navigation
•
(with use of GPS)
•
•Full colour digital maps •
•The Good Pub Guide
•
•The Good Guide to Britain •

LP

ii3

•12 Channel Receive
•Database for Marine,
Nautical, Navaids,
Cities, Radio Beacons
Buoys, etc
•Moving Map
•Compass

MMIL21127

1

MATCH

£6 p&p

The latest handheld GPS that is pre- loaded
with amap of Europe.
•Ability to zoom in & out • Weighs 255g
•can be dash mounted for use in a
vehicle or boat. This unit will tell you:•Where you are • Where you've been
•Where you're going
Includes:- LAT/ LONG, UTM,
Ordnance Survey, Swiss, Swedish,
German &
Maidenhead grids.

U. p&p
Egon Roney Guide
Gazeteer Database
Route Planning
Postcode Database
Petrol Stations

STROP WEATHER PLOTTING
Receive and decode RTTY signals on shortwave
to produce live on screen weather pictures.
NEW LOW PRICE
99 £4.75 P&P

Gt•

o

SOFTWARE PACKAGE TNAT
ALLOWS RECEPT/ON Of

WEAMERfAX. NAVTEX,
TrY Aet/0 MORSE CODE
ALL YOU NEED is an S receiver aPC.
• Fax database included
• Receives while you're away
• On screen tuning
• Manipulate images after they are received
• No Amateur Licence or TNC needed!
£99 £4.75 P&P

tel: 01705 662145
•189

SCANMASTER DOUBLE DISCIPLE

Ahigh performance wideband
antenna, offering gain over a
conventional discone. Stainless steel
construction with standard PL259
connector, mounting pole plus
brackets. Superior performance on
Air, Marine and PMR bands.
SCANMASTER • 25-1300MHz
ACTIVE mom • Ultra wideband TX capability
As above but with 20dB
£59.95 £6.00 P&P
ire-amp ,

G9.95

As above but with 20dB pre- amp
£75.95 £6.00 P&P

SKYSCAN DESKTOP

Fully portable flexible wire
scanning receiving antenna
covering both VHF & UHF.
• Length (approx) 1.5mtrs
• Optimised for airband
• 4mtr coaxial cable
• Fitted BNC
£17.115 £4.75 P&P

• Wideband coverage
• 100 kHz- 1GHz
• Special VHF/UHF section
• For handheld & base
scanners
£19.95 £4.75 P&P

SCANMASTER
ACTIVE DOUBLE ILISCONE

£600 P&P

NOMAD PORTABLE
RECEIVING ANTENNA

NEW SW2
INDOOR WIRE ANTENNA

£339.00 -PRICL:

I;

qualify wideband stainless steel
discone with frequency range of
25-1 300MHz. Fitted with low loss
'N' type connector. Able to
transmit on 2AA & 70cms.
£49.95 £6.00 P&P

A

A complete desktop antenna
covering
25 - 1300 Mhz,
¡ust 36" high with 4metres of
cable, fitted BNC plug with a
magnetic base.
£49.95
P&P £ 8

GPS

•12 Channel Receive
•Moving Map Graphics
•NEW! Database with
City Locations
•Simple One Hand
Operation

I

1
1

SCANMASTER DISCONE

the reception of your scanner

with this Japanese made low noise preamp. A fully adjustable gain control 6dB to *20dB ensures best possible
performance. 3 band pass filters reduce
out of band interference.
£59.95

inq

1,

LP 1300
Log Periodic Widelland Beam Antenna

;

Covers 105-1300MHz with
over 8dB of gain at all frequencies! •16 elements
(longest length being 1.4m)
•Fitted "N" type .50O socket
•Power rating:
•500W transmit
•Gain 11-13 dBi F/B 15dB
Special £99.00
P&P £ 8

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
AKD TARGET HF 3
HF Receiver
AOR AR7030
HF Receiver
DRAKE ROE
Communications RX
DRAKE RBA
Communications Receiver •i• VHF Converter
DRAKE SW8
HF Receiver
ICOM R72
eBatt pack & Fdters
JRC NRD 525
HF Receiver
KEN WOOD R-2000.... VHF Converter.

125.00
569.00
599.00
699.00
399.00
599.00
499.00
395.00

LOWE FIF 225
MATSUI 4099
NR 56 VF1
REALISTIC DX394
ROBERTS RC- 828
SAISHO SW- 5000
SANGRAN AIS 803A
SANGRAN AIS 818.
SONY SW1S
SONY SW 76013G

eExtras
Shortwave Reserver
Shortwave Receiver
HF Receiver
Including case
Portable SW
Portable SW
Portable SW
Portable
Podoble

395.00
85.00
49.00
99.00
129.00
69.00
99.00

105.00

75.00
95.00

SCANNING RECEIVERS
ALIN 0
AOR AR 2002
AOR AR 800E
AOR AR 900 lUKI
BEARCAT UBC 200XLT
COMMTEL 101
NETSET PRO 2029
NETSET PRO 46
NEVADA MS 1000
REALISTIC PRO 2039
REALISTIC PRO 2042
REALISTIC PRO 2045
REALISTIC PRO 38
REALISTIC PRO 2006

Handheld ( 100kHz • 1200MHz) 100 Channels
Base 25 - 550MHz) (800 - 1300MHzi 20 Channels
Handhold
950MHz)
Handheld 108 - 950MHz) 100 Channels
Handheld 66 - 956MHz.
)with gaps
Base (68 - 512MHz) with gaps 20 Channels
Base 168 - 512MHz) 60 Channels
Handheld (
66 - 965MHz) 100 Channels
Base (500kHz • 1300MHz) 1000 Channels
Base 168 - 960MHz) with gaps 200 Channels
Base 125 - 1300MHz) with gaps 1000 Channels
Base166 -1000MHz) with gaps 200 Channels
Handheld (66 - 512MHz) with gaps 10 Channels
Base (25 - 1300MHz) with gaps 400 Channels

145.00
185.00
99.00
99.00
125.00
95.00
99.00
89.00
180.00
165.00
179.00
135.00
45.00
175.00

REALISTIC PRO 9200
TRIDENT IR 2000
TRIDENT IR 2200
TRIDENT IR 4000
WIN I
08
YAESU FRG 9600
YUPITERU VT 225
YUPITERU MVT 3100
YUPITERU MAT 7000
YUPITERU MVT 7100

Base .
(66 - 5I
2MHz) 16 Channels
Handheld (500kHz - 1300MHz) 500 Channels
Handheld ( I
00kHz - 2059MHz) 500 Channels
Handheld (
100kHz - 2059MHz) 1000 Channels
Handheld Airband Scanner
60 - 905 100 Channels
Handheld Civil/Military Airband
Handheld ( 143 - 960MHz) 100 Channels.
Handheld 1 - 1300MHz200 Channels
Handheld 530kHz • 1650MHz1000 Channels

85.00
129.00
149.00
199.00
95.00
299.00
175.00
160.00
145.00
175.00

fax: 01705 690626

London Rd • North End • Portsmouth • Hants • P02 9AE
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• 150kHz - 29.99MHz
• 87.5MHz - 108MHz
• 54 memories
• AM/FM/SSB
• AM Wide/Narrow filter
• RF gain control

YES, we've got them IN STOCK!
This receiver is everything we hoped it
would be, covering 100kHz - 2GHz and
lots of features including computer control.
PAY BY 3POST DATED OIOUESI £
516 each
Our Price £ 11:49113e

£1548.00

FM

If you are looking for a really good
no nonsense portable SW receiver
that covers SSB - this set represents
unbeatable value for money!

JJJ EMS

This receiver provides solid coverage
from 50kHz to 30MHz with all mode
reception of AM, SSB and C\n/. 50 fully
tunable memory channels store
frequency, mode and filter selections. The
FRG- 100 has twin 12 hour and 24 hour
programmable clocks with on timer and
sleep timer. The set requires 12V DC.

option available - add £33

re-row...11A
,
elafrienci
II
puppy:kg/1- •30MHz-2GHz cont cover
fall31310071
R-10 FM
•Nearfield Test Receiver
•Dual 10 segment bargraphs
Get the most out of your AOR and Icom
provide deviation & relative
receiver. Supports AR 3000A, Icom R-8500,
signal level indication
R-7100, R-7000, R-9000.
•Earphone supplied
• Wideband Spectrum Monitor
•Excellent for bug detection
•Pocket sized
• Displays Average, Peak, Max Levels
•Self tuning to strongest
• Download to computer
nearfield signal
(with Hawk 5000 Software - not supplied)
...-1.
•c/w antenna, NiCads & Charger
• Can be used with any (wide) 10.7MHz
IF. output receiver
NEARFIELD FM
• Supplied c/w 12V DC Supply, RS232
TEST RECEIVER
Lead, BNC Patch Lead, Op Manual
ir.fflli_er b_ULM
i

cracking new receiver aimed at the
Broadcast and Shortwave listener. JRC
build some of the World's finest receivers
and this is no exception. Designed to give
clarity and interference free reception.
• AM synchronous detector
• Low noise PLL chip
• Wide dynamic range
• Sensitive receiver
• Noise blanker
• RS232 computer I/F
• 100 memories
• Clock/Timer functions
• Supplied c/w AC mains adaptor
A

TARGET HF 3
4itee
8ele7 PR/CID
commuoicAno
RECEIVER

299.95

11110106.

REC-ElVER
Jal M1L3ILIMICZ/011Wea 1;1
112
• 307 memories ( 261 in SW, 18 each in
MW/FM, 9in LW + priority station)
• ATS auto scan & preset in priority pf
signal strength in FM/MW/LW bands
• E2 PROM for memory
• FM stereo via earphones
• 29 pages SW stations memory, 9
memories in every page
• 8characters for editing station name
• Built-in 42 world cities time+DST devicer
• Battery & signal strength indicator

IMS

£149.00

Covers: . 150k1-1,30MHz
Receives: ...AWCW/S58

£8 p&
If you are new to Shortwave - this
receiver is agood starter point. Easy to
use - but powerful performance!

Sweeps 30MHz to 2GHz in
less than one second. Can
lock onto a5W UHF signa,
at 500ft. Listen to the sign
on the built in speaker &
display the general band
and transmit frequency.

We've imported these super low loss cables
especially for scanner enthusiasts who want the
very best reception from their external antenna.
__....-.,*W,11.11.11111111111.1111011111"

sin Rim

GILEJA e"a

• Covers 153kHz - 30MHz
• AM/SSB/CW & 87.6 - 108MHz FM
• FM stereo via earphones
• 10 key Direct Access Tuning
• 22 Station presets
• LCD diplay
• Tone control
• External antenna & record jacks
• Clock/Timer - sleep & standby functions
• Includes compact reel antenna &
carrying case

UK Scanning Directory £ 18.50 p&p £2.75
Scanning Secrets £ 16.95 p&p £2.75
Scanner Busters 2
£6.00 p&p £ 1.25
SW Maritime Communications £ 16.50 p&p £2.75
Ferrell's Confidential Frequency Listing
£19.95 p&p £2.75
Maplin Starting Electronics £ 9.99 p&p £ 1.75
North Atlantic Flight Comms...£15.00 p&p £2.75
UK Scanning Freq Chart £ 3.00 p&p £ 1.00
Shortwave International Frequency Handbook
£12.99 p&p £2.75
Shortwave Listener's Guide £ 14.99 p&p £2.75
Radio Amateur & Listener's Data Handbook
£16.99 p&p £ 2.75
Scanning the Maritime Bands ...£9.50 p&p £ 1.75
Passport to Worldband Radio .£ 14.99 p&p £2.75
HF SSB User's Guide £ 3.95 p&p £2.00
Go Mobile at 500W £ 3.95 p&p £ 1.75

,

LOW LOSS COAX CABLE

JAPANESE 511Fil
Dia 8.1mm ( Good to 3000MHz)
BNC Plug for 5DFB
PL 259 Plug for 5DFB
NType for 5DFB

An British made shortwave receiver
•30kHz-30MHz • All Modes • SMeter
£139.95 £
8P&P
TARGET HF3M Aspecial version of the
HF3 with weatherproof interface PC Cable &
software.
£209.95 £8P&P

85p/MTR
£3.75
£1.40
£
3.95

SLOT CARDS for AR-8200
CT8200
CTCSS
£59.90
EM8200
External Memory
£
49.90
RU8200
Record/Play Back
£
49.90
OTHER ACCESSORIES
CC8200 - Computer lead with level shift
C/W free PC Windows Software & protocol
listing on CD-ROM
£69.90
088200 - ACC Connector with free end lead
£12.90

SEE OUR COLOUR 40 FOR AR-8200

27G3,, J(1) PORTABLE
DirsiTAL RECORDER
mino
•60
record
•VOX Control
•Store 128
memories
•link to your radio
with adaptor lead
(not supplied)

01.1111■••••••-

Dia 97mm 1.3dB loss ( 10mtr @ 1000MHz
95p/MTR ( p&p on request)
SHORTWAVE

ANTENNAS

EFW • Shortwave Antenna
20 mete'
antenna. Balun led, uses hJgh quality
'Flex Weave copper wire 1-30MHZ
Price
£59.95

Lf 4995
ED

cad

DLB • Shortwave Baton
Matches end fed long wires to 500
coax, helps on rec. to reduce noise &
interference. Transmits up to 100W.
Fully moulded for lull weather protection
Price
£39.95

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE

info@nevada.co.uk

http//www.nevada.co.uk
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EASY

post datedTO
cheques
PAY
NEW irrroto'er I/00,

•Simply divide the price into 3equal payments.
•Write 3cheques dated in consecutive months
starting with today's date.
•Write your telephone number, cheque card No
& expiry date on the back of each cheque.
•Post them to us, enclosing your name &
address & we will ( subject to status) send
your goods immediately.

CAU1ER WAVE UK
112 Withy Hill Road, Sutton Coldfield B75 6HP
VAT No: 580 6713 31

PSR244

111 PSR250

PSR239
200 channel

20 channel UHFNHF portable

50 channel VHF/AIR/UHF

VHF/AIR/UHF/900MHz

scanning receiver.

portable scanning receiver.

portable scanning receiver.
Specifications: * 200 programmable
channels
Frequency range: * 68-88, 108-137
(AM), 137,174, 380-512, 806960MHz
Features: * Access to 31,000
different frequencies * 10 key
direct access sir 10 scanning banks
for grouping frequencies * Direct access to desired
scan bank while scanning * Upper and lower limits
frequency search * Priority channel * Air band
reception * One temporary monitor channel * 2
second scan delay

£159.95

Tel: 0121-378 5595
Fax: 0121-378 5422
E-mail: CarrierWave@compuserve.com

Specifications: * 50 programmable

Specifications: * 20 programmable

channels
Frequency range: * 68-88, 108-137

channels
Frequency range: * 68-88, 137-174,
380-512MHz

(AM), 137-174, 380-512MHz
Features: * Access to 24,000
frequencies * 10 key direct access

Features: * Access to 22,000

* Priority channel * Air band

frequencies * 10 key direct access

reception * One temporary

* Channel lock-out * LCD back

monitor channel * 2second scan

light on/off * 2second scan delay

delay

£79.93
GRE HAVE BEEN
MANUFACTURING
SCANNING RECEIVERS
FOR THE PAST 25 YEARS
AND HAVE NOW JUST
LAUNCHED THEIR OWN
BRAND MODELS ONTO
THE UK MARKET.

£129.95

THESE MODELS ARE AVAILABLE BY
MAIL ORDER FROM CARRIER W AVE
UK .PAYMENT CAN BE MADE BY
CHEQUE, CREDIT CARD OR SWITCH

Carlton Works, Carlton Street, Bradford BD7 1DA
Telephone: (01274) 732146
E-mail: info@javiation.co.uk

Fax: (01274) 722627

Web: wwwjaviation.co.uk

"AIR "feir000 "i
t
eCtelefflitet
vi-1000 itevtow At7X 4aed
Want to improve performance on the AM Broadcast bands both MW & SW? We now have
available asmall PCB that fits internally within the AR8000 and allows the narrower SSB
filters to be selected when in AM/NFM mode. This can greatly assist with AM listening on
crowded short wave bands. Once the PCB is fitted the narrower filters can be selected by
pressing the local button and deselected in the same way. This board is exclusive to
ourselves and not available from any othe distributor. For further details please give us a
call or visit our web page. Price £35.00.

Pact-Secut 1000
New, low cost fully functional PC software (Windows 95). Fully functional but time
limited demo available either by post or our web site. Currently the only package to
support internal options fitted to the AR8000 (DX-8000 or DS-8000 for example).

Price £ 19.99.

ie-S7000 ..deaeltet eevve ea.4e
As an option to the AOR soft case, we have available arobust leather case manufactured
from high quality leather (yes it does smell of leather) that not only provides increased
protection but can be worn on abelt for added security.

Price £ 15.00.

For further information on these or any of our products please contact us via telephone, fax or email. Our web pages at bttp/Iwww.javiation.co.uk are updated on aregular basis with news and
information on all the latest product releases.
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57 tus232
eS232 Totteektee
Whilst the AR8000 was the main reason for us
producing the JAV-232 it is compatible with the
AR2700, IC-R10 and other Icom equipment,
Alinco DJ-X10 and the Optoelectronics Scout
together with any other receiver requiring a
TTL interface. When used 7.Tith the A118000 the
JAV-232 is unique in that it not only provides
RS-232 computer capabilities but also squelch
activated tape recording (AOR CU-8232 and CR8000 in one unit!).
Main features:• Fully compatible with many receivers
• Original Sumitomo Flat Flexible Cable (FFC)
supplied for use with AR8000 and AR2700
• Robust, compact metal die cast case
• 1.0m high quality multicore cable
• Well produced instruction manual
• 6-pin Din output provides audio and
squelch activated remote tape recording for
AR8000
• Demo versions of leading software included

Price £69.99.
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r .,. Bark Endeavour- Whitby
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entry in the log.
Failure to enclose a
stamped addressed envelope
for areply is the kiss of death!
Some listeners just enclose a
return stamp, which means
that the manager is expected
to provide an envelope and
copy an address from your
card. He will not usually do
this.

Make It Personal

you have received QSL cards previously.
Check how often the station mentions s.w.l.s and
how often adirect QSL route is given. Has the event
been publicised in the GB2RS News Broadcast, or in
the Short Wave Magazine? If the organisers are
really interested in listeners they will have sent
advance information for publication. All these points
are indicators to the quality of the operation and
help you to assess your chances of receiving aQSL
card.
If you are really interested in obtaining
aQSL then send acard direct. Cards sent
via the Bureau will get there eventually ( if
the station has deposited envelopes with
the GB sub- manager) but it may well be
one year later when all the allocated QSL
cards have gone.
Providing high quality QSLs can cost
around 15p per card. At the end of an

Finally, do write afew
enthusiastic comments on your
card, or enclose aletter to
make it more personal. If you
have aspecial interest in the
event then say why. Organisers of aGB station like
to know if the information given over the air has
been useful and interesting.
You may regard Amateur Radio Special Event
Stations as ablessing or acurse. However, for the
listener with perseverance, the rewards are great,
with the added satisfaction that you have taken part
in apiece of history brought to life through amateur
radio.
SINM

SCARBOROUGH SPECIAL EVENTS GROUP

SUBS

PROMO

"Failure to
enclose a
stamped
addressed
envelope for
areply is the
kiss of
death!"

RAF STAXTON WOLD

"The well-

operation many Special Event Stations will
order just afew more than the amount
required. You can guess what happens to
the s.w.l. card which arrives 12 months
later.

organised
Special Event
Station is a
joy to listen

Always
Double- Check
Always double-check that your
report is 100% correct. Your
aim is to make the job of the
Station Manager as easy as
possible, so that he can verify
your report in the log, fill out a

GBOSF

SCARBOROUGH SPECIAL EVENTS GROUP
No. 5

listeners will
stay tuned

card, put it straight into your
return envelope and drop it in
the post.
A wrong date, or time
written in BST instead of UTC,
means that the manager has to
search for your entry in the
log. If you do not record a
callsign in contact with the
Special Event Station at the
time of your report then the
manager cannot even locate an
Short Wave Magazine, August 1998

to, and many

into an
interesting GB
station for
SCARBOROUGH FAYRE AND

AIR DISPLAY,

1991

hours"
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Rosina

isbanding a club is
always a sad
business, especially

Brown
documents
the sad
demise of a
once
thriving
Amateur
Radio Club.

when in the past it
has enjoyed the
support of 50
members with many
years of radio communication
between them. The Radio Club of
Thanet ( G2IC) was initiated in 1981
by Gerry Abrahams GAKEJ when he
put an advertisement in the local
paper for interested radio
amateurs to attend a meeting.
Twenty four members packed- out a
pub in The Square, Birchington, and
two hours later the Club was born.
Dave Arter G1NLQ who came out of
the meeting as Vice President ( Gerry
Abrahams, President), vividly remembers A thriving Radio Club of Thanet with President Ken Whiffin GNRNJ
the event, but not the name of the pub. standing behind his XVI and Club secretary. Dave Arter G1NLO. is
next to Ted Endersby G4DTA with his dog Varna.

Special Event Stations
Since that time, the Club had prospered and
running Special Event Stations has brought back
many happy - and some not so happy - memories
for both operating Club members and thousands
of their contacts. The 50th Anniversary of Dunkirk
Special Event Station GB5ODNK and M.Y.
Sundowner GB5OSUN ran over the month of May
1990.
'Operation Dynamo' was officially
sanctioned on 26 May, but
Dunkirk's remaining

Is this the

defenders
surrendered
early

on 4th June. Particularly poignant for the Club was
that almost aquarter of those rescued were landed at
Ramsgate Harbour.
M.Y. Sundowner, one of the ' Little Ships' since
restored by Ramsgate Maritime Museum, entered
Dunkirk at 3.00pm on 1st June and secured alongside
HMS Worcester. 130 and three crew were rescued.
"9.00pm. Entered Ramsgate and discharged".
The two stations made 4053 contacts with 102
countries. Quite amonth! Following the amount of
interest generated during the two
commemorative stations,
Buster Milham
G3OPL

future of
Amateur
Radio in the
UK, no
young
interest?
34

CISL card for
GB5OSUN. and CISL
card for GB80MAN

OSL card for
'Operation Dynamo'
GB5ODNK.

showing a BE2c.
(Courtesy of Manston
History Club).
Short Wave Magazine, August 1998
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GR5VE - The 50th

Personal accounts of those rescued and those

Anniversary of VE

doing the rescuing make riveting reading.

Day.
The Club would

The 50th Anniversary of The Battle of Britain
GB50MAN was run from a building on Manston
airfield kindly loaned to the Club during July 1990.
It was the first time the distinctive callsign had
ever been issued, and was used with great pride by
the Club.
Because of the sensitive location of the station,
participating members were required to attend a
security course. But it was all worthwhile as 1295
contacts were made, 939 in the UK and 356 over

BOONS

j(
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Lighthouse and

compiled a report from letters he received from
those involved in the Dunkirk evacuations.

50th Anniversary

(REVIEW

like to acknowledge
the support received
from Thanet District
Council in the setting
up of some of their
Special Event
Stations.

Great Success
Most stations have
been agreat success,

generating interest from all over the
world, but however small the event,
setting up and running astation is

Buster G3OPL
demonstrates that being a
radio amateur is fun!

likened to amilitary operation. It
involves a lot of organising and time
and members are not always able to
commit themselves.
Ken and Audrey Whiffin have been
staunch members of the Club for 16
years and assisted in the sad task of
winding it up. " The problem is", says
an emotional Audrey, " the younger
members in the Club lack the interest
and commitment needed to take it
into the 21st century."
On a lighter note, some great visits
have been arranged for Club members

One of the Club's many
appearances at apublic
event. All very relaxed - but

The Juno Mission. Audrey GOCTO. keeps the log

Continued on page 38...

this is the easy bit.

while Buster G3OPL operates GB4JUNO. Teachers
and pupils at Canterbury High School try their hand
at transmitting. ( Courtesy Kentish Gazette).
30 countries over the operating week, and mostly
on 80m.
A Special Event Station also covered the Juno
Mission, 1991, when Helen Sharman was acrew
member on MIR. The idea was to involve schools in
the mission and astation was set up in conjunction
with Canterbury High School. Buster Milham
G3OPL, ably assisted by Audrey GOCTQ, was
responsible for setting up this operation and a lot
of interest was generated in amateur radio
amongst both pupils and teachers.
Many smaller Special Event Stations have been
organised by the Club over the years, including
GB2SRW - Sarre Windmill, GB2RPS - Richborough
Power Station's 30 Years Anniversary, GB2RRH 175th Anniversary of The Royal Ramsgate Harbour,
GB5DD - D Day Landings, GB2NFL - North Foreland
Short Wave Magazine, August 1998
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AR8200 7/, _5

/lei)?

The AR8200 incorporates many new features including the correct implementation of the new 8.33 kHz
airband channel step with innovative additions such as the optional SLOT C

Sforexternal memory

capability, CTCSS, computer control and much more.
AOR products are renowned for innovation and carefully reflect the requirements of enthusiasts.
HLD
In particular the new AR8200 wide band all mode receiver has been designed with airband
80.000 <-->
10M
listening very much in mind.
MFR
80.000
8.33 kHz tuning step: International governing bodies have recently redefined the VHF airband
tuning step to provide additional frequencies, ultimately many older receivers will po
able to receive these new channels. Latest information suggests that the new allticatio
will come into effect on 01.01.1999 for parts of Europe and one year later in the UK. Being at
'the cutting edge' the AR8200 supports 8.33 kHz correctly implemented as eight-and1 thir
Ian
kHz. This means that the AR8200 will tune the VHF airband displaying the following
21
.) F0 All 25.0k
Ci NFM2o.ok
118.0083(3018.016616018.0250(0) MHz, the end numbers are correctly forced to 33 t
U— A
123.5000
295.0000
88.0000
M— WRITE
E25
then 00. Most other receivers would incorrectly display 33 then 66 then 99 as the last
PROTEC -e)I
OFF
so would quickly drop out of channel synchronisation, further tuning of other receivers'
would result in the end digits displaying 32, 65, 98 then 31, 64, 97 then 30, 64, 96 etc.
ADJ
Selectivity is not aproblem with the AR8200 as anarrow AM bandwidth is a
supported ( although undoubtedly the geographical allocation of tightly allocated channels
PRIO HFM
20F0 HFM 14.0k
will be taken into consideration by the governing bodies??). The AR8200 channel steps
MKR
145.0000
U— A 145.2100
U— B
76.1000
1..11 HAMBAHD
may also be programmed in multiples of 50 Hz in any mode. Extensive step-adjust and
frequency offset facilities are also provided to ensure accurate tracking of the most
obscure band plans. Awide frequency coverage is available from 530 kHz to
2040 MHz with no gaps.
A.FC.: Automatic Frequency Control is included for spot on tuning ensuring that nothing is miss, this is especially useful for monitoring offset
transmissions of London ATC etc without the need to retune.
Alpha text: Alarger than average back lit LCD with contrast control provides operational data. Alphanumeric text
comments of up to 12 characters may be added to memory channels, memory banks and search banks (for example
MANCHEST API> for easy identification reducing the need for acomplex list or data base.
Atext search feature simplifies recall of stored information.
Band scope: AhIgh resolution signal meter and multi-function band scope is provided, this enables you to
visually interrogate up to 10 MHz bandwidth at atime for activity, peak hold assists location of unusual or sporadic
transmissions. Flexible dynamic memory bank layout is provided ( memory banks may be varied in size
between 10 and 90 channels each i.e. bank 'A' 80 channels/bank 'a' 20 channels with bank 'B' 40 channels/bank
'b' 60 channels etc). 1,000 memories, 20 memory banks, 40 search banks, select scan list, priority and lockout
facilities are included. It is also possible to edit and delete individual memories, swap,
copy, move and delete whole banks including dumping all data.
Computer control is available via ametallic side mounted robust
connector and optional lead, an extensive RS232 command list is
supported. Asoftware package is under development which will be made available as
an internet free download over the coming months. This connector also supports
clone of data between two AR8200 along with tape output, detector output, mute and
AGC. Optional internal SLOT CARDS (
which fit into the AR8200 base) extend the
AR8200 capability even further: Memory slot card (
increase storage to 4,000
memories, 160 search banks). CTCSS slot card squelch & search. Record chip slot ;
card (
records up to 20 seconds of audio). Tone eliminator slot card, Voice
inverter card.
The side keypad provides four arrow keys presented as asingle 'rocker'
resulting in more natural and intuitive navigation through the
on-screen menus. Tuning is accomplished via avariety of controls including aside
panel indented main tuning dial, arrow keys and
keypad. The scratch resistant " military green"
cabinet has aquality feel. Supplied with:
4EEastMill,Bridgefoot,Belper,
NiCads, charger, cigar lead, whip aerial, MW
bar, belt hook & screws, strap, operating
Derbyshire,DE562UAEngland
manual
Tel: 01773 880788 Fax: 01773 880780

AOR ( UK) LTD

£399.00

info@aor.co.uk

www.demon.co.uk/aor

E&OE
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ACDR
ICOM receiver in an
AOR advertisement__
It is not acommon sight to see an ICOM receiver
featured in an AOR advertisement, this is aspecial
occasion demonstrating the COMPATIBILITY
between the AOR SDU5000 Spectrum Display Unit
with both AOR and ICOM receivers ( AOR AR5000,
AR3000A, ICOM R8500, R7100, R7000, R9000).
Spectrum Display Unit
Cent

156.30000MH.

o
The SDU5000 Spectrum Display Unit adds avariety of features
to extend your receiver's capabilities, such as visually identifying
new active frequencies and taking measurements. The
SDU5000 may be used with anumber of receivers (which have
a10.7 MHz I.F. output) and provides abandwidth up to ± 5MHz
in 1kHz increments with aresolution of 5kHz or 30 kHz.
The SDU5000 has been designed with both AOR and ICOM
receivers in mind, the SDU5000 supports the AOR AR5000,
AR3000A and ICOM R8500, R7100, R7000 & R9000. The
receiver's RS232 remote port connects directly to the SDU5000
to ensure the full potential of the SDU is exploited. Operation is
extremely simple as the SDU5000 utilises an on screen menu
system.
The SDU5000 remains compact due to the use of an internal
3.1" (79mm) HQM simple matrix 16 colour LCD 192 dot x210
dot. An external home colour television with video input may
also be connected ( PAL or NTSC). Operation is from 12V d.c.
with asuitable mains supply provided with the SDU along with
connecting leads.
When using selected AOR and ICOM receivers, the frequency,
mode (& attenuator with some sets) may be controlled from the
SDU5000 so that adisplayed frequency may be easily
monitored when the cursor frequency of the SDU5000 is equal
to the receive frequency of the radio. By using the cursor of the
SDU5000, frequency and signal level can be read directly. This
enables the SDU5000 to be used as awide coverage spectrum
monitor across the receiver range of the connected receiver
(from 10 kHz to 2600 MHz using the AR5000) with DDS
providing an accuracy of 100ppm. Dynamic range is 50 dB with
an acceptable input level between - 10dBm to -90dBm with
selectable gain control.
The SDU5000 has amultiple processing function which
displays Average Level, Peak Detection and Maximum Value
Hold. Previously these professional features have only been
available from expensive professional class spectrum analysers.
Of course the SDU5000 also makes an excellent band scope so
that adjacent channel activity may be constantly monitored, this
is particularly popular with frequency management
organisations.
The SDU5000 may also be connected to aPC where all
controls are accessible and display data can be
downloaded for record and later analysis, you may
measure the frequency and signal strength of historical
events! SDU5000 f699
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Requirements
AR5000 receiver. Everything is supplied for straight forward connection of the
RS232 and IF connections.
AR3000A 'PLUS' receiver. Everything is supplied for straight forward connection
of the RS232 and IF connections.
AR3000A receiver. A small modification is required to the AR3000A in order to
provide a 10.7 MHz I.F. output and AGC control. The SDU-RS232 lead is provided
(with the SDU5000) along with aBNC-BNC patch lead.
AR3000 receiver. Requirements are the same as with the AR3000A however
facilities are limited as the SDU will operate as aband scope only (there is no RS232
link between the SDU and AR3000).
ICOM R8500. This unit provides direct RS232 connection so that the lead provided
(with the SDU5000) connects straight from the SDU5000 to the rear panel RS232
socket of the R8500. The IF patch lead will require the changing of one BNC plug as
the ICOM IF input uses phono. Configure the ICR8500 as per the ICR7100 (address &
baud rate), details are provided with the SDU5000.
ICOM R9000, R7100 & R7000 receivers. The optional ICOM CT17
communication interface (or equivalent) is required to connect between the SDU5000
and ICOM receiver. The RS232 lead connects between the SDU5000 and CT17. The
IF patch lead will require the changing of one BNC plug as the ICOM IF input uses
phono.

Other receivers. It may also be possible to connect the SDU5000 to other receivers
which provide asuitable (wide) I.F. output at 10.7 MHz. It is possible to
reprogramme the SDU5000 centre frequency (front panel) when using other
receivers which use different IF frequencies (Kenwood, Yaesu etc) in the range of 5.7
to 15.6 MHz, however see the note at the end of the specification of the sales leaflet...
in practical terms the IF should be between 8.2 - 13.2 MHz for a5MHz span.

For further details please contact your dealer. The following dealers
are currently participating in apromotion so that display facilities are
available (July - October 1998), please call them before travelling...
Haydon Communications, Edgware 0181 951 5781
Haydon Communications, West Midlands 01384 481 681
Waters & Stanton PLC, Essex 01702 206835
Martin Lynch & Son, London 0181 566 1120
Nevada C,ommunications, Portsmouth 01705 662145
ASK, London 0171 637 (Ifkl
HAWK5000 is an optional
Windows PC software
package designed specifically
MI FM r:MI MI MI
for the SDU5000. A graphical onEtil Criirra:7 r:12
screen display provides access to
E:71=
nit
the SDU5000 facilities along with
1111111C111:1,
recording of AVI video files to
disk. A download demo of
HAWK5000 is available from the AOR web site vvww.demon.co.uk/aor
along with further information. A separateleaflet is also available on
HAWK5000 to request. HAWK5000 £49
AR5000 True high performance, voted best wide band receiver by
readers of the German " funk" magazine in 1997. Frequency coverage
10 kHz - 2600 MHz all mode with standard IF bandwidths of 220 kHz,
110 kHz, 30 kHz, 15 kHz, 6kHz, 3.0 kHz. £1345
The enhanced AR5000+3 includes AFC, Sync AM and
noise blanker. Voted best wideband receiver in "
funk"
magazine 1998 £1574
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Family visit to Manston
Airfield with a close up
look at a Sea King Rescue
helicopter - just before
take-off!

and their families. The Coast Guard at St.
Audrey GOCTQ takes
a break from the
radio to chat to other
participants at a Kent
local event.

Margarets Bay, Dover, was a most interesting and
enjoyable evening out.
It is very reassuring to know that whenever we
cross the shipping lanes in the channel, and we in
Thanet do quite frequently, we are being watched

capable of reading the time on the clock in Calais but only on aclear day!

Sea King Rescue
A visit particularly enjoyed by my son Andrew
2E1CPB - was to the Sea
King Rescue helicopter then
based at Manston. Being
able to sit at the controls
and actually meet the crew
was amemorable occasion,
especially when the alarm
sounded for action stations
during our tour around the
craft.
Seeing some of the less
mobile amateurs beating a
hasty retreat from the
instantly crewed and
engaged helicopter was a
sight to behold, but very
exciting. Following that visit
we were on first name
terms with the crew as they
flew over our homes on one
of their many rescue
missions. The Sea King
Rescue helicopter is sorely
missed and Manston airfield
hasn't been the same since
it left and took up residence
at Wattisham, Norfolk.
The Club's ties with

and protected. And it's not all done by looking at
dots on screens - the Coast Guard
co zos 32

binoculars are

ITU

icpeN
PI

we

63

Manston, however, are still strong. Special Event
Station GB80MAN was set up to celebrate the
80th Anniversary of Manston
being brought

19-»15

S
4,-1 -73'
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Clet e '
Two of four prized QSL
cards received by
Gordon GOCEY/m from
the Pitcairn Islands.
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the newly opened hospice put
the donation to good use.

Special QS0s
Apart from the thousands of
world-wide contacts made by
G2IC over the years, many
other special QS0s have taken
place by individual members.
Buster G3OPL has made
contact with the Vatican and
has even discussed the
weather with King Hussein of
Jordan!
Gordon Cadey GOCEY
wonders

Ken G4RNJ presents the Club's donation for £401 to
John Rayment from The Thanet Hospice.
(Courtesy Kentish Gazette).
into existence as a Royal Naval Station in 1916.
The Spitfire Museum now housed at Manston,
the separate Manston History Club and Exhibition
are all well worth avisit, and Ken Whiffin G4RNJ, an
ex- RAF man himself, is at present involved in the
¡al c allsign'

history section restoring a D4 Link trainer. The D2
Link trainer he recently restored for the ATC in

%fen!
last c ar..

Margate is now being put to good
use
%---

e

THE RADIO CLUB OF THANET
—

SEAWEED
AWARD

GBe
etel.
whether he is the
only amateur who has had four

contacts with residents living on the
Pitcairn Islands. His first contact in 1989 was
with Meralda Warren VR6MW, whose
ancestors landed the HMS Bounty on
January 17, 1790, and another in 1990 with
Irma VR6ID and Betty Christian VR6YL no
less - and from amobile!
Gordon does know for certain, however,

From the English coastal resorts of Margate,
Broadstairs and Ramsgate, the Radio Club of
Thanet (G2IC) takes pleasure in certifying that

Dare

SPeC

that he is the only member of the club to
have operated from Baghdad on YI1BGD -

operating
has this day submitted evidence of having
worked or heard the requisite number of club
member stations and issues this award
in recognition of the achievement.

and what a pile up that caused!
The Club's intention to operate from the
Goodwin Sands had to be abandoned due to
bad weather conditions, and had nothing to

CerWleete No.

do with the notorious ghost ship that is said to

--- --pTohientCsluhba'vseSbeeaewneed Award

Certific ate

awarded

w

haunt the sandbank - or so the participating
members said.

_6
hen

ac cumulated.

by the Cadets.
Just before its opening in 1992, The Thanet
Hospice played host to the club and members were
delighted to raise in excess of £400. Needless to say,

Sunday Net
The Club will continue to hold it's Sunday morning net
on 10m when members are always happy to chat to
anyone wanting to join in. This will

CISL card GR5VE - commemorating the 8th May, 1945, th e50th

please their short wave listeners who

Anniversary of VE Day.

they know enjoy the regular Sunday
morning natter. Some 360 of the
club's Seaweed Awards have been
earned, some by short wave listeners,
and now that the club is no more
they are well worth keeping.
The Radio Club of Thanet has
over the years in its small way
promoted Thanet as a holiday area.
Through its Special Events Stations
and appearances at public events it
has generated thousands of contacts
with fellow amateurs all over the
UK and the world.
It has highlighted the island's

"Buster
G3OPL has
made contact
with the
Vatican and
has even
discussed the
weather with
King Hussein

history and has put the Isle of
Thanet very much on the map. It
will be sadly missed.
SVVM
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Amateur Bands

U

ntil recently, amateur radio was the only
hobby involving world-wide communications.
It is still the only one to be controlled by
International Law, since the ITU allocate us
our frequencies and define the criteria we
must meet in order to hold an amateur
licence. In their various ways, the national
authorities - for us, the RA - test that UK amateurs meet the
ITU's requirements.
At the next World Radio Conference, WRC 2001, those criteria
are on the agenda. Nominally the Morse issue, over which at the
moment the various national societies around the world are
divided with amajority having their heads in the sand. The
administrations are pressing for the abolition of acondition that is
increasingly difficult to either justify or administer. Commercial
interests also want our bands to let out for millions of pounds of
profits.
If we go into WRC 2001 without aworld-wide common position
being agreed, then the commercial interests will press even harder
for our bands to be re-allocated to them. In the limit, that pressure
could well go to acall for amateur radio to be abolished, at least
above 30MHz.
Remember, the Blicensee has access to over 50000MHz worth
of bands, while the h.f. bands tot up to amere 2.99MHz in UK and a
tad more in the USA, much of which is shared anyway. Already in
one South American country, 430MHz has been lost to commercial
pressure. Either amateur radio adapts - or it will die!
What can you and Ido about this? In simple terms, join your
national society (
in UK, RSGB), so your subscription in part helps
the costs of representing our interests both with the UK authorities
and, via IARU, in the world scene. Back in 1947 at Atlantic City,
amateur radio went to the conference in disarray and lost alot with the increase in pressure to steal our bands, the damage done
to amateur radio will be much worse unless the world's national
amateur societies stand shoulder-to-shoulder.
The RSGB isn't perfect, but it is our only hope. It has been
fashionable for years, to see it as an anti-Blicence and anti-s.w.l.
Anyone who reads acopy of the RSGB's Radcom and notes down
the amount of space given over to v.h.f, matters as against h.f.
must admit the reverse is true.
On the other side, if Blicensees and the listeners don't stand
for the RSGB Council, they can't be elected! With nine seats on the
RSGB Council to be contested this time we might see amajor
shake-up.

Harder?
Why, we are often asked, is it harder (or easier) for alistener to get
to the top than alicensed amateur? Let's start by saying quite
unequivocally that it's easier to hear 'em than to raise 'em.
In the first place, the DX station normally sits on aconstant
transmit frequency, but moves his receive frequency after acontact.
Thus, he does two things: firstly this makes the savvy ops call off
his transmit frequency so the chance of them getting their report is
better, and secondly, by moving the receive frequency around he
makes sure only the savvy ops call on the right frequency. Hence
both ends have abetter chance of completing the (ISO.
Now, as far as the listener is concerned, many years of perusing
listener logs sent in to this column, and of listening to pile-ups, has
convinced me that given only that the listener is on the DX station
frequency, even if the DX is weak in strength, the listener will
eventually hear a 'moment of silence' in which the callsign will
come through clearly.
As we've just seen, the transmitter has another hurdle to jump
over, which is to be on the frequency on which the DX is listening,
plus athird one which is to have astrong enough signal to
overcome the QRM at the DX end. We might add that aproportion
of loggings of DX are in fact of stations calling him! Yes, I've done
that myself!
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Letters
We can lead off this time with our anonymous correspondent, who
has persuaded the OM to agree to antenna improvements, and
now she asks what heights are favourable. Difficult, this!
Over ideal ground we would be looking for ahorizontal antenna
to be ahalf wave or multiples thereof. Where the boot pinches is
that we aren't over perfect ground, and ground conductivity may
vary markedly e'en within anormal small garden. Hence our radio
ground level normally lurks somewhat beneath the soil we stand
on.
In practice then, the best rule-of-thumb is the higher the better.
With avertical antenna, we have adifferent problem, namely that
of obtaining agood enough earth for the thing to have agood
image down below. Theoretically aquarter-wave vertical can have
it's feedpoint at ground level, but in practice even avertical can do
with abit of elevation, but more to get it away from manmade
noise sources and absorbers such as houses or trees.
28MHz was used by Colin Dean in Barnsley to hear 5X1T on
sideband. At 21MHz he notes A41LS, A47RS, ET3AA, FH8CB,
HL1IEG, OD5PN, PJ8DM, P43P, SU1SK, UL7BD, UN6P, YC6DEM,
ZD7CTO, 3V8BB, 4LOCR, 5A1A, 5N1JNT, 7Q7DX, 9K2ZZ, 9M8RC
and 905TR. On 18MHz OD5NJ was recorded on c.w., plus sideband
from AP2AGJ, AP2JZB, A41LZ, A92GE, BD4ED, BV5BG,
CT3/DK4KL, HL3VQ, HZ1AB, 4S7BRG and 7K2BMJ.
Finally to Colin's pet 7MHz band for loggings on sideband of
AP2KSD, A61AS, BV5BG, DS5RNM, EP3HR, HBO/DL1RWB,
HS2CRU, JT1CO, OD5NH, RVV9DE, SU3AM, SU3YM, SV2ASP/A(Mt
Athos), TA1ZL, TZ6TT, T77WI, VK4MZ, YB2s YBOs, ZL4BD, ZS6P,
4L1AG, 4LOCR, 4S7BRG, 5N9CEN, 5Z4RL, 7J4AAL, 7K1WLE, 8Q7DF
and 91QAI.
To Oxford next, and Paul Goodhall. Paul has kept up his
listening in the face of difficulties of the sort known as 'overtime' but as he says the extra pennies will come in handy for summer
holidays or new kit in the shack! On 7MHz Paul found Europeans in
the early morning before work and AQ7DF in the early evening with
TU5RP around bedtime.
While on May 25 he snagged ZL401 at about 0600. Turning to
14MHz and discounting the run-of-the-mill Europeans, SO2DBO
was heard in contact with KF4DQM/P/G, K1UQV, JT1BG, 8D7DF,
EA8BIB, Z21KM, KB2PD, 9H4CM, 9K2ZZ, JA7AGO and JA7DYJ
working 3B8BB, VK5ASA, KH6/W7GMH, J47LAF, VA3LEN, W1 DIG
with apile of EUs plus CN8NK, VE9ST/M, VVF1N, W4RAZ, WZ1Y,
VK7GKS, CT98IR, WH6CZD, KL7HSB and KL7AC in contact, VK6VS,
VK6ARD, VK6NC, VO1XC, W9DC, 4X4JU, PT7BZ, KP2AD, TF8GX,
K20Y, VE5OAD, VK7HQ, VK3AUS, W1CYB, 4X1AD, 8P6EX, JH1FNT,
then astring of JAs working SV5/12YY0, N2WB, NOJT, W8SM,
K4WLB, K3LYB, KB3BYZ, KE1AC, K2STV, KK4EZ, N3WET.
Up to 18MHz for SMOOWX, VV7DW, AA2ZL, VV3KUD, 5B4FF,
KP4IX, IQBS, W40IZ, WB4FNH, W8KZM, W4UWC working VE1LT,
K6LGC working W6EMY. Down on 80, Paul mentions the GB2RS
broadcast on 3.650 - the first time anyone has ever mentioned
GB2RS since I
first began to write this piece. As aGB2RS
newsreader myself, it's nice to know someone listens! Up again to
21MHz and US7IBJ, YCOFTD, KU4QN, JA7IC running astring,
UN7BD and TA2IJ both CQing, VE3ODC, K3BSA, YV3EYE, W1AAE,
YF7XND, JL2EZB, UR9IDX/PA and finally KF8AD.
We go now to the Isle of Sheppey, and Ted Trowel', who again
stuck to the c.w. for as he expresses it: 'the odd spot of DX in
between the odd spots of gardening!' On 14MHz Ted noted 7Z500,
TK/DL5VBE, JW/DJ3KR and HS1R;. at 18MHz NOFW in Minnesota,
JAOELA, 3B7RF, 9M2TO, CT3FT, CX2AAI, JF3PNQ, and CT3/DK4KL.
On 21MHz Ted noted PY1DUB, 5B4WN, CO8LY, 4Z5FW, KP4P,
VU2LO, EA8BUG, EMDK10T, W5VUY, 9V1ZB, PP6CW, VU2AVG,
9V1BG, TU2XZ, 7Z500, PY7YN, LU9FAZ and PY4VB. 24MHz
yielded KP2J, while mid-afternoon sniff on 28MHz turned up 3B7RF
and 564/DUCW. By and large, though, Ted, with all his experience
on the bands since before WW2, reckons conditions were pretty
poor.

Here &
There
From Fiji, look out for
3D2WD and 3D2DA
during their September
activities - cards via
DL6DK. For Nepal, K4VUD
will be there again from
July to November, OSLs to
the home call.
Senator Barry Goldwater
K7UGA, became aSilent
Key on May 29, at the age
of 89. He had been an
active amateur since
around 1921 and used his
position to further the
hobby in many ways.
We hear that South Africa
has rejoined the UPU, so
IRCs are now OK both to
and from ZS.
Bouvet: WA4JOS
indicates that the
operation timed for
December 1998/January
1999 has not been
cancelled despite rumours
to the contrary. The KOOK
San Ambosio operation by
CEOZAM though has
slipped to September due
to transport problems.
Top Band operation is now
open to the Fs, 1.8101.850M Hz, with the
bottom 20kHz on a
secondary basis.

QRT
That's it once again.
You can send letters to
me either at Box 4
Newtown SY16 1ZZ
or to the E-mail address
gw3kfe
Opwpublishing.ltd.uk
to reach me, as always,
by the first of the
month. For those old
enough to remember,
TrFN!
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ROBERTS
R861

nOY,
1199

•Conanue. 0,11 11,1M
Cowl, 1501.r-2999%.
• $5,111311,1••
•COR•O.$14. Data System
•29 sw sumo. Air*,
•42 v.* cw. r.
PLL

•RDS

Multi-band digital preset stereo world radio • PLL digital tuner with FM/MW/LW/SW wave band
coverage • 307 memories - ( 261 on SW, 18 MW, 18 FM, 9on LW plus priority station)
• RDS ( Radio Data System) station name • SSB ( USB/LSB) 40Hz/step fine tuning AM RF gain control
•Five tuning methods - direct frequency tuning, auto scan, manual tuning, memory recall, rotary tuning
• ATS (Auto Tuning System) - auto scan and pre-set stations in signal strength priority ( FM/MW/LW)
• Continuous AM coverage 153kHz - 29.999MHz. £200 00

• PLL multi- band digital preset stereo world radio
•5tuning methods: direct frequency keying, auto- scan,
manual scan, memory
recall and rotary
•45 preset stations
• Dual time
clock/alarm
•Receive single sideband and CW
transmissions
•Continuous AM
coverage 150kHz 29.999MHz

£160.00

•LCD display for all important functions
• ATS (Automatic Tuning System) scans the waveband in use
and puts the strongest signals
into memory automatically
(not on SW)
•5tuning methods and 54
preset stations
•Dual time clock/alarm with
precise setting
•Stereo FM via earphones
(included)
•Countdown timer, stand-by function and adjustable sleep timer
• Key lock to stop accidental use
•Complete with auto dual voltage AC adaptor, portable short
wave aerial, stereo earphones and soft carrying pouch
£130.00

•PLL
recorder

multi- band digital preset stereo world radio cassette
•5tuning methods: direct frequency keying, auto- scan,
manual scan, memory
recall and rotary
• TIME
RECORDING
START
• 45 preset stations
• Dual time
clock/alarm
•Receive single sideband and CW
transmissions
• Continuous AM
coverage 150kHz
-29.999MHz

£220.00
• PLL multi- band digital
preset stereo world radio
• 5tuning methods and 54
preset stations
• Dual time display
•Clock/alarm
• Complete with soft carrying
pouch
• Continuous AM coverage
150kHz - 29.999MHz

£100.00

Contact Roberts Radio Ltd. for further details or local stockists
Tel: 01709 571722 Fax: 01709 571255
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Introducing the
SLOW SCAN
TELEVISION

SHORT WAVE RECEIVER
TUNING

attal

fee

JVFAX 7.1
Freeware is included
in the package

COMMUNICATIONSRECEIVER

VOLUME

moo

is for a
WEATHERFAX
PITY example
CO CO CO CO CO DE 1F/DL7UFR/P TADL7UFR/P
CO CO CO CO CO DE TRDL7UFR/P TF/DL7UFR/P
DL2BQE DL2BOE UN 599 0542 DE TF/DL7LIFR/P K
GOOD MORNING HOW IS THE WEATHER WITH KKR
HERE IT IS CLOUDY BUT NOT TOO COLD DE TF/D17UFR/P

1SUPP

package at a
price!! and a

HA/E YOU HAD MANY OSOS YET 7IH/VE 6TODAY ALREADY
IWILL SEND YOU CISL CARD H/VE ONE FROM YOU YET 7
DE TROL7UFR/P
MANY THANKS FOR OSO AND TSS DE TEOL7UFR/P
CW example
CO CO CO de on5ig on5ig

BARGAIll

for the

on5ig

gr.? gm? de on5ig on5ig on5p k
lens 1z2nu 52nu 1.2nu de on5m
re 559 559 559 nth qth brugge brugge brugge
name d rob rob rob rob

SUMMER!!

wx vy cloudy tamp obi 15c
yes yel gal also es tnx fer or Card

all at the bargain package price of

ok luk Mx ter pea es wl dal qs1 ok ok
73 73 luk de on5g

HamComm 3.1
shareware is included
in the package

£159.95
+ £6.00 postage and packing

SYNOPTIC PITY example
CO CO CO DE DOK2 DDFT7 DOK9
FREQUENCIES

4503 KHZ 7648 KHZ 101000 KHZ WEATHER

AND SEA BULLETIN FOR THE EUROPEAN COASTS PART .
'

INCLUDED IN TFIE HF3 PACKAGE

ISSUED BY MARINE WEATHER SERVICE HAMBURG
0104 199812 UTC GENERAL SYNOPTIC SITUATION,
LOW 1007 NORT CAPE MOVING EAST, DEEFENING.
HIGH 1023 CENTRAL SWEDEN REMOVING EAST RIDGE1020
EAST OF ICELAND WEAKENING GALE CENTRE 962
SOUTHWEST OF IRELAND MOVING NORTHEAST
SLOWLY AND FIWNG
FlNISTERRE ( 4324 9D8W

SST SC

FR 18Z SH-W 8-9 / 11

10

M

SW /

SA OM SWAN

8

f19-1.1

8

M

SW /

SAW: sew

8

I940

7

7

I9-10

SA12Z sew
SA 181

W

7-8 /

9

M

7

M

7

M

RAIN /
RAIN I
TS

*The popular HF3 Short Wave Receiver with NEW 10 Memory Facility
*Data Output on the Receiver and Data lead for connection to your Computer
*Software JVFAX 7.1 and HamComm 3.1
*UK Power Supply and Long Wire Aerial

I

System req:
386 SX25min with 2.5Mb Hard Disc
Space, VGA, 4Mb Mem, Serial Port

Telephone 01438-351710 and

D place your order
VVebsite:
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http://www.kbnet.co.uk/akd

E-mail:

akd@kbnet.co.uk
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Kelvin Law G4WMZ describes the activity on the recently
allocated 136kHz amateur band. He tells of agreat deal of
activity on this band and the much fun to be had by
participating. There are currently many more people equipped
for listening than there are for transmitting and listener
reports are welcomed by many stations.

A

number of UK amateurs have
been granted notices of

variation to their normal
amateur licences to permit
experimentation on 73kHz

has even experimented with mobile operation, and
has had atwo-way contact over adistance of about
1km!
The main mode of operation is c.w. as the band is
really too narrow for any of the conventional voice

since mid 1996. As of 30 June

modes. Very slow c.w. is being used by some stations,

1998 no more notices are

with the Morse being read with an audio spectrum

being issued and the existing notices will
expire on 30 June 2000 with the result that

analyser, implemented in software.
There are a number of active stations in other

The newest amateur band was opened up to all

European countries. EIOCF is often heard on the
band, putting in agood signal from Malin Head on

UK Class A licensees on 30 January 1998 and runs
from 135.7 to 137.8kHz.There is great potential for

the North coast of Eire. On 26 March 1998 at
214OUTC EIOCF had atwo way contact with OH1TN

interesting experimentation.

in Finland which probably represents the current

there is an increasing focus on 136kHz.

European distance record at 1888km.

Current Activity

From Luxembourg LX1PD is a better signal than
some UK stations. He is running 20 watts into a base-

With over 30 British amateurs with transmit

loaded inverted- L, 20m going straight up and a40m

capability, several of whom are consistently on the
band, there is an almost certain chance of hearing

horizontal wire.

something.
A wide variety of antennas are in use by

have been worked from the UK. At least one

There are some Finnish stations active and some

transmitting amateurs. At least one station, G3PLX,

German station is licensed on If. ( Peter DJ8WL, who
uses the callsign DAOLF on the 136kHz band). Peter

is experimenting with Kite antennas, the other

makes test transmissions on some weekends, usually

extreme being communication using earth rods
instead of aconventional antenna. Many people

advertising his plans on the RSGB If. newsgroup.
A number of Swiss stations are also active but at

are using existing antennas for other amateur

the time of writing these have not been heard in the

bands for their initial experiments. Graham G3XTZ,

UK. France does not yet have an If. allocation but a
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"...there is
an
increasing
focus on
136kHz."
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Long-wave coil
on the ferrite rod
ST9542

Antenna wire

Wire to the
antenna socket
Connected to
the frame of
the capacitor

Fig. 1: A suggested layout

"Often older
receivers
seem to
perform
better than
more modern
ones at U."
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Insulated material
extension to the shaft

'number of French stations have receive set-ups
and work the UK crossband to 80m. Belgium
received a136kHz allocation on 12 February this
year and there is already at least one station with
the necessary permit active - ON7YD - admittedly
with low power.
The latest country to receive an I.f. allocation is
Italy, as from 15 April 1998.
As an example of what might be heard, at the
time of writing ( 191OUTC on 14 April) G3LDO,
Littlehampton; GX3VVSC , Crawley; LX1PD,
Luxembourg and G2A.1\/, Canterbury are all
audible in north Cambridgeshire.

Receive Ready
Many existing receivers do work down to 100kHz
or so but are often rather insensitive at If. It is
well worth experimenting with whatever is
available, often older receivers seem to perform
better than more modern ones at If. A second
option is to buy or build aconverter, converting
the If. signals to ahigher frequency. Iuse an Icom
R70 receiver, initially with a15m length of wire.
Even this simple set-up was adequate to receive
signals from G3LDO on the south coast, however
it is well worth constructing the antenna tuning
unit described later before spending too much
time listening for weak amateur signals.
There is much scope for experimentation with
antennas. Almost any existing antenna can be
used for receiving If. signals but at these
frequencies any practical antenna will only be a
fraction of awavelength long. Typical antennas in
use by active If. experimenters include end-fed
wires, loop antennas, vertical whips, 80m dipoles
with the feeders strapped together and so on. I
currently use an end-fed wire brought to
resonance with avery simple tuning unit,
described later.
There is asignal, of German origin on 138.2kHz
which is auseful signal source when trying out
various antenna and receiver combinations. Try
listening for this station when setting up your
station. You should hear asteady carrier with
bursts of modulation every 20 seconds or so. This
station registers around 56 to 59 on the author's
receiver, depending on the antenna in use.
In some locations, local noise can be aproblem
on the band. Sources of noise include every
electrical appliance in your home, ( and
neighbouring houses). At my location the greatest
noise sources are our low- energy light- bulbs.
Some models of these appear to contain
oscillators which blank out the entire band,

BOOHS

SUES

PROMO

whereas others have no noticeable effect. If
you do suffer from noise, check for local
sources and if all else fails, try listening at
different times of day. In general, at my
location in East Anglia, the mornings are
much quieter than the evenings. Many
people are experimenting with loop
antennas as these are often very good at
rejecting local noise sources.

Make it Resonate!
At If., bringing the antenna to resonance
makes adramatic improvement in its
performance, as much as 3or 4 ' S- points'.
Fortunately, for receive, avery simple
antenna tuning unit (a.t.u.) can be
assembled. All of the parts required could be
salvaged from an old portable radio, provided it has
long-wave coverage. The components required are
the ferrite rod antenna (with its coils) and the
tuning capacitor. If you wish to purchase new
components, ferrite rod antennas and tuning
capacitors are available from Maplin.
Having obtained your components, examine the
ferrite rod antenna and identify the long wave coil.
This will be the largest winding on the rod. Identify
the start and finish of the winding. Ignore any other
windings such as the medium wave coil and any
coupling windings but try not to damage them as
they may be required later.
Take the tuning capacitor and identify its
connections. It will almost certainly have at least two
separate sections. Wire both sections in parallel and
then connect the capacitor in series with the longwave coil. That's all there is to it! The series
connected coil and capacitor are then placed in series
with the antenna and the combination connects to
the antenna input of your receiver, see Fig. 1. Listen
for the German station referred to earlier and
carefully vary the position of the variable capacitor
until the signal peaks. If you find that the variable
capacitor vanes are fully meshed then more
inductance and/or capacitance is required. Try
connecting the medium wave coil in series with the
long-wave coil to see if there is any improvement.
(You may need to reverse the connections to one of
the windings) If you have a500pF compression
trimmer, try connecting this in parallel with the
variable capacitor. Continue to experiment until you
have what you feel is the best combination of
inductance and capacitance. If the coils are moveable
it is worth sliding them up and down the ferrite rod
to find the best position, remembering to re-tune the
capacitor each time. Once the optimum position is
found the coils should be fixed in place with adrop
of candle wax or similar.
If you do not have an earth connection to your
receiver it's worth trying one. If you already have an
earth, extra earth rods and wires may bring about
an improvement.

Get Listening
Once you have peaked the antenna you are now
ready to listen for your first amateur signals. Unless
you live quite close to atransmitting amateur the
signals you are looking for are likely to be much
weaker than the commercial signal you used to tune
the antenna.
Continued on page 49...
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QUESTIONNAIRE

an MVT-7100 wide- band
scanner and an RF Systems
AA- 150 h.f. active antenna

Kindly donated by Lowe Electronics, together
these prizes are worth £400
You will be entered automatically into the SWM prize draw by simply
filling in this reader survey form. You can help us by letting us know
your views on your favourite radio read. Please let us know how
we can make SWM even more interesting to you.
Kevin Nice
Editor, Short Wave Magazine
This survey has been compiled and produced with the help of ICD
Marketing Services Limited, acompany specialising in this field. It is
designed to provide us with acomplete picture of the people who read our
magazine and to help us focus our efforts on meeting the needs of all our
readers as possible.
It is important that we involve as many of our readers as possible, so please
spare us afew minutes of your time to complete this survey.
The questions are straightforward and you are under no obligation to answer them;
some questions are about you and, if appropriate, your partner. Any information you provide
will be treated with great care. It will be processed and held by ICD and will always be safeguarded under the terms and
conditions of the Data Protection Act.
Your answers will be used, both by ICD and ourselves, for analytical and marketing purposes and may be passed on to other
organisations. They may wish to send you details of products and services that are likely to be of interest to you, based on your
answers. If you would prefer not to receive these offers, please tick the space at the end of this survey.

short wave ma zine
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Section 1. Name & address.

In order to enter the prize draw, you are required only to complete sections 1 & 2.

1. Please give your name in the way you should be addressed.
1ri

Mrs

Surname

I

Mr

2E

3H

Ms

4E

Other

I I

Forename

I

I

Address

I

I

I
Town

Miss

I

I

:111

5

_i___I_ :

_1

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

j

I

I

I

2. Marital Status
Single

1E

Married

2FA

Widowed

4E

Living with partner

5H

Divorced

3ID

i I

I

I

I

1

I

I

1

I

1

1

1

1

I

I

l

Loi.

I

Partner's surname

I

Partner's forename
3. Your date of birth

I

County

II

11111

Postcode

I

01

Telephone

I

I

I

I

I
4. Partner's date of birth

.1111

I

I I I

5. Are you:

Male

1E

Female

2E

Section 2. About You & Short Wave Magazine
1. How many issues of SWM do you usually buy in a year?
1
1H
2-4
2E
5-7
8+
4H
Every issue
5E
2. When did you first buy SWM?
Within the last 12 months , 1E
2years ago

30

2
4 CI

3 years ago
3E
More than 3years ago
3. How do you obtain your copy of SWM?
By subscription
1H
Home delivery
Casual purchase
2E
Newsagent

50
60

From an amateur radio dealer
3E
On firm order
From afriend
4E
4. How many other people usually read your copy of SWM?

70

None
1H
Three
4H
Six
70
One
2E
Four
5E
Seven +
80
Two
3E
Five
6E
5. How many copies of the following magazines do you usually read or buy
per year?
None

1-3

3-6

6-9

Electronics & Wireless World
01 H
10 E
19 E
28
Ham Radio Today
02 E
11 D
20 E
29
Monitoring Times
03
12
21 E
30
Practical Wireless
04 E
13 E
22 E
31
PopCom
05 n
14 E
23 E
32
Radio Active
06 H
15 D
24 E
33
Radio Communications
07 E
16 E
25 E
34
Satellite Times
08 E
17 E
26 E
35
Others
09 E
18 E
27 H
36
6. Do you own a home computer?
Yes
1E
No
7. If yes, which type( e.g. IBM PC compatible, Macintosh, etc..)?
386
1E
486
Pentium II
4E
Mac
8. Do you have an e-mail address?
Yes

20
50

1LI

9-12

E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
D

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
7

2E

Pentium
Other

3E
6E

No

2E

If yes, then what is it?
1
I I 1
I I
9. Do you hold an Amateur Radio transmitting license?
Yes ( Class A)
1H
Yes ( Class B)
2E
Yes ( Novice A)
Yes ( Novice B)
4H
No
5E
10. How much do you spend on the radio hobby in an average year?
(Including QSL expenses, books, equipment, rally visits, etc).

3E

Under £50
1E £50-£100
2E
£101-£250
£251-£500
4H £501-£1,000
5E
Over £ 1,000
11. Have you ever bought anything from an advertisement in SWM?

30
6E

Yes, accessories
Yes, components

3E
6E

1E
4H

Yes, antennas
2E
Yes, major equipment 5 E

Yes, books
No

E
E
E
E
E

ISA
ISWL
RAYNET
RSGB
RIG

06
07
08
09
10

E
E
E
E
E

Readers' letters

24 I

08

Reviews - HF Receiver

25

Computing related features

09

Reviews - Scanners

26

Constructional-minor equipment 10

Reviews - Software

27-

Constructional-major equipment 11

Reviews - Accessories

28'

Decode

12

Satellite TV news

29

DXTV

13

Scanning

30

Editorials

14

ShackWare

31

Historical features

15

Special offers

32

LM&S

16

SSB utilities

33

Maritime Beacons

17

Valved equipment

34

18. On a scale of 1-10, how do you rate the technical content of SWM?
(1= not technical enough, 10= too technical)
19. How do you rate the overall design and layout of SWM?
Poor

1H

Fair

2Et

Good

3E

Excellent

4E

Good

3E

Excellent

4E

20. What do you think of the design?
Poor

1E

Fair

2Li

21. Do you buy SWM because of the cover material?
Yes
1H
No

2LI

22. What subjects covered in SWM interest you the most?
Adverts
1E
News items
Antennas
2E
Reviews
Broadcast
Scanning
3E
Constructional
4O
Utility
Feature articles
5E
23. What radio related subjects
covered in SWM?
Advanced articles
Beginners articles
Current radio developments
Frequency details
General interest

6 El
7 El
8 El
9E

not covered by SWM would you like to see
1D
2E
3E
4E
5E

Other ( please state)

Historical
Less technical matter
Listeners logs
More technical matter
I

I

6E
7E
8E
9D

I

Nearly all
1E
Some
2E
Occasional
None
4E
25. Where do you make your radio related purchases?

40

Beginner
1E
Average
2E
Experienced
14.What radio related societies, clubs or specialised groups do you
belong to?
01
02
03
04
05

07

Competitions

24. How closely do you read the advertisements in SWM?

12. How many Rallies/Amateur Radio shows do you visit each year?
None
1E 1-2
2O
3-4
3E
5+
13. How do you rate your expertise in radio and electronics?

AMSAT
BARTG
BATC
G-ORP
EDXC

Club news

3E

WACRAL
11 E
Radio station DX club12 O
Local club
13 E
None
14 E
Other
15 E

15. Are your other hobbies and interests technical or non-technical?
Technical
1E
Non-Technical

2E

16. Do you read magazines about these hobbies?
Yes
11
No

2 [D
.

17. How interested are you in the following regular features in SWM?

Accessories
Books
Radios
Software

Lowe
05
06 E
07 E
08 L7

Neveda
09 E
10 E
11 E
12 El

PWP
13 E
14 E
15 E
16 E

Tandy
17 D
180
190
200

Other ( please state)
26. Which of these do you listen to regularly?
Airband

01 E

FAX

080

Amateurs

02 E

PMR

09 El

Beacons

03 E

SSTV

10 El

Broadcast stations

04 O

Telephones

11 D

CW

05 E

Utilities

12

Data

06 E

Weather satellites

13111

Emergency services

07 E

Other

14

27. Do you think £2.75 is afair amount to pay for SWM?
Yes

(1 = not interested, 10 = very interested)

AOR
01 E
02 E
03 E
04 O

3E

lE

No

2ID

28. How much more would you pay for:

Advertisements

01

Modifications to equipment

18

Bandscan - America

02

News ( general)

19

Bandscan - Australia

03

Numbers stations

20

Bandscan - Europe

04

Off the Record

21

Beginner's series

05

Propagation

22

More competitions

1O

More special offers

2

Book store

06 o

Rallies

23

More pages

3E

Other

4E

continue

Nothing
Cover gifts
More features on your interests
More pages
29. Can you say briefly, how you would like

20p

50p

01 E
04 E
07 E
02 E
05 E
08 o
03 E
06 Ill
09 E
us to improve SWM?

£1
10 H
11 El
12 E

Section 3. About You
LEISURE / MOTORING
1. Please write below the three magazines which you buy most regularly in
order of preference and indicate Whether bought at a newsagent, or on
subscription (and whether you would consider taking out a subscription).
Cons
Subs.

1O

4E

7E

17. Are you considering changing your Bank or Building Society
current account?

2E

5O

8E

Yes

9E

18. Do you currently, or would you consider telephone/direct banking?

3D

I_L__1_1111[11

6H

2. From the interest areas detailed below please indicate whether you
currently subscribe or would consider subscribing to an appropriate quality
publication magazine ( Please tick all that apply):
Have Cons
Have Cons
Subs. Subs.
Subs. Subs.
Angling
01 D 49 E
Golf
25 O 73 O
Antiques
02 ID 5010
Hair & Beauty
26 El 74 E
Bicycles & Cycling
03 E 51 E
Home Interests
27 CI 75 E
Birdwatching
04 E 52 E
Humorous
28 CI 76 E
Boats & Yachting
05 E 53 E
Men's Interests
29 E 77 D
Business
06 E 54 E
Mother & Baby
30 H 78 E
Camping/Caravaning
07 E 55 E
Motorcycling
31 E 79 E
Car/Motoring
08 E 56 O
Personal Computing
32 E 80 E
Classical Music
09 E 57 CI
Personal Finance
33 IO 81 O
Computer Games
10 E 58 H
Pets
34 E 82 E
Consumer (Which?)
11 O 59 o
Photography
35 O 83 O
Cookery
12 E 60 o
Politics
36 E 84 O
Country Pursuits
13 E 61E
Regional Interests
37 E 85 E
Crafts
14 E 62 H
Religious
38 E 86 E
Crosswords & Puzzles
15 O 63 O
Retirement
39 E 87 E
Current Affairs
16 O 64 O
Rock Music
40 E 88 H
Do It Yourself
17 D 65 II
Rugby
41 D 89 ID
Family Issues
18 E 66 O
Science & Technology
42 E 90 D
Films & Entertainment
19 CI 67 E
Style & Fashion
43 O 91 D
Fitness/Health
20 D 68 Ill
Teenage Pop
44 H 92 E
Food/Drink
21 o 690
TV Video & Radio
45 O 93 E
Football
220 70 o
Water Sports
46 E 94 E
Gardening
23 E 71 II
Weddings
47111 95 E
Geography
24 E 72 CI
Women's Interests
48 E 96 E
3. Which of the following newspapers do you read?
You
Ptnr
Daily Mail
0111 11 O
Guardian
Daily Star
02 E 12 o
Independent
Daily Telegraph
03 E 13 H
Mirror
Express
04 E 14 II
Sun
Financial Times
05 E 15 E
Times

You
06 E
07 O
08 E
09 E
10 El

Ptnr
16 E
17 E
18 E
19 E
200

4. Which of the following do you enjoy
You
Ptnr
Antiques/Fine Art
01 El 21 E
Betting
020 22 E
Bingo
03 E 23 E
Books
04 E 24 E
Competitions
05 LI 25 E
Cookery
06 El 26 E
Crosswords/Puzzles
07 E 27 El
Current Affairs
08 E 28 LI
Do It Yourself
09 E 290
Fashion
10 E 30 LI

You
11E
12 10
1311
14 O
1511
16E
17E
18 E
19 E
20 E

Ptnr
31 E
3210
33
34 E
35 E
36 E
37 E
38 E
39 E
40 E

on a regular basis?
Football Pools
Further Education
Gardening
Going to the Pub
Photography
Religious Activities
Sewing/Needlecraft
Theatre/Arts
Voluntary Work
Wines

5. Do you enjoy reading romantic fiction? (e.g. Mills & Boon)
1E

Partner

20

6. How many cars are there in your household?
One

1D

Two

2E

Three +

30

7. For your private car(s),in which month did your car insurance cover
begin? (
Please write in month e.g. I
S El P T )
You:
YOUR HOME

Month:

IE

Ptnr:

8. What type of home do you live in?
Detached House
1L
Semi-detached
Flat/Maisonette
4E
Bungalow

Month .

E

2O
5

Terraced House

3E

2E

CounciVHousing Ass.

3O

9. Is your home:
Owned

1E

Privately Rented

10. Are you planning to move home in the next 12 months?
Yes

1E

No

2E

Possibly

1IO

No

2O

Please tick if first time buyer

1El

Possibly

Already do

2E

1O

No

Would consider

2E

19. Do you / your partner have any of the following credit cards?
(Please tick all that apply)
Credit Card
1E
Charge Card
2E
Store Card
Gold Card
4E
Considering a credit card

3E
5H

20. Do you pay your monthly credit card balance in full?
You
Ptnr
Always
1O
5E
Rarely
Usually
2E
6 IO
Never

1El

Fitted kitchen

2E

Loft conversion

22. Would you consider professional help in arranging your
personal finances?
Yes

1E

No

2E

Unsure

3LI

No

3H

23. Do you foresee the need for a personal loan?
Yes

1E

Possibly

2E

24. If you have a mortgage or loan, would you be interested in ways of
reducing your monthly repayments?
Yes

1

Possibly

25. Have you in the past or would you consider buying goods by mail / over
the telephone?
Fashion
1E
Music
4E
Books
2E
Vitamins/Health Supplements
5E
Garden Products
3E
Other
6E
26. Do you buy American whiskey?
You
1E

Partner

You

I

Partner

I

I

I

I

I

I

t

I

I

Important: Please sign below that you are asmoker aged 18 or over.
Your signature
Partner's signature
GENERAL I
NFORMATION
28. What is your occupation?
You
Director
01 O
Manager
02 O
Self- Employed
03 O
Skilled Worker/Trade
04 O
Manual Worker
05 ID
Office Worker
06 ID
Shop Worker
07 IO

Ptnr
15 E
16E
170
180
190
200
21 O

i

_I

14. Do you make international telephone calls from home?
Frequently

1E

Occasionally

2E

Never

You
08 E
09 E
10 E
11 E
12 E
131H
14 E

Public Sector
Professional
Armed Forces
Student
Housewife/Homemaker
Retired
Unemployed

29. What is your approximate family income each year?
Under £5,000
1E £25,000-£29,999
£5,000-£9,999
2E £30,000-£39,999
£10,000-£14,999
3El £40,000-£49,999
£15,000-£19,999
4o
£50,000-£59,999
£20,000-£24,999
5O
Over £60,000

Ptnr
22 E
23 E
24 O
25 E
26
27 Ll
28 H
6IO
7E
8O
90
OO

31. Please write in your children's date(s) of birth, starting with the oldest,
and indicate whether male or female.

(
Please write in month e.g. I
s el PIT )

Buildings Insurance

2E

27. If you smoke please write in the name of the cigarette brand you and /
or your partner smoke most often.

4+ times ayear

3 IO

15. Do you have or are you considering a mobile phone on any of the
following networks?
Have Cons
Have Cons
Cellnet
1E
5E
Orange
3E
7E
Mercury One-2-One
2E
6E
Vodafone
4
8E

2 El

Male

Female

I. IL'

1E

2H

I

3O

4O

5E

6O

7E

8O

32. Is anyone in your household affected by any of the following?
You
Ptnr
06 E
Asthma
01 E
07 E
Diabetes
02 O
08 E
Hayfever
03 H
Hearing Loss
09 E
0410
Mobility problems
05 H
1010

Other
11 El
12 E
13 E
14 E
15 E

Child 1

D

Child 2

I

2E

SHOPPING

3E

3E

Home Contents Insurance

Ptnr
710
8O

30. Do you regularly fly on business?
1-3 times a year
1H
Do not fly on business
3LI

13. If you have household insurance, in which month do you
renew your cover?

You
3E
4E

21. Do you have or are you considering any of the following investments or
financial provisions? (Please tick all that apply)
Have Cons
Have Cons
Deposit Account
1E
6H
Stocks/Shares
4LI
9E
Life Insurance
2E
7O
Will
5o
O
Pension Plan
3E
8

12. Are you considering any of the following home improvements?
Double glazing

3E

3E

11. If yes, will you be arranging a mortgage?
Yes

Cons
7E
810

Have
Subs.

ll

You

Have
3E
4E

N/agent

1 [
I

16. Do you have, or are you considering any of the following
computer purchases?
Have Cons
PC with Windows
1E
5IO
Modem
Internet/E-mail
2O
6E
CD-ROM
MONEY & I
NVESTMENTS

Child 3
Child 4

DI

I

IL

122[_I ' I
II

L

I

I

1

33. If you have private medical insurance, when do you renew your cover?
(Please write in month e.g. s EPT)

Month:
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box' equipment with only one
Callsign

Location

Comments

EIOCF
G2AJV

Regular beacons

G3GRO

Malin Head
Canterbury
Crawley

G3KAU

Crawley

G3KEV

Scarborough
Littlehampton

G3LDO

One of the most useful sources
of up-to-date information is the
RSGB LF Mailing List. This mailing
Always astrong
signal

G3PLX

Kendal

G3UNT
G3XTZ

Maidstone
Ashford, Middx

G3YXM

Birmingham

G4GVC
LX1PD

commercial If. converter on the
market so most equipment is
home-made or adapted.

Interesting Kite
experiments
Regular beacons

list currently has about 90
members who regularly exchange
information about their activities
and equipment. If you have E-mail,
sending the message ' subscribe

"One of the

rsgb_lf_group' to
majordomo@blacksheep.org

*
Leicester

will give you access to this
Often heard at
weekends

In order to join in the fun you will need to be
able to decode c.w. If you can already read c.w., no
problem. If however you cannot, all is not lost. As
many of the operators are using slow c.w. it is

most useful

valuable source.
Another good source of
information is the If. net on 80m.

sources of up-

Many of the more active If. stations meet at 0900
(local) on Saturday mornings at 3.720MHz. (The
Royal Engineers net hands over the frequency to the

to-date

possible to literally write down the ' dits and dahs'
and then decode them by referring to a printed

If. net at this time so if you listen earlier don't be
surprised if you hear a net which does not seem to
feature any mention of If.) Listening to the net one

listing of the Morse code. Another method is to use

can soon pick up on who is currently active and

aspectrum analyser program to capture the c.w. -

where. It is rather fun to watch 136kHz come alive as
the 80m net winds up at around 1000.

information is
the RSGB LF

If you are thinking of building equipment, or

If
/cseeapee oat
of
bY Peg,

Gnoo

simply want a better understanding of If.
techniques, the LF Experimenter's Handbook,
published by the RSGB and stocked by the SWM

Mailing List."

Book Store, is about the only published work on the
subject. This is bang up-to-date, having only recently
been revised and updated.

Try These
Following are some useful Internet sites to try.
A spectrum analyser programme incorporating ac.w.
decoder can be found at
http://members.aol.com/btfl
This appears to be the full version but it is limited
to running for a maximum of 15 minutes unless you
register it for afee of DM89
Mike Dennison G3XDV, has

Ed

interesting material on his site,

o

Use

including spectrum analyser plots of
many of the signals which can be

Option s
Window

heard on the band.
Fig. 2: The LF Experimenter's Source Book edited by

htpp://www.dennison.

Peter Dodd, G3LDO 2nd edition published March

demon.co.uk

1998. Now that there is apan-European If. band at
136kHz, which is being introduced on acountry by
country basis, the opportunity has been taken to
produce abook which will make it easy for the If.
beginner to get on the air, and at the same time to
provide real food for though for the dedicated
experimenter.
See the list of Internet sites at the end of this
article for astarting point. (
or you can use your
favourite decoder! - Ed.)
Do remember to carefully log the stations you
hear as listener reports will be welcomed by most
transmitting stations. If you can give acomparison
with other signals heard on the band your report
will be even more valuable.

If you are licensed and want to

European Amateur LP Schedules

build an U. transmitter then take
a look at
http://www.picks.force9.
co.uk/shack.htm
If you wish to see which
stations are currently active on
If., then http://www.eleceng. leeds.ac.uk/staffieenct/
Lfskeds.html holds the

tikima

'

12ee.

ier
'

àlelbtu
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iii114101S4t
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»
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y
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.aesses

answer.

Listen Out For
The list of stations is not intended to be an
exhaustive list and there are new people coming on

Fig. 3: The website at

to the band every week. The stations listed here are

http://www.eleceng.leeds.ac.uk/staff/een

There are several sources of information on If.

those that Ihave frequently heard from East
Anglia. There are many others active, some of
whom will be better signals at your location than

equipment and techniques. There is a lack of ' black

those listed here.

Info Sources

Short Wave Magazine, August 1998

SVIIM

ct/LFskeds.html beware
of the case sensitivity in
the address!
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PPEIJECT

SPECIAL LIgIMPETITIOJI

Ilirb--1751
21751
New ROMs in
hand, JW picks
up the thread
with the JRC
NRD-545 and
its a.m.
performance.

50

C

I

OSL

7)
r

ontinuing from last month with
the NRD-545 and the a.m.
distortion which caused me to
blink abit in my review. As you
read in the last issue, JRC were
very quick off the mark and the
new ROMs (two of them) arrived
in my hands together with clear instructions
on how to change them. This was ajoy
because it made me take the outer cases from
the NRD-545 and look in envy at the glowing
quality of construction within.
Ithink Ihave said before that Iwould like to have
aclear plastic cover for JRC receivers just so that I
could sit and admire the internal finish. However,
down to earth and easily remove the existing ROM
chips, one from behind the front panel and one on
aplug-in card in the main body of the receiver.
Switch on and hope that Ihad taken the necessary
static protection precautions and there we are, back
in business. First
measurement
using agenerator
and my ears
showed that the
previous blank
hole at ±400Hz has
gone and the
awful distortion
seems to have
largely vanished,
so clearly the new
demodulation
algorithm has
worked. Now to
the " monkey
chatter". In order
to generate a
reference signal
rather than listen
to broadcasts on a
crowded band I
used an f.m.
receiver tuned to
Radio 4as the
modulation source
and externally
modulated my
signal generator at
60% a.m. to act as
the transmitter.
With the generator
set to 1MHz at a
level to give an 59
reading on the

1:311d

receiver Ituned the NRD-545 around the signal very
carefully and found that the " monkey chatter" effect
was still there at up to ± 8kHz from the centre
frequency. However, it was at arelatively low level so
the situation had improved considerably on the
original tests.

Odd Effect
Ithen returned to aconventional single lkHz tone
modulation and found an odd effect in that the
d.s.p. filtering worked extremely precisely, for
example with the 6kHz bandwidth selected, the
demodulated audio dropped off sharply at ± 3kHz
from the centre frequency. Similarly, selecting the
4.5kHz filter gave the drop off at ± 2.25kHz from
centre. However, the ' Smeter' reading only went
down from 59 to 57 where it remained for afurther
±1kHz until falling to Si or less. Remaining in the
background Icould still hear the 1kHz audio until at
±5kHz it too disappeared, almost as if there was a
10kHz filter somewhere in the if. chain which was
finally chopping off the signal - perhaps the 455kHz
single filter at the front of the if. chain?
Ithen went back to the broadcast bands and took
another listen on and around 909kHz where Ihad
originally found the apparent problems. Sure enough
the " monkey chatter" was still there, but being
cautious in these matters Ithen did aspectrum
analysis using aRohde & Schwarz test receiver and
discovered to my consternation that the BBC were
radiating discernible sideband energy at up to 8or
9kHz from 909kHz. Taking alisten on the Fairhaven
RD500 which was alongside the NRD-545 Idecided
that although " monkey chatter" was evident on the
'545, it was also present to some extent on the RD500,
so my conclusion is that the new ROMs in the ' 545
have largely cured the problems and the ' 545 was
working as it should. Well done JRC.

Clinical Sound
Having had the opportunity to do more listening with
the NRD-545, rather than conducting tests, Ifind that
the recovered audio sounds abit ' clinical' to my ears.
At first it simply sounded peculiar, but Isoon discovered
that the internal loudspeaker is doing the receiver no
favours at all, and plugging in ahalf decent external
speaker stopped my eyes watering every time an
announcer produced asibilant during the news. The
knife edge transitional selectivity of the d.s.p. system
does change the sound we may be accustomed to
hearing, and Iwould like the time to do some listening

Continued on page 54...
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HAYDON COM UNICATIONS

MAIL ORDER: 0181-951 5781/2

(NEXT DAY DELIVERY £ 10 TO MOST AREAS)

London showroom & Mail Order
132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 7EL.
Tel: 0181-951 5781/2. Fax: 0181-951 5782
Open Mon- Fri 9.30-5.30pm. Sat 9.30-2pm

W. Midlands showroom
Unit 1, Canal View Ind. Est., Brierley Hill, W. Mids.

Showroom now quadrupled in size.

=..

Open Mon- Fri 9.30-5pm. Sat 9.30-2pm

(or easy to remember number:- "07000 HAYDON"

CIMOVINC.1411 NORM

MINERS

AR-5000

AOR AR8200

The AR-5000 advances the
frontiers of performance
providing excellent strong
signal handling, high
sensitivity and wide band coverage. Covers 10kHz2600MHz.

ONLY £ 1189.00

ICOM IC-8500

"Next generation"
technology brings you super
wide band, all mode coverage from 0.1-2GHz. It's a
professional quality communications receiver with

PHONE FOR LOWEST
PRICE
AR-8000
SC-8000
ABF-125
SC-8200

Still atop seller
Soft case for AR-8000
Airband filter
Soft case for AR-8200

NLY

£879.00

SALE PRICE

£199.00
Soft case for 7100EU

This highly acclaimed receiver has
set its own place in today's

Brilliant short wave
receiver. Outperforms any other receiver in its price
bracket.

omx£429.00

£ 19.99

with FREE Yams PSU worth £ 5

TARGET

The ultimate handheld scanner on the
market. Covers 530kHz-2039MHz ( all
mode). Outperforms any other handheld on
the market.

£649.95
295.95
£

ONLY

£319.95

Soft case for MVT-9000

/ HF3
Budget communications
receiver. Comes complete
with mains PSU and long wire aerial.

omy£149.95

£ 19.99

HF3M as above plus WEFAX decoder

BEARCAT
UBC-9000XLT

ICOM IC-R10

JRC-NRD-345G

The latest high tech scanner. Covers 500kHz1300MHz. (All mode).
ONLY

An amazing receiver with
coverage from 25-1300MHz. 500 memories give ample
storage along with auto store, selectable mode, turbo
scan ( 100 channels per sec) alpha numeric facility and
much more.
ONLY

£259.00

Standard AX-400
Aline') X-10

£249.00

£ 189.00
£249.95

NRD-54S
Drake R-8B

£ 199.95

£669.00
£ 1549.00
£965.00

Data Interface for receiving CW/Baudot/ASCH/Amtor/
ARQ/FEC/Sitor A/B/Navtex, Weather Fax, and Slowscan TV.

£39.95

Including:- interface and software connects to RS-232/
3.5nun lead connects to receiver (no external power needed).

ICOM PCR-1000

ICOM UT- 106
DSP digital filter for PCR1000. Just plug into the PCR1000 and away you go.

MUUMUU
Ell @
mum
sla •
INgalancim

SPECIAL OFFER

£679.00

YAESU
FRG- 100

MVT-9000

demanding market. Your listening
horizons are truly extended by its
Rx range of 100kHz to over 2GHz and high level
performance is achieved by its electronically switched 15
band pass filter system.
ONLY

WHILE STOCK LAST

AR7030 award winning comms receiver

MVT-7100EU

AR-3000A

AOR SDU5000

£269.00
£ 17.95
£29.00
£ 17.95

Third anniversary special
edition. Buy one this month
and get aUPNB7030 notch
filter 8c noise blanker 8c telescopic antenna free of
charge.

Wideband handheld scanner covers 500kHz1650MHz. (All mode).

£UKs LOWEST PRICE

AGARS Navtex Decoder

AOR AR7030
PLUS

The latest all mode innovation in bandies.
There's too many features to list.

versatile features from high speed scanning to computer
control.

AOR ARD-2

AV RECEIVERS

£295.00 .5.3497e PHONE

ONLY

£59.95

POST £3

A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT
MVT-8000
VGC
Opto Explorer As new

£ 199.95
£399.95

SW55E

As new

£ 179.95

SW77E
ICF 200ID

As new
£269.95
SW portable with airband _ 1199.95

AR-5000

As new

£999.95

AR-8500
AR-8000

As new
As new

£1099.95
£229.95
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111 \ T-7100
PRO-46

As new
VGC

£ 179.95
£99.95

UBC-120XLT

As new

PRO-43
HF150

VGC
As new

£119.95
£ 199.95

£79.95

FR6-8800

VGC

£249.95

Target HF3
PRO-44

As new
As new

£99.95
£79.95

Opto Scout
ICF-7600D

As new
VGC

£249.95
£79.95

R-2000

VGC
299.95

£

TS-570D ( Tx disabled)
£949.95
FRG- 100
As new
As new
£389.95
SW-SSE
199.95
£
BC-9000 XLT As new
£219.95
AR-3030

VGC

£369.95
51
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FREQUENCY COUNTERS

HUNTER COUNTER

swum «rum
-TEK APOLLO 2000

10MHz - 3GHz. Includes NiCads,
rKA (rw
charger & antenna.
ONLY odwZri.

TECHTOYZ
MICRO COUNTER
Optoelectronics are ready to pioneer the
market by proudly introducing the latest
in technology for frequency counter, the
Techtoyz Micro counter. It is the smallest
frequency counter in the world with afrequency coverage
of 10MHz-2GHz. The AA alkaline battery which powers
the counter acts as the antenna, so no external antenna is
needed.

..£79.95

Optional antenna
micro dtmf Decoder

£7.95
only £89.95

OPTO CUB
Miniature frequency finder covers 10MHz2.8GHz. Includes Meads, charger 8c
antenna. Beware of cheap look-alikes. This
is the only counter below £ 100 with digital
capture.
RRP £4.99'. SALE PRICE

£99.95

OPTO SCOUT 3.12
Latest mini frequency finder from
Optoelectronics. It will capture and
memorise up to 400 frequencies that can
be recalled directly into the AR-8000.
Supplied with ant, nicads and fast charger.
RRP 9,99• SALE PRICE

£349.95

Aqruilant new compact indoor antenna that
covers 0-1650MHz and is just 20" tall
(collapsed). Supplied with coax and BNC plug
fitted.

£49.95

ONLY
P&P £5
- Comments from John Griffiths
Ihave to say that I'm not afan of indoor antennas like
this as earlier desk mounted antennas tended to look like
amad scientist invention. However. Iwas suprised by the quality of
constuction of this piece of equipment and it appears to be up to the job
it is designed to do. Without getting technical, the Apollo 2000 claims to
be able to cover 0-1650MHz. Iused it between 1013-400MH: approx
and was surprised by what it was able to do. It produced clean copy
and there was good reproduction with very little breakthrough.

e Q-TEK D.C. 2000
li

How much would you pay for afreq counter,
R-10 Interci freq., recorder, decoder,
deviation meter and GPS interface? The
Xplorer does it all! RRP5.899'.

..£799.95
Icom R10 + Scout
R10 + Opto Scout including
reaction tune
data lead.

£
64f.'

£569.00
BUY THE AR-8000 +
OPTO SCOUT '
TOGETHER INCLUDING
MODIFICATION &
CONNECTING CABLE.
RRP

NEW LOW PRICE
52

£599.00

Q-TEK HF INDUCTIVE
INTERFACE
1

Allows the connection of any HE antenna to any
scanner that has aBNC connector. Simply connect
the long wire antenna to the push terminal on the
top of the interface and attach to your scanner in
place of your existing antenna.

ONLY £ 12.95 P&P £ 1
Comments from John Griffiths
Imounted this on my AR2000 and was well pleased with the
results on HE Verdict? Aclear winner and well worth the reasonable
outlay.

SCANMASTER SP-55

i Affigh performance wideband antenna
offering superb performance from 252000MHz. Transmit range:- 6m, 2m, 70cm,
32cm & 23cm (power handling 200W). Fitted
with low loss 'N' type connector. Supplied with
' « mounting brackets.

£49.95

OUR PRICE
P&P £8.50
/ _.
-- Comments from John Griffiths
Putting the DC-2000 up gave ;tie atremendous boost to all signals with
the ancient AR2000 coming alive! Signals were well received and I
Mond that Iwandered out of airband - my usual haunt - into all
manner of areas that previously hare been less than good here due to
illy location!

fTEK HYPER SCAN
Receive 25-2000MHz. Ahigh performance
wideband antenna with PL-259 fitting. Complete
with mounting brackets.

..£39.95

This month we're giving away afree DB-32 with every Scout sold.

NEW R11 Nearfield FM test receiver covers
30M1-1z-2GHz.
£349.95
THE XPLORER

MM. ACCESSORIES

P&P £8.50

AIR-44
Prof quality base antenna for AIR. ( Civil 8c
military). Due to popular demand we have now
introduced aSO-239 version of the highly
popular AIR-44N ( 1.7m long).

k

£69.95..

AIR-33 (As above) lm long

50

£44.95 P&P £5

DB-32

Aminiature wideband antenna. Receives 30 1200MHz. BNC fitting only 1.5" long. It's superb
(for its size).
on nt

RRP doh,• Jj

TSA-6671

P&P£1.
BNC magmount
£22.95

Boost reception of your scanner with this preamp. 25-1500MHz, variable gain, band pass
filters.

.£59.95..50

El' NEW Q-TEK HF
MINITUNE

er't

Superb quality short wave ATU. Ideal for
scanners. Out performs any other tuner of
its size. 100kHz-30MFIz. BNC input/output.
Connect to along wire and you'll notice the
difference.
ONLY

á
t Matches

all handhelds can be worn on the belt
or attached to the quick release body holster.

£19.95

£12.99

P8cP £ 1

SUPER-GAINER RH-9000

Deluxe over the ear earpiece.

gift:>£9.95 + P&P£1
MA-339
Mobile holder for handhelds

£9.99
QS-200

Air vent holder

de
'

40cm flexible model for the ultimate in gain.
OUR PRICE £ 1

6.99

P&P £ 1

P&P £ 1

EP-300

REGULAR-GAINER RH-770

OUR PRICE

P&P £3.50

POLICE STYLE
HOLSTER "HHC-2 9,

1141194E1.9 NITENIMS
21cm flexible whip that is ideal as replacement

£49•!'I1
15

Comments from John Griffiths
Results were able to be looked at in terms of acheap, low cost ATV and
Ican report that it is certainly good.' At under £50, it must be the
cheapest on the market and would suit an enthusiast Making at putting
an ATC on acape, scaimen

£9.99 P&P £2

QS-300
A fully adjustable desk top stand for use
with all handhelds. Fitted coaxial fly
(FM) with BNC & S0239 connectors
OUR PRICE £ 19•95 P8cP £2
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AMAZING PRICES
ARANTEED. PHONE NOW
'LL GET FIRST CLASS
SERVICE, SAVINGS AND
SUPPORT.
SOWN«

accessoetes

ME »Ott NNE Mettle
SONY SW- 100E

THE QTEK
INTRUDER
MODEL QT-2000

shortwave receiver for under
£250. RRP

Superb quality wideband
receiving antenna. Covers
100kHZ-2GHz (all mode). * Size
only 290 wide x430 high x45nun
deep. * Can be mounted like a
picture frame on awall * Can be
oft mounted * Mounted externally like an alarm box
* 2xS0239 sockets.

szo.

Active areia1/100E

ad",
Improve the

(1

HF antenna. ( S0-239 fitting:- 4' high - clamps to
any mast up to 2" dia). 0-30MHz.
ONLY £ 79.95 (DEL £8.50)
SUPERB HF SHORTWAVE ANTENNA
Send SAE for review

NEW SP-1SPYWIRE
mode, no ATU required. Built
S0239 connection,
nn
27 FEET
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S0239

Active SW antenna
Covers 0.3-30MHz with adjustable
sensitivity. Simply connect to a
receiver and away you go. ran 11
New low price dyte • aj P&P £4

NEW QTEK BALEN
Short wave magnetic long wire adaptor for any short
wave receiver. Simply screw onto receiver & connect the
wire via supplied screw terminal. (It's brilliant).
PL -259

ONLY £ 19.95 P&P £ 1
•

BALUN

QTEK LW-2
The ultimate in high quality long
wire antenna kits. Complete
ready to go wire antenna that
should last forever - don't
forget you get what you pay for!
(0-30MHz) length - adjustable up
to 150ft.

£39.95

Vectronics AT100

1111111

+ £3P&P

HOOK

GPS-12XL (Includes Europe C.P.D.)
£209.95
GPS-II
New version
£245.00
Cigar power lead
£20.00
Optional active magmount antenna
£39.95

£199.95

un.

£
24.95

NEW

£129.95

OUR PRICE

£59.00

Ideal for any receiver. Receives all short wave bands. All

12 channel receiver. Includes:- UTM,
ordanance survey, waterproof to IPX-7
standard).

Portable all mode SW receiver
with built-in cassette recorder.

¡QTEK IIF-30

The latest hand-held GPS

GPS-12 NAVIGATOR

ROBERTS
RC-828

Superb Sony active base compact
short wave antenna (0-30MHz).
Indoor or outdoor use.

to,
' OUR PRICE

eeee

..£169.00

AN- 1

An amazing new design concept in compact HF
antennas. Thanks to its six-stage multi resonant
coil system stacked vertically utilising amagnetic
balun at the base you can obtain better results
than ever experienced from acompact-vertical

with apre-loaded map of

(now with 24 how- battery life)

SSE and RDS. RRP

ACCESSWIES

(
P8cP £2.50).

£319.95

Portable SW receiver with

£79.95

OUR PRICE

GARMIN GPS-III

SALE PRICE

£119.95

Portable SW receiver continuous
AM coverage. 150k112-30MHz.

01,14111 PitnlICTS

SALE

£235.00
ROBERTS
R-861

ROBERTS R-809

New UK Scanning Directory
e ( 6th edition). 25-1.8GHz.

Europe.

SALE PRICE

£54.95

RRP
OUR
ef
PrE

UK Scanning
Directory 6th Edition

18.50

>3915

SANGEAN1 ATS-818

£99.95+

£

Includes compact antenna, stereo
headphones and carry case. ARP

Award winning portable SW
receiver. (All mode 0-30MHz).

mixture of fan dipole arrays and inductively fed elements
help maximise its performance:- It's the most compact all
round aerial that works very well!
Ideal indoor or out.

"e""anaing
!mecum

Superb quality portable SW
receiver with 125 presets. 100Hz
step tuning for shortwave.

SALE PRICE £ 149.95
AN-100

For HF:- this unit utilises 6independent HF "inductively"
shortened verticals and has aseparate wire connection
for using the internal MLB ( Magnetic Balun).
For VHF/UHF:- that's asemi-secret, although aclever

Comments from John Griffiths
In rounding up, the intruder performed better than Iexpected and with
little fuss in mounting and connecting up. It appears rugged enough to
live out of doors and will also fit nicely on the wall - perhaps an outside
wall being the ideal though Ihave to admit having no problems with
my inside one. 1
found it apleasing addition to my set-up • with cable
correctly mounted and run • it should look professional and very limb
apart of the kit in tin' shack. Iwould suggest that this is the antenna
many of us have long been looking for and therefore have no hesitation
at all in soviet!! it is chfinitly the business.

SONY SW-55E

Award winning miniature portable
SW receiver. Its performance is
brilliant for its size. The best

P8cP £5
(All parts - high quality and replaceable)

GLOBAL AT2000
S0239 fittings. ONLY

£
85.00

Wire/screw
terminal

Deluxe SW ATU.

P&P £4

HOWES CT-U9 SW ATU with built-in

balun. S0239 fittings. ONLY £
69.95 P&P £4
CT-U8 SW ATU
£49.95 P&P £4

AN-71 PORTABLE ANTENNA
(
a

.
1.8-30MHz
unwinds to 28ft. Supplied
with clip adaptor. Winds back in
seconds. Great for portable use,
%indoors etc. Connects to an4,
receiver.

OUR PRICE

£9.9c

P&P £ 1
53
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through ad.s.p. filter which has variable slope on the
passband edges to see if that would please my ears abit
more. But for DX listening, the NRD-545 is fine, and you
can be sure that buying JRC quality of manufacture will
bring you great satisfaction. I'm now
possibly alittle closer to accepting d.s.p.
filtering for my own use, but my listening is
Ref Offset
for idle pleasure rather than DX chasing,
dB
and Istill feel that a 'conventional' IF
0.00
0.00
section with crystal or mechanical filters at
0.00
both ends of the chain will suit my ageing
-49.45
ears rather better.

Graph 1

910.0

EIDIS j

Continued from page 50...

Frequency
kHz
900.7
902.2
903.6
904.1
909.0
913.3
914.2
917.4
919.4

9:00

REVIEW

920.0

Peak Level
dBpV
6.48
2.84
17.21
34.50
51.02
36.70
13.83
6.87
11.05

etz

-65.40
- 54.06
0.00
0.00
0.00

93)0

Graph 2
Frequency
Peak Level
kHz
dBpV
905.0 - 8.61
906.0
0.92
907.0
2.86
908.0
41.13
909.0
49.13
910.0
41.53
911.0
5.72
912.0 -0.97
913.0 -8.53

Final Thoughts

The NRD-545 would be welcome in any
listener's station. It is sheer delight to use,
well proportioned and with very pleasing styling and
appearance. The construction both inside and out is a
tribute to JRC engineering skill and experience, and in all
the receiver is aworthy successor to along line of successful
designs. For s.s.b. and c.w. listening it is hard to beat, and
most of the d.s.p. based features are well thought out and
easy to use. My original misgivings
about the recovered a.m. audio were
quickly addressed by JRC and the
corrective action worked well. Most
users would be well
advised to connect
an external
Ref Offset
dB
loudspeaker for
0.00
general listening and
0.00
forget the rather
0.00
'peaky squeaker'
0.00
- 63.51
mounted inside the
0.00
top cover. As for my other little
0.00
reservation, Iheard on the Radio 4news
0.00
this morning (July 1st) that there is concern
0.00
among world wild life organisations that
the Orang-Utangs of Indonesia may well become extinct in
the next few years. Idon't think that ' monkey chatter' will
necessarily follow them to extinction just yet.

Splatter and the BBC
eo

9:00

9100

920.0

kHZ

430.0

Graph 3
Frequency
Peak Level
kHz
dBpV
897.7 -4.75
901.0
1.24
905.0
38.72
909.0
49.13
913.0
38.87
917.0 - 3.59
921
-9.97

Mohteim elegMkele1/`
1900
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SOSO

910.0

920.0

kktl

k00.0

The plot Graph 1shows Off- air analysis of BBC on
909kHz. Note carrier amplitude in table and amazingly
sharp (apparent) sideband cut-off at ± 5kHz. But average
sideband energy is at + 30dBmV. There is still energy,
verified by listening to ensure that it is
indeed the 909kHz modulation, at ± 9kHz
from the carrier and at alevel of
Ref Offset
dB
+5dBmV. This is only 25dB down on the
- 10.18
main sideband enery. So it's not
0.00
surprising that there is sideband
- 54.39
'chatter'.
-63.51
- 52.76
Now take alook at Graph 2, atest
- 10.95
signal (generated at the lab) at 909kHz
- 5.01
modulated at 60% by a 1kHz tone. Even
though harmonics of the modulation
signal are apparent, it is clear that testing with asignal
generator will never show up the kind of problems
encountered on air with real signals.
Looking at Graph 3, which is just for reference and
shows 60% modulation at 4kHz, it demonstrates quite well
the effect of modulating signal harmonics. Even Rohde &
Schwarz need watching...
Finally, Ican still hear BBC modulation splash at up to
15kHz from the carrier, but Ican't push the complaint too
far, can I?
SWM
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How To Use Ferrite and Powdered Iron Cores Part 1: The Basics
This month,
Joe Carr K4IPV,
looks at avery
important but
often over

component
from the
world of
inductors and
wire-wound
assemblies.
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25

Red/White

Carbonyl GS6

1
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Blue

Carbonyl C

2

10

Red

Carbonyl E

7

9

White

Carbonyl TH

6

8

Yellow

Carbonyl SF

10

6

Black

Powdered iron SF

12

3

Green/White

Synthetic oxide

3

Blue/Yellow

Carbonyl

1
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Table 1.1:

Black

:

:
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Green/White

•
:
Blue/Yellow.
Tan

:

•

:

•

Fig. 1.1: Colour code and frequency coverage of common powdered iron cores.
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Ferrite Materials

Red/White

2

26
15

MATERIAL

values, up to frequencies of 200 or
300MHz. Carbonyl cores are often
used in high power BALUN
transformers. The hydrogen
reduced types have lower Q values
than carbonyl cores, but offer
Powdered Iron
values of permeability up to about
Powdered iron cores are made of
90. They are used in low frequency
ST9516
chokes and inductors, and as
ferrous materials that are powdered
electromagnetic interference ( EMI)
and then formed into ashape with
filters.
some sort of binding material. Two
main types of material are used:
The various materials used for
carbonyl irons and hydrogen
powdered iron cores are
reduced irons. The carbonyl forms
Fig. 1.2: The toroid shaped core
designated by both anumber
offer superior temperature stability,
system and acolor-code system.
Figure 1.1 shows the material type numbers, color
and have permeability ( p) values from 1to 35p.
codes and approximate frequency ranges of the most
These components are often used in broadband
transformers and broadband coils, with high Q
common forms of powdered iron core. The
characteristics of each type are given in Table 1.1,
while some common uses of each type are given in
Table 1.2.
0.3 0.5
1
3 5 10
30 50
100
300

Colour:

1

COLOR CODE

0

Understanding the nature and properties of
powdered iron and ferrite cores is necessary to get
the most out of your projects.
Before looking at the cores
themselves, let's first look at the
materials that are used in their
manufacture.

26 Yellow/white '
Orliailadelow.
3

p

3

Materials Used in Cores

misunderstood

Mix

TYPE

17

looked and

Frequency range
Megaherz

p

ovvdered-iron and ferrite cores are
used as forms to make avariety of
inductors, transformers, BALUNs,
EMI chokes, RF chokes and a host
of other coil products. The nature
of these forms makes it rather
easy to construct workable and
accurate components using a bit of wire and
atouch of imagination. In this series we will
take a look at how to use toroid cores,
binocular cores, ferrite rods, choke bobbins
and ferrite beads.

Although the name ' ferrite' implies ferrous ( iron
based) materials, these cores are actually made of
some more exotic compounds of nickel- zinc and
manganese- zinc. The nickel-zinc cores have ahigh
volume resistivity, fairly decent stability, and
relatively high Q factors. They typically have
permeability ( p) values of 125 to 850p. The
manganese- zinc cores have lower volume resistivity,
with high Q values between 1and 1000kHz. These
materials are used in power transformers, switched
power supplies, and EMI filters. They offer high
attenuation to frequencies in the 20MHz and
upwards range.

Continued on page 58...
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WORLD WIDE MAIL ORDER LARGE SHOWROOM
FINANCING AVAILABLE

r

10% DEPOSIT
NEW OR USED
EQUIPMENT

*

squaw geoà6dii

YAESU FT-847
"-

This is the most remarkable set
available today. Full DSP, all mode,
100kHz-460MHz. Tx disabled.

-,:
q5530a2

OUR PRICE £1599.00
or 36 mths @ £52.22

LOMBARD
CHARGE CARDS
ACCEPTED

"
I
L" I

diliswr

JRC NRD-545
This receiver is set to take the
market by storm. Rave reviews. DSP
as standard. 1000 memories, all
mode, high sensitivity and wide
dynamic range.

OUR PRICE £1549.00
or 36 mths @ £50.59

KEN WOOD TS-570D

ORDER YOURS TODAY

JRC NRD-345

This set started life as atransceiver.
We disabled the transmit so that it
would be legal for use as ashort
wave receiver. Full DSP technology,
all mode. GREAT VALUE!

This smart little set is JRCs entry
point into the receiver market. It
features syncronous detection as
well as all mode.

OUR PRICE £975.00

or 36 mths @ £21.85

OUR PRICE £669.00

or 36 mths @ £31.85

KENWOOD R-5000
This is Kenwood's flagship receiver
and has been popular for many
years. We have several USED
examples in MINT CONDITION
with 12 months warranty available.

OUR PRICE FROM £499.00

AOR AR7030
The receiver you LIKE or DISLIKE.
We don't consider this to be a
beginner's receiver.

OUR PRICE £679.00
or 36 mths @ £22.18

or 36 mths @ £ 16.30

YAESU FRG- 100

1111111111bit.

DRAKE SW-2

GREAT beginner's receiver. Easy to
operate. GREAT VALUE for money.
50 memories. 50kHz-30MHz. 2year
guarantee with PSU.

LOW COST American made short
wave receiver. Syncronous
detection. 100 memories. 100kHz30MHz easy tuning.

OUR PRICE £425.00

OUR PRICE £459.00

or 36 mths @ £ 13.88

or 36 mths @ £ 14.99

DRAKE R8-B

ROBERTS R-861

Drake's latest flagship, all mode.
100kHz-30MHz. 1000 memories,
notch filter. Great performer.

All mode, short wave plus VHF
portable receiver. RDS. AM narrow
filter, stereo.

OUR PRICE £969.00

OUR PRICE £195.00

or 36 mths @ £31.65
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The UK Scanning 6th UK
Directory Scanning
5th Ethhoh
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FINANCE
ARRANGED

£18.50
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Frequency
Guide
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ICOM IC-R8500

AOR AR5000

100kHz-2GHz continuous. All mode.
No gaps. IMO memories. 4IF band
widths. Alpha numeric display.
Probably the best all round set in its
class. Direct PC interface. Keypad entry.

10kHz-2GHz. All mode. 1000
memories DTMF decoder. Direct
PC connection. 45 channel per sec
scan speed. This receiver has it all in
one.

OUR SPECIAL PRICE
£1299.00

E\

OUR SPECIALPRICE
£1189.00

or 36 mths @ £42.43

or 36 mths @ £38.83

BEARCAT 9000XLT

AOR AR3000A

An amazing receiver at an amazing
price. 25-1300MHz. 500 memories.
Alpha numeric display. 100
channels per sec scan speed. Auto
store AM/FM selectable.

A great value for money receiver
covering 100kHz-2036MHz. 400
memory channels. Multimode.
Direct PC connection. The full
frequency spectrum coverage.

OUR SPECIAL PRICE
£225.00

FOR ONLY £645.00
or 36 mths @ £21.07

or 36 mths @ £7.35

ICOM PCR-1000

ALL UNITS
"CE"
APPROVED

For something alittle bit different, this PC
controlled multimode super-wideband
receiver offers incredible value for money.
Now available with DSP.

ONE STOP
SPECIALIST
SHOP

OUR SPECIALPRICE £325.00
or 36 mths @ £ 10.61

«no

tis -

YUPITERU
MVT-9000EU
The best full range all
mode hand-held scanner
ever produced.
lib all

III .1

1111 III ill ilk,
lib ili
di di di

OUR PRICE
£319.00

*

«moo,
'

AOR
AR8000

ALINCO
DJ-X10

Popular 1000 channel
scanner. ( Not for the
beginner).

Our favourite. All mode
full frequency coverage
scanner. 100kHz2000MHz.

OUR PRICE
£249.00

or 36 mths @ £ 10.42

or 36 mths @ £8.13

OUR PRICE
£259.00
or 36 mths @ £8.46

YAESU VX-1R
Amazing miniature set
TX disabled by us.
76-999MHz

OUR PRICE
£235.00

USED EQUIPMENT ALWAYS
WANTED!

4

YUPITERU
MVT-7100
The greatest value for
money scanner ever
produced.

OUR PRICE
£199.00

AOR AR8200
Latest release from AOR.
ORDER YOURS NOW!

OUR PRICE
£345.00
or 36 mths @ £11.27

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE P&P BUT
THEY DO INCLUDE VAT

UNIT 5-7, 86 CAMBRIDGE STREET, ST. NEOTS, CAMBS PE19 1PJ
FAX: 01480 356192
SALES HOTLINE 01480 406770
EMAIL: Sales@multicomm2000.com
WEBSITE: www.multicomm2000.com
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How To Use Ferrite and Powdered Iron Cores
Continued from page 55

Type
26
3
15
1
2

7
6

10
12

17
O

Uses

Material

Uses
High permeability, used in EMI filters, DC
chokes and switched DC power supplies.
High- Q coils and transformers between 50 and
500kHz.
Good Q, high stability. Commonly used in
I.w./m.w. and 160m amateur applications.
High volume resistivity. Used for lower
frequency applications.
High volume resistivity. Commonly used for
inductors and transformers in the 3-30MHz h.f.
bands.
Used for h.f. and low- end v.h.f. inductors and
transformers.
Offers higher Q between 30 and 50MHz, but is
used for h.f. and low v.h.f. band inductors and
transformers.
Good Q and high stability for use in inductors
and transformers between 40 and 100MHz.
Good Q but only moderate stability for
inductors and transformers between 50 and
100MHz.
Similar to Type 12, but has better temperature
stability and lower Q.
High- Q applications above 200MHz. The actual
inductance is more sensitive to winding
technique than other types.

Table 1.2:

43

850

Inductors and wideband transformers up to 50MHz.

61

125

Wideband transformers to 200MHz, with high Q

63

40

67

40

between 200kHz and 15MHz.
High Q applications over 15 and 25MHz
High Q applications between 10 and 80MHz, and
wideband applications to 200MHz.
68

20

72

2000

75

5000

High Q resonant LC tank circuits beteen 80 and 180MHz.
It is also used in wideband amplifiers and transformers.
High Q applications to 500kHz. It is also used for EMI
reduction of frequencies between 500kHz and 50MHz.
Low- loss operation between 1and 1000kHz.
Applications include pulse transformers, wideband
transformers, and EMI filters to attenuate 500kHz to
20MHz.

2000

77

Wideband transformers between 1and 1000kHz. EMI
attenuation filters between 500kHz and 50MHz.

3000
5000

Similar to type 77.
Low- loss operation between 1and 1000kHz.
Applications include pulse transformers, wideband
transformers, and EMI filters to attenuate 500kHz to
20MHz.

Table 1.3:

Mix
Colour
Material

26

3

15

1

2

Yellow/VV hite

Grey

Red/VV hite

Blue

Red

H Reduced

7
W hite

6
Yellow

12

10
Black

17

Green/VV hite Blue/Yellow

ron SF Syn. Oxide
Carb. HP Carb. GS 6 Carb. C Carb. E Carb. TH Carb. SF Powdered I
50 - 200
10 - 50
30 - 100
0.05 - 0.50 0.10 - 2 0.5 - 5 2 - 30 3-35
4
10
9
8
6
35
25
20

0
Tan

Carb.

Phenolic

40 - 180

100-300

0 - 1

1
1.
Temp Coef.(PPMPC)

825

370

190

280

95

T-12

N/A

60

50

48

20

18.0

17.0

12.0

7.5

7.5

3.0

T-16

145

61

55

44

22

N/A

19.0

13.0

8.0

8.0

3.0
3.5

Core Size

Frequency (
MH z)

75

30
AL Values

35

150

170

4
50

1
0

T-20

180

76

65

52

27

24.0

22.0

16.0

10.0

10.0

T-25

235

100

85

70

34

29.0

27.0

19.0

12.0 '

12.0

4.5

T-30

325

140

93

85

43

37.0

36.0

25.0

16.0

16.0

6.0

T-37

275

120

90

80

40

32.0

30.0

25.0

15.0

15.0

4.9

T-44

360

180

160

105

52

46.0

42.0

33.0

18.5

18.5

6.5

T-50

320

175

135

100

49

43.0

40.0

31.0

18.0

18.0

6.4

T-68

420

195

180

115

57

52.0

47.0

32.0

21.0

21.0

7.5

T-80

450

180

170

115

55

50.0

45.0

32.0

22.0

22.0

8.5

T-94

590

248

200

160

84

N/A

70.0

58.0

32.0

N/A

10.6

T-106

900

450

345

325

135

133.0

116.0

N/A

19.0

785

350

250

200

110

103.0

96.0

N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

T-130

N/A

15.0

T-157

870

420

360

320

140

N/A

115.0

N/A

N/A

N/A

T-184

1640

720

N/A

500

240

N/A

195.0

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A

T-200

895

425

N/A

250

120

105.0

100.0

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A

Table 1.4: Characteristics of powdered iron toroid cores.
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There are two basic issues when making coils and
transformers:
1) How to calculate how many turns are needed to
achieve arequired inductance, and..

Core Size

1. Ferrite materials:

T-12
T-16
T-20
T-25
T-30
T-37
T-44
T-50
T-68
T-80
T-94
T-106
T-130
T-157
T-184
T-200
T200A
T-225
T225A
T-300
T300A
T-400
T400A
T-500

L (mH)

(1)

2. Powdered iron materials:

I

L (µH)
(p.H/100t)

UOH

1m3

PROMO j

The toroid core gets its name from the fact that it's
basic shape is the torous (which is neither abull nor
an American Ford automobile). The word torous is a
fancy way of saying the core is doughnut shaped (at
least, American doughnuts...the hole isn't punched
out of the centre in some countries). Figure 1.2
shows the basic torous shape in the unlikely event

Tofind the number of turns required to achieve a
required inductance requires knowledge of a
parameter of the material called the AL factor.
The basic equations are:

100

1m1m

Toroid Cores

2) How do you find the inductance of acoil once
the number of turns are known (short of
measuring it on an inductance bridge, of course).

N =

JsL

Now that we've laid the foundation by
considering the materials, let's look at the different
types of core that are available. Keep in mind that
not all types of core are available in all types of
powdered iron or ferrite material.

Making the Calculations

N = 1001A L (mH/10000

1
2ECIFIL

(
2)

W here:
N is the number of turns
L
(p H)is the inductance in microhenrys (pH)
L(m H)is the inductance in millihenrys (mH)
A is an attribute of the core material
Tofind the inductance of an existing coil, where
the number of turns is known, solve Equations ( 1)
and (2) for the value of inductance.
There are also some v.h.f./u.h.f. materials in
which the inductance is calculated in terms of
nanohenrys per turn (nH/t). Table 1.3 shows the
properties and uses of several different popular
ferrite cores.

Outside diameter ( o.d.)
(in.)
(mm)
0.125
3.175
0.160
4.064
0.200
5.080
0.250
6.350
0.307
7.798
0.375
9.525
0.440
11.176
0.500
12.700
0.690
17.526
0.795
20.193
23.927
0.942
1.060
26.924
1.300
33.020
1.570
39.878
1.840
46.736
2.000
50.800
2.000
50.800
2.250
57.150
2.250
57.150
3.000
76.200
3.000
76.200
4.000
101.600
4.000
101.600
132.080
5.200

I
nside diamter ( id.)
(in.)
(mm)
0.062
0.078
0.088
0.12
0.151

1.575
1.981
2.235
3.048
3.835
5.207
5.817
7.620
9.398
12.573
14.224
14.478
19.812
24.130
24.130
31.750
31.750
35.560
35.560
48.768
48.768
57.150
57.150
78.232

0.205
0.229
0.300
0.370
0.495
0.560
0.570
0.780
0.950
0.950
1.250
1.250
1.400
1.400
1.920
1.920
2.250
2.250
3.080

Height ( H)
(in.)
(mm)
0.05
1.270
0.06
1.524
0.07
1.778
0.096
2.438
0.128
3.251
0.128
3.251
0.159
4.039
0.190
4.826
0.190
4.826
0.250
6.350
0.312
7.925
0.437 11.100
0.437 11.100
0.570 14.478
0.710 18.034
0.550 13.970
1.000 25.400
0.550' 13.970
1.000 25.400
0.500 12.700
1.000 25.400
0.650 16.510
1.000 25.400
0.800 20.320

Table 1.5: Dimensions of powdered iron toroid cores.

14

16

18

20

22

(MM)

2.0

1.5

1.25

0.9

0.71

Core Size

W ire s'ze ( s.w.g)
T-12

0

T-16

0

0
1

1
1

1
1

3

1

24
0.56
2
3

T-20

1

1

1

3

4

5

T-25

1

3

4

5

7

T-30
T-37

1
1

3

4

5

7

3

5

7

9

T-44

5

6

T-50
T-68

6
9

8
12

11
15

17
20
20

23
27
27

30
35

7

4
5
6

11

11
15
23
27

28
0.4
5
8

32
0.25
11

34
0.224
15

36
0.2
21

29

37

47

11

16
18

21

29

38

49

25

33

43

56

63
72

28
37

37

48

62

79

101

48

62

78

67

87 .

110
124

101
140
157

129
177

166
205

210
257

265
325

14

9
15

21

21
31

28
41

38

40

42

10

15

35

46

53
60

76

97

16

21
28

28
36

37
47

49

81
101

103
127

131

61

63
79

39

66
75

84

108

219

276

347

438

96
96

123
123

137
156

172

45
45

51
58
58

195

313

195

393
393

496
496

66
82

83
104

107

275

348

132

137
168

156
220

248
248

270

336

82
109
123

104

132

168

213
213

270

336

426
426

139
156

176
198

223
250

282

357
400

445

562

172
202

217
255

274

347

499
688

631
870

407

806

279

349

322
443

1018
1396

21

12
14

T-130
T-157

23

30

40

51

29

38

50

64

T-184
T-200
T-225

29

50
68
77

64

41
46

38
53
60

T-300

66
79

85

T-400

100

108
127

T-520

110

149

160

35

86
98
137
161
223

75

559

Table 1.6: Number of wires ( SWG) that can be accommodated by the various cores.
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30
0.315
8

17
20

T-80
T-94
T-106

14

12

26
0.45

173

317
438

553

513
706

648
889

1105

162

313
439

199

550

693

536

672

536
707

672

846
846

793

886
993

1093

1368

1278

1543

1753

2192

1115
1250
1721
2013
2758

Continued on page 60
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that you are not familiar with doughnuts.
The main feature that makes toroid cores so
attractive in radio construction is that it is inherently
self-shielding. This effect is afunction of the toroidal
shape. As aresult, it is possible to mount toroidal
inductors in close proximity to each other without
fear of coupling between them. The toroidal
inductor can also be mounted closer to other
components than forms of inductor. Although in
some cases you will want to mount adjacent coils at
right angles to each other (as is done with normal
slug-tuned or solenoid-wound air core coils), it is
often the case that the toroid coils can be mounted
in the same plane.
Three dimensions and the AL value are the critical
attributes of atoroid core. The dimensions are
outside diameter (o.d.), inside diameter ( i.d.) and
height ( h). The AL value is afunction of the size of
the core and the material.
Table 1.4 shows the standard forms of powdered
iron toroid core and their critical parameters. The 'Txx' number refers to the size of the core (the 'T'
denotes apowdered iron core). The values in the
main body of Table 1.4 are the AL values used to
calculate the number of turns.
The type number of any given toroid core is made
up of the 1- number (which gives size) and the
material type. For example, aT-50-2 core is made of
type 2material, and will operate on the 2to 30 MHz
band. It has an AL value of 49 (see Table 1.4). The
dimensions ( inches and millimeters) of the standard
cores are given in Table 1.5.

Example
Calculate the number of turns required for a3.3pH
inductor for an m.w. interference filter for areceiver.
Use the T-50-15 core. Table 1.4 shows that the T-5015 core has an AL value of 135.
N = 100 I

L(H)

SPECIAL

Material

iCOMPETITION I OSL

REVIEW

I

BOORS

LIs

PROMO j

43

61

63

67

68

72

75

77

F

J

850

125

250

40

20

2M

5M

2M

3M

5M

FT-23

188

24.8

7.9

7.8

4

396

990

356

N/
A

N/
A

FT-37

420

55.3

17.7

17.7

8.8

884

2210

796

N/
A

N/
A

FT-50
FT-50A

523

68

22

22

11

1100

2750

990

N/
A

N/
A

570

75

24

24

12

1200

1140

150

48

48

12

2400

2990
N/
A

1080
2160

N/
A
N/
A

N/
A

FT-50B
FT-82
FT-87A

557
N/
A

73.3

22.4

22.4

11.7

1170

3020

1060

N/
A 3020

N/
A

N/
A

N/
A

N/
A

N/
A

N/
A

N/
A

3700

6040

FT- 114

603

25.4

25.4

N/
A

1270

3170

1140

1902

3170

FT- 114A

N/
A

79.3
146

N/
A

N/
A

N/
A

2340

N/
A

N/
A

N/
A

N/
A

FT- 140

952

140

45

45

N/
A

2250

6736

2340

N/A

6736

FT- 150

N/
A

N/
A

N/
A

N/
A

N/
A

N/
A

N/
A

N/
A

2640

4400

FT- 150A

N/
A

N/
A

N/
A

N/
A

N/
A

5020

8370

N/
A

N/
A

N/
A

N/
A

N/
A
N/
A

N/
A

FT- 193A

N/
A
N/
A

N/
A

N/
A

4460 7435

1240

173

53

53

N/A

3130

6845

3130

(p)
Core Size

FT-240

N/A

N/
A

6845

Note: M = 1000 000 when used in the ' µ' parameter
Table 1.7: Characteristics of ferrite toroid cores.

Outside diameter ( o.d.)
Core Size

(in.)

(mm)

Inside diamter ( id.)
(in.)
(mm)

Height ( H)
(in.)

3.048

0.060

(mm)
1.524

0.187

4.750

0.125

3.175

0.281

7.137

0.188

4.775

12.700

0.312

7.925

0.250

6.350

0.500

12.700

0.312

7.925

0.500

12.700

FT- 82

0.825

20.955

0.520

13.208

0.250

6.350

FT-87A

0.870

22.098

0.540

13.716

0.500

12.700

FT- 114

1.142

29.007

0.750

19.050

0.295

7.493

FT- 114A

1.142

29.007

0.750

19.050

0.545

13.843

FT- 140

1.400

35.560

0.900

22.860

0.500

12.700

FT- 150

1.500

38.100

0.750

19.050

0.250

6.350

FT- 150A

1.500

38.100

0.750

19.050

0.500

12.700

FT-23

0.230

5.842

0.120

FT-37
FT- 50

0.375

9.525

0.500

12.700

FT- 50A

0.500

FT- 50B

FT- 193A

1.932

49.073

1.250

31.750

0.750

19.050

FT-240

2.400

60.960

1.400

35.560

0.500

12.700

A,

Table 1.8: Dimensions of ferrite toroid cores.
N = 100

3.3µH

135

N = 100 = ( 100)(0.155) = 15.5 turns

Table 1.4 shows the approximate number of
turns that can be accommodated by each size toroid
core as afunction of wire size.
It is customary to use enamelled or similar
insulation types of wire to wind the coils (although

I've used PVC insulated hook-up wire, even though
neither customary nor desirable).
The A values and sizes for ferrite toroid cores are
shown in Tables 1.7 and 1.8, respectively. Keep in
mind that the AL values for ferrite are specified in
millihenrys per thousand turns ( mH/1000t), rather
than the microhenrys per hundred turns ( pH/100t)
used for powdered iron cores.

Connections...
Ican be contacted
at P.O. Box 1099,
Falls Church,
VA, 22041,
USA,
or via E-mail at
carrjj@aol.com

Next Month...
Next month Iwill continue the discussion of cores by looking at the methods for winding and mounting toroidal inductors and
transformers.

Source of Supply
Amidon Associates, RO. Box 25867, Santa Ana, CA 92799; Tel: 001 714-850-4660; FAX: 001 714-850-1163, asubsidiary of Amidon, Inc.,
offers ferrite and powdered iron products of interest to radio enthusiasts. They have no minimum order according to the web site.
The URL that has the full Amidon catalogue is: http://bytemark.comiamidontindexthtm

Part 2Next Month: Winding and Mounting.
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INNOVATION FOR THE NEXT MILLENNIUM
ICOM

NIGHT VISION

(Je

SUNRISE

from £ 1**99

Vier
3

USR PALM PILOT

2

oRLD

S
nivir

C)/

\

N

D

EgO

cie

from Sei.41
*99

E

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

â117/1M7/ '‘7/1'71
Fax: 0171-637 3728

TRANSCEIVERS I
Aline() DJ- 190
Alinco DJ-S41
Icom ICI-7E279.99
Kenwood TH22E

YUPITERIJ

£99.99
£209.99

Yaesu FT-50

£Call

Yaesu FT- 11
Alinco DR- 140

£Call
£219.99

Alinco DR-430

£259.99

Icom IC-207H

All prices include VAT. Next day delivery available

£
£269.99

Yaesu FT-8100R

229 Tottenham Court Road, London NI1

9

from£

£ 149.99

Aline() DJ-G5

Yaesu FT-3000M

DIGITAL CAMERAS

E-mail: sales@sun-rise.co.uk

)

V

LASER POINTERS

Pr

from .£ 24199

£Call
£Call
£439.99

Icom IC-2710H

£494.99

Icorn IC-W32E

£349.99

Icom IC-T8

£Call

MAGELLAN
GPS
Color

SCANNERS
\X'elz WS- 1000

lc. IC -R10

I

£209.99
£259.99

Unicien 220XLT

£ 169.99

Uniden 60XLT

£49.99

GPS 12

£ 129.99

Yupiteru MVT-9000

GPS II+

£209.99

Yupiteru MVT-7100

GPS 12XL
GPS 48

£204.99
£ 229.99

GPS Pioneer
GPS 7000XL

£89.99
£ 139.99

Uniden BC-80XLT
AOR AR8000

GPS MAP130

£434.99

GPS Tracker

£219.99

Aline() DJX-10

GPS MAP135

£Call

Color Irak

GPS MAP175

£Call

GSC 100

£ 1349.99

GPS MAP230

£Call

NAV 1200

£ 229.99

Icom 1CR-8500

£ 1499.00

GPS MAP220
GPS Ill new

£Call
£Call

NAV 6000
NAV 6500

£ 569.99
£739.99

Yaesu FRG- 100
Icom PCR-1000

£489.99
£Call
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£279.99

Yupiteru MVT-3300
AOR AR3000

£319.99
£ 199.99
£89.99
£ 289.99
£289.99
£ 154.99
£Call
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C.M.HOWES

COMMUNICATIONS

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,

In
( plum

Amateur Radio SSB/CW Receiver Kit - £41.80
This great little receiver makes an excellent project for the novice constructor and experienced
operator alike! The plug-in band system gives awide frequency range. Choose from 160, 80,
40, 30, 20, 15 or 10M amateur bands. Also suitable for BM1 1and BM54 HF air-band modules.
One band kit included, extra band kits £7.90 each. Can be expanded into an amateur
transceiver with add-on kits! Great for holiday and portable use, as well as the home station!
DC2000 Electronic kit: £22.90 ( inc. one band module). HA22R Hardware: £ 18.90.

Receiver Accessory Kits
ASU8 Antenna Selector & 25d8, 5d8 step attenuator (inc. hardware)
CSL4 5S8 &CW Audio Filter for internal fitment
DCS2 " 5Meter" for signal indication on direct conversion receivers
RA30
SPA4

HF RS Rotary Attenuator 0/15/30dB for internal fitment
Scanner Preamp. 4to 1300MHz wideband for discones etc.

£27.90
£10.50
£10.90
£3.90
£15.90

Tr 01327 260178

Mae*

www.howes-comms.demon.co.uk

p( 2,no
II.122R

Northants. NN11 3PT

EUROCArto

VISA

Frequency Measurement/ Display
Counter Buffer (fits nDXR20 or DC2000 to feed DFD5) £5.90

CBA2
DFD4
PP464

Add-on Digital Readout for superhet receivers / transceivers £49.90
Adds 5extra frequency offsets to DFD4
£9.90

DFD5
XM I

Digital Frequency Counter / Readout with 5digits £ 54.90
Crystal Frequency Marker - provides accurate calibration signals £
16.90

SSB & CW Filter - £29.80!

Clean up your reception!
• Reduce noise and interference! • Sharp 55B/
Speech filter with faster roll-off than IF crystal filters!
•300Hz bandwidth CW filter • Printed and punched
front panel • All aluminium case • Simply connects
between radio and external 'speaker or 'phones
•Suits all general coverage receivers & transceivers
•ASL5 Kit plus HA5OR hardware: £29.80

Great projects for home, holiday and portable use!
Multiband SSB/CW Rx Kit - £ 79.70
The DXR20 covers 20, 40 & 80M bands as standard.
You can add any other SW band with optional plug-in band
modules (same type as DC2000). Versatile and popular!
DXR20 Kit, £ 39.90 + DCS2 " Smeter" Kit + HA2OR hardware pack = £79.70
The famous HOWES Active Antenna Kits
AA2. Covers 150kHz to 30MHz. The neat compact answer for those with limited space.
Kit: £8.90
Assembled PCB modul
e: £ 14.90
AA4.Covers 25 to 1300MHz. Broad- band performance in aneat, compact package.
Kit: £ 19.90
Assembled PCB modules: £28.90
AB1 18. Optimised for long distance reception on 118 to 137MHz air- band.
Kit: £ 18.80
Assembled PCB mo dul
es : £27.90
MB156. 156 to 162MHz marine band active antenna system ( the brother of AB1181)
Kit: £ 18.50
Assembled PCB modules: £ 27.60

For the true state-sr e pers.

C!..j

:) 1.1

world of radio mo
Monitoring nines is

Antenna Tuning Units for use with HF receivers
CTU8. Covers 500kHz to 30MHz. Matches antenna impedance and helps reduce spurious
signals and interference with extra front-end filtering for the receiver. S0239 sockets.
Factory Built: £49.90. Kit ( including case and all hardware): £29.90.
CTU9. As CTU8 plus balun, bypass switch and terminal posts. The fully featured Rn ATU!
Factory Built: £ 69.90. CTU9 Kit ( including case and all hardware): £ 39.90.
Please add £4.00 P&P, or £1.50 P&P for electronics kits without hardware.
HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations, full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional
and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our
free catalogue and specific product data sheets. Delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.
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SSB Utilities

I

nthe June issue there was an article from me about
USAF Reach callsigns. So far, Ihave had only afew
comments about the article, so Iguess that it must
have been just about right. There is aminor correction to
part of the article. In the article, on page 44 of June's SWM,
there is amap at the bottom of the page which shows the
locations of the USAF GHFS sites. Michael Murray writes to
comment about the map, and says that the location for MacDill is
wrong. And I
have to admit that he is right; MacDill is in Florida,
and is about half-way down the Gulf Coast. I
also notice that Yokota
is spelt wrong on the map. However, in my defence, I
should add
that I
down-loaded the map from aUSAF web-page about the

http:filreland.iol. ie/-markzee ( Irish Aviation web site),
http://www.inie/-markzee/atthtm (Atlantic crossings),
http://www.iolje/-markzeelwand.httn (Worldwide Air
Navigation Database);
http://home.sol.no/-stabell/aerohtm.htm (
Tore Stabells Aero
listening page - the beacons are listed right at the end).
Another suggestion comes from Andre Brenda° in Portugal
who wrote the successful Aimav aircraft tracking program. The
program includes adatabase of 32000 beacons around the
world. I
am in the midst of preparing areview of this software for
SWM, so keep your eyes open for that appearing soon.

GHFS!

Letters

Antennas

The first letter this month comes from Martin Powell in Wales
who uses aRealistic DX-392, and wants to know the secret to
hearing aircraft communications from the Pacific rim. Well,
Martin, there was abig article about just this subject last year in
SWM, so maybe you should speak with the SWM Book Store
about back issues. Martin says that he has alist of frequencies for
the area, so I
am not going to list them all here.
Martin's receiver is certainly good enough to hear
signals from that part of the world, his antenna is a

Nick Mundy writes with some questions about Geoff Schofield's
antenna diagram of in the June 'SSB Utilities'. Nick says that he
has an almost identical set-up, and wants to clarify my
recommendations of an a.t.u. for both antennas. Nick's set-up is
slightly different, in that he has abalun which (allegedly) would
provide an optimum impedance match across all frequencies, and
that would not, therefore, need an a.t.u.
Well, I
have two comments to make about baluns. The first is
that I
have seen some grandiose claims for baluns, and some very
extravagant counter-claims. I
am never sure which to believe, and I
am of the opinion that alittle bit of experimentation is agood thing
you get to know about your antenna, feeder and equipment, and
almost always improve your set-up. I
use astandard full-size G5RV,
which has asmall balun fitted to convert from 300i2 twin-feeder to
standard 50f2 coaxial cable, but I
have never had to change it or
adjust it. I
also use an a.t.u., and the results speak for themselves - I
have logged all continents and also Antarctica, so I
must be doing
something right
My second comment is simply that my system works very well,
and Ido not see the need to change it by adding or removing bits
of it. If you have abalun in your system, what happens to the
signals when you remove the balun? I
have no idea myself, but I
would be happy to read about your experiences, and to pass them
on to other readers. Nick also says that he is plagued by aconstant
S7 buzz, which he refers to as frying eggs! This covers the lower
5IVIHz of the h.f. spectrum, and makes listening nearly impossible. .
He says that his initial thoughts were that it could be power-line
noise, although his next door neighbour doesn't suffer from the
same problem with their antenna. This fact means that the source
of the problem is almost certainly something internal to your own
home. Nick has already tried other battery-powered receivers on
the same antenna, but still gets the same noise level. Nick wonders
whether an a.t.u. might help under these circumstances, or
whether it would just boost the noise as well?
Well, Nick, adding an a.t.u. to this set-up will simply increase
the noise level as well as the desired signals. The only answer to
this dilemma is to eliminate the interference at its source. The
interference is obviously electrical, so you need to work your way
round the house switching things on and off until you find the item
that makes the interference go away. Likely candidates are dimmerswitches and central-heating thermostats.

Beacons
Afew months back, Paul Churchill asked if I
knew of asource for
aircraft reporting points world-wide or any web sites relating to this
aspect of h.f. airband listening.
Peter Cleat' E-mailed me with alist of suitable web-addresses
which should help. He says that Mark Zee's Irish Aviation web-site
contains alot of interesting information for those listening to the
aeronautical bands. Try any (or all!) of the following:
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simple random wire suspended around the room,
so maybe you could try some sort of external longwire antenna. I
know that many people have
problems with erecting external antennas (local
planning rules, and so on), so maybe you could try
asimple wire antenna which can be quickly re-

•••/«wr 11.11.1.11
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wound when not in use. This would show if you
can, at least hear, the signals.
As regards timings for hearing stations from
the Pacific, I
have always found the mid- to lateafternoons to be best for Brisbane and Auckland
on 5.643MHz, and the same time-frame for San
Francisco on 5.547MHz. One thing worth
remembering is that although it is afternoon here in the UK, it is
the early hours of the morning in the Pacific, so there are fewer
,
flights to hear anyway. Good luck Martin, and let
us know what you hear.
Mr. Allen from Gloucestershire writes to say
that he has aRealistic DX-394 receiver, and wants
1101.11.1
some advice about antennas and general

MUM

Mark Zee's Irish Aviation
site. Above, home page,
below a web links page.

•—• II •••••• Jr
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INTF,RNET AVIATION LINKS

reception. He also says that he has aproblem with
reception, in that whenever any electrical socket or
television in his house is switched on, he loses
reception. Mr Allen does not explain if this loss of
reception is due to interference or due to loss of
d W,de
power to the receiver. In either case, I
would
recommend trying to run the receiver from an
independent power source (such as abattery),
which will remove one of the unknowns from the
problem. I
helped afellow listener afew years ago
who suffered asimilar problem. We used along mains extension

Voll.1111OEtlilifor

Ma.. Una
IrIeart Itviay
Web Shea
.
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OLD

lead to run electrical power from various sockets in his house,
and found that the mains supply to one room was faulty, and
once it was fixed by aqualified electrician, his reception
improved.
Mr Allen says that his external antenna is aHF30 (which I
presume is a (1
Tek HF30 vertical), but he is unable to install an
external long-wire. I
would suggest trying asimple active
antenna in awindow space to see if you can improve reception
that way. As I
have said in the past, an active antenna boosts the
signal and the noise, so this may not be an ideal solution. A
alternative is asimple wire around the room (which I
have used
with quite some success while staying in hotels!), which can be
removed when not is use.
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MilAir

IF

urther to my comments last month, AH from
Nevvquay has sent me further information

mission for the US military, possibly for Air Mobility Command.
In recent weeks several other odd civil registrations have been

regarding the aircraft activities at St. Mawgan -

noted on anonymous C- 130s, believed to be en route to the Gulf

thanks for the detailed letter. Aircraft involved

and it has been suggested that they may be operated ( allegedly),

with Exercise Co-operative Bear, (see list last
month), are expected to fly 14 to 18 missions a

by another American agency? Any comments anyone?
Also heard and unidentified on the 13th April was the callsign

day, (8 - 11 September), in an exercise area that

BOBBY61 Flight, this appeared to be atanker with aflight of

London
Military
Martin from near
Woking has asked if the
London Military Air
Traffic Centre will

covers the Southwest approaches of the UK and parts of

four of five fighters in tow. They proceeded to call Shanwick for

Southern Wales. Further participants to add to the list are:
Bulgarian AF AN-26, Danish AF C-130 and Russian AF IL-76.

an Ocean crossing in the block between Flight Level 250 and 270.
My records show that BOBBY is the main callsign used by KC-

eventually move to the

It's along way to St. Mawgan for most of us but it looks
like being quite an exercise!
Further information from AH refers to the St. Mawgan Air

135Rs of the 22nd Air Refuelling Wing from McConnell Air Force

Swanwick. This new

Base. So presumably this was the tanker allocated to escort and
refuel adeployment of fighters back to the USA. The aircraft was

site is located close to

Show, which takes place on the 5th August. His local paper lists two

using its own callsign rather than one of the deployment callsigns

aircraft that are currently expected for the show, both are rare

such as TREND or CLAN, etc.

visitors to St. Mawgan. AB-52H from the 2nd Bomb Wing based at

Lastly, Marie also queries the callsign Navigator 9873 and was
under the impression it was amilitary flight. I
am sorry to disap-

Barksdale, and aUnited States Navy E-6A from the squadron SCW1, based at Tinker.
Lastly, AH reports on the activity at St. Mawgan during exercise
Brilliant Foil. Around 20 Tornado F3s, from 11 and 25 Squadrons
were based for the exercise. They were noted using the callsigns
NITRO1 - 6and RAZOR1 - 3, (
11 Sqn) and JAVELIN1 - 6and
SAVAGE1 - 3, (
25 Sqn).
Various airfield attacks took place with the following aircraft
being noted:

point you but I
believe it is the callsign of the Swedish Airline,
Nova airlines. Sorry, to mention acivil callsign in this column.

new Centre at

the M27, between
Southampton and
Portsmouth. As far as I
am aware the powers
that be don't have any
real idea when the civil
Air Traffic will move
there let alone the
military. There have

8.33kHz Spacing

been numerous delays

This is asubject that is obviously still causing concern amongst

to the centre's

radio listeners as Ihave once again received several letters asking
for information. ( See my comments in the ' MilAir' column, March

development and it
now looks like it will
not be operational until

POLECAT1 - 4

Hawk T.1A

100 Sqn

98). Regular readers will be aware that two radios equipped with

OUZI1 - 2
PAGAN1 - 2
REBEL1 - 3?

Jaguar GR.1A
Harrier GR.7
Jaguar GR.1A

54 Sqn
20 ( R) Sqn
41 Sqn

this spacing have been announced in the UK. The AOR AR8200,

the new Millennium

(reviewed in June SWM), and the AP- 1000, this shows that the

and possibly as late as
2002! As far as Iam

RATRER3 - 4
Sea Harrier FA.2
800 Sqn
Also some French AF Mirage 2000s, ( believed to be from EC

manufacturers are fully aware of the forthcoming changes.
The latest information to reach me is that the proposed
introduction into Europe of this new spacing on the 1st January

aware there are no
current plans to move

003), attacked as he was leaving the airfield so no callsigns were
noted. Frequencies heard in use were: London Military 244.375,

1999 is to be delayed. Not only are some EEC countries unable to
comply with this deadline, many of the American airlines which

Control Centre from

254.225, 262.975, 275.35, 277.125 and 283.525. 11 Squadron

operate Trans Atlantic routes into Europe have requested adelay.

West Drayton to

were heard using their Air-to-Air frequencies on 242.5 and

Most of them have stated that there was no way they were going

Swanwick.

243.275 and 25 Squadron were operating Air-to-Air on 244.825.

to have their aircraft refitted with the new equipment by that date.

Also noted during the visit was Search and Rescue Sea Kings of 203
(RI Squadron using 282.8 and 123.1, both of which are Search and

Iunderstand that most US carriers have requested adelay of up
to one year for the implementation date. The European

Rescue common frequencies.

committee who are in charge of the implementation of this new

the London Military

spacing have agreed to the delay, but as yet no actual date has

Unidentified Callsigns?
As 99.9% of my mail is from male enthusiasts it was apleasant
surprise to get aletter from Marie in Yorkshire. She asks if readers
can identify the callsign/registration N225SF, (
US Civil), which was

been decided. This of course means that the UK start date which
was to be in the first six month of the year 2000 is now also likely
to be delayed accordingly.

Air Guard Eagles

heard on the 12 April en route across the Atlantic to Frobisher Bay.
Marie has checked her reference books but can find no record of

Slightly off our patch, but Jim who is in the RAF, visited Keflavik

this US registration. The flight would appear to be operating a

in early April aboard aLyneham based Hercules. He was more

This month's photograph shows an Ewards NC-141A

than happy to find some
Florida Air National

Not strictly Military Air,
but a reader sends me

Guard/159th FS F- 15A Eagles,
stationed there on temporary

news of acouple of new
ATIS frequencies that

deployment. They were using
the Air to Air frequency

have been noted during
May. Belfast City is now

297.6 and the callsigns
MIAMI and PEUCAN were

using 136.625 and
Norwich is using

noted.
Ihad hoped to include

128.625. Also, Fairford's

some pictures from
Mildenhall show this month

information), frequency
has been withdrawn

old Meteo (weather

but due to family illness I

(358.6), and aircraft on

couldn't go. As I
understand

deployment to Fairford

there was arather nice
Edwards NC- 141A present,

are now using the

our photo this month is "One Iprepared earlier"!
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New Publications from the RSGB
The RSGB Yearbook

The VHF/UHF Handbook
Edited by Dick Biddulph, G8DPS

I998 Edition
Edited by Brett Rider, G4FLQ

This guide to the theory and practice of amateur radio
reception and transmission on the VHF and UHF
bands gives the reader the background to such
essential topics as antennas. EMC, propagation, receivers and transmitters, together with constructional details for many items of equipment. As most
amateurs today use commercial transceivers , the
emphasis is on accessories and add-ons which are
relatively simple to build. Specialized modes such as

This new edition of the ever- popular RSGB
Call Book and Information Directory has been
further enhanced with the inclusion of even
more information on amateur radio than
ever before!
This year you will find a trade listing,
giving details of all the regular advertisers in
RadCom, as well as the complete UK callsign
listing. Over I
00 pages of associated amateur radio information - an essential guide
to keep close to fiand in your shack.
Price: £ I
3.95 plus £ I.25 P&P

VHF/UHF

%N 1)1100K

This new editen is the successor
to the RSGB VHFIUFIF Manu'i

Don't be without it if you're aVHF/UHF radio operator.
Price: £ 18.80 plus £ 1.25 P&P

Your First Amateur Station

RSGB CallSeeker 998 CD-ROM

By Colin Redwood, G6MXL

Complete 1998 UK callsign listing

The second book in the RSGB ' Pocket Guide' series, this book
has been written to help the newly- licensed radio amateur move
on to the next stage - setting up his or her very own radio shack.
So many new licensees have asked the question "What do Ido
now?" that we decided to publish this guide to help all new
amateurs through those early uncertain days.

The first RSGB callsign listing on CD-ROM is available as a
companion product to the I
998 Yearbook!
System requirements:
• 486 or higher processor and aCD-ROM drive
• VGA or high resolution screen supported by Microsoft
Windows
•

data and television are also covered, making this
handbook one of the most complete guides around.

10 - I
5MB spare hard disk space

Price:

• VVindows 95 or later with 8MB of RAM ( I6MB recommended) or Windows
NT Work stat i
on version 3.5 I or later with I6MB of RAM (24MB recom
mended)
Price: £ 13.95 plus £ 1.25 P&P
NB&

£5.85 plus £ 1.25 P&P

To order any of the above books,
or for a complete list of RSGB publications, contact the
RSGB Sales Office on tel: 01707 660888; fax: 01707 645105;
or E-mail: sales@rsgb.org.uk

Radio Society of Great Britain

IODY

.-Z31

Lambda House, Cranborne Road, Potters Bar, Hens EN6 3JE ce 01707 659015

TROUBLE

FINDING SW111 EACH MONTH
We need to know if any of you are having problems obtaining Short Wave
Magazine. If you can't find a regular outlet, then let us know. Please contact
Donna Vincent, Distribution Complaints by telephone (
01202) 659910,
FAX: (
01202) 659950, E-mail: dist-comp@pwpublishing.ltd.uk or by letter to:
Distribution Complaints, PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, Station
Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

We can help you, if you keep us informed.
You can always
place a regular order
with your local
newsagent. To help
make this easier,
please fill in and
snip the coupon on
this page.

Dear Newsagent,

Distributed by Seymour

please reserve/deliver my monthly copy of Short Wave Magazine
Name
Address

Signed
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MULTICOMM 2000
* * * ACCESSORIES * * *
ALL "MFJ" PRODUCTS ARE NEW AND HAVE OUR 12 MONTH WARRANTY

litodelleste DSI' JUE.r

e

MFJ 784-B
Great multi-purpose DSP filter. Works with any
receiver to 16 pre-set positions. Plugs directly
into the recorder out socket.

OUR SPECIAL PRICE £ 189.00

MFJ 959-B
Provides proper impedance matching between
your receiver and antenna. 20dB pre-amp. 20dB
attenuator. 2antenna and 2receiver input.

OUR SPECIAL PRICE £79.00

TIMEWAVE DSP-599 ZX

MFJ 781

The "Rolls Royce" of all DSP filters. Hyper
speed DSP processor. Alpha numeric display.
Enhances voice data and CW.

Basic DSP filter. Multimode. Suitable for all
receivers or scanners. 10 presets.

OUR SPECIAL PRICE £119.00

OUR SPECIAL PRICE £299.00

MFJ 1022

MFJ 1020-B

All band active antenna for short wave receivers
and scanners. Covering 300kHz-100MHz.
Fabulous performance at an affordable price.

Tuned indoor active antenna. Plus pre-selector.
Can be used with an external antenna. Compatible
with short wave receivers and scanners alike.

OUR SPECIAL PRICE £36.00

OUR SPECIAL PRICE £69.00

eineu'iume.

MFJ 1040-B
All band pre-selector. Rejects out of band signals
I . 8-54MHz. Up to 20dB gain. Connect 2
antennas plus 2receivers.

OUR SPECIAL PRICE £89.00

MFJ 1026

MFJ 956

Eliminate interference. Exposes hidden stations.
All mode operation. More effective than anoise
blanker. 60dB null wipes out interference and
noise. Unbelievable performance.

Short wave, medium wave and long wave preselector tuner. Boost stations that are weak while
rejecting images, intermod, etc. Frequency
coverage 15-30MHz.

OUR SPECIAL PRICE £125.00

OUR SPECIAL PRICE £32.00

r

•

Balun
Magnetic

MFJ 112
clock
£22.00

2-way switch £25.00
4-way switch £45.00

Vectronics AT-100

Palstar AM -30

Active antenna
£65.00

Active antenna
£65.00

£19.00

GPS-III
System

MFJ

£345.00

QEP 400

Deskstand

£10.00

£17.95

£59.00

Techtoyz
counter

Scanmaster
SP-55

£78.00

£59.00

MFJ 462-B
Scanmaster
Stainless
Discone
£41.00

Kenwood
HS-5

Multimode short wave decoder. So
simple to use at apush of abutton. 2
line, 16 channel display.

OUR SPECIAL PRICE
£159.00

SGC power clear
DSP + speaker
£259.00

NEW PRODUCT
MFJ 1214-PC
Wefax, RTTY, CW, ASCII interface. Full
colour/16-grey level fax. Software
included.

OUR SPECIAL PRICE £139.00
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OPENING HOURS

ru Jr.sekJitelvIelteedOlit

Monday - Friday 9.00-5.00pm.
Saturday 9.00-'2.00pm.
Closed Sundays.
e

-

e

VI () RUH-WIDE DELIVERY
Our efficient couriers ensure a

Lowe HF225

JRC NRD-525

Several to choose from.

Wonderful SW receiver.

£250.00

From

or 36 months @ £8.17

Icorn IC-R7000

£599.00

or 36 months @ £ 19.56

Kenwood R-5000

Great condition.

Several to choose from.

£610.00
or

From

36 months £ 19.92

£499.00

guaranteed next day delivery
in the UK and a48- hour
worldwide service if required.

or 36 months @ £ 16.30
PART EXCHANGE
We urgently require your
treasured set. We buy outright
for cash. Alternatively, use
your old equipment as a

Lowe HF150

Yaesu FRG-8800
Plus VHF.

Lowe's entry point receiver.

AOR AR7030

Yaesu FRG- 100

deposit on finance for anew or
used set.

Short wave receiver.

As new. 3to choose from.

£369.00

£225.00

£369.00

£599.00

or 36 months @ £ 12.05

or 36 months @ £7.35

or 36 months @ £ 12.05

or 36 months co £ 19.56

12 MONTH WARRANTY ON MOST OF OUR USED EQUIPMENT

FIN.ANCE
We now can offer you a
competitive finance package
with only 10% deposit.
Multicomm 2000 is alicensed

**WE NEED YOUR USED EQUIPMENT**

credit broker. Written

TOP PRICES PAID...GUARANTEED!!!

quotations are available upon
request.

LET US SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT FOR YOU
ACCESSORIES

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS

BEARCAT 220XLT

As new

£130

BEARCAT 3000XLT

As new

£159

ICOM ICR-7000

Base

£599

JIM SX-400

Base

£125

£499

NEVADA MS- I000

As new

£195

£595

REALISTIC PRO-2005 As new

£149

£ 189

REALISTIC PRO-2006 Several

from £ 139

AOR AR-7030

5in stock

ICOM 1CR-72E

Great performing set

from £525

JRC NRD-525

Great condition

JRC NRD-345

Ex-demo

£425

JRC NRD-525
KENWOOD R-1000

Good condition

KENWOOD R-2000 +VHF
KENWOOD R-5000

from £299

REALISTIC PRO-2035 Base

£159

REALISTIC PRO-26

Boxed

£110

from £469

REALISTIC PRO-32

£ 190

REALISTIC PRO-63

One week old

£110

£225

STANDARD AX-700

Ex-demo

£325

WELZ WS- 100

Mini hand-held new

£129

WIN- 108

Airhand

£110

8to choose from some incl
VHF

KENWOOD R-600

£595

Mint

LOWE HF150
LOWE HF225

6to choose from

£229

PANASONIC DR-22

Portable

£59

REALISTIC DX- I00

£95

REALISTIC DX-200

£ 125

ROBERTS AIS617

Portable

£99

ROBERTS AIS817

Portable

£ 139

SANGEAN DX-440

Portable

£90

SONY EARTH ORBITER
SONY PRO-80 HE +AIR

£60
£89

SONY SW- 100

Ex-demo

£ 139

SONY SW-55

As new

£ 139

YAESU FRG-100

Several

from £349

YAESU FRG-8800

Several

from £275

YAESU FRG-7700

Good clean condition

£ 189

YAESU FRG- 100

Great condition

£349

AOR AR-3000

Boxed

YUPITERU VT- I25 Mk11
Boxed as new

ERA MICROREADER
JPS NTR-1 DSP Filter
MAPLIN WEATHER SAT. SYSTEM

£489

Boxed

£ 110
£99
£ 110

Less

USED EQUIPMENT
We probably have the largest
range of used equipment in the
country.
Most of our used equipment
carries afull I2- month
warranty and can be purchased
on finance ( if required).

showroom crammed full of
new and used equipment.
All are available for
demonstration.
Callers are welcome anytime!

We source many products

PRICING POLICY

12

Total

10%

for

months

finance

deposit

finance
£260.00 £23.87

We have alarge, modern,

£225

Balance

£289.00 £29.00

can order it!

£ 169

FINANCE EXAMPLE
Cash

books, antennas, linears, etc.
If we don't have it in stock we

LARGE SHOWROOM

DAVIS WEATHER SYSTEM

OPTO SCOUT

also have alarge selection of

£ 105

ACCESSORIES

Price

SCANNERS

£69

Here at Multicomm 2000 we

price

direct and usually offer an
unmatchable price on all of

£315.44

our products.

UNIT 5-7, 86 CAMBRIDGE STREET, ST. NEOTS, CAMBS PE19 1PJ
FAX: 01480 356192
SALES HOTLINE 01480 406770
EMAIL: Sales@multicomm2000.com
WEBSITE: www.multicomm2000.com
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Propagation Forecasts
How to use
the Propagation Charts.

probability of success for the path and time.
To make use of the charts you must select the
chart most closely located to the region
containing the station that you wish to hear. By
selecting the time chosen for listening on the
horizontal axis, the best frequencies for listening
can be determined by the values of the
intersections of the plots against frequency.

The charts contain three plots. The lower dashed
line represents the lowest usable frequency ( LUF),
or ALF (Absorption Limiting Frequency). The
chances of success below this frequency are very
slim.
The middle line indicates the optimum working
frequency ( OWF) with a90% probability of
success for the particular path and time.
Lastly, the upper dashed line, represents the
maximum usable frequency ( MUF) a50%
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Good luck and happy listening.
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Propagation Extra
Ron Ham's barometric pressure chart, taken at Storrington, W. Sussex, June 1998.
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guide
to the
chart

100

The 10.7cm solar radio flux

90

is used as an indicator of

80

the general level of solar
activity.

70

The Kand AP indices are

60

measures of geomagnetic

50

activity.

40

The K index ranges from

30

zero (very quiet) to nine

20

(severely disturbed).

10

Kvalues of five or greater
correspond to geomagnetic
storm conditions that can
relate to poor propagation
conditions.
The AP index ranges from 0
to 400. An AP of 30 is the
threshold for geomagnetic

Day of the Month
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COMMUNICATIONS

.
CORIPETITION
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Subscription
Offer
Order aone year subscription to Short Wave
Magazine now and get aFREE copy of Short
Wave Communications by Peter Rouse GUlDKD.

Short Wave
Communications is a

By subscribing to SWM, you also get the
extra benefits of:
Checking out the 'Trading Post' bargains first.

compact self covered
book containing
international frequency
listings for aviation,
marine, military,

dr

«- Getting your copy before SWM goes on general sale.
4r

rescue and much, much

4r And what's more, when you subscribe this month, you'll get a
free copy of Short Wave Communications.

more. So what are you
waiting for? Order your

Avoiding cover price rises during the period of your
subscription.

government, space
launches, search and

Having SWM delivered direct to your door every month.

Offer open until 31st August 1998.

subscription today, that
way you won't miss out
on this offer of afree

See www.pwpublishing.ltd.uk/books/
for more information

UK

£30

Europe Airmail

£35

Rest Of World Airsaver

£38
£45

Rest Of World Airmail

book.

You can now order on-line.

Subscription Rates ( 1 Year)

PAYMENT DETAILS
Name
Address

TELEPHONE ORDERS TAKEN ON
(01202) 659930 between the hours of
9.00am - 5.00pm. Outside these hours your order will
be recorded on an answerphone

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950
Or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, aphotocopy
will be acceptable to save you cutting your treasured copy!

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

Postcode
Telephone No.

Ienclose cheque/PO ( Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.) £
Or
Charge to my MasterCardNisa/Switch/AMEX Card the amount of £
Card No.
AMERICAN
EXPRESS

Valid from

To rote( ADVANTAGE Of Fla
OFFER. MI IN THE ORDER FORM
OR ell THE CREDIT CARO
MOTU« 0A1 (0/2021 659930
OVOT/A16 Suss
70

Signature

to
Tel

Issue No:
Orders are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery. Prices correct
at time of going to press. Please note: all payments must be made in Sterling. Cash not accepted.

TELEPHONE ORDERS TAKEN ON ( 01202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (
01202) 659950
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• NEVV • SkySpy Software Decoder for ACARS"
SkySpy is asoftware program to decode ACARS" transmissions, the
digital data link between commercial aircraft and ground stations. It carries
information on schedules, weather, emergency conditions, aircraft
performance and status and private messages. To receive and decode
ACARS" data packets you will need:• An AM airband receiver •
• PC running Windows95 ( Pentium'. recommended) •
• a Pervisell demodulator (see below) •
• the SkySpy software program •
Connect the demodulator to Coml or Com2 of your PC and the other end to
the airband receiver. Software installation to your hard disk is easy and
requires just afew minutes. Program features include:• Decode and extract aircraft registration, message and flight number •
• Reliable detection of transmission errors •
• Open multiple browse windows •
• Realtime monitor window for raw packet data display •
• Logging of raw packet display •
• Browse database while receiving new packets •
• Logging of decoded messages to MS Access 95' compatible database •
• Sort/Browse windows on any field •
• UTC date/time included with all logged data •

COMPETITIVE AMATEUR RADIO PRODUCTS

The Complete Collection
•

AD270 Indoor Active Antenna (includes MPU) £70.44
( includes MPU) £93.94

eAD370 Outdoor Active Antenna

Ultra-compact receiving antenna systems giving
wideband coverage from 200kHz to 100MHz at
high sensitivity. Both systems come complete
with amains power unit.
• V.L.F Converter ( 10kHz - 500kHZ)

Converts incoming VLF signals to frequencies
28MHz higher, for easy tuning on normal
communications receivers. Simply connects in
series with the antenna.

All of this for only £24.99

DEMODULATORS FOR JVFAX HAMCOMM
RADIORAFT GSHPC PD2.04 & SKYSPY

• D70 Morse Tutor

• FL3 Audio Filter

http://www.pervisell.com

E-mail: ham@pervisell.com
AYE

MasterCard

/t/eee Pae, &oh
Shortwave Receivers Past & Present
This new comprehensive edition covers over 770 receivers including
European ones manufactured from 1942-1997. Tabletop (non-portable)
general coverage, amateur, shortwave and speciality receivers are
featured. Whether you are a shortwave listener or amateur radio
operator, here is the information you need in an easy-to-use format.
Organised for quick reference, entries include receiver type,
photograph, features, specifications, accessories, variants, availability,
date sold, size and weight, reviews, cost when new, used value, value
rating and status.

All

prices include V.A.T. and postage and packing is free within
mainland U.K. Payment can be made by Visa, Mastercard, Switch,
cheque or postal order.

D

atong Electronics Ltd.

SUPER
DISCONE
25-2000 MHz
with Centre
Radiator(
..

£39.95

No.

complete with 4mts. of quality coax and BNC connector.
95 ADO £600 P6P.

£39.

ADD £
600 P&P.

SWP 100

and BNC connectore , C
gtt 10.95
ADD £6.00 MP.

SWP 150

FREQ. 150. 160MHz.
(MARINEBAND) Length 395mm.

Comes complete wth 4mts.
of quality coax and BNC
connector.
£26.95 ADD £600 P&P

The UK Scanning Directory

Price: £18 50 + £1UK pest. For Europe add £3.25, elsewhere £7.50.

Ask for free catalogue.

Allow 14 days delivery

I
NTERPR ODUCTS

(
SVV88)
8 Abbot Street, Perth PH2 OEB, Scotland
Tel & Fax: 01738 441199
E-mail: interproducts@netmatters.co.uk
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FREQ. 100 - 150MHz.

(AIRBAND) Length 395mm. Comes
complete with 4mts. of quality coax

North Atlantic Flight Communications

This new 6th edition covering 26MHz to 1.8GHz, continues to amaze
everybody. The tens of thousands of frequencies include Civil and
Military Aviation, Army, Navy, the largest Police list ever published, DSS
Snoopers, GCHQ, Eye-in-the-Sky Links, Bailiffs, Prisons, Motor Racing,
Universities, Railways, Telephones, Couriers and many more we dare
not mention. Separate parts cover the Civil Aviation Band and European
frequencies for Dxers. This book remains Britain's largest and best
selling scanning directory, the undisputed leader in the field. No other
book dares to list so many frequencies and in such great detail.

3et
FREQ. 25 - 2000 MHz.(MULTIBAND)
Length 515mm.Comes complete with 4mts. of quality
coax and BNC connector.£29 .95 ADD £
6oo PaP

Price: £15 - £1.25 UK post. Postage for Europe add £2.25 or £5airmail to other destinations.

ZIA Lai*

ec

SWP 2000

Plot trans-Atlantic flights with your HF radio and computer.
Enter the flight details and watch in real time as the program
plots the flight's progress across the North Atlantic on high
resolution charts. The accompanying large book clearly
explains all the procedures from filing the flight plan right
through to landing at the destination, and describes the radio
communications system in depth. Software requires IBM/PC. Please state if you require to
run it on Windows 95 or 3.1.

Then( sundae
moment

Clayton Wood Close, West Park, Leeds, LS16 60E
Tel: +44 (0)113 274 4822 Fax: +44 (0)113 274 2872

SWP HF30 FREQ. 0.05 - 2000 MHz
SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR HF USE Length 775m. Comes

Price: Ë19.50 - 0.50 UK post. European post £5.50 or £12 elsewhere.

We

£ 152.69

The FL3 offers the complete solution to receiver
audio processing. It has powerful filtering
capabilities and enables shortwave listeners to
separate unwanted signals from wanted signals.

DL4SAW IGSHPC) SSTV (V2.21) £34.99 HamComm3.1 £19.99
POCSAG ( PD2.04) £19.99 RadioRaft Version 2.13 £19.99
All prices UK/Eire inc VAT + P&P. For non EU deduct 17.5% VAT.
All products (except software) carry afull money back guarantee.
Minimum Credit Card order £ 15.00. Outside British Isles add £. 00.

Pervisell Ltd., 8 Temple End, High Wycombe, Bucks
HP13 5DR Tel: (01494) 443033 Fax: ( 01494) 448236

£76.32

The revolutionary new way to practise Morse
Code reception. An unlimited supply of precision
Morse at the turn of a switch, plus built-in
oscillator for sending practice.

THE ORIGINAL RECEIVE ONLY with 25 way ' D' type £ 16.99
POCSAG RECEIVE version las above, with variable hysteresis) £ 19.99
TRANSMIT version ( POCSAG Rx + Fax/SSTV/HamComm Tx) £24.99
25 to 9 way Adaptor £3.00. Shareware on 3.5" HD Disks
JVFAX + HamComin 3.1 + PKTMON12 + PD2.04 + WXGRAPH £2.50
RADIORAFT Version 2.13 £ 2.50 DIAISAW SSTV (V1.21 £2.50

REGISTERED VERSIONS OF SOFTWARE
NOW ALSO INCLUDING RADIORAFT

£46.94

All 3Receiving
Antennas above are Itted
with suction cup fittings
and can be mounted on
any smooth surface.

DISCONE ThIS is
designed for external
mounting it is an
excellent all rounder
with receiving Freq,
from 70-700 MHz.
HEIGHT 920 mm.

£24.95
ADO £600 P&P.

H.F.DISCONE
0.05-2000 MHz. ear
Designed at
1.6 MHz With
Centre Radiator

£69.95

ADD £600 P6P.

+SUPER SCAN
STICK BASE
0-2000 MHz.
This is designed for
external mounting on
apole, it will receive
all Freq. at all levels
unlike an omni
antenna.
It has 4capacitor
loaded coils inside
the vertical receiver
to give maximum
sensitivity to even
the weakest of
signals.
HEIGHT 900 mm.

£29.95
ADD £600 P&P

HOORRAKER ( UK) LTD. UNIT 12, CRANFIELD ROAD UNITS, CRANFIELD ROAD,
WOBURN SANDS, BUCKS MK17 SUR.
TEL: ( 01908) 281705. FAX: (01908) 281706. VISA

ele
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Airband

T

Abbreviations
AIC

,
CAA
FL
ft
GASIL

b.f.
LATCC

MHz
Mil
MoD
QFE

ScOACC

SID

V.O.r.

Aeronautical
Information
Circular
automatic
terminal
information
service
Civil Aviation
Authority
flight level
feet
General Aviation
Safety
Information
Leaflet
high frequency
London Area &
Terminal Control
Centre
megahertz
Military
Ministry of
Defence
altimeter pressure
setting, reads zero
when on
aerodrome
Scottish &
Oceanic Area
Control Centre
Standard
Instrument
Departure
very high
frequency omnidirectional radio
range

B.17 " Sally- 13'.
Christine Mlynek.
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he ' Freedom of the Air'. That's what
they once said. Sounds good, but
hardly applicable in today's crowded
airspace. My Museum is based within a
couple of miles of the site that perhaps
we could call the birthplace of British
aviation - Hendon.
Here, Claude Grahame-White started an aerodrome, flying
school and aircraft factory. At one time, aircraft were made up
the road in Colindale. They must have stopped the traffic ( most
of it horse-drawn) on the main (A5) road to deliver aircraft to the
aerodrome!
Later the site became RAF Hendon but no-one would try to
fly from there today (except for occasional helicopters). Well
within the Heathrow Control Zone, the area is just too crowded.
In fact, all that remains of the site is the RAF Museum,
Hendon, established 1972 in some of the original hangars
(refurbished of course). Even older hangars lie in apoor state of
repair. No-one else wants them, why can't the MoD donate them
to the Museum before they disintegrate?
Other reminders of past aeronautical life are the Grahame
Park housing estate, Aerodrome Road, (alongside which the
police have their Hendon college) and Aeroville, ahousing block
once intended as an hotel for aerodrome passengers. Even the
Joint Services Air Trooping Centre has now disappeared.
Why this history lesson? Last month I
explained that various
Rules of the Air governed flight, so even outside of controlled
airspace one does not truly have Freedom of the Air any longer.
Not like in Grahame-White's day. This was in answer to a
question from L Movedey (
London).
Even outside controlled airspace, you are not out of touch.
There is still the Flight Information Service from either LATCC or
ScOACC (even that name has changed, once ScATCC, the
Scottish Air Traffic Control Centre). They can only tell you about
other traffic known to them and they don't have radar. But, they
can also check the weather at destination, file and amend flight
plans, and sometimes tell you if danger areas are active.
Another function of this service is to arrange initial contact
with the Military Middle Airspace Radar Service, which I
describe
below under 'Frequency & Operational News'.
London frequencies are 125.475 ( north of airway B1), 124.6
(east of A47 and south of B1) and 124.75 (west of A47 and south
of B1); Scottish ones are 119.875 (to the south), 126.25 ( in north)
and 127.275MHz Ito the west).

Receiver Hardware
Stuck in ablock of flats in Preston, I'm not surprised that
K. Sharpies suffers from electrical noise interfering with radio
reception. What can be done about it? An outdoor antenna
would certainly help, although the landlord won't agree in this
case. Presumably, that decision is for esthetic reasons.
It also helps transmitting antennas to keep interference away
from adjacent buildings, agood point to emphasise when a
licensed amateur applies for planning permission. I'm not sure
that interference is
properly amatter for
local authorities, but
they seldom
understand about it.
Regrettably, this
incorrectly forces
amateurs to stick with
loft antennas- thus
increasing the chance
of interference!
Back to reception,

though. KS noted my earlier references to noise-cancelling
headsets and wonders if these would help. Well, not really, but
there is alesson to learn from them.
These headsets only cancel out audible background noise, the
sort you'd hear if you walked into the cockpit without wearing a
headset. They incorporate amicrophone that picks up the ambient
noise, which is then amplified. You ask, amplified ( louder!) noise,
what's the good of that? The trick is to make the amplified version
of the sound cancel out the original.
This is done by phase reversal and understanding it in full
requires delving into physics. If you imagine asound wave as seen
on an oscilloscope, it has peaks that then fall through zero and
continue to give atrough ( really an upside down peak) before the
pattern repeats. If apeak and atrough come along at the same
time then, added together, they cancel out. If asignal peak of 1V is
mixed with another signal trough at minus 1V, then the sum total
is zero.
It's all very well cancelling out background audible noise in this
way. The pilots hears the air traffic controller's signal plus
amplified noise that's ' upside-down' in phase compared to the
audible background noise. The real background noise that gets
inside the headset is cancelled by the out-of-phase amplified
version.
This has the disadvantage that the headset contains
complicated active devices requiring asource of power (batteries,
perhaps). Also, important noises such as warning alarms can be
difficult to hear. Strange, though, that the crew never miss the
purser entering the cockpit to offer them first pickings from the
first-class passengers' cheese tray!

Follow-Ups & Foul-Ups
Apologies for misprints in June. Under 'Radio Procedures,' if the
runway has asignificant slope, the threshold ()FE is stated. This
is because each end is at adifferent height above sea level, hence
adifferent OFE applies. It takes less than 30ft to make 1hPa
(hectopascal, was millibar) difference.
'Frequency & Operational News'. In controlled airspace, new
reporting points are GILOK, LECKI & KOMOK.

What Lesson?
What lesson can be learned about radio interference? The ' noise'
consists of radio waves, emitted by all the modem paraphernalia
crammed into abuilt-up area. Standing in the room, you hear
nothing, but, to aradio receiver, all sorts of background
interference is there. What KS needs is some sort of antenna that
cancels out unwanted interference - just like the noise-cancelling
headset gets rid of unwanted background sounds.
On hi. this can be done. It just so happens that the noise
emission from nearby equipment tends to have certain
characteristics that distinguish it from the wanted signal. For a
start, aparticular source of noise would lie in adefinite direction,
so adirectional antenna could reduce the amount of interference
received.
Also, and I
again draw on some physics theory, the
interference will tend to arrive from particular angles to the
horizon, again giving scope for discrimination by asuitable
antenna. Its polarisation could also be different from that of the
wanted signal.
Noise-cancelling antennas usually have arecognisable
element to catch the weak, wanted signal. Then there's asmaller
element to sample the stronger local noise. Finally, the noise is
changed to its ' upside-down' phase before being mixed with the
wanted signal.
Don't forget that the wanted signal also contains the noise!
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Guide Issue 6
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Book
Explains what exactly is
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instructions being given
over your airband radio
between ATC and the
aircraft £6.95 post free.
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LOOK FORWARD ro

introduced on B3 between the BUZAD reporting point and

UB4 and UL613 cross

Brookmans Park v.o.r. beacon. Where UA2,

out- of- phase ' upside-down' version of the noise. In practice,

the international Upper Information Region boundary in the

such devices have controls to get the phasing and amplification

English Channel off Dover, the point has been named DEVAL.
New point ( is it, or was there one there some time ago?) KENET

available. All replies to readers' letters appear in this column, I
regret that no direct correspondence is possible.

is on UG1 between BASET and the Compton v.o.r. New point on
UP2 is BUNCE, between NUMPO and NIGIT.
Controlled Airspace: LATCC loses 136.4MHz. Various airways
have altered frequency under control of the Bristol Suite at
LATCC ( i.e. that part of London Airways in the Bristol area,
nothing to do with

Frequency rd Operational News
Information from the CM either in the form of Martin

Bristol Airport itself).

Sutton,

Uncontrolled

A/C 57/1998 or GASIL 3of 1998.

airspace: All aircraft in

Aerodromes: Belfast City (wasn't it once called Harbour?) has
new a.t.i.s. 136.625MHz. Cardiff loses runway 03/21.

240 except Brize

Haverfordwest's runway 04/22 became 03/21 when magnetic North
moved. Norwich has new a.t.i.s. 128.625MHz. Southport ( Birkdale

middle airspace ( FL100Norton, base FL150) are
welcome to call the

Sands) has been reactivated. Iremember seeing flights from there

Military Middle

when on family holidays in the early 1960s and my 1968 copy of

Airspace Radar Service.
Part of this, Northern

Pooley's lists it. When did it close?
If positioning from Stansted to Gatwick, the Dover or Lydd SIDs
are expected. Positioning implies getting an empty aircraft to the
correct place to start its next revenue-earning sector; loaded
Stansted-Gatwick flights are not anticipated! There was once a
Heathrow-Gatwick helicopter service but that didn't last long. At

Off-Route CoOrdination Area, was
originally called
Northern Radar
Advisory Service Area.

Stornoway the runway 18 localiser ( ISV, 110.9MHz) has been

In England, the west is

withdrawn.
Air-to-Air refuelling areas. Many changes mean that several

on frequency 135.15 and east 135.275MHz, both London Mil.
Scotland is on 134.3MHz, Scottish Mil, afrequency on which

have been renumbered. I'm not sure how many readers are

Brize Radar also participates in the scheme.
All letters and information received up to June 9have been

interested in these, so if you want me to list them all - write in and I
will! For further details on anything seen in ' Frequency &
Operational News' please write in and don't forget to say which
issue of SWM you ate referring to.
Airways: Anew un named significant point has been
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VolumeFlightdeek
On The
One - £ 14.95
+ £1p&p (2 hours)

HEARING FROM you.

=Wanted Signal. The subtraction actually means mixing in an

suggest you try the various advertisers in SWMto see what's

Five Days in May

movements in aone

open 7 day
s a week 8am

just right.
I
can't recommend any particular commercial offering, so I

Plane Football Crazy
£16.99 +£ 1p&p
(2 hours)

£14.99
(2 hours)
+£ 1p&p

Best of two days

We accept Visa, Access, Switch, Visa Delta, Cheques, Postal Orders and Cash of course! And we are

So, what do we nave nowl its IWanteti signal + Noise) - Noise

Hong Kong '96
£16.99 + £ 1
(2 hours)

Pottier P17ORS.
Christine Mynah.

included in 'Airband.' The next three deadlines (for topical
information) are August 10, September 7and October 5. Replies
always appear in this column and it is regretted that no direct
correspondence is possible.
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LEICESTER AMATEUR

RADIO

SHOW COMMITITE PRESENT THE

CAN'T GET HOLD OF
YOUR COPY OF
SHORT WAVE
MAGAZINE?

27th LEICESTER
AMATEUR RADIO
SHOW
at anew venue

CASTLE DONINGTON
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION
CENTRE

You should be able to obtain SWM from
WHSmith and John Menzies stores throughout
the UK from the day of publication ( 4th Thursday
of every month). It should appear on the shelves,
but if you cannot find it ask, or enquire about
reserving acopy.

near juction 23A M1 motorway & East Midlands
International Airport
on

Friday 25th & Saturday 26th
SEPTEMBER, 1998
Direct bus services from Barnsley, Bradford, Leeds, Leicester, Sheffield,
Loughborough, Milton Keynes, Nottingham and Wakefield to East Midlands
Airport. Free shuttle bus from airport to exhibition hall.
Nearest railway stations: Derby and Loughborough on Midland Mainline from
Leeds, Sheffield, Wakefield, Kettering, Wellingborough, Luton, Bedford, London
(St. Pancras) and the continent. Central trains from Birmingham and the SouthWest serve Derby also. Central trains from Cambridge and the East serve Leicester.
Air flights from the UK and the World via the British Midland Airways link from
Schipol Airport, Amsterdam, Holland.
ALL THE USUAL FEATURES BUT EVEN BIGGER THAN EVER. 150 STANDS,
A CONVENTION AND FLEA MARKET.

For stand and table bookings contact John Theodorson, G4MTR
Tel/Fax: ( 01604) 790966
E-mail G4MTPelars org uk
For further details contact Geoff Dover, G4AFJ.
Tel: (
01455) 823344 or Fax: (
01455) 828273

Many independent newsagents also stock copies
of SWM and if you want to make sure you don't
miss out ask your newsagent to reserve acopy for
you on a regular monthly basis.
If you continue to experience problems in getting
Short Wave Magazine from any newsagent please
call:

Donna Vincent, Distribution
Complaints on ( 01202) 659910.

or see our internet site http//www.lars.org.uk with maps and all sorts of
information on how to reach the show and all its features.
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Simply plug it in with your headphones or L.S. No batteries required.
Cuts down Hum, hiss and sideband splatter

£16.50 + £1.00 postage.

- T400

0LONG-WIRE COUPLEIG
TRANSFORMER
UTENNA TUNING UNIT

(Sometimes known as a "Magnetic Bailin").
Use your wire antenna with a screened
down lead

£6.75 + £1.00 postage.

A very versatile ATU with a special mode switch.
With quality aluminium case

£54.00 + £4.00 postage.

Low frequency version (below 500kHz)

LAKE ELECTRONICS, DEPT SW, 7Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NG16 1BX
Phone: 0115 - 938 2509

E-mail: radkitecompuserve.com

f

N

£68.00 + £4.00 postage.

(
Callers by appointment only

SEND SSAE FOR A BROCHURE OF OUR COMPLETE RANGE

iGnrucK1

The Airband Shop

AIR SUPPLY

MANCHESTER'S PREMIER AVIATION STORE
We stock all the enthusiast needs

97 HIGH STREET, YEADON, LEEDS LS19 7TA
OUT-OF-DATE AERAD CHARTS, SUPPLEMENTS AND
AERODROME BOOKLETS AVAILABLE. RING FOR PRICES.
Send for our new "NO FRILLS" Frequency Guide. Only

Scanners, Books, Models, Videos, Charts,
Apparel, Software and more.
Send £ 1.00 ( no coins please) for our illustrated
catalogue or visit our web site at:
www.flightdeck.co.uk

£4.99 inc P&P. Catalogue £ 1.50 ( Refundable).
For personal and friendly advice, consult the Airband Experts
Phone Ken Cothliff on 0113-250 9581. Fax 0113-250 0119
Web site: www.inter-plane.com/airsupply
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Flightdeck, Dept SW, 192 Wilmslow Road
Heald Green, Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 3BH
Tel: 0161-499 9350. Fax: 0/6/-499 9349
E-mail: FlightDek@aol.com
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Satellite TV News
ootball, football everywhere, if you like
World Cup Football then the mid-June
satellite airwaves have been full of it ( you
can't even escape with Band 1TVDX as
June Sporadic Ebrings them in as well! perhaps of more interest to sat-zappers is
the newly slotted Intelsat 801 @ 31.5°W that
has produced several UK bound dedicated feeds,
there's the ' ITV MCR WC'98' ( ITV Master Control World
Cup ' 98) @ 10.968GHz vert, and a ' mobile' SNG truck
that appears at 11.026GHz vert which has carried
uplink site idents such as ' Scottish Team Hotel' and
'English Hotel', St. Remy de Province.

Intelsat Kproduced this test pattern feeding into the
German TV network.
Time served s.w.l.s will recall the days of Cold War radio
jamming. Amore subtle and as yet totally unpreventable form
of jamming has now been 'seen'. It's thanks to Alan
Davidson (
Scotland) that an early sighting of the recently
launched NILESAT-1@ 7°W has been logged and carrying
Libyan TV on two transponders ( 11.859 and 11.974GHz vert)
but during the daytime transmissions of June 3/4 jamming on
the downlink was noted.
Libyan TV carries extensive coverage of military activity
and triumph interspersed with Colonel Gadaffi speeches,
clearly this rhetoric isn't favoured by unknown parties who
have been uplinking interfering signals onto the satellite which
in turn mixes with the 'real' Libyan uplink, the satellite then
downlinks corrupted pictures and sound.
I
checked out the signals of June 7and found pictures but

Egyptian Space Channel on Eutelsat 16°E, aconcert
from Luxor during the desert night, laser beams, the
Sphinx and the Pyramids - an impressive setting.
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no audio, only modulation-free carriers at 6.6, 7.2 and
7.8MHz. Reception can be touchy since amega strong
Telecom 2A is at 8°W! Last year there were reports of MEDTV jammed on Eutelsat II F2 from a
suspected Turkish uplink site and
at the present time the Chinese
Apstar-l@ 138°E has suffered
jamming on atransponder used
by AP Holdings for stockbroking
and financial data transfer
(suggestions of uplink site
involvement in Taiwan or Macau).
The evening of May 25th
produced alive broadcast concert
with an orchestra placed around
the feet of the Sphinx at Luxor,
Egypt. The Egyptian Space
Channel carried via Eutelsat II F3,
16°E, 11.178GHz vertical aclassical
music concert, opera and during intervals the presentation
Fort Worth is the home of
of cultural awards to various individuals.
Tandy - and also a
The backdrop of this desert entertainment included the
satellite teleportI4
illuminated Pyramids enhanced with laser beams and other
lighting effects against ablack Egyptian sky. Aremarkable
and impressive show which was
also carried for European
distribution over Eutelsat II F2,
7°E using SIS (sound in syncs).
Roy Carman (
Sandown, loW)
also viewed the concert and says
that Egyptian TV have carried
similar concerts from this unique
venue in the past.
Satellites are communications
tools, unfortunately, they carry bad
news as well as good. This was
illustrated on June 3rd when a
Northbound German express train
was derailed South of Hannover
and over 100 people were killed. At
least two analogue uplink trucks were soon deployed on-site
All sorts of sports
to relay scenes of metal and human carnage to Germany and
appears from the USA
the rest of Europe.
destined for the various
Major carrier was the Kopemicus DFS-2 satellite @ 28.5°E
PAY-TV channels in
and the NDR-1 truck maintained constant picture output up to
Europe.
midnight for at least two days after
the crash. During clearance of the
debris evening of the 5th the
1111EnDTyrWLMT
workers gathered round the foot of
arescue crane for some minutes
in what seemed an occasion of
prayer.
John Womersley (
Bradford)
is another digital satellite zapper
and has sent alisting of input
parameters to establish pictures
on the Nokia 9600 receiver. He
mentions areliable source of
media news - radio, TV, satellite,
etc. is Media Scan from Radio
Sweden transmitted on the 1st and
3rd Tuesday each month in Medium Wave 1179kHz at 1330,
WPTY Ident from WLMT.
1830, 203OUTC and also at 13°E via satellite - Eutelsat II Fl,
NBC Europe, 10.987GHz vertical transponder on the 7.56MHz
audio subcarrier.
Dean Rogers ( Abbeywood, SE2) must be in his

Worth
Teleport

Dallas Fort
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heaven now with football everywhere, Dean watches sports
across the Clarke Belt and in May through early June found
athletics, Grand Prix, tennis and mountainbike trials. The 24
hours Le Mans race was extensively featured on several
satellites, aBT uplink out of France ended up on Intelsat K @
21.5°W which offered continuous track and pit coverage
through late Saturday June 6up to about midnight UK time,
then recommenced early am on June 7.
The night-time racing was abasic coverage of headlight
glare though pit action with turbo-quick wheel changes and
instant repairs using hand-held cameras was really exciting.
(My local garage charges £24 an hour labour, I
wish they'd used
Le Mans engineers - afull service and oil change would cost
under £2.50).
Afew days earlier the French Grand Prix May 31 dramatic
exciting motor bike action on the Paul Ricard circuit from
midday onwards - again via Intelsat K - though it's worth
checking the Telecom birds for original uplink offerings from
the race track to studio. The latter may of course be in SECAM
whereas outbound European feeds will undoubtedly be in
either PAL or NTSC.
I'm in the process of re-organising my equipment, acouple
of new Manhattan receivers and modifying my larger 1.5m dish
for C-Band, as aconsequence acouple of my older manually
tuned receivers, an SR-50L1 and RR-50 have now found homes
with Roy Carman and Jim Scofield, both on the loW. Roy is
another sports enthusiast particularly rugby and football - the
20th May Football Champions League Cup Final was logged on
Eutelsat II F4- 7°E, Telecom 2C - 3°E, Telecom 2d - 5°W, Intelsat
K - 21.5°W, Intelsat 801 - 31.5°W!
Sky News often carry analogue feeds Eastbound from the
States on Intelsat K, May 22 and alive report in from the latest
school massacre, May 24 and violence this time on an EBU
distribution feed via 7°E showing scenes of destruction and
violence in Jakarta, Indonesia.
Gentler news the same day came just down the road from
my location, the end of the Whitbread Round the World yacht
race at Ocean Village, Southampton. Inoticed two analogue
feeds outbound, one alive action OB (outside broadcast) of the
yachts returning into the quayside at 11.540GHz horizontal and
the APTV (Associated Press) generic feed with commentary at
11.498GHz hor.

Orbital News
Following the division of Intelsat, so Eutelsat have announced
that the commercial and regulatory sides of their operation will
be split- though still based in France. Proposals will be on the
table by mid '99 and in practice by end 2001.
Astra 2A planned for aProton launch into 28.2°E slot for the
start of BSKYB digital has suffered more delays and now it's
reckoned to launch by end August. The delays are caused by
the problems resulting from the Proton/AsiaSat-3, 4th stage
booster which failed to correctly orbit the satellite.
Anew analogue Astra channel is in the pipeline with an
Asian TV service soon - Sunrise Television that operates in
London as Sunrise Radio has been offered transponder
capacity by SES to target Asian communities and homes across
Europe. The Indian satellite service ZEE-TV has gone onto the
New York Stock Exchange seeking $ 100M to expand their TV
empire both across India and overseas.
The Italian PAY-TV digital TV platform Telepiu may be into
competition soon with arival digital service that is being
discussed between the state broadcaster RAI and Telecom
Italia. Canal+ have considerable financial interests with the
Telepiu opertion and the new platform will break that
monopoly. The RAI consorteum have also had discussions with
the Canal+ French rival digital platform 'Television Par
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Hughes Space have areceived an
order of a15kW HS-702 satellite from
Telesat Canada that is reckoned to be
the World's highest powered bird. It
will carry 48 trdrs in Ku and 36 trdr in
C-Band and reckoning an operational
life of 15 years. To be known as ANIKF, the bird will slot at 107.3°W and the
high powers required will be obtained
from the new high efficiency dual

11111111 1111111111. ,
AMER IC ANI
BROADCAST ING

junction Gallium Arsenide solar cells.
Wenlock Burton (Australia) Emailed to say that the Galaxy Pay-TV
211N digi feed for ABC
satellite operation announced liquidation May 18th after five
News, London.
years owing $A700M, at the time of
writing programmes were still onair though with only 90,000
subscribers it was likely to close
down.
Muppet TV may soon air as
9.00 News
Jim Henson/Hallmark are planning
the 'Kermit Channel' launching this
9.20 Waterford Regional Hospital
September initially targetting
Central America and Asia with
9.50 Foster and Allen
other regions in the pipeline if the
channel is popular.
10.20 Vincent Browne Interviews
The well known Worldwide
Television News (WTN) has been
bought out by APTV for nearly
£35M and maybe absorbed into
Tara TV on 34`'W digi.
APTV with many job losses at VVTN.
World-wide operates from facilities in both London and
New York. FTTV ( Financial Times
Television) is also to close since it
was dropped by CNBC and will
cease its London operation by mid
July.
Mention above of the loss of
AsiaSat-3 on December 25th last
after the 4th stage booster failed
has resulted in areplacement
AsiaSat-3R order from Hughes with
the insurance payout. The original
AsiaSat-3 bird went into an
unuseable orbit and written off.
Hughes now have fired onboard rockets to exit the craft - now
called HGS-1 - from the Earth and to
successfully orbit the moon to hopefully achieve an
improved orbital path on return to the Earth. The early May
salvage attempts were successful,
another lunar orbit burn has been
actioned to improve still further the
geostationary orbit and then to
utilise the brand new satellite in a
useful telecommunications role.
More solar panel problems
aboard the PAS-6craft at 43°W
which has lost 40% power
availability. The co-slotted PAS-3R
has now been pressed into service
downlinking into Central/South
America the SKY DTH service. A
replacement PAS-6B is due to
launch Winter '98 though as a
temporary measure, dishes are being
changed from the typical 900mm to 1.5m types.

More Hi-tech screen
aids.

UK1 - 140 Reuters digi,
Baghdad.

Satellite' (TPS) with aview to further co-operation between the
services.
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Decode

I

fyou're into the more advanced decoding modes and
enjoy the challenge of trying to identify new signals,
you'll be interested in some new software. Brown Bear
Software have just released anew analysis program
called Analyzer 2000. This is an amazing product
packed with features to help you take apart just about

any audio signal.
The program provides fast, high resolution time/frequency
analysis of audio signals via the PC's ordinary sound card. The
speed of analysis is so good that it can handle real-time signal
processing at sample rates from 8kHz right through to 44.1kHz!
This is really quick and means it should be able to comfortably
handle any data signal that you can find on the hi bands.
One of the features that gives this program the edge over
some other analysis tools is the versatile display system. This
gives you access to several analysis tools at the same time which
means that you can identify the signals much faster. In atypical
set-up, the main part of the screen is taken-up with aspectrum
analyser display. This can then be supplemented with awaterfall
style spectrograph immediately below the main screen. This is
rather aptly called asonogram which links well with the sonic
signature that it provides. With this sort of analysis power you will
not be surprised to hear that Analyzer 2000 needs afairly rapid
PC.
The minimum processor spec. suggested by Brown Bear is a
486DX100, but you'll get much better results with 166MHz
Pentium or better. You will also need Windows95 or NT 4.0 as
your operating system. The sound card requirements are not
particularly demanding with just astandard 16-bit card required.
You will also need amodem graphics system capable of running
256 colours with 800 x600 pixel resolution. Although this is a
fairly high spec., prices are plummeting at an amazing rate at the
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Beck %mete Reload

First you need to visit
the WUN site and get the
appropriate .WAV file. If
you want to short-cut the
search the full address for
this file is
http://www.gem.net/berritwunifiles/sounds/
usafvft.wav
With the file

Window

fâ

Horne

Help

Beach

4;

God.

Fret

IPS Is ame of the Drparautat gtt Industn Sctrarr and I011,1,111 part 'gibe ' 1,1 ell In
Got Hama,
r. 1PS provides the Australian radio propagation and spare environment senders.

downloaded, start
NEW FOR 199
Analyzer 2000, select
IMIt://www.ips.oz.eu/asfriaus_geomag/indexhtml
wavtbl and the display
should burst into life. Before you can start analysing you need to
make afew adjustments to improve the visibility of the important
characteristics.
First thing to do is hit the Average button or select Average from
the Tools menu. This causes the spectrum analyser to average the
display which stops it jumping around quite so much. Next you

Fig. 1: IPS Web
Site.

need to go to go to the Options menu and select FFT Control,
whereupon adialogue box should appear. If it doesn't you may find
that it's lurking at the bottom of your screen and you just have to
drag it up and maximise it.
The FFT control panel is where you make the adjustments to
increase the visibility of the important parts of your signal. The
settings to go for are fekHz111.025kHz (this is pre-set by the .WAV
file), Size 2048, Points 512, Overlap 16, Window Blackman. This
should produce afrequency resolution of 7Hz and time resolution of
5.805ms.
If all has gone well you should find your display looks very
similar to Fg. 4. The next step is to make some measurements to
work out some of the important parameters of the signal. First of all
you will see that there are 12 channels - the two outer ones show

A1110.0.11'
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Stop

fedlb

moment and 166MHz PCs are becoming common place. Installing
very faintly. This is likely to be due to some over-filtering in the
and running the program follows standard Windows95
receiver. The next thing to check is the shift used for each channel
conventions, so is very straightforward.
and the spacing between the channels. This is dead easy thanks to
There was also acomprehensive help file to guide you
the excellent markers provided with Analyzer 2000.
through the program's features. With everything ready to go you
Next, either freeze the
can start taking signals apart.
North Atlantic Region Real Time Ionospheric Map - Netscape
display using the View
When you first start you have
Elie
Edit View Uo Window Help
menu, or wait until the
to select asignal source - this
end of the file playback.
can be set to sound card or
Now just click on the blue
.WAV file. The sound card
vertical marker and move
option is for when you want to
the pointer so that it's
monitor and analyse alive
lined-up over the left hand
signal. The .WAV file option is
centre of one channel,
for processing sounds that
then click the red marker
have been previously saved in
and move it to the right
this .WAV format.
hand centre of the same
If you want to check-out a
channel. The coloured
new signal I
would
display at the top will then
recommend that you start
indicate the two
with a .WAV file as you can
frequencies and, more
play and replay the same
importantly, the difference
piece over again until you
between them.
Document: Done
have it cracked. It's also a
This is abit fiddly, but
good idea to use a .WAV file to
find your way around Analyzer 2000 as it's much more predictable
than using alive signal.
If you want asupply of .WAV files for utility signals take alook
at the Utility files section of the WUN Web site. Here you'll find an
excellent selection of .WAV files covering most of the common
complex modes. Once you have your wave file you can use the
standard cassette recorder style start, stop and rewind controls to
play the signal back for analysis. I've shown afew screen shots of
some typical utility transmissions. To help you get started I'll run
through how I
produced the multi-channel et. display.

d

Seamy

Fig. 2: IPS Real Time Propagation
Map.

I
reckon the shift is close to 50Hz. To measure the spacing between
channels you just pick-up the red marker and move it to the left
hand centre of the next channel - I
make this 210Hz. You can see just
how powerful this program is for analysing and finger printing data
signals. The next characteristic to measure is the baud rate used for
each of the channels. To do this you need carry out some 'time
analysis' using the sonogram display. The best way to determine
the baud rate is to first of all measure the period of the shortest data
bit you can find in the signal.
This will in effect be asignal binary digit and we can use this to
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calculate the speed. To do this first turn-off the red and blue solid
markers by clicking on the appropriate buttons. Now hit the red
dotted marker, and move the cursor to the centre of one edge of
the shortest bit. Now do the same with the blue marker and move
it to the centre of the other edge. You will now find the absolute
time shown for each marker plus the all important difference.
When I
tried this the difference figure came out at about 20ms.
If you then divide this figure into 1000 the result will be the bit rate
of the signal e.g. 1000/20 = 50. If you're finding this abit tricky try
running through the same process but analyse the RTTY file from
the WUN site. You should find that uses 850Hz shift and asmallest
bit of 20ms so give 50baud. So you can see that, in just afew
minutes, you can determine most of the vital statistics of just
about any data signal.
Of course, once you've done all this you can switch to your
decoder with the correct mode and try and decode the data.
However, you will find that most of the fun is in identifying the
mode. Once you've mastered the technique of analysis from a
.WAV file you can then move on to dealing with signals in real
time. To do this you just select 'srtdbIstDry' as the signal source
You can also choose to save the live signal if you wish for further
analysis later.
To give you ataste of things to come there is aMorse decoder
built-in to the program. This is anovel application that uses the
analysis software to pick-out and decode Morse signals. The
reason I
say this is ataster is because there are plans to include an
f.s.k./p.s.k. demodulator and 'bit analysis' in afuture version.
Other goodies to come are afacility to accept alow if. signal
(11.025kHz ±5kHz) for analysis direct from d.s.p. based receivers.
There are also plans for full baseband analysis with
constellation diagram, phase diagram and frequency diagram for
signal classification. Needless to say, Analyzer 2000 is not free, but
you can get your hands on ademo version that has aself
extending start-up delay and the program automatically shuts
down after 15 minutes operation. This is plenty enough time to let
you see the potential of the program. You can of course re-start
the program immediately it closes down. However, there's
nothing you can do about the ever lengthening start-up delay. If
you want to get the full package, it is very reasonably priced at
$98US or DM180.
To find out more you can contact Brown Bear at Brown Bear
Software, Thomas Braunstorfinger and Martin Hisch, GbR
St.-Sylvester-Str. 15A 85661 Forstinning or E-mail:
MHBAER@AOL.COM and BTF1@AOL.COM If you want to try
the demo version of the program you can download it from:
http://memberlaol.com/
btfl/Analyser2000.html Please
note that the last character of btf1
is the number one not an I
or I!
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in the company of an experienced
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Lirio
listener you will find that he or she
tri Ë111 1111L,11
can identify most of the modes
I
almost instantaneously. Of course
Rene W7"
e
IIislenance
decoding the signals is adifferent
story, but if you can learn to
identify signals by ear you will save
—4
yourself alot of time. First of all this
skill means that you can quickly
identify the particular signal type
from all the general mush. But
perhaps more interestingly it
enables you to quickly eliminate
common modes so you can find
those new or unusual signals to
challenge your analysis skills.
Getting back to the point, there aren't too many sources of
data recordings. Probably the most comprehensive is the
Klingenfuss double CD. The full title is CD Recording Of
Modulation Types and it's avery comprehensive collection of data
signals that are all properly identified. In addition to helping you
learn to recognise the sounds of different signals you can also use
the CD to help you get accustomed to your decoder. The ideal way
to do this is to play the CD through aportable CD player and plug
the 3.5mm jack of your decoder into the earphone jack of the CD
-.
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Fig. 3: Analyzer
2000 with RTTY
Signal.

player.
The great beauty of this system is that you can keep repeating
the same signal till you've cracked the decoding. The only
problem with the Klingenfuss CD is getting hold of acopy.
Because the market is fairly small very few suppliers seem to keep
it. An alternative for those of you with Internet access is to visit the
WUN Web site I
mentioned earlier.
If you go to the Utility Files, Sounds page, you will find awide
selection of pre-recorded sound bytes for lots of data modes.
These can either be played within your Web browser or you can
download the files. To do this with most browsers you hold down
the shift key whilst you double-click on the icon. Your browser
with then ask you to select adirectory to save the sound as a
.WAV file.
Once you've got the file you can use any standard Windows
.WAV player to play it back through your sound card. If you have
an external decoder you can test it by connecting your decoder to
the headphone output of your sound card. If you're running
HAMCOMM/RadioRaft or other DOS based decoders you can't
use the .WAV file to test your decoder.

Propagation
On-Line

Fig. 4: Multichannel analysis.

Regular readers will know
that I've featured
SkySpy Update
66.16,6./s
al3 Row
propagation tools on a
number of occasions but
I've just received an upgrade for
most of this has focused
SkySpy, the excellent ACARS
on anumber of programs
program taking it up to version 1.1.
that can be run on your
The main benefit of this version is
computer. However, there
the inclusion of acomprehensive
is another method
help file that was absent from the
available to those of you
initial release. This addition
with Internet access. Take
provides essential help for new
avisit to the Australian
users and experts alike. If you want
Mcoson
WEemiife elrerlate MAnalyzer ue4,A. 06 61
IPS page at
to get yourself acopy of SkySpy
http://www.ips.oz.au/ There you will find ahost of advanced
take alook at Pervisell's advert on page 80 of this magazine or
propagation information. Not only does this site cover the
pay avisit to their excellent Web site which can be found at
obvious Australian interest, but you can get data for all parts of
http://www.pervisell.com The current price for SkySpy is
the globe. You can even get real-time maps showing all manner of
£24.99.
useful data. One that I've shown here is areal-time ionospheric
map showing the conditions from London on June 13th. You can
Sound Source
even produce customised reports right down to producing a
global point-to-point prediction. This latter feature does require a
One of the aids that can really help those new to the data modes
Java enabled browser but is well worth ago.
is arecording of the various signal types. I
say this because by far
the best signal analysis tool around is sat on your shoulders! I
really mean it. If you ever get the chance to tune around the bands
,
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At last, you can SEE
what you are hearing!
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Press F5 and walk into anew world

Decoding what you hear on your radio receiver has been adifficult - and expensive
task. You could have chosen black boxes which work - but are limited in their
coverage and can soon become near obsolete. You could go the software route, using
excellent, but limited shareware programs. Which sometimes need a degree in
computer science and the patience ofJob to set up and keep in tune. Doesn't it make
sense to use the power you already have in your PC? To harness that power and, with
Hoka Code3 GOLD's superfast software, plug in to professional style monitoring?

Press F5 and walk into anew world

At Hoka, we have been working for ayear on our new Code3 GOLD program. We
wanted to make it decode more easily and quickly. So we borrowed the advanced
software Digital Signal Processing from our professional Code30 software ( don't
even ask the cost!) and we matched this with the latest surface mount miniaturised
electronics for the hardware interface. We made it possible to plug in to the serial
port of your PC without an adaptor. We supported all four COM ports. We even
tapped the PC for apower supply!

Press F5 and walk into anew world

What happens when you tune in is simply magic. Pressing F5 brings up your own
spectrum analyser to show shift and baud speeds. Press enter and Code3 GOLD
jumps into decoding mode and begins to decode. Even if your signal is one of the
very few not available via Hoka, you are told what it is. Now, a new world of
information opens up to you. Pilots sending flight data on ACARS, the fascinating
world of pagers, packet systems, ship's messages and slow scan TV. Met station
weather maps - even the special 2400Hz modulated tone system from geostationary
satellites. Did we mention that with Code3 GOLD you'll be able to decode nearly
every decodable system on short wave?

Hoka Sales UK, PO Box 2630, Eastbourne, East Sussex BN20 9RU
Tel/Fax: ( 01323) 487919
E-mail:

hokasales@pavilion.co.uk
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See our web page: http://www.hoka.com
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Timestep
Advanced Weather Satellite users
will by now have read about our
new TRACK II prediction
software. Full screen colour
graphics and 6simultaneous
satellites are just some of the
amazing features. For the ultimate
in detail we offer HRPT digital
systems with five 1.1km ground
sensors, towns and rivers are
clearly visible. For everyday use
we also have the PDUS digital
Meteosat system that takes 2.51cm
data every 30 minutes. Timestep
PDUS colour animate is used
several times aday by Anglia
Television because of its very high
resolution combined with
spectacular colour. Forecasters will
appreciate temperature calibrated
30 minute interval images.

PROsat II is used by most leading
Weather Satellite enthusiasts.
They have come to rely on the
vastly superior features of PROsat
II. Features such as 1,000 frame
full screen full colour animate, 3D,
direct temperature readout,
latitude-longitude overlays and
country outlines from NOAA, and
Windows export make Timestep
products preferred by most serious
users. All satellites are catered for
including the awkward Japanese
OMS and the very infrequent
Soviet Okean series. All current
SVGA cards are supported.
NOAA images contain full
resolution visible and infrared
data in astunning 2.4Mb file!
If you really are serious about
Weather Satellites, phone or write
us now for acolour catalogue and
find out why the world's experts
including Arthur C. Clarke use and
recommend our equipment.

Timestep

A full range of separate Antennas,
Preamplifiers, Cables, Receivers
and accessories are held in stock.

PO Box 2001 Newmarket CB8 8QA
Tel: 01440 820040 Fax: 01440 820281

SSPECTRUM
OMMUNI CATIONS
Unit 6B, Poundbury West Estate, Dorchester, Dorset DT1 2PG
Opening times: 9.00am - 1.00pm, 2.00pm - 5.00pm Tue.Fri, 9.00am - 1.00pm Sat. Closed Sun & Mon

WEATHER SATELLITE SYSTEM
WEATHER SATELLITE RECEIVER, 5 channel crystal
controlled receiver with scan facility and effective Smeter. Good
immunity to adjacent channel paging interference. Monitor
loudspeaker and remote switching facility. Type WSR. Boxed kit
£127.40. Boxed built £184.75. Insured post £5.00.
SATELLITE ANTENNA, 2 element crossed Yagi phased for
circular polarisation and beamed skywards. Ready to assemble
£35.00. Postage £5.00.
COMPUTER INTERFACE Universal receive interface that
works really well with all popular software for weather pictures.
Type UNIFACE 1000. Boxed kit £30.00. Ready built £45.00.
Postage £2.50.
SYSTEM CABLES DIN to phono for UNIFACE to receiver. DIN
to 9or 25 pin D for UNIFACE to computer. State type required
when ordering. Parts £5.50. Made-up £10.00. Including postage.

England

PHOTAVIA PRESS

AIRWAVES 98

!MEW!

THE FIFTH EDITION OF THE UK's MOST COMPREHENSIVE AND UP
TO DATE HF/VHF/UHF AVIATION FREQUENCY DIRECTORY

PUBLISHED APR 98 - TEXT & MAPS HAVE BEEN FULLY UPDATED AND EXPANDED
HUNDREDS OF ADDRIONS AND AMENDMENTS - ALL THE LATEST AIRBAND INFO
INCLUDES ALL THE PAST YEARS UHF CHANGES TO AIRFIELDS AND UKADGE/ADR
TOWER - APPROACH - RADAR • GROUND - AIR TO AIR - RANGES - STUDS - ATIS • GCI
SQUADRON OPS - AIR REFUELLING - VOLMET - AIRLINE OPS - AFIS - AWACS
AIR DEFENCE RADAR ( UK/EUROPE) - GROUND OPS - AEROBATIC TEAMS - SAR
UK/EUROPEAN CIVIL & MILITARY AREA RADAR - AIRFIELD STUDS (MUCH EXPANDED)
SSR SQUAWK CODES - FOUR LETTER AIRFIELD CODES - UK BASED MILITARY UNITS
MAPS OF - UK TRANSMITTER SITES AND FREQUENCIES - MILITARY TACAN ROUTES
LOW ALTITUDE & AIR REFUELLING AREAS - UK RADAR SECTORS AND FREQUENCIES
UK PRIMARY AIRWAYS AND REPORTING POINTS - UK OCEANIC ROUTES AND
FREQUENCIES - SUPERSONIC ROUTES • MAJOR WORLD AIR ROUTE HF AREAS - ETC
MILITARY AND CIVIL HF DIRECTORY • INCLUDES MANY DISCRETE FREQUENCIES AND
CHANNEL DESIGNATORS • RAF/ROYAL NAVY - WORLDWIDE/NATO MILITARY AIR-ARMS
UN - US MILITARY GLOBAL HF NET - MYSTIC STAR - US NAVY - US COAST GUARD
HURRICANE HUNTERS - VOLMET - SEARCH & RESCUE - SPACE SHUTTLE - MAJOR WORLD
AIR ROUTES - AIRLINE OPS - LONG DISTANCE OPERATIONS CONTROL - DOMESTIC CIVIL HF

UK PRICE £8.95/EIRE & EEC £9.95 INCLUDING P&P

CALLSIGN 98 if
THE FOURTH EDITION OF OUR
CIVIL AND MILITARY

NEW II

PUBLISHED MAR 1998
FULLY UPDATED WITH OVER
3050 ADDITIONS & CHANGES
162 PAGES. A5 SIZE
WIRE SPIRAL BOUND
OVER 8600 CIVIL & MILITARY
AVIATIONS CALLSIGNS

JVFAX SOFTWARE A copy of the popular shareware version 7.0
or 7.1a on a3.5" floppy disk. £2.50. Postage 50p.

AVIATION CALLSIGN DIRECTORY

COMPLETE SYSTEM as described above and including
complimentary JVFAX version 7.0 or 7.1a software but not
including antenna downlead, in kit form £202.90 including
carriage. Ready built £285.00 including carriage.

MILITARY DIRECTORY - CALLSIGNS ARE LISTED ALPHABETICALLY AND ALSO
BY AIRARM & SQUADRON - INFORMATION INCLUDES: CALLSIGN - AIRCRAFT
TYPE - CODE - OPERATOR/SQUADRON - HOME BASE - REMARKS
CIVIL DIRECTORY - CIVIL CALLSIGNS FROM OVER 180 COUNTRIES ARE
LISTED ALPHABETICALLY AND ALSO BY THREE LETTER AIR TRAFFIC PREFIX
INFORMATION INCLUDES: CALLSIGN - THREE LETTER ATC PREFIX
AIRLINE OR OPERATOR - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN - REGISTRATION PREFIX

SEND SAE FOR CATALOGUE

TELEPHONE AND FAX ( 01305) 262250
MIMI'
Cle
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UK PRICE £8.95/E IRE & EEC £9.95 INCLUDING P&P
SORRY - NO CREDIT CARDS) CHEQUES/EUROCHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS/PAYABLE TO:

PHOTAVIA PRESS/DEPT SW - SUNRISE BREAK
CHISELDON FARM - SOUTHDOWN HILL - BRIXHAM
DEVON TO5 OAE - UK
Tel: 01803 855599
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Info in Orbit

S

hortly before the launch of NOAA-K, I
contacted Wayne Winston, aNOM/NESDIS

through different sensors.

meteorologist, who told me that the a.p.t.

shown in Fig. 2, and Fig. 3
shows the Advanced Microwave

transmitter would be activated very shortly
after launch. The first 'official' images from
NOAA-K were obtained by NOM staff on 13
May, from channel 2, one of two visible

image was captured just minutes after the visible channels

region and helps to build
temperature and humidity
profiles of the atmosphere.

Once confirmed in orbit it was renamed NOM- 15. The plan is

Resolution is around 48km.
My thanks to the National

fine for those with high resolution image- receiving hardware

Oceanic and Atmospheric

(h.r.p.t.)- those transmitters are working fine. Unfortunately, users
of the low resolution ( a.p.t.) images transmitted in the 137MHz

Administration ( NOM) for the

band may find themselves unable to obtain quality images due to
the non- nominal deployment of the antenna. We must hope that
efforts being made to re-deploy the antenna will be successful.
To identify the region you need amap of the north Pacific
Ocean near the Bering Sea. The image shows the southern area of

use of these images.
People equipped with h.r.p.t.
systems are delighted with the
image quality; I
was pleased to receive some high resolution

The images shown in Fig. 2and Fig. 3were obtained

Fig. 3: NOAA-15

images from Peter Schoen of Germany within afew days of the

uncalibrated

launch. Peter kindly sent several print-outs including Fig. 4.

AMSU A1channel3image.

the Kamchatka Peninsula.
simultaneously on 21 May and show the same scene viewed

channel 2 (visible).

Sounding Unit (AMSU) image centred around 50GHz
(50300MHz) - imaging the same
region. The AMSU collects
radiated data in this microwave

for NOAA-15 to replace NOM- 12 as the morning' satellite. This is

showing AVHRR

Channel 2 ( visible) image is

channels of the AVHRR (advanced very high resolution
radiometer), the six channel visible/infrared imager. The
were enabled - which was approximately two hours after
the launch of NOAA-K.

Fig. 2: NOAA-15
21 May ( orbit 112)

Current WXSATs
In mid-May, without warning,
METEOR 3-5 stopped
transmitting. With the additional
problems with NOM- 15's a.p.t.
we were left for afew days with
just NOAAs-12 and 14, together
with occasional transmissions
from SICH-1. Ilogged my longest
ever received signal from SICH-1
on 28 May during asouth-bound
pass at 1155UTC. Despite the
high quality of the signal, I
was
not able to record or process it
due to experiments being made
with asecond antenna. With the
low signal strength from NOM-

Fig. 1: NOAA-15first official

15, as received on my standard

image from NOAA on

crossed-dipole, I
had decided to

13 May at 205OUTC.

resurrect my old UoSAT-212m)
antenna for some experiments on satellite reception. The
experiments were successful - I
logged many satellites - but did

Ag. 4: NOAA-15h.r.p.t.

not have any recorder operating for the unexpected SICH-1
transmission!

at 1840WD from Peter
Schoen.

image of UK on 18 May

On 3June acall from Brian
Dudman of Harrow alerted me
to an unexpected transmission
from METEOR 2-21 near the end
of its north-bound pass at
1505UTC. When operating,
METEOR 2-21 does not provide a
'clean' a.p.t. signal; it has an
antenna problem resulting in
irregular reception - similar to
that experienced with NOM- 15.
From that time, METEOR 2-21
has continued to transmit during
the sunlight portion of its orbit.
My suspicion is that no official
'commanding' has occurred with
either METEOR WXSAT. Figure 5
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shows the image that I

Fig. 8: NOAA-14

received from the

13 April from Ian
Solly.

WXSAT's following
pass.

RESURS
a.p.t.
Operations?

started the hobby, I
have

It is apparently
possible that the next

included some of my

RESURS imaging
satellite - due to be
launched on 23 June -

Footprints:
Q: Why are satellite

may transmit imagery

than the actual area

in a.p.t. format on

covered by the picture?
Ans: Two different
topics are in-play here. A
satellite's footprint is simply the area on earth over which the

137.30MHz.
Unfortunately Ihave
Fig. 5: METEOR 2-21
1645UTC 3June.

are of interest to people
who have only recently

no confirmation of this; the figures avai able from the official site:
http://sputnik.infospace.rWresursiengliresurs_l.htm give
8.192GHz as the official downlink frequency for this series. Keep

responses here.

footprints so much larger

satellite is above the local horizon. The size of the footprint is
therefore afunction of the satellite's height above earth; for
example, MIR has amuch smaller footprint than METEOR 3-5
because its orbit is so much lower. Some satellites carry imaging
equipment designed to scan aspecific width of track of land ( or sea)

listening!

The visitor from London
Brian has been aregular correspondent for some years and
during arecent journey to the westcountry he popped in for a
short visit. Marion ( my better half) took apicture of the two of us see Fig. 6. The Vagi is not easy to see in this picture but it is fixed
to atripod and pointing where no satellites can be heard! If
pointed towards the camera, the American GOES-8WXSAT can

below - called the swath width. The specifications of the onboard
equipment largely define this track width. If current Kepler elements
are used to update asatellite tracking program ( hopefully, no more
than aweek or so old, and definitely no older than one month) then
the satellite should be near the centre of the footprint, unless the
scanner is offset - as is the case with the OKEAN and SICH radar
scanners.

be heard! Iplan to do afeature on GOES-8pictures next month based on my reception from Plymouth.
Fig. 7: 'Contrair
(h.r.p.t) over

Correspondence

Denmark from

Some unusual pictures find their way into my E- mailbox but few

Da» Cawley.

are as peculiar as Fig. 7which shows an amazing 'corkscrew'
pattern amongst the
clouds. This is an
h.r.p.t. image received
at Timestep's HQ at
lunchtime on 22 May.
The helical formation
was identified by a
number of people as
probably being a
'contrail' left by an
aircraft. I
received an
interesting quote about
this image from Steve
Blackmore - "
Almost
certainly from an
AWACS plane - there is
alarge combined
NATO exercise called
"Brilliant Foil' going on

Fig. 6: Brian Dudman and me ( right) with Yogi.

at the moment covering North Sea/Atlantic approaches".
Ian Solly of Ramsgate uses aPCR1000. He sent some
colourised NOAA images, of which Fig. 8was received on 13
April.

Frequencies

METEOSAT ( down) to 137.50MHz, permitting it to feed astandard

NOM- 12 and NOM-l5 transmit a.p.t. on 137.50MHz

Frequently
d
Aske
Questions

NOAAs transmit beacon data on 137.77 or 136.77MHz

Aletter from a

details for inclusion in this column in alater edition.

METEOR 3-5 (or '
2-21) use 137.85MHz

correspondent in
Leicester posed

My own enquiries of four companies listed as producing
WXSAT hardware produced an unbelievably low response. Only

questions right across
the spectrum of WXSAT

Timestep Weather Systems replied; I
am still trying to establish
contact with other suppliers, some of whom appear to have gone

monitoring. With the

out of business. I
welcome any comments or suggestions from any
readers regarding companies of which Imay be unaware.

NOM- 14 transmits a.p.t. on 137.62MHz

OKEAN-4 and SIGH- 1use 137.40MHz
METEOSA T-6 (geostationary) uses 1.691 and 1.6945GHz for WEFAX
GOES-8(
western horizon) uses 1.691GHz for WEFAX
MIR uses 143.625MHz for voice.

82

Down-converters:
Cl Where can one buy adown-converter? Ans: Good question!
These devices are used to convert the 1.691GHz band signal from

hope that the answers

137MHz WXSAT receiver. The output is aWEFAX signal which can
be decoded with the usual WXSAT-decoding software. The Remote
Imaging Group is developing adown-converter and I
hope to have
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Fig. 9: MIR.

Sound cards:
0: Can these really decode WXSAT images? Ans: Yes with suitable software. You still need agood WXSAT receiver
fed by asuitable antenna in order to provide aquality signal.
The signal is then fed to the 'line input' of asound card and a
WXSAT' sound-card decoding program will extract the image
-after all the parameters have been set correctly. The most
likely problem scenario is for abeginner to modify ageneralpurpose scanner to increase its intermediate-frequency
bandwidth for WXSAT reception, then to use an unsuitable
antenna with asoundcard. No amount of program parameter
adjustment can correct for poor quality signals received from
apoor antenna feeding an unsuitable receiver!

F.

SPECK,

7.1_

I REVIEIB1

NOMs 9, 10, 11 and 137
CI: Why can't I
hear these satellites when all NOAAs
operate on 137.50 and 137.62MHz? Ans: The word missing
here is 'operational'. The only operational NOAA VVXSATs that
transmit on one or other of these frequencies are NOAAs 12,
14 and 15- as regularly listed at the end of this column.
NOM- 13 is totally defunct (battery failure); some of the other
NOAAs do have continued, limited operations but do not
transmit data on a.p.t. frequencies.
Image differences between satellites
Comment: The best images seem to be from METEOR.
NOM images are more fuzzy - even on aclear pass."
Response: The images sent by the correspondent were
provided as printouts, and the writer was comparing NOM
infra-red with METEOR visible. In the early stages of examining
NOM images- perhaps the first use of unfamiliar softwarethe user must aim to produce two adjacent images from NOM
VVXSATs. During the day, one is from the visible-light sensor
and the other is an infra-red (thermal) image. Each can be
improved by image contrast enhancement. METEOR 3-5
normally transmits visible-light images only (to be accurate, the
sensor band is not identical to the NOM visible-light band) - so
these cannot be realistically compared with infra- red images.

MIR - The Future
I
am but one of many people who monitor MIR both visually
(when it comes over Britain during the night while being
illuminated by the sun) and by radio (see frequency list at the
end of this column). Within ayear or two, MIR will be
replaced by the International Space Station - which will also
be visible from Britain. The Russian Space Agency ( RSA)
currently plans to allow MIR's orbit to decay from its current
orbital height (368 to 379km as at mid-June), down to about
150km, at which time the cosmonauts will abandon the
station and it will re-enter the atmosphere in some form of
controlled descent(!)

International Space Station (ISM
Representatives of all the nations involved in the
International Space Station have agreed to officially target a
November 1998 launch for the first station component, and
to revise launch target dates for the remainder of the 43Flight station assembly plan. In meetings of the Space
Station Control Board and the Heads-of-Agency on 30 and 31
May at NASA's Kennedy Space Centre, all station partners
agreed to target launch dates of 20 November for the Control

Fig. 10: ISS International Space Station.

Module ( named Zarya - Russian word for sunrise) and 3
December for Shuttle mission STS-88 with Unity.
Although the new dates move the launch of the first
station component, Zarya, from June to November, the target
dates agreed upon for many major station milestones during
the latter portions of the five-year assembly plan are little
changed.

Stop Press
NOAA-15
On the morning of 17 June Iwas amazed to
receive an excellent quality a.p.t. image from
NOAA-15 at 0755UTC. Isent an E-mail to the
WXSAT forum on the Internet, and later
confirmation from NOAA was that just two
hours prior to my observation, the v.h.f.
antenna had apparently 'flipped' into place
on its own accord! Figure 11 shows a
section of this first superb image from
NOAA-15.
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Fig. 11: NOAA-15 0755UTC on 17 June from
Plymouth, UK.
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Shuttle
Launch
Schedule
STS-88 Endeavour
scheduled launch
date 3 December for
the first flight of the
International Space
Station - Unity. Orbit
inclination 51.6°
STS-93 Columbia: 21
January 1999
Advanced X-ray
Astrophysics Facility.

Kepler
elements MIR and
Shuttle
1. For aprint-out of the
latest WXSAT
elements, MIR,and
the Shuttle ( if in orbit),
send astamped
addressed envelope
and secured 20p coin
or separate, extra
stamp. Transmission
frequencies are given
for operating satellites.
This data originates
from NASA. Kepler
elements are sent by
return-of-post.
2. Ialso send monthly
Kepler print-outs to
many people. To join
the list please send a
'subscription' of £ 1
(secured, plus four
self-addressed,
stamped envelopes)
for four editions.
3. You can have the
data as acomputer
disk file containing
recent elements for
the VVXSATs, and a
large file holding
elements for
thousands of satellites.
A print-out is included,
identifying NASA
catalogue numbers (for
the VVXSATs, amateur
radio satellites, and
others of general
interest), ideal for
automatic updating of
your tracking software.
Please enclose a
secure 50p with your
PC-formatted disk and
stamped envelope.
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• ENIGMA, 17-21 CHAPEL STREET, BRADFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE BD1 5DT

Attention

123!

E

and several formats are used. What we call the 'A' network is
NIGMA is the European
Numbers Intelligence Gathering and
the easiest to keep track of, as for over 25 years the schedule
Monitoring Association, however, we
has remained unchanged, apart from the dropping of its
no longer restrict our interests solely
parallel frequencies awhile ago. Six transmissions per week:to Europe. Numbers stations
Schedule No
Sun
Tue
Tue
Thu
Thu
Sat
operate world-wide, although
0700
1800
2000
1800
2000
150OUTC
Europe is, and always has been,

ENIGMA
Booklet
As numbers stations
rarely identify
themselves and all
behave differently, the
subject can appear
very confusing. To
help simplify
identification and
scheduling, we are
producing a
reference booklet,
which will also give
advice on how to find
some of the more
elusive transmissions.
Please contact us at
the above address if
interested.
Many thanks to all
those who have
written in, especially:
John (
Cheltenham)
for hints concerning
Swedish Rhapsody,
EB (
Warks) for
locating another M23
schedule and Vassily
in Moscow for
translating the Buzzer
message - which we'll
publish in full next
time around. JN
(Cumbria) - the
Spanish station you
heard on 5.417 at
0700 is V2 using its
regular Sunday slot.
(It normally sends
three messages, each
of 150 groups). Both
V2 and its Morse
equivalent M8 are
very active.

the ' hot-bed' of activity.
025 May-Aug
6.780
5.280
4.905
5.280
6.434MHz
4.905
In April's column we mentioned Britain's own MI6,
5.474
5.474
5.107
6.261MHz
463 Sep•OctfiNarApr 6.508
5.017
and several readers wrote in to tell us they had
4.490
5.810MHz
197 Nov-Feb
5.465
4.490
5.320
5.320
monitored E3, Lincolnshire Poacher - named after its
tuning signal. These transmissions are primarily aimed at the
A distinctive 'two-tone' modulation is used, the carrier
Middle East and many are jammed by the target country.
being keyed. At the end of each month, the Saturday and both
Thursday transmissions use adifferent format, conducting a
Britain's intelligence interests in the Far East are served by
E3's sister station, E4, Cherry Ripe - again named after its
live two-way exchange with other operators on another
tuning signal. Both use identical formats: 200 pairs of 5-figure
frequency. Keying errors are commonplace, but usually
groups lasting 35 minutes, sent in u.s.b. The ten minute
corrected, and unusually for numbers stations, messages are
never repeated - all transmissions carry different messages.
tuning period commences on the hour, consisting of the
tuning signal interspersed with a5-figure - not entirely
There is no ordinary 'spy' station.
random - header. An original touch is the use of 'chimes'
The 'B' network is much more active and runs many
marking the start and end of each message.
schedules which come and go, some operating annual cycles
Scheduling is quite different for the two stations.
and parallel frequencies. The 'C' network is rarer than the
Reception of E4 in Europe is variable, and can be good when
others and operates no obvious schedule, so is only found by
chance. Like 'A' end-of-month transmissions, this uses odd
conditions are favourable. Transmitters are located in the Far
East, and our monitors, in Australia, Japan, Singapore and
formats and two-way communication.
South Korea report strong signals.
The poem Cherry Ripe was written by Robert Herrick
(1591-1674). Perhaps you can spot the cryptic clue and guess
the main target country:
While on the subject of musical introductions, perhaps
Swedish Rhapsody is the most famous of them all. The tune is
"Cherry-ripe, ripe, ripe, Icry,
deceptive, as this station does not come from Sweden,
Full and fair ones, come and buy;
If so be, you ask me where
however, its first two letters could be the same! The tune is
They do grow? Ianswer: There.
played on amusical box, which, like the Cuckoo Clock is
Where my Julia's lips do smile,
virtually anational symbol.
There's the land or cherry isle.
Operated by one of the most secretive and little-known
Whose plantations fully show
organisations, there can be no doubt that the choice of such a
All the year, where cherries grow."
seemingly inappropriate melody is no accident. Could acertain
At present, transmissions are Monday to Friday only:part-Swedish arch-cryptographer be responsible for this? Could
Time
MHz
the little girl's voice which reads out the numbers be the voice of
1000
10.452//15.624//17.499
his daughter? We may never know the answers, but we can be
1100
9.263//14.469//15.624
sure that everything in the Numbers Station sphere has its
1200
8.320//12.056//13.866
purpose - however, purposeless it may seem to outsiders.
1300
7.484//11.570//13.866
2200
This station which has been with us since the early 60s at
9.263//12.056//15.624
2300
17.499//20.474//23.461
least, which is noted for its inscrutability - where schedules
0000
15.624//19.884//22.108
barely change over the years, and where the ending of the
0100
15.624//19.884//21.866
Cold War had no effect on its activity - has recently undergone
Note that some of these are in broadcast bands!
aradical change. We may have heard the last of that familiar
musical box and that young fraulein's voice on Mon 18 May at
1300 on 6.507MHz. Ever since then, all voice transmissions
have changed their format and use another familiar voice Although live announcers are almost athing of the past that of American CynthlAl Signals of turmoil began on 6April
exceptions being the Bored People (V20) and the Babbler
when transmissions were completely rescheduled.
(V21) - which may not be aNumbers station - live Morse is
The new schedule seems to have settled down now and is
alive and well! Stations known to occasionally use live, or
still on amonthly basis and still includes Morse transmissions.
recorded hand-keyed Morse at M10, M14 and M53. Towering
Activity seems to be restricted to Mondays, Wednesdays and
above these, however, is M1 and its relatives, M45 and M50
Thursdays between 0800 and 1400. All transmissions are 45
(not to mention S21 which is voice-sampled).
mins duration and start on the hour. Frequencies are the
M1 is amost complex and very active station, and all its
same, those noted so far being: 4.832, 5.340, 5.748, 6.200,
transmissions are sent by hand live. Many schedules operate,
6.507, 7.250, 8.188MHz. Any logs would be appreciated.

G2/M4/E23 - Swedish Rhapsody

Live Numbers

Faders Located!
Thanks to RN (
Bucks) we can now confirm that
these mysterious transmissions - as covered in
our last column - are operated by US Air Force.
The small h.f. site at RAF Mildenhall is the
source of faders on 9.125/9.126, 6.875 and
5.347MHz. Sometimes operating two in
parallel. These 7.5s bursts of an unknown
mode, appear to sometimes receive ' replies'
from distant sites.
Another, very likely site is the large USAF
transmitting station at Barford St. John, heavily

84

used by the US State Dept. and CIA, but this
hasn't yet been checked. Can anyone in MilAir
circles enlighten us further?
While on the object of odd noises, can
anyone help us with The Pip ( XX). This is
another of those seemingly pointless signals consisting of nothing more than an endlessly
repeating amplitude modulated ' pip'.
Pips are sent at the rate of 65 per minute, the
carrier remaining off during the intervals. It tries
to give the impression it is atime signal. It is
not. Best reception is European evenings and

early mornings. Operates on 5.450MHz 05301400, then on 3.757MHz 1400-0530. Amateurs
using the 80m band must be very familiar
with it.
We recently had areport that abreak in
transmission was followed by ashort
message delivered by amale Slavic speaker.
It is possible that the Pip could be related to
the Buzzer ( S28/X8) which we mentioned in
April. Talking of which, does the 'word'
BROMAL mean anything to anybody? It
certainly does to the operators of the Buzzer.
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• KEITH HAMER & GARRY SMITH, 17 COLLINGHAM GARDENS, DERBY DE22 4FS

DX Television
ultiple Sporadic- Eopenings to the
Middle East has made May 1998
seem the best introduction to aDX
season ever! Openings to the southeast and into Eastern Europe have
predominated, although many of
these have been short-lived.
Tropospheric reception at u.h.f. has produced some
outstanding signals from Scandinavia and Germany.
Consequently there are lots of interesting reports. In addition,
there were also reports of TEP (Trans- Equatorial
Propagation), Meteor-Shower and Auroral activity during the
month, the latter noted in Finland by Pertti Salonen on May
5th.

signal here seemed to peak to the east/south-east. Asimilar E2
signal was noted in 1996.

Sporadic-EReports

May 19th was quite eventful despite the unearthly hour when the
opening began! At 0331, Italian RAI UNO signal were seen on IA
and IB. By 0531, Serbia ( RIS1) was established on E3 with the
'BBC114 news programme but in the background asecond
signal with Arabic script was observed.
Over on E4, Croatia ( HRT-1) was strong with 'Danas'
schedules followed by their Breakfast TV show called 'Dobro
Jutro' (
Good Morning). By 0556, Slovenia ( SLO-1) had taken over
E3 with panoramic views and weather reports from various
tourist resorts and towns.
Peter Barber (
Coventry) spotted this one
•NNUIINNUU ••
sporting an additional logo consisting of two
Logos
flower petal shapes in the top-left quadrant of
of the picture. Early morning cartoons from TV
As anticipated, many stations have
changed their on-screen identification
Nova ( Czech Republic) were seen at 0640 by
logos, particularly those in Eastern
Stephen Michie (
Bristol).
The new RTL Klub network came through
Europe. Most seem to share acommon
theme - anumber one!
illuMall11111110P' later on R2 at 0655, identified by Stephen. Roger
Mystery logos include astriped 1' on
Bunney (
Romsey, Hampshire) also reports this
new signal.
Channel R2 (top- right), thought to be YT- 1
Simon Hockenhull ( Bristol) also logged
Ukraine. Enthusiasts should note that
Moldova are using two new stylised logos
this and aco-channel signal from Moldova with
both featuring the letters 'tvm'. They no
a 'tvm' logo and clock two hours ahead. By 0800,
longer identify as 'TRM'.
private Italian stations VIDEO (on Channel E2)
and TVA (Channel IA) with its 'Napoli'
identification symbol were logged, along with
Arabic Highlights
the return of RAI UNO on IA and IB.
So far, SYR-2 Channel E2 from Homs in the
At 0837, aweak E2 signal was located and
north-west of Syria has been the star
when it emerged from the noise, the 'Syria' logo
performer here in Derby. Identified at least
forming an L-shape in the left of the screen was
four times by its large and distinctive Lseen. Although struggling to attain P2 quality
shape logo in the lower- left of the screen,
there was no doubt about its origin. By
it has been logged more times than Spain!
lunchtime, Norwegian and Swedish signals
On May 27th the same Syrian
dominated Channels E2, E3 and E4.
programme was also present an E4 which
An opening between 0730 and 1600 was
is rather amystery since the E4 outlets
experienced on the 29th. At 0730, weak signals
"
broadcast only the first network. Perhaps
smixm.ma
from Syria on E2 were discovered lasting well
both networks combine during the morning
over an hour. Italian RAI UNO signals then
period. Asimilar event occurred last year.
emerged ( on IA and 18) accompanied by Serbia
On the 19th at 0531, Arabic text was
E3 and Croatia E4 around 0845.
found lurking beneath the Serbian news
Peter Barber (Coventry) resolved signals
programme. When the signal fully
from VIDEO, the Italian private station
emerged there was ascene showing a
broadcasting from Ercolano in the Naples area.
man wearing aT-shirt sporting Arabic
This operates with quite alarge frequency offset
FINLANDS
wording.
SVENSKA
and is visible just below channel E2.
TELEVISION__y
In the top-left of the picture abroken
German ARD-1 signals were also present on
ellipse logo was present. Asimilar logo is
E2 at the time and could easily be separated from
used by Turkey's TV6 network which has a
the Italian transmission using aD-100 Converter
transmitter on E3 but if Turkey was its
set for narrow-bandwidth If. By 1000, Croatia E4
origin the Arabic text is somewhat a
and TV Nova from the Czech Republic on R2
mystery.
were present.
By 1156, Lithuanian R2 was identified by the
distinctive square clock with LTV logo finally
Mystery E2 Signal
going onto programmes at 1200. An Arabic
Acartoon emerged on Channel E2 during
programme from Syria re-appeared on E2
an opening to the Ukraine on May 17th at
complete with sound lasting almost 30 minutes
1501. The sound channel seemed to be of
before being swamped by tennis from Sweden.
Slavonic origin and awhite ' 1' logo appeared in the top-right
At 1220, over on R2, colour bars with atone were resolved.
of the picture.
This signal is thought to have originated in Belarus. This was
Tim Bucknall (
Congleton, Cheshire) saw asimilar signal
replaced with Moldova using two different logos. Both featured
and thought it was Portugal. However, the Portuguese ' RTP'
the letters 'tvm' in the top-left of the picture but the style of the
logo sits in the top- left of the screen. The direction of the
letter 'y' differed.

III
un

II

Fig. 1: The FuBK
electronic test card
radiated by YLE TV1 in
Finland.
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Fig. 2: Identification
caption used by the
Finnish MTV-3
network.

Fig. 3: The MTV-3 FuBK
from Finland.

Fig. 4: Identification
caption used by the bilingual
Finnish/Swedish TV
network, FST.

Fig. 5: Clock caption
received on May 27th
from L1V Lithuania.
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May Sporadic-ELog

Moldova was also seen on R3 before being replaced by
Rumania. From 1350, Peter Barber watched extended
reception from Norway showing football, ballet and afilm.

Tropospheric Reception
Between May 9th and 21st, the UK was awash with strong
tropospheric signals, particularly down the east coast. During
this period, Tom Crane (
Hawkwell, Essex) successfully
identified local Dutch stations TV Zeeland ( E54), TV Gelderland
(E58), TV Drenthe ( E25), TV Flevoland (E26), TV Noord ( E36)
plus the Belgian low- power Télé Bruxelles relay on E36.
On May 19th, German statiOns VOX ( E57) and RTL+ ( E52)
were resolved. WEST-3signals were so strong on Channel E53
that his local Dover Ch4 picture was demolished! On May 18th
at 2300, Tom Crane noticed atwirling satellite antenna logo on
E36 and thinks this could have been TV Oost, another Dutch
private station.
Dutch stations were also identified by Peter Barclay
(Sunderland). These included TV Drenthe ( E25), TV Friesland
(E28) and TV Roord (E36). Peter wrote to say that many
German and Danish signals remained throughout the night on
May 16th. From 1800, Danish TV-2UHF signals were located
on Channels E22, E26, E27, E28, E30, E33, E35 and E40.
Martin Dale (
Stockport) reported Irish stations between
May 12th and 17th in Band with RTE- 1on Channel Eand E29
plus NETWORK-2on Channel Hand E33. On May 12th,
Stephen Michie ( Bristol) spotted an unidentified Dutch
regional station on E35 showing text, possibly TV Noord.
Ian Milton (
Ryton, Tyne and Wear) reports many Swedish
and Danish stations during the period. On the 17th at 0920, a
mystery station on Channel E50 emerged for about five
minutes with alogo resembling LTV which is used by
Lithuania TV.
The most interesting aspect was the sound spacing of
5.5MHz rather than the System D/K spacing of 6.5MHz. The
only station we know operating in the Baltic region which has
adopted the Western European 5.5MHz spacing with PAL
colour is Tallinn on Channel R45 relaying TV1 with 600kW
e.r.p.

The collective log includes reports supplied by Stephen Michie ( Bristol), Ian Milton ( Ryton, Tyne
and Wear), Peter Barclay (
Sunderland), Simon Hockenhull (Bristol) and Peter Barber ( Coventry).
All times are shown are in UTC.
Day
1
3
4
5

Log
Spain (TVE1) E2 and E4 between 1430 and 1730.
Italy ( RAI UNO) IA; Unid Coloured news reader from south-east at 0935.
Netherlands (NED-1)E4 with 'ZENDER LOPIK' FuBK test card at 0430.
Germany (ARD-1) E2 'Wetter' caption/weather forecast 0355-0405; Spain E2 'Telediario'
news at 0631; Unid RI and R2 at 1000.
Italy ( RAI UNO) IA and IB at 1000.
Italy ( RAI UNO) IA and IB and Italy (VIDEO) E2 at 2058.
Spain E3 1922-1924.
Portugal ( RTP-1) E2, E3 and E4 from 1525; Spain E2, E3 and E4 from 1645. Italy ( RAI UNO)
IA; Italy (VIDEO) E2 from 1749.
Denmark (DR-TV) E3 with PM5534 test card at 0637; Italy ( RAI UNO) IA at 1416; Rumania
(TVR-1) R2 at 1416; Unid E2 cartoon with Slavonic sound at 1454 from south-east; Unid R2
with 'YTH' news and striped ' 1' logo top-right at 1454; Italy (VIDEO) E2 at 1526.
Norway ( NRK-1) E2 with 'Steigen' PM5534 at 0730.
Italy ( RAI UNO) IA and 1B at 0331; Serbia ( RIS1) with 'BECTH news at 0531; Arabic signal
on E3 with ellipse logo at 0532; Croatia ( HRT-1) E4; Slovenia (SLO-1) E3; Hungary ( RTL
Klub) R2; Czech Republic (TV Nova) R2.
Serbia at 1645.
Italy (RAI UNO) IA and IB at 1620.
Denmark E3 on PM5534 at 0948; Sweden (SVT-1) E2 educational programme with 'UR'
logo; Finland (YLE-1) E3 with 'YLE TVI' FuBK test card at 0715; Norway E4 with 'Hadsel'

6
12
14
15
17

18
19

20
23
25

PM5534 at 0904.
Norway E4 at 0937; Denmark E3 text pages at 1245.
Syria (SYR-21E2 0805-0845; Syria (SYR-1)E4 0815-0835; Ukraine (YT-2) RI with '
1+1' logo
from 1720; Italy ( RAI UNO) IA at 1726; Rumania (TVR-1) R3 at 1740.
Italy (VIDEO) E2 at 0455.
Syria (SYR-2)E2 0730-0840; Italy (RAI UNO) IA and IB from 0845; Italy (VIDEO) E2; Serbia
E3; Croatia E4; Germany (ARD-1) E2; Czech Republic (TV Nova) R2; Lithuania (LTV) R2 with
clock at 1156; Denmark E3 and E4 at 1220; Moldova (TVM) R2 and R3; Rumania (TVR-1)
R3; Ukraine (YT-2) R1 with ' 1+1' logo; Norway E2 from 1350.
Italy (VIDEO) E2 at 1745.

26
27
28
29

31

Fig. 6: RUV
programme schedule
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In northern India, Lt. Col. Rana Roy has experienced more
TEP (Trans-Equatorial Propagation) reception from south-east
Asia with no fewer than thirty-five sightings since the end of
March. These are thought to have originated in Thailand and
have occurred between 1400 and 1800, local time with
characteristic smeary and fluttery images. Only on afew
occasions has the propagation supported the sound channel.
Sporadic-Eactivity occurred on May 14th at 1845 with an
unidentified CIS station on Channel RI. There was an
identification logo in the lower right-hand corner which looked
like 'AK'.

Fig. 7: Programme
from Syria, with Lshape identification
(vertically in English
and across in Arabic)
in the lower left-hand
corner, received in
Derby during May.

Fig. 8: One of the new

FM Reports
Mike Gaskin (
Cornwall) reports Spanish and North African
f.m. stations on May 21st and 27th and Swedish and
Norwegian outlets on the 29th up to 1300. Tim Bucknall
(Congleton) was holidaying in Pembrokeshire at the end of
May in arather secluded spot void of local signals.
Many Irish stations were present including WLR on
97.5MHz from Waterford and County Sound on 103.3MHz from
Cork. On May 24th at around 2000, Spanish and French

series of logos
introduced by Central

E"TRAll

Keep On
Writing!

TV in the Midlands.

Please send your DX-TV and

This one, showing

FM reception reports, news

smoke rising from a

and information to arrive by

chimney forming the

the first of the month to:-

letter ' N', is often
shown prior to
Coronation Street.

Garry Smith, 17
Collingham Gardens,
Derby DE22 4FS.

stations were heard.
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ne SHORTWAVE ea/
18 FAIRMILE ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH, DORSET BH23 21j
Phone/Fax 01202 490099
AC/DC

THE SCANNER AND RECEIVER SPECIALISTS

TLV-1061

Multisystem Converter
with Pattern Generator

SHORTWAVE HOTLINE: 07000 MORO ( 273927)

Scanners and Receivers from £ 75 - £5999.
Call & discuss which part of the Radio Spectrum you wish to monitor

idme

& we will advise you on the most cost effective way of doing it.
• Full range of new & secondhand equipment available.
• We stock all famous brands:-

CDM-820 broadcast-class coverter
Features
al Two sets of S-VHS inputs and outputs
• Input auto detection
MI Digital conversion from input TV Signals
of NTSC, PAL to output signals of NTSC
or PAL
• Digital line (525
625 lines) and field
(60 •-› 50 fields) conversion
• 8M bit field memory
• Built-in time base correction (T.B.C.)
function for signal synchronization
£649.00
SPECIFICATIONS
Input TV systems
NTSC 3.50
18.0.6.11
Output IV systems
NTSC 3.58, PAL 18.0.0.11
Connection tenninals Video Input I S-Video Input : 2
Video Output : IS-Video Output : 2
Picture resolution
500 lines for both dynamic and
static picture
Y:11 Bits
Digital Cord Bd
AY : 8Bits
8-Y: 8Bits
Memory sire
BM Bit
Line conversion
525 •-• 625 lines
Field conversion
60
50 fields
Power supply
AC 110/220V

10 inch colour Television/Monitor with
built-in " ON-LINE" Videorecorder, 30 preset
memories, Hyperband and full function
remote control. Autorepeat function.
Double Audio-Video sockets (SCART+RCA),
12V DC and mains operation.
£49.00

AOR,
YUP1TERU, BEARCAT, SCANMASTER
+ALL THE ACCESSORIES
Visit our web site:
http//www.shortwave.co.uk

SAME DAY
DESPATCH

AMATEUR RADIO

on all postal sales

We stock one of the best

quoting your

selections of used equipment

Worldwide covers 10 Standards'
AKAI VS X480 EON MULTI-SYSTEM VCR
Covers PAL 1; PAL BIG; PAL D; SECAM
BIG; SECAM D/K; SECAM L (for FRANCE);
NTSC 3.58MHz and NTSC 4.43MHz.
VHF/UHF Tuner. DX4 head with Long play.
NTSC playback on aPAL TV. 8Event, 1
year timer. Auto voltage selector for use
worldwide. Complete with infra- red remote
control. f499.00 inclusive of VAT

Visa/Access

Z..r

on the South Coast!

e e

number.

Vfe ace

SHORTWAVE CENTRE
We've one of the LARGEST selections of shortwave

FULL CATALOGUE Features Satellite, Multi-

equipment on the SOUTH COAST!

system TV's + VCR's, Converters, Decoders,
Amplifiers and Aerials for domestic and TV-Dxing
AVAILABLE BY RETURN OF POST FOR ONLY El,
or ring with your credit card.

We stock • Icorn • Yaesu • Kenwood • Alinco
AND WE GIVE FRIENDLY ADVICE

CB - Amateur - SWL - Novice - Airband - Marine
4MILES
(All prices are inclusive of VAT, delivery by courier £ 10 00

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS LISTING
Published regularly containing 100s of out of print and collectable wireless books
and magazines. Vintage and valve communications receivers, valves and
components for the short wave enthusiast and amateur. Send six first class
stamps for next listing or £4for next four listings or £8for next four catalogues
and eight issues of "
The Vintage Wireless Trader" containing our latest aquisitions
and subscribers wants and sales. Published at approx six week intervals.
NEW BOOKS
WW2 German/Raliandapanese Military Wireless Equipment Manuals. Facsimile reprint of the
original manuals compiled by the War Dept on captured enemy wireless equipment. Volume 1contains
photos, technical data, weights, dimensions and tactical information on German and Italian military
receivers and transmitters, etc. Approx 150 pages, large format. Volume 2covers additional German
equipment and contains hard-to-obtain information and photos on Japanese military equipment.
Approx 88 pages large format. The two volume set £35.00 incl carnage (carriage overseas extra).
The Ultra-Magic Deals by B. F. Smith Awell researched book on ultra code breaking operations
providing afascinating study of the technologies, personalities and politics of Britain and America s
most mysterious secret - the pooling of their cryptological intellegence against Germany and Japan.
Includes recently released details of Bletchley Park operations and is one of the few books published on
cryptanalytic operations. 276 pages. Published at £17.95. Our price £11.50 P&P £.50.

300

FROM BOURNEMOUTH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ON

B3073

YARDS FROM CHRISTCHURCH RAILWAY STATION. FORECOURT PARKING FOR DISABLED

MS-Windows Radio Related Software
Visual Radio £69.00 £2.50 P&P (
if in UK) or
£5.00 air mail
RS-232 tom,' for MS-Windmvs vath AF spectrum display.
dual operation and database

Supports: ICOM all models ( including the R-85001: 'RC
NItD-525. NRD.53S: KENWOOD all models; RACAL
6790/GM; YAESU FT- 736. FT- 840, FC.900. FT-990, FT- 1000,
FT-1000MP. FRG- 100. FRG-AS(10; selected AOR radios.

For details send an SAE to Simon Collings. Radio Communications Consultant, 46 St. Michaels Road, Cheltenham,
Gloucestershire GL51 5RR. Tel/Fax: ( 012421 514429 (auto switching).
Send Sc 1.44A18 floppy disks krend» postage for demo.
Email: simon.collingsrecableinetcook Website: hnpriwkweb4cableinet.co.uk/simon.collings
VISA. MASTERCARD. Et encono. DELTA ERLDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

NORTHERN SHORTWAVE
CENTRE
BLACKDYKE RD, KINGSTOWN IND Est, CARLISLE, CUMBRIA CA3 OPJ

Phone/Fax: 01228 590011
David Brown G4KFN
New and used short wave receivers, scanning radios, amateur radio
equipment and accessories plus books and magazines.

World Naval Weapons Systems Ahefty volume by the Naval Institute Press. Gives details on weapons,
command and control systems, shipboard radar, tactical communications and data systems, sonar
devices, shipboard electronic warfare etc. Some 509 pages, large format with 700 photos and drawings,
giving data, characteristics and development histories making this an invaluable reference work. £22.50
P+P.F.50 (foreign postage extra).
Eddystone Communications Receiver Data 1950-1970. Afacsimile reprint of the circuit diagrams,
general description and some service notes for sets from 1950-1970. 50 pages £7.75 incl P&P.

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD

Admiralty 840 Receiver Contains detailed description, circuits, operating instructions, illustrations,
etc. Approx 48 large format pages. Facsimile reprint. £1350 incl postage.

Opening hours: TuesFri 9am to 5pm. Sat 9am to 4pm. Closed Sun & Mon.

R.11SS Receiver Data. Contains circuits and technical notes. 47 large format pages, facsimile reprint.
£11.75 incl P&P.

20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes, Fife, Scotland KY7 5DF
Tel: 01592 756962 • Fax No. ( 01592) 610451

KENWOOD, YAESU & ICOM APPROVED DEALERS
A good stock of new and secondhand equipment always in stock

Callers welcome to our vintage wireless shop by prior arrangement
Lots of interesting items but please telephone before visiting.
Vintage components in stock, also government surplus and valved
communications receivers.

(Dept SW) CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD.

EMI

157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FY1 2EU
Tel 1012531 751858. Fax. 1012531 302979
Telephone orders accepted.
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FOZTECH DATA COMMUNICATIONS
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Radio and computer specialists

Beaumont Rd, Plymouth PL4 9EF. Tel: (
01752) 257224
Approved dealer for loom, Kenwood, Yaesu, AOR, Yupiteru and many others.
Shortwave, marine, amateur, PMR, Garmin. Suppliers of Intel, Microsoft, Creative,
gigabyte motherboards and memory.
We are open Mon to Sat 9am-5.30pm. Mail order (01752)268899.
Visit our web site for more info at: rittp://www.fortech.demon.co.uk
87

HOW TO EXPAND, MODERNISE AND REPAIR PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP271
R.

Penfold

166 pages

f5.99

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP249. RA. Penfold

102 pages £3.50

MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER BP265. RA Penfold

96 pages £2.95

INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP272. R. A. Penfold.

86 pages £ 4.99

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BP315. FA Wilson

122 pages £ 4.95

MS-OFFICE ONE STEP AT A TIME ( BP402)

77 pages £5.95

PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICES. John Case GW4H)NR.

126 pages £ 10.00

MS WORKS FOR VVINDOVVS 95 EXPLAINED BP405

175 pages £5.95

TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR. Clive Smith G4FZH

170 pages £ 10.95

NEVVNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition.

VHF

Michael Tooley

256 pages £ 12.95

PERSONAL COMPUTERS IN THE HAM SHACK (ARRL)

284 pages £ 11.50

THE INTERNET AND WORLDWIDE WEB EXPLAINED. J. Shelley

130 pages £5.95

ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO. W. LOrr W6SAI

163 pages £8.85

175 pages £5.95

VHF/UHF HANDBOOK ( RSGB). Dick Biddulph G8PDS

180 pages £ 18.75

WNDOWS 95 EXPLAINED ( BP400)

EMC
INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK. VVilliam R. Nelson WA6FQG

250 pages £9.50

ELECTRONICS

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S GUIDE TO EMC ( RSGB). Robin Page-Jones G3JWI

117 pages £8.95

A REFERENCE GUIDE TO PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS TERMS BP287. FA. Wilson

Historical

431 pages

f5.95

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTROINIC COMPONENTS BP285

166 pages £4.99

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 1 - BP321. RA Penfold

182 pages £4.95

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 - BP322. RA Penfold

214 pages £4.95

1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL Edited by Hugo Gernsback.

260 pages £ 11.85

FAULT FINDING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS BP391

OW TIME RADIOS - RESTORATION & REPAIR. J. Carr

256 pages £19.95

GETING STARTED IN PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS BP345. Owen Bishop

198 pages £4.95.

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS - THE VACUUM TUBE ERA. R.S. Moore

141 pages £ 17.95

HOW TO TEST ALMOST EVERYTHING ELECTRONIC

326 pages £ 15.95

CRYSTAL SET BUILDING & MORE ( Inc Newsletters Vol 6 & 7of Xtal Set Society)

£ 10.50

133 pages

f4.99

NEVVNES AUDIO AND HI-FI ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition. Vivian Capel 210 pages £ 12.95

CRYSTAL SET PROJECTS. Ph il Anderson

160 pages £9.50

NEWNES ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK. Keith Brindley

306 pages £ 12.95

EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION ( 1932)

312 pages £11.75

POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76. RA Penfold

89 pages

HEATHKIT - A GUIDE TO AMATEUR RADIO PROJECTS. C. Pennon

248 pages £21.95

PREAMPLIFIER & FILTER CIRCUITS BP309. RA Penfold

92 pages £3.95

HENLEYS 222 RADIO CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS ( 1924)

271 pages £9.45

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS BP299. Owen Bishop

89 pages £4.95

HOW TO BUILD YOUR RADIO RECEIVER (A4) (Popular Radio Handbook No. 1)

13.99

100 pages £6.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK. Ian Sinclair

439 pages £ 13.95

SECRETS OF HOMEBUILT REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS (Rockey)

127 pages

PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS BP393. A. Flind

136 pages £4.99

•SEEING BY WIRELESS - THE STORY OF BAIRD TELEVISION. Ray Herbert

27 pages £ 4.95

17.95

THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER. Volume 1 & 2Combined.
Phil Anderson WOXI

96 pages £ 13.00

RADIO ENGINEERS FACTFINDER FOR WINDOWS ( Floppy Disk) John Davies

£ 18.00

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP248. RA Penfold

104 pages £3.99

•THE ART OF SOLDERING BP324. R. Brewster

84 pages £3.99

THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL 3XTAL NEWSLETTER. Ph il Anderson WOXI 130 pages £7.00
THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER. Volume 4. Phil Anderson WOXI

UNDERSTANDING BASIC ELECTRONICS (ARRL)

314 pages £ 15.50

88 pages

£6.50

VALVE AMPLIFIERS. Morgan Jones

374 pages £25.00

THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL 5XTAL NEWSLETTER. Phil Anderson VVOXI 88 pages

£6.50

VALVE & TRANSISTOR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS. John Lindsay 1-lood

310 pages

W1FB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK (MALI. Doug DeMAW W1FB

195 pages £7.50

CRYSTAL RADIO HISTORY, FUNDAMENTALS AND DESIGN. PA IGnzie

122 pages £7.50

THOSE GREAT OLD HANDBOOK RECEIVERS ( 1929 . 1934)

94 pages

19.95

£6.95

VISION BY RADIO ( 19251 (Jenkin)

140 pages

WIRELESS FOR THE WARRIOR VOL 1 (Wireless Sets 1-88)

204 pages £27.50

Data

WIRELESS FOR THE WARRIOR VOL 2 ( Hardback • Standard Sets of World War II)

430 pages £36.00

ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK. Doug DeMaw W1FB.

17.85

ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST DATA BOOK BP396. RA Penfold5.95

Maps & Log Books

260 pages £8.95
242 pages £

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE BP53.
FA Wilson

249 pages £3.95

AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK ( RSGB)

50 pages

£3.75

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA BP316. Owen Bishop

327 pages £5.99

AMATEUR RADIO WORLD ATLAS (A4 SIZE)

20 pages

£8.00

PRACTICAL RF HANDBOOK 2ND EDITION. Ian Hickman

302 pages £ 18.95

NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART

740 x520mm £8.50

SECRETS OF RF CIRCUIT DESIGN. Joseph Carr

405 pages £23.95

CITH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE. NEW EDMON

1080 x £430mm £7.00

SOLJD STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (ARRL)

RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD. NEW EDMON

980 x680mm £7.00

Les Hayward WIZOI & Doug DeMaw W1FB

256 pages £ 11.50

RECEIVING STATION LOG BOOK ( RSGB)

60 pages

£3.75

SPREAD SPECTRUM SOURCE BOOK

320 pages £ 15.50

RSGB PREFIX GUIDE

32 pages

£5.75

TOWERS INTERNATIONAL MOSPOVVER & OTHER PET SELECTOR

140 pages £ 19.95

TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR - UPDATE 5

476 pages • £24.95

TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES 16P401)

178 pages

Morse
MORSE CODE FOR RADIO AMATEURS ( RSGB)

28 pages

£4.25

SECRETS OF LEARNING MORSE CODE Mark Francis

84 pages

£6.95

f5.95

Projects
BUILD YOUR OWN INTELLIGENT AMATEUR RADIO TRANSCEIVER.

Microwaves

Randy L Henderson

350 pages £24.95

COIL DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION MANUAL BRIO°. B.B. Babee)

106 pages £3.95

HOW TO DESIGN & MAKE YOUR OWN PCBs BP121. RA Penfold

66 pages £2.50

446 pages £ 15.50

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP192. RA Penfold

92 pages £2.95

400 pages £ 15.50

PRACTICAL RF HANDBOOK ( 2nd Edition). Ian Hickman

300 pages £ 19.95

110 pages £ 10.50

PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS & SVVLs BP304. RA. Penfold

92 pages £3.95

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK - CONSTRUCTION & TESTING VOL 2 ( 11SGBI

120 pages £ 15.75

RADIO RECEIVER PROJECTS YOU CAN BUILD

312 pages .£ 19.95

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK - BANDS & EQUIPMENT VOL 3 ( RSGB)

140 pages £ 15.75

SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP275. R.A. Penfold

88 pages £3.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES ( 13P312). FA Wilson

134 pages £3.95

ARRL UHF/MICROWAVE EXPERIMENTERS MANUAL Various Authors
ARRL UHF/MICROWAVES PROJECT MANUAL (ARRL)
MICROWAVE HANDBOOK- COMPONENTS & OPERATING VOL 1 ( RSGB)

OR BUY ALL 3FOR

£34.00
Valves/Tubes

Operating & Handbooks

ELECTRON 11_1BE LOCATOR. George H. Fathauer

350 pages £21.95

ALL ABOUT HAM RADIO. Harry Helms

290 pages £ 16.50

ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS (TUBES & TRANSISTORS)

AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL (RSGB). Ray Eckersley G4FTJ

249 pages £ 12.23

(Original publishers General Electric)

ARRL HANDBOOK 1998 75th Edition

360 pages £24.00

Re-published by Antique Electronic Supply ( Arizona)

ARRL HANDBOOK 1998 ON CD-ROM

£30.00

475 pages £ 10.50

HANDBOOK OF RADIO, TV, INDUSTRIAL & TRANSMITTING TUBE &

ARRL OPERATING MANUAL NEW EDITION

420 pages £ 18.50

VALVE EQUIVALENTS

60 pages £2.95

COMPLETE DX'ER. Bob Locher.

204 pages £9.50

RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 1

54 pages £2.95

HAM RADIO MADE EASY (ARRL). Steve Ford

204 pages £ 11.50

RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 2

42 pages

RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 3

40 pages £2.95
48 pages £2.95

HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR.
Edited by Chartes L Hutchinson and David Newkirk.

129 pages £9.50

RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 4

LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO (ARRL). Jim Kearman KR1S

124 pages £6.00

RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 5

SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION BP300. ID. Poole

81 pages £3.95

RCA RECEIVING TUBE MANUAL ( Original Publishers Radio Corporation Of Americal

TRANSMITTER HUNTING - RADIO DIRECTION FINDING SIMPLIFIED.
Joseph D. Moell & Thomas N. Carlee

44 pages £2.95

Re-published by Antique Electronic Supply (Arizona)
325 pages £23.95

f2.95

384 pages £ 10.50

RCA TRANSMITTING TUBES
(Original Publisher Radio Corporation of America) Re-published by Antique

Packet
NOS INTRO: TCPAP OVER PACKET RADIO. Ian Wade G3NRW

356 pages £ 11.50

PACKET RADIO PRIMER (RSGB). Dave Comber G8LJYZ & Martyn Cor* G8NZU

266 pages

PACKET, SPEED & MORE SPEED APPLICATIONS (ARRL)

148pages £ 10.50

YOUR PACKET COMPANION. Steve Ford WB8IMY

170 pages £7.50

Electronic Supply (Arizona).

318 pages £ 10.50

TUBE SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK

150 pages £ 15.50

e8.95

Propagation
AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION BP293. J.G. Lee

116 pages £3.95

ORP
G-08F CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK. Edited by Rev. G. Dobbs G3RJV

96 pages £9.00

INTRODUCING GAP. Dick Pascoe GOBPS

48 pages £6.95

W1FB's ORP NOTEBOOK (ARRL). 2nd Edition. Doug DeMaw W1FB

175 pages £7.50

Test Equipment
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER BP239. RA Penfold

102 pages £2.95

HANDS-ON GUIDE TO OSCILLOSCOPES. Barry Ross

228 pages £ 19.95

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT BP267. R.A. Penfold

104 pages £3.50
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(01202) 659930
OR USE 7, •_ 0,
Please note:

Cash not accepted with mail orders.

%mode
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RATES. £4.00 SUBSCRIBERS, £6.00 NON-SUBSCRIBERS

Trading Post
Please write clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS - up to amaximum of 30 words plus 12 words for your
address, and send it together with your payment of £6.00 (£4.00 subscribers), to Zoé Crabb, Trading
Post, Short Wave Magazine, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.
If an order form is not provided due to space constraints, aform from aprevious issue can be used
as long as the cornerflash or Subscriber Number is attached as proof of purchase of the magazine.
Adverts appear on afirst- come-first-served basis. If there is not enough space to feature aTrading
Post ad in the issue you request it is automatically entered into the next one. All queries to Zoé Crabb
on (
01102) 659910. We cannot accept advertisements from traders, or for equipment which is illegal
to posses, use or which cannot be licensed in the UK. Please note that SWM are in no way liable for
any loss incurred as aresult of buying or selling via Trading Post.

For Sale

Lowe HF225, good condition
with keypad, manual, plus active

manual, includes aerial and
charger, £265 o.n.o. Tel: Romford

AOR AR7030 Plus, mint, £600.
Icom IC- R7000, mint, £600. Will
exchange either RX for AOR

whip, boxed, £200, no offers.
Gerry, Telford. Tel: ( 01952) 501158
evenings or weekends.

(01708) 721558.

AR3000A. Tel: ( 01482) 602288 8am
to 5pm.

NetSet programmable scanner,
50 channel, cost £ 169, will

AOR AR8000 scanner in mint
condition, all the usual AOR
extras including case, manual,

accept, £ 100. Buyer to collect.
Tel: 0191-272 1617.

boxed, £235 to include postage.
UK Scanning Directory, 4th

NRD-535 communication

edition, £8inc. postage. Tel:
Blackpool area ( 01253) 727279.
Icom IC- R7000 receiver, 25MHz
to 2GHz, all- mode, boxed, like
new, very little use, £490. NRD525 receiver, 0-32MHz, good
condition, £480 o.v.n.o. Antenna
Moonraker 6m/2m/70cm/vertical,
unused, £50. Tel: Kent ( 01634)
316692 or ( 0961) 906265.
Icom R71E h.f. receiver, remote
control, f.m. unit, voice
synthesiser, manuals, £395. Tel:
Warwick ( 01926) 854556.
JIL scanner SX400, p.s.u., 25500MHz, a.m., f.m., n.f.m., £200
o.v.n.o. Global antenna coupler
AT- 1000, 500kHz to 30MHz, £60
o.n.o. G3SO.V, GTHR. Tel:
Leicestershire ( 01509) 814762.

£250. Trio 9R- 59D receiver,
excellent condition, plus manual,
£50. Tel: Liverpool 0151-259 2456,
please ' phone after 1700.

Racal RA1792, 0-30MHz, v.g.c., all
filters, new I.c.d.s, fully aligned
and tested by ex Racal engineer,
£780 o.n.o. Tel: High Wycombe

Yupiteru VT-225 air band
scanner, boxed with manual,
NiCads, p.s.u., leather case, good
condition, £ 130. Gordon on
(01540) 661971.

(01494) 816342.
Realistic PRO-2042 scanner, 251300MHz, 1000 channel, new, in

receiver, £845. Lowe HF150 with
keypad and p.s.u., £200. Datong
AD370 active antenna and p.s.u.,
£40. All excellent condition, all
with manuals, buyer collects.
Brian on ( 01455) 840158.

Wanted

box, discone outside aerial with
low loss cable, Scanners 3book,
£150 o.n.o. the lot. Tel: W.
Yorkshire ( 01422) 345173.

All early wireless gear, crystal
sets, valves, horn speakers, top
prices paid for items by Marconi,
Burndept, Pye, BTH, Gecophone,

Trio R-5000 with vhf., £550. Base
antenna 27-30MHz, £30. Midland

Opto hand counter 2300, 1MHz to
2.4GHz, boxed, mint, £50. SEM

Port-A- Pak model 77-805,
unused, £55. Maxon 30E, £20.

audio multi-filter, as new, £50.
Signal R-535 v.h.f./u.h.f, mains
p.s.u., carrying case, battery,

Fidelity CB2000, boxed, £30. Radio
Shack DX-394, unopened, £90.
Offers considered. Ron on ( 01608)

box, £250. Tel: Hull ( 01482) 813439
anytime.

659487.

Ericsson, serious collector, will
pay well and collect any area.
Jim Taylor G4ERU, 5Luther Road,
Winton, Bournemouth BH9 1LX.
Tel/FAX: ( 01202) 510400.

Yaesu FRG-7700 receiver, FRTOptoelectronics scout frequency
finder, pocket size, 400
memories, v.g.c., boxed with

7700 a.t.u. and FRG- 7700 vhf.
converter, all boxed and in
excellent condition with manuals,

ORDER FORM
PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Ienclose Cheque/P.O. for

£

(£ 4.00/£6.00)

Made payable to PW Publishing Ltd

FOR SALE/WANTED/EXCHANGE maximum 30 words

Please insert this advertisement IN THE NEXT
AVAILABLE ISSUE OF SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

Kenwood R-2000 with VC10 fitted,
like new, boxed with manual,
only, £300. MCL1100 decoder

Name
Address

with Reuters monitor, decodes
RTTY, c.w., NAVTEX, ARG, ASCII,
FEC, £ 100. Howes a.t.u., boxed,
£20. Frank on ( 01295) 670108.
Kenwood R-5000 receiver, u.s.b.,
I.s.b., a.m., f.m., two antennas,
mint condition, manual, original

Post Code
Credit Card Details
Card Number

(30)

CONTACT DETAILS maximum 12 words

box, £600. Tel: ( 01529) 455763
evenings.

7411 =
Signature
Expiry date of card

(12)

Subscription Number
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES

Please
enquire

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE - 6MONTHS

for

▪ £16.50

airmail

,LIK

rates

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE - 1YEAR

Order Form
FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES IN SHORTWAVE MAGAZINE

£30.00 ( UK) J £ 5.00 ( Europe)
£8.00

(
Rest of World Airsaverl D

f45.00 ( Rest of World Airmail)

You can now order on-line.

D Please Send

me
The Complete Listener's Handbook for the special price of £ 18.95 + P&P

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION WITH PRACTICAL
WIRELESS ( 1YEAR)
• £50.00 ( UK)

J £59.00 ( Europe Airmail)

See www.pwpublishing.ltd.uk/books/
for more information

▪ £63.00 ( Rest of World Airsaver)
a

£74.00 ( Rest of World Airmail)

Please start my subscription with the

TELEPHONE ORDERS TAKEN ON ( 01202) 659930

issue.

between the hours of 9.00am - 5.00pm. Outside these hours
your order will be recorded on an answerphone

MONITORING TIMES - 1Year ( 12 issues)
▪ £38 ( UK)
a

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950

a £43 ( Europe Airmail)

Or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, aphotocopy will be
acceptable to save you cutting your treasured copy!

£49 ( Rest of World Airmail)

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

SATELLITE TIMES - 1Year ( 12 issues)
▪ £38 ( UK)
a

J £43 ( Europe Airmail)

£49 ( Rest of World Airmail)

PAYMENT DETAILS
Name

BINDERS
D Please send me

SWMBinders at £6.50 £

Address

Postal charges: £ 1for one, £2for two or more ( overseas surface)
FREE P&P if you order two or more ( UK only)

Postcode

D Please send me the following books

Telephone No

Ienclose cheque/PO ( Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.) £
Or
Charge to my MasterCardNisa/Switch/AMEX Card the amount of £
Card No.
H
llITIIII
enefaumi
4
LME
EXPRESS

Postal charges.

Valid from

UK: £1for one, £2for two or more

Signature

Overseas:

to
Tel

Issue No:

£2.00 per item.

Orders are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery. Prices correct
at time of going to press. Please note: all payments must be made in Sterling. Cash not accepted.

NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE ( UK)
(For orders received before noon) £ 4.00

TELEPHONE ORDERS TAKEN ON ( 01202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON ( 01202) 659950

GRAND TOTAL

ELECflOMC
NAVIGATION
mikchinery
This month we're giving you the chance to buy acopy of Simple
Electronic Navigation (
RRP £8.95) & Electronics Afloat (
RRP
£11.95) for the special price to SWM readers of only £5 each (+ P&P).
An ideal package for both ocean going readers and those looking for
background information.
Simple Electronic Navigation explains in simple terms how to get the best from your
equipment, how to install and program the system, how to use it to the best advantage on
atrip and how to use the additional features incorporated within your set. This book is packed with practical
ideas, tests and tricks only rarely found in the manufacturers' handbooks which, it always seems, are written by
experts for experts.
Electronics Afloat tells you everything you need to know about electronic navigators: GPS, Transit, Loran, Decca, chart plotters, depth
sounders, flux-gate compasses, logs and wind indicators, autopilots, interfacing, performance computers, power supplies and installation.
This book will answer all your questions from which devices you should invest in first to finding asystem to suit your particular needs.
To ORDER

TIIESE 800K.

use THE opoep

FORM ABOVE
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all-mode with Rx appeal
ICOM's IC- R10 -

-at to be on the receiving end...

ICOM's great handheld receiver covers 0.5MHz -1300MHz in allmodes. The IC- R1 0boasts areal-time bandscope function, making it
easy to find busy frequencies and observe the receiving frequency
band conditions, also, the passband width of the scope is selectable.
Voice- scan function ( VSC) pauses scan, but only when modulated
signals are received.
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Other it' snctions and features include; Bank and memory functions
plus new SIGNAVI function; this additional feature speeds up
scanning and adds to the already impressive range of scan modes
available in this power- packed ICOM handheld. Optional CS- R1 0
P.C. software allows you to edit and load memory data from your
computer. The IC RI 0 has proved that it has '
Rx appeal', so why not
see for yourself just how appealing this little handful can be!

nt CT6 8LD.

Telephone: 01227 741741. Fax: 01227 741742.
http://www.icomuk.co.uk
e-mail: icomsales@icomuk.co.uk
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AIRBAND RADIO
SCANNERS
,t4tow,

WEATHER MONITORING
Over the last 20 years we have built asolid
reputation with our customers for providing
exciting and innovative products, backed up by
the finest service and support expertise
available anywhere in the UK. We have
specialised in the sale of everything for the
airband radio enthusiast, ranging from simple
VHF only receivers to multiband scanners
covering all civil, military and HF
communications channels.We manufacture
some of the best short wave receivers in the
world, and also supply radio decoding
software, ham radio equipment, weather
monitoring station equipment and much, much
more.We have just produced our first ever 80
page full colour mail order catalogue, and you
now have the chance to receive this
ABSOLUTELY FREE. With no obligation to
purchase at all, we are confident that you will
find one of the most comprehensive product
offerings in this area of technology available
anywhere in the world.We are also confident'
that you will find something there to interest

you. Just send four first class stamps to cover
the postage to Lowe Electronics, and we will
send our bumper colour catalogue by return.
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LOWE ELECTRONICS iuu
Chesterfield Road
Matlock
Derbyshire DE4 5LE
Telephone 01629 580800
Fax 01629 580020
Email: info@lowe.co.uk
URL: http://www.lowe.co.uk
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The books listed have been
selected as being of special
interest to our readers. They are
supplied direct to your door. Many
titles are overseas in origin.

FREE POST 8t PACKING ON BOOKS MARKED *
Scanning
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100 pages £6.00
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261 pages £ 10.95
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336 pages
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192 pages £6.99
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280 pages £ 16.95
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96 pages £6.99
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540 pages £ 18.50
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112 pages £859
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134 pages £8.95
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156 pages
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f6.95
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192 pages £9.99
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156 pages £5.00

80 pages £9.95
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156 pages £5.00

280 pages £ 12.50
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104 pages 3.50
£
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2nd Edition. Robert E. Evans

260 pages £ 19.95
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63 pages £ 1.95
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50 pages £ 1.75

88 pages £ 11.50
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63 pages £ 1.95
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588 pages £ 0.00
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54 pages £ 1.75
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192 pages £8.95
160 pages £ 15.00

Joerg Klingenfuss

436 pages £25.00

ANTENNA EXPERIMENTERS GUIDE ( RSGB). Peter Dodd G3LDO

WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. Philip Mitchell

32 pages £7.50

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING ( ARRL). Wilfred N. Caron

RADIO DATA CODE MANUAL 15th Edition. Joerg Klingenfuss

604 pages £23.00

ANTENNAS FOR VHF AND UHF BP301. ID. Poole

104 pages £ 4.95

ANTENNAS & TECHNIQUES FOR LOW BAND DXING ( ARRL)

394 pages £ 15.50

ARRL ANTENNA BOOK 18th Edition

732 pages £ 24.00

DXTV

195 pages £ 1550

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume One

175 pages £7.50

31 pages £3.95

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Two

208 pages £ 10.50

GUIDE TO DX-TV. Keith Hamer & Garry Smith.

36 pages

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Three. Edited by Jerry Hall K1TD

236 pages £ 10.50

DXTV FOR BEGINNERS. Simon Harner
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FAX & RTTY WEATHER REPORTS. Philip Mitchell
GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE VVEATHERFAX SERVICES. 17th Edition
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£3.95

GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE TV TEST CARDS

60 pages £ 4.95

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Four

204 pages £ 15.50

THIS IS BBC TV - FIRST 30YRS OF TV GRAPHICS. Keith Hamer & Garry Smith

38 pages £ 4.95

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Five

200 pages £ 15.50

THE FIRST 30 YEARS OF BBC- 2. Keith Hamer & Garry Smith

60 pages £ 4.95

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK. W.I. Orr W6SAI & S.D. Cowan W2LX

268 pages £8.95

36 pages

BUILDING & USING BALUNS. Jerry Sevick

125 pages £ 18.95

THE STORY OF BBC COLOUR TELEVISION

f5.95

CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS 3rd Edition.

Frequency Guides
1998 SHORTWAVE FREQUENCY GUIDE. Joerg Klingenfuss

584 pages £23.00

William Orr W6SAI and Stuart Cowan W2LX

110 pages £8.95

EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS BP278. H.C. Wright

70 pages £3.50

G-ORP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK.
Compiled and edited by P. Linsley G3PDL & T. Nicholson KA9WRI/GWOLNCL

155 pages £7.25

•FERRELL'S CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST 10th Edition

450 pages £ 19.95

HF ANTENNA COLLECTION ( RSGB). Edited by Erwin David G41_01

233 pages £ 10.99

GLOBAL RADIO GUIDE 1998

40 pages £. 95

HF ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS ( RSGB). Les Moose G6XN

322 pages £ 14.65

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1998

528 pages £ 15.50

•MORE OUT OF THIN AIR ( PWP)

112 pages £6.95

RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 1998

112 pages £ 4.50

PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES John Heys G3BDQ

52 pages £6.30

RSGB IOTA DIRECTORY & YEARBOOK 1998/9 ( A4 size)

112 pages £8.95

PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK 2nd Edition. Joseph J. Cart

437 pages £29.95

SHORTWAVE INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY GUIDE

176 pages £ 12.95

PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS RSGB. John Heys G3BDQ

100 pages £8.95

VHF- UHF SCANNING FREQUENCY GUIDE. Bill Laver

192 pages £ 12.95

RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK. W.I. Orr W6SAI & S.D. Cowan W2LX

188 pages £5.50

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1998

608 pages £ 18.95

RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK. Joe Carr

189 pages £ 17.50

1998 SUPER FREQUENCY LIST CD-ROM. Joerg Klingenfuss

£25.00

SIMPLE, LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS.
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BUYING A USED SHORT WAVE RECEIVER 3rd Edition ( Booklet). F. Osterman

23 pages £2.95

FROM INTERNATIONAL WATERS. Mike Leonard

570 pages £ 20.95

188 pages

W1FB'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK ( ARRL). Doug DeMaw W1FB

123 pages £7.50
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165 pages £ 11.50

POP WENT THE PIRATES. Keith Skues

568 pages £ 15.95

AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGINNERS ( RSGB). Victor Brand G3JNB.
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450 pages £25.95
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192 pages £ 14.99

Clive Smith G4FZH and George Benbow G3HB

88 pages £13.75

NOW WE'RE TALKING ( ARRL)

144 pages £ 15.50
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Andrew Yoder
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95 pages
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96 pages £ 10.95
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Introduction
for both newcomers and old

Is Scanning Legal?
You can legally buy and own a
scanner. You can use it to listen to
broadcasts from the world's many

hands alike. Hopefully there

broadcasters, both radio and TV though you won't see a picture.

is something within its

You may legally listen to radio

pages for all of you.
Unfortunately it is beyond

amateurs in conversation with each
other around the world on a variety

the scope of such a small
booklet to explain all the
'ins and outs' of a subject

of bands ranging from long waves
to microwaves.For most of the population -that's it! Generally speak-

so vast as scanning. This
short introduction, however
makes an attempt to answer

ing everything else is illegal including listening to CBers doing their

some of the most fundamen-

thing, too.
The actual position in law is

tal questions.

something like this. You may not

There are books dedicated to the
subject and these include frequency

listen to any service or part of the
spectrum unless you possess a

guides, explanations of radio
communication systems in general,
and specifics related to monitoring

licence to do so. The DTI have a
leaflet, RA169, which explains. This
document in turn refers you to the

specific services. What Iintend to
do here is to provide a starting

5(b). It is this somewhat aged act

point. By using the increasingly
popular format of the FAQ
(frequently asked questions), Ihope

that governs the monitoring and
interception of radio signal and
traffic in the UK. The is another act

to enable you to quickly get an idea
as to what the hobby of scanning is

of Parliament the Interception of

all about.
Also included in this guide is a
digest of past reviews of current

Wireless Telegraphy Act section

Telecommunications Act, that also
governs radio interception and this
relates specifically to Cellular

scanners, both hand-held and base

Telephones.
So, it all looks pretty grim for

station.
For those of you who like to

SWM readers and scanner owners.
This need not be the case. The key

experiment there are two classical

to this hobby is discretion. If you

scanning antennas. The ubiquitous
discone for non-directional listening

don't tell anyone what you've
picked-up, then no-one will know!
So using your scanner discretely

and a log periodic beam for directional use. Both of these antennas
are much cheaper than their commercial alternatives and should give
the brave amongst you hours of

and wisely allows you to gain maxi-

'playing' and learning.

cally speaking, sharing information

Scan 98 SWM

mum enjoyment and return on your
investment in the latest radio.
It is also worth noting that, techni-

In basic terms a(radio) scanner is aself-contained, computer controlled radio. They come

ners and scanning.
We, here at Short
Wave Magazine,
have produced this booklet

Scan 98 FAG

in two basic types, hand-held and base station.

H

ello and welcome to
the world of scan-

1

with others can be considered as
incitement to commit an offence. So
the utmost care is required with this
particular hobby.
Iwill observe however that those
who would bring aprosecution about
have far better things to do than hunt-

CI)

E
cu

(I3

'Trading Post' in SWM and 'Bargain
Basement' in Practical Wireless for
those cheap starter scanners. You'll
be amazed at how cheaply you can
get going.

ing down casual users of scanners

What Does Search Mode Do?

and other monitoring equipment.

On most recent scanners, the user is

If, on the other hand, your interest in interception is somewhat
more sinister and you wish to turn
anything you may hear into

provided with the ability to manually
tune the radio to adirectly entered
(via the keyboard) frequency. This is
useful if you want only to monitor one

personal gain, then watch out!

frequency. Most of these sets also

So, everybody with an interest in
radio monitoring, please take this
advice -be careful.

frequency by aselectable step size.
Such as 5, 10, 12.5, 25kHz and so on.

What Is A Scanner?

The Search facility provided by
these radios is an extension of this

In basic terms a (radio) scanner is a
self-contained, computer controlled
radio. They come in two basic types,
hand-held and base station.

What Frequency
Coverage Do INeed?
Well that depends on what you want
to listen to. If, say, you know for
sure that you only ever want listen
to civil airlines in the UK and an airport just down the road from your
home, then you will only need a
receiver that covers a limited chunk
of the whole spectrum. Specifically
108 -137MHz. You will only need a
receiver with an a.m. detector as this
is the mode used by aircraft and
ground stations.
All well and good then! Just so
long as you know that you won't
ever get tempted or interested by
anything else -can you be sure?
My own opinion is that, if you

2

forget to keep your-eye on the

allow you to tune up and down in

feature, which allows you to define a
lower and upper frequency limit and
set the scanner automatically stepping
between these boundaries. Usually
you are able to set the scanner running up or down (incrementing or
decrementing the current frequency
value by the step size) once the other
limit is reached the whole process
starts again.
If asignal is received (or rather present on one of the stepped frequencies
when that frequency is selected) during
the Search sequence and it is strong
enough to 'break' the squelch then the
scanner will stop its sequencing. This
may be momentarily or until the user
instigates the search to be continued or
until the signal disappears -this is
radio and setting dependant.
It is common to use search mode
to identify frequencies of interest for
subsequent programming of the
receiver's Scan memories.

are a raw beginner, then acquire,
as cheap, as possible, a set that

Isn't That Scan Mode?

will cover your primary and initial

Scan mode differs some what from

area of interest. Use this set to
develop you knowledge and skill.
You will then be in a position to

Search mode.

make a much more informed
judgement as to what parts of the
spectrum hold your interest. Don't

simple that the radios that they have
now evolved into. Early scanners

Originally, in the dim and distant
past, scanners were rather more

consisted of afew, ten or so, memory
SWM Scan 98

locations into which frequencies could
be programmed. There was no direct
entry without actually programming a
memory location. These scanners
would only, in fact, cycle around their
bank of memories. This is just what

not having the room for all the details,
then that still leaves avery large array
of transmission that you can both
detect and resolve -actually listen to.
A quick look though the UK

select one or more of the many banks

Scanning Directory- see the rear of
this guide for details -will show you

of memories provided by the latest
radios, 1000 memories is nominal, and

the full extent of what's out there. But
to summarise the types of transmis-

set the scanner running through. With
each step the content of each memory

sion that don't need more than just a
scanner and some (lots) patience.

is loaded into the synthesiser (the part

It is worth pointing out at this

of the scanner used to control the fre-

stage, that signals that are generally
of interest to scanner users are both

quency being monitored) and for a
preset time the scanner stays on that
channel then moving on to the next

v.h.f./u.h.f, that is above 30MHz in

and the next and so on. If asignal is
present then it will be heard, just so

ered. They also tend to utilise
omnidirectional antenna systems, (not

long as it can 'break' the squelch.

beams). These factors conspire, especially when the listener uses aset-top

Unlike older radios, today's sets
allow awhole host of parameters

frequency and are relatively low pow-

antenna, like the one supplied with

other than frequency to be pro-

your scanner, to limit the range of

grammed into the memory locations,
this such as bandwidth, mode,

usable signals to about 12-16km.
This is arule of thumb, but to bet-

descriptive text on more expensive

ter it requires work on your antenna
system. Both v.h.f. and u.h.f. signals
can be considered as 'line-of-sight'

(£1000+) sets a.f.c., to name but afew.
Since modern scanners have many
-typically ten -banks it is possible on
some models to enable two, all or
somewhere in between, of the banks
for ascan session. This is auseful feature as it allows you to plan groups of

only. This is not strictly true, and there
are various modes of propagation that
increase range, but for now we will
consider it to be the case.

frequencies around certain banks. For
instance, you might have all the local

Okay, ground rules set, what traffic
is it possible to listen to? Aircraft, civil
and military, airports tower, radar,

ground-to-air frequencies in one bank

ground crews, taxies, outside broad-

and the coast guard frequencies in
another. If you happened to want to

casts, radio microphones, security

listen exclusively to these two types of

guards, emergency services, breakdown services, delivery services,

transmission, then you could select
the two specific banks only.

satellite up/down links, military exercises, air cadets, Search And Rescue

What Can IListen To?

operations, motor sport events, large
industrial site communications to

In theory, if aservice is using radio

name but asmall selection. The fun is

communication within the spectrum

finding things in your area.

covered by your receiver, then you
will be able to detect it. Just so long
as you are 'in range'. Quite asweep-

hobby to the full discretion is the key.

Please don't forget to enjoy this

ing statement, and there are a lot of
qualifiers and exceptions -as you

Kevin Nice G7TZC BRS95787

might expect. Once you've excluded

Editor Short Wave Magazine
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Now read on and enjoy. 73 (best wishes)

Search And Rescue operations, motor sport events, large industrial site communications

scan mode on the latest types does
too. These days, the user is able to

all the special cases, which takes us
back to the scope of this booklet and
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WHEN YOU'RE HOOK[NCE FUR
THE 11331EST BUN lEN SCA\_NNERS
THHERES ONLY ONE C1H[01[CE

Lowe Electronics
Best selection
Best prices •
Best support
MVT7100

All major
models
available

PSR244

MVT9000

PCR- 1000

MVT3300

ICR-8500

PRO2042

Lowe Electronics Ltd
Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire, DE4 5LE
Telephone (General Enquiries) 01629 580800, Fax 01629 580020,
Email: info@lowe.co.uk URRL: http://www.lowe.co.uk
Branches at:
Bristol &Wales, 79 Gloucester Road, Patchway, Bristol BS12 5C11, Tel 0117 931 5263 Fox 0117 931 5270
North East, Unit 18B, Airport Industrial Estate, Newcastle, NE3 2EF, Tel 0191 214 5424, Fax 0191 214 0761
South West, 117 Beaumont Road, St Jades, Plymouth PL4 9EF, Tel 01752 257224 Fax 01752 257225

Alinco DJ-X10
Wide Band
Communications
Receiver

A

nections and fits very neatly into aspecial

linco is not usually one of the
first names to spring to mind

desk mounting charger unit, which is supplied

when enthusiasts discuss

with the receiver. Iliked this idea, but Iwould

scanning receivers. However,

have preferred it if the scanner had been
positioned at aslight angle to make the dis-

they have been around for
some time now, and although their previous offerings have not sold in particularly
large volumes, things may change with
the introduction of the DJ-X10.

It's Got The Looks
The styling of the unit is different from
the usual offerings, with its black,
orange and gold colour scheme. The
outer case measures approximately
60 x 150 x30mm with astrip of

play more readable and the bottom row of
keypad buttons more accessible.

Second Functions
As with all hand-held scanners most buttons
have second or third uses,
which are enabled by
pressing aseparate function button. This is located at the top of the strip
of four buttons on the

four rubber function buttons and

left-hand edge of the

the volume and squelch controls
down the left hand side. The front

receiver, the other three
buttons being used to

facia is split into three main sec-

activate the monitor,

tions with the numerical keypad

bandscope and backlight

occupying the bottom third, I.c.d.

functions. In use Ifound

display the middle and the speaker

the size and location of

grill, power and additional function

the function button to be

buttons filling the remaining space

abit fiddly, although I

at the top. The top of the case has
a BNC antenna socket, external

was pleased to find that
it had a 'Latching' action

speaker and 'Clone' sockets and a

which made second func-

multi-function rotary control knob.
The right hand side of the case

easier to perform.

has asocket for external

tion operations that bit
Another slight

power, whilst the rear of

criticism was

the case features abattery

the liberal dis-

pack release catch and
belt clip fixings. The sup-

tribution of
controls

plied NiCad battery pack

around the

forms part of the case

edge of the

and is very securely held
in place by alatching

loudspeaker

mechanism. It has
external charging con-

Scan 98 SWM

grill. These
are used to
enable the scan
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Main Features
The DJ-X10 has all the features you would
expect from aradio in this price range, including frequency coverage from 100kHz to
2GHz, reception of am, n.b.f.m, w.b.f.m,
u.s.b, I.s.b. and c.w., Preset tuning step sizes
of 50Hz, 100Hz, 1, 2, 5, 6.25, 9, 10, 12.5, 15,
20, 25, 30, 50, 100, 125, 150, 200, 250 &
500kHz, Beginner mode, Help menu, Auto
Bandplan mode and step size adjustment,
On/Off Auto Timer, Clock, Key Lock, Priority
Watch and Attenuator. A couple of points to
note are that the 8.33kHz step size recently
proposed for aircraft communications is not
included and my attempts to offset 25kHz
channel spacings by 12.5kHz were strongly
resisted.
A nice touch is the inclusion of a'help'
menu. This is intended to
give auseful reminder of
how to enable certain functions, which should be of
particular interest to new
owners.

controls such as the function button."

"I would have preferred the greater level of prominence to have been reserved for other

programming, v.f.o., and memory modes. I
found the location of these buttons abit confusing and would have preferred the greater
level of prominence to have been reserved
for other controls such as the function button. Ialso found cancelling some of the
modes of operation abit confusing. For
example, one type of search could be cancelled by pressing the same button, whilst
another required the v.f.o. button to be
pressed. Iguess that, in some respects, this
criticism is just down to personal taste.

Memories
The DJ-X10 has 1200
memory channels arranged
in three sets of ten banks
with 40 channels in each
bank -additionally each
memory is capable of
being alphanumerically
tagged with adescription of
up to eight characters.
Scanning modes include:
'Memory Scan',
'Programmed Memory
Scan', 'Selected Mode Scan'
and 'VFO Scan' as well as
the more usual search facility for locating new frequencies complete with automemory write function. The
auto-memory write function

worked well with lots of local signals being
automatically stored in one of the memory
banks. All the usual memory functions are
present, with the ability to 'link' or 'lock-out'
various permutations. A number of special
'set' menus are used to enter, edit and copy
memory contents. Ifound it took abit of time
to initially get used to some of these menus.
However, after awhile it became almost second nature and Isoon found that Icould
quickly manipulate memory contents. The
number of memory locations available to the
user can make the maintenance of contents
difficult, especially if you need to reload all of
them from scratch, perhaps after pressing
the reset button. This is where acomputer
interface can come in handy, and although
the user guide makes reference to a'clone'
function, Iwas not able to obtain any further
information about its facilities or any ability to
interface the radio to aPC. (Nevada have
informed us that Alinco are currently working
on aPC program for this scanner and expect
to have it ready in the near future. Ed.)

Display
The liquid crystal display shows alot of information, including frequency, channel number,
mode, volume and squelch levels as well as
providing abandscope facility which allows
you to 'see' activity upto 40 channels away
from the received frequency.
Unfortunately the amount of space
available to each of these functions
is alittle bit limited and when
added to the rather restricted
viewing angle of the display it
does make reading some of
the information difficult. This
is made worse by the fact
that Alinco have only chosen
to make the display contrast
adjustment operate only in the
'Demo Mode'. This can be
very frustrating. (Nevada have
pointed out that the contrast
can be set and stored to the
operator's personal preference. Although the display is
typical of an Lad., they have
noticed that artificial lighting
can cause glare due to reflection from the display front.
Rotating the set slightly so
that the light doesn't hit the
display at right angles can help.
Ed.)
Unlike some other handSWM Scan 98

helds the bandscope cannot operate continuously whilst you are listening to asignal. The
best compromise Ifound was to use the
interval mode where the bandscope is
updated about once every 10 seconds during which time the receive audio is muted.
By fiddling with the bandscope set-up it is
also possible to improve the horizontal
scale resolution, which can make abig
improvement to the usefulness of the
display. The range of the bandscope can
be toggled between anarrow range of
seven channels or awider range of 40
channels. Watching signals appear
and scroll across the screen when
the bandscope was used in conjunction with the search function was
very entertaining, and by using the
combinations of functions it was
possible to jump quickly to active
frequencies on channels adjacent
to the current receive frequency.
The search functions available were well thought out and I
particularly like the ability to
quickly set-up asearch within a
pre-set range by setting the
upper and lower limits on the
twin v.f.o.
Where Are The
Knobs?
One of the features Iliked
the most was the lack of
the rotary volume and
squelch controls. Alinco
have chosen to replace
these with two electronic
'Rocker' switches located on, but inset from,
the left hand side panel.
The volume and
squelch settings are
changed by pressing the
appropriate edge of the
*Rocker' switches which vary the
levels as indicated on the I.c.d. display.
The volume control worked very well but
Iwould have preferred to have been able to
make aslightly finer adjustment to the
squelch settings. This was not quite as big a
problem as it could have been due to another
nice feature. As with most hand-held scanning receivers the DJ-X10 has amonitor button. When this is pressed the squelch is disabled so that weak signals can be monitored
more easily. Now anyone who has used a
Scan 98 SWM

scanner for short wave reception
will know that you have to disable
the squelch when listening to weak
s.s.b. transmissions, normally by
turning the squelch control fully off.
With the DJ-X10 you can press the
function key and then the monitor
button to disable the squelch.
Pressing the monitor button again
restores normal operation. This is a
great time saver and Ijust wish that my
current hand-held had this facility.
How Well Does It Work?
In practice the receive sensitivity with the
supplied antenna was adequate, with all
the usual airband and amateur signals
being audible. Idid notice aslight problem
with the coarseness of the squelch setting,
but this could be improved by using the
monitor function when listening to weak
signals that would otherwise
have caused the squelch to
'chop'. Performance on the
short wave bands was good
with several broadcast stations being clearly audible
using just the supplied
antenna. Connecting afew
metres of wire to the antenna socket made abig
improvement, with many
amateur s.s.b. stations being
received. The 50Hz tuning step
size made the fine resolution of
speech reasonably easy, but
may still be too coarse for the
reception of certain types of data
signals.
Summary
Iwas presently surprised by the
DJ-X10. Its styling is good, it feels
nice to handle and the performance
is comparable to that of similar models in the price range. Ifelt that the
only real problem was associated with
the small size of I.c.d. display and its limited
viewing angle. This factor aside the DJ-X10 is
worth taking alook at if you are considering
buying anew hand-held scanner.
Nevada Communications, 189 London
Road, North End, Portsmouth P02 9AE.
Tel: (01705) 662145. FAX: (01705) 690626
provided the review model. The DJ-X10E
costs £295.
Original review published in SWM
September 1996
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AOR A11500
All Mode
Alan
Gardener
reflects that it
seems that
new receivers
are abit like
buses, you
wait along
time for a
manufacturer
to produce a
new design,
and when
they do, two
or three tend
to come
along at
once. AOR
are proving
the theory first there
was the
AR7030 h.f.
receiver, now
it's the turn
of their flagship, the
AR5000.
8

I

twas about a month after Ihad
bought my original AR3000 that Ifirst
heard whispers about a new higher

specification model being developed.
But it is only now, several years later,

that the AR5000 has appeared -with very
wide frequency coverage, all mode reception, extensive Search and Scan facilities,

junction with agood
dynamic range and alow
noise synthesised local
oscillator in order to minimise unwanted intermodulation products.

RF Performance

1000 memory channels, RS-232 computer

In practice, the AR5000

control port, and -yes, you've guessed it Iwas very keen to try one.

does seem to be fairly

First Impressions

resistant to intermodulation problems. The third
order intercept point at

The first thing that struck me was the size

100kHz signal spacing was

and weight of the unit. The basic cabinet
measures approximately 217 x260 x85mm

found to be good for av.h.f./u.h.f.

with the feet and loudspeaker port extending

better figures at around 6-10MHz

the height by afurther 40mm. The weight is

with the pre-amp switched off. This

in the region of 3.5kg, which combined with

gave good performance during the evening

the metal case gives the unit aprofessional

on the 40m amateur band where other

receiver. Iachieved significantly

'feel' and stops it sliding across the table as

receivers Ihave used in the past have suf-

soon as you touch the tuning dial.

fered from the very strong broadcast band

The front panel has all the usual controls
you would expect but is dominated by the

signals on adjacent frequencies. Receive sensitivity was very good and remained fairly

large liquid crystal main display, mechanical

constant throughout.

'S-meter' and tuning knob. The display is illu-

Listening on short wave was apleasure

minated with asoft green back light which

and the smooth tuning offered by the 1Hz

makes the I.c.d. look very attractive, but

step size and the Numerically Controlled

unfortunately it doesn't do much for the red

Oscillator made it seem as if aconventional

portion of the 'S-meter' scale and pointer.

analogue v.f.o. was being used (without the

The rear panel has two antenna ports, a

frequency drift normally associated with such

10.7MHz if, output, 10MHz external frequen-

designs). As an indication of the receiver's

cy reference input, remote RS-232 connector,

frequency stability Ituned to BBC Radio 4 on

mute control socket, external speaker jack,

198kHz and by selecting u.s.b. produced a

accessory connector and ad.c. input socket

very slow beat signal that remained constant

used to power the unit from the external 12V

over several hours. Tuning around the 5-

power unit provided or from a 13.5V car

100kHz frequency range Iwas surprised at

supply.

just how many signals were audible. In fact

Wide Coverage

this proved to be more of an eye opener than
the v.h.f./u.h.f. range. The only features I

The frequency range of the receiver is specified as being from 5kHz (yes five kilohertz) to

missed compared to my dedicated h.f. receiv-

2.6GHz. This is an amazing span and unlike

and noise blanker. The latter would have

most other wide band receivers it uses sepa-

been particularly useful for mobile operation.

er were the pass-band tuning, i.f, notch filter

rate Varicap tuned r.f. stages to provide vital

(The later AR5000+3 features anoise

front end pre-selection for alarge part of this

blanker in addition on synchronous a.m. and

range. This is particularly important in conSWM Scan 98

Wideband
Receiver
ters accommodated 12.5 or 25kHz
channel spacing, the 110kHz filter
allowed me to listen to f.m. broadcast stations tucked between
stronger local ones and the 30kHz
filter was almost ideal for weather
satellites, although some form of
a.f.c. would have put 'icing on the
cake' as far as orbiting satellites
were concerned.
(The later AR5000+3 features
a.f.c. in addition on synchronous am.
and anoise blanker

Manual
Operation
The main tuning dial step size is selectable
from 1Hz to 999.999999kHz, which makes it
very easy to set asuitable tuning rate for the
current mode of operation. Five different
v.f.o.s are available, all of which can be personalised, making it easy to swap between
h.f. and v.h.flu.h.f. operation. The small rotary
sub-dial, which has 'click' positions, can also
be used in conjunction with the main tuning
dial. Ifound it particularly useful to set this to
tune at normal channel spacing on vhf/uhf.
and the main dial to tune in-between. Iwould
like to have been able to programme the subdial step size directly but it is currently only
possible to use either pre-defined step sizes
or 10 times the main dial rate. To prevent the
receiver being inadvertently knocked off frequency during operation asmall lever is provided to increase the amount of friction on
the main tuning dial.
Six different it, filter bandwidths of 220,
110, 30, 15, 6& 3kHz are provided as standard (500Hz for c.w. is an extra option). These
can be either manually or automatically
selected depending on the mode in use. I
found this very useful, especially on the
v.h.f./u.h.f, ranges where the 6or 15kHz filScan 98 SWM

Too Many
Second Functions?
Unfortunately one of the main problems associated with complex equipment and small
control panels is the need for second function
keys and sub-menus. It would be ideal if
every function had aseparate control knob or
key, but in the case of the AR5000 this would
quite easily run into more than ahundred or
so. Obviously the manufacturer has to compromise somewhere along the line but it is
nice from an operational point of view if all
the main functions are immediately accessible rather than via aseries of different button
presses.
The most serious gripe about the operating system on the review AR5000 was the
method of manual mode selection. A separate
mode button is provided and one quick press
puts the receiver into automatic mode selection. When this is in operation the exact mode
is determined by an internally stored bandplan
which resets the mode, tuning step size and
it, filter bandwidth as the dial frequency
changes. In order to manually change just the
mode you have to press the mode button and
hold it in for longer than asecond. This brings

Comment
(A few of Alan's
'niggles' have been
addressed in production units and a
new version, the
AR5000+3 is now
available in addition
to the standard
unit. The 43' version features a.fc.,
synchronous am.
and anoise
blanker. The price
is marginally higher
than the standard
unit.
All sets now feature EEPROM
Bank switching,
which effectively
provides two data
maps in one set,
resulting in 20000
memory channels,
20 scan banks, 10
v.fo.s and 40
search banks!
an optional
4-way automatic
antenna switch is
also available.
RH AOR).

up asub-menu on the I.c.d. display which you
scroll though by means of the rotary dial or
Up/Down keys. The correct mode is then con-

Continued on page 13...
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away for along time. Here he shows you how to calculate the dimensions involved.

Ray Fautley G3ASG 'comes clean' and describes the skeleton that he's been hiding

The Skeleton II
he Skeleton Antenna
gets its name because
it's just the 'bare bones'
of acomplete discone
antenna. A discone
antenna is essentially a
horizontal disc mounted vertically above the apex of acone
as in Fig. 1. This vertically polarised
antenna has proved to be very effective for use with v.h.f, and u.h.f, scanning receivers due to its broadband
and omnidirectional characteristics,
together with peak performance at a
very low angle to the horizontal.
To what extent could the antenna be
'skeletonised' whilst still retaining its
desirable characteristics? What comproFig. 1: The 'standard' discone antenna
mises would be acceptable? My own
is, as its name suggests, made up from
experience of the discone type of antena disc element and a cone element.
na was to design asuitable u.h.f. antenna for military use. The minimum numrugged but light in weight and very easy to
ber of elements that could be used to represent the disc and the cone, whilst retaining
transport. My first thought had been to use
the required specification bandwidth, was
metal rods or tubes, but these would necesfound to be four for each part.
Disc elements (length D)
The 'disc' elements are
essentially just two strips (or
wires for the lower frequency
Pin of the S0239 socket
versions) of twice the design
extended and soldered
dimension D, soldered together to all four disc elements
at their centres at right angles
to each other. Further, it was
Spacer of insulating
found that each disc element D
material
Screw
should be mounted vertically
Screw
above each sloping cone eleMeta Ibracket
S0239
ment L, spaced by dimension S
„ soldered to
socket
(at the apex). The last dimenthe sloping
sion necessary for the design
cone
of the antenna was the angle
between the legs. This was
PL259
found to be 40* to give near
Coaxial cable 5012
horizontal radiation and provide
to transceiver
afeed-point of 500.
koVT0837

Resulting Design
Fig. 2: A more detailed view of the feedpoint
of the skeleton discone antenna.
The resulting design gave a
useful bandwidth of up to 25%
above the lowest useful frequency. More
sarily have to be made into asuitable flat
simply, if the lowest usable frequency was
pack for carrying about. This requirement
((MHz) then the antenna could be used sucwould mean that the elements would have
cessfully up to 1.25 xf. It had to be fairly
to be screwed together to assemble and
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¡scone Antenna
the cone sides. If we
restrict operation to asin,gle amateur band, the
s skeletonised version
becomes practical
because, although its
bandwidth is no longer
several octaves, it is still
25% of the design frequency.
For example an antenna designed for the
14MHz band would have
abandwidth of some
3.5MHz with astanding
wave ratio (s.w.r.) not
exceeding about 1.5:1 for
an optimum terminal
resistance of 50S2 .This
Fig. 3: The skeleton discone means that it would be
antenna is slightly different, usable from 14MHz to
about 17.5MHz. As the
in that the apex angle is
less, and the top elements
antenna is unbalanced
with regard to earth it is
moulding contained the ends are larger than the equivasuitable for direct connecof the sloping sides and the lent discone elements.
tion of 50(2 coaxial cable.
disc parts, separated by the
necessary spacing. Due to the flexibility of
The coaxial cable inner wire is connected to
the four skeleton disc elements and the
the strips, all the elements could be folded
downwards from the moulded cone and
cable outer screen to the four skeleton
cone elements as shown in Fig. 2.
inserted into asoft plastics pocket for trans-

then unscrewed each time to
repack -abit time consuming.
Further thoughts lead me
to utilise the type of metal
strip used in manufacturing
flexible steel rules. By using
several strips riveted together for the first part of the
sloping sides at the top of
the cone, one less for the
next part and so on, more
strength was added to the
weakest part at the top of
the cone. This is where high
winds would produce most
leverage and consequently,
metal fatigue.
The skeleton disc mounted above the cone consisted
of strips of the same maten al, riveted together in asir-nilar way. A conical plastics

port.
As this antenna is areciprocal device
(useful for both receiving and transmitting) it
should be very attractive to amateurs with
an interest in h.f. DX because of its low radiation angle. Of course, afull discone at
these frequencies would be
D
ridiculously large and very
heavy, but askeleton version becomes much more
of apossibility as wires
could be used instead of
solid metal sheets!

Desirable Feature
Solid versions of discone
antennas have the very
desirable feature of operating over several octaves
above alowest frequency,
which depends upon the
dimensions of the disc and

Scan 98 SWM

How do we go about designing these
skeleton antennas? Well, the only thing to
think about is 'what is the lowest frequency
that Iwant the antenna to work at?' This
lowest frequency will determine the dimensions of the antenna elements.The dimenS
A

"As this
antenna is
areciprocal device,
it should
be very
attractive
to amateurs with
an interest
in h.f. DX
because of
its low
radiation
angle."

Fig. 4: The skeleton discone
antenna viewed in the side (a),
and from above (b), for clarity.

The legs of the 'cone' are
directly underneath the
'disc' elements

101fT0_836c
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The Skeleton Discone Antenna

"The useful bandwidth of the antenna will be from 144 to 180 MHz."

sions are shown
in side and top
views of Fig. 3
and Fig. 4respectively.

This article
was originally
published in
the March
1998 Antennas
in Action section of
Practical
Wireless.
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f
p = 0.8 x
= 0.8 x144 (MHz)
On the calculator this would
look like:

Lej WALLIallArj

Design
Procedure
Now let's have a
look at the
design procedure. First
you must
decide the
lowest frequency of operation
(f.).for the antenna. From which, the
design frequency, f
p is obtained via the
formula:
f
p = 0.8 xf.
where both f. and f
p are both measured in MHz.
Next, calculate the length of the sloping
sides (of the cone) Lmeasured in metres via
the equation:

So the design frequency of the
antenna is 115.2MHz
Next find the length of the
sloping legs L:
where
L(m) = 75 + f
p.

On the calculator we have

iL'L5jA,'11 211jLadjj0.65/0416
.
The legs will each be 0.651m (651mm)
long. Now calculate the length of each horizontal element D:
D = 0.85 x0.651
On the calculator

Luj

121,181111121e 1 .61 5

L(m) = 75 ÷ D.
S=

L0•
75
27

The length of the horizontal elements D,
also measured in metres, may be calculated
now (this is also the diameter of afull disc)
using the formula:
D(m) = 0.85 xL.
The last dimension we need to calculate
is the spacing between the horizontal elements and the apex of the sloping sides, S,
again measured in metres from the equation:
When constructing the antenna, the
angle between the sloping sides and avertical from the centre of the horizontal elements should be 20°. So the angle between
any two sloping sides (the cone angle -Ed.)
will be 40°. The effective upper frequency
of the antenna will be:
f
max =1.25 xfmin
So, the effective bandwidth is from f.
to

115.2

0.55335

So each horizontal will be 0.553m
(533mm) long.
The final calculation will be to find the
spacing Sin metres.

s

_ (0.651) (175
27
-

_ 0.724745857
27

On the calculator the keystrokes are:

roupwr,
0.026842439
The spacing Swill be 0.0268 metres
(27mm) The maximum useable frequency
will be:
= 1.25 xFn.„
On the calculator we have:
ülErliali.212fildEl
5
180

max

Worked Example
Let's look at adesign for use in the 144MHz
(2m) amateur band which is 144 to 146MHz.
The design frequency f
p for an f. of
144MHz is:

The useful bandwidth of the antenna will
be from 144 to 180MHz. If this antenna is
made from 6mm diameter rod or tube,
preferably copper which has been painted to
prevent oxidation, it should be aself-supporting structure.

SWM sfe."

AOR AR5000 Wideband
All Mode Receiver
FROM PAGE 9
firmed by pressing the Enter key.
Iwould have preferred to be able to quickly press the mode button and toggle through
to the next mode on each press rather than
having to mess about with three separate
buttons. A long press on the mode button
would select the automatic mode.
The current method of operation is particularly frustrating because if you accidentally
select the automatic mode it also resets the
bandwidth and Step size, each of which
takes two or three button presses to restore
to the previous value.
(The later production units from about
1996/97 featured this change and select auto
mode by pressing and holding the key, a
quick press allowing manual selection.)

Special Facilities
Okay, that's the moan over -now on to some
of the better bits hidden amongst the submenus. One unusual feature is the DTMF display function, this allows the receiver to
decode DTMF tone signals and display them
as aseries of digits. A CTCSS decode function is also available as an option. (So is the
voice inverter).
Another unusual facility is the 'Tone' eliminator. This allows the squelch circuit to ignore
signals with constant frequency tones on
them. The frequency range is tuneable from
400Hz to 4.4kHz and rumour has it that it was
included to prevent the search or scan functions stopping on trunk signalling channels
used on Japanese railway systems. One use I
found for it was to mute the audio on certain
v.h.f. transmissions which carry supervisory
signalling tones. It would have been nice if it
could also have been used as an audio notch
filter on the h.f. bands.
The audio bandwidth, pre-emphasis time
constants and a.g.c. rate is also adjustable
and Ifound that this made abig difference to
the intelligibility of weak signals especially
when using s.s.b. or c.w. In addition the
squelch control can be set to operate as an
cf. gain control which also makes h.f. reception that bit more enjoyable.
The front-end r.f. pre-selector stages can be
manually tuned using asub-menu. Ifound that
this didn't make much improvement to weak
Scan 98 SWM

signals, as the automatic tuning always
seemed to be spot on. However Idid find a
use for it on the 2m amateur band, where I
could off-tune it in order make use of the r.f.
band-pass characteristic to stop avery strong
local packet station from blocking the receiver
whilst listening to the output of arepeater. This
proved to be much more effective than turning
off the pre-amp or switching the attenuator on.
Iwas not able to try the RS-232 remote
control option, but it does support 19200
baud rate, which should speed up any external computer controlled scanning functions.
(Various software packages are now available including Spectrum-Master from AOR,
the RS-232 Protocol Book is provided as standard with the receiver.)

Search and Scan
Turning to some of the search and scan features Iwas interested to find that it was possible to link various search ranges by means
of aseparate sub-menu. This gave the option
of setting up, and storing up to 20 different
sets of linked search bands and ten sets of
memory scan banks, along with characteristics such as delay times, level and voice sensitive squelch operation and the automatic
storage of active frequencies found during a
search. This effectively allows the operator to
set up different 'personalities' for the search
and scan function -the only problem is
remembering which one is in operation, as
the display won't tell you. (A group number is
displayed on later production units).
Contents of memories and search bands
can be identified with short alpha-numeric
titles of up to eight characters and this is a
great memory jogger if you have alot of channels programmed in. The search and scan
speeds can be increased up to 45 channels
per second by selecting the 'Cyber-Scan'
option. This replaces the frequency display
with the word 'Cyber Scan' whilst the search
is running, and only displays the frequency or
alpha-numeric title once an active frequency
has been found. This can be abit inconvenient
if the search doesn't stop, as you are not really
too sure what is happening. It would be nice
to have the moving frequency display for reassurance that asearch is running correctly.

Summary
Ifound the r.f.
performance of the
receiver to be very
good, making it
suitable for professional as well as
top of the range
hobbyist use. Any
criticisms should
be judged against
the large number
of facilities on
offer, as Ibelieve
most people could
think of at least
one feature on
their favourite
piece of equipment
that they would
change given the
opportunity.
Ithought the way
some of the
controls and
sub-menus
operated were a
bit inconsistent,
and it took some
time to get used to
them. However
I'm sure that if I
could afford to buy
an AR5000, I
would be able to
adjust my operating habits to suit.
The review model
and additional
technical support
during the review
period was
provided by AOR
(UK) Ltd., 4E East
Mill, Bridgefoot,
Belper,
Derbyshire DE56
2UA. Tel: 101773)
880788,

Original Review published in SVVM June 1996
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I

had been looking forward to reviewing
the new Icom IC-1110 since it was first
advertised, so when Ireceived the
'phone call from SWIVI to tell me that
they had been able to get hold of one, I
was delighted.
Good Looking

trusty IC-R1, did the new IC-R10 fit the bill? Read on to see how it faired.

Alan Gardener just couldn't wait to get his paws on the potential replacement for his

Icom IC-RIO
Well the IC-R10 looks great -the design is
based on corn's current range of hand-held
Amateur Radio transceivers which look very
sturdy and fit nicely into the palm of your
hand. The case measures approx. 59 x130
x32mm (w xhxd), which makes it alot
smaller than most of the competition.
However it's not quite tiny enough to
lose in the pocket of apair of jeans, but
it does allow the keyboard to be big
enough to be operated by even the
largest of fingers.
The bottom half of the front facia
contains the keyboard which is
arranged in four columns of five
rows. As is the case with most scanning receivers, nearly all the keys
have second functions. On the ICR10 these are selected by pressing akey on the left hand side of
the case. Unfortunately, the function key has to be held in whilst
buttons on the keyboard are
pressed, preventing singlehanded operation, adisadvantage if you wish to use it dash
mounted in acar. Just above
the keyboard is the I.c.d. display, which has provision
for up to two lines of
alpha-numeric text as well
as various symbols representing different operating modes and user
options. An automatic
backlight mode allows
the display and keyboard to light for
approximately two
seconds each time
abutton is
depressed or asignal received. This is a

very handy facility, but it would have been
even better if aphotocell had been built in so
that the light only operated when it was
required. If you wish to preserve battery life I
would recommend turning the backlight off using the 'Set' menu
function. The remaining top section of the front panel is occupied
by the loudspeaker, which permits areasonable level of audio to
be emitted, but acheap pair of
'Walkman' style earphones would
be useful during operation in
crowded places.
The top of the case has aBNC
antenna socket, 3.5mm earphone
socket, concentric volume and
squelch controls and aseparate
rotary tuning knob. Iparticularly liked
the style and position of the tuning
knob, which didn't cause my fingers to
become wedged between the adjacent
controls when Iturned it. On the right
hand side of the case there is provision
for awrist lanyard, and two further sockets, one for an external 12V power supply/charger and the other for a
computer interface -thank
goodness Icom have fitted
one! Actually there are two
(Clone and CI-V port) but
more of that later.
At the rear of the
case the battery compartment can be
accessed by lifting off a
panel which reveals four
AA-sized NiCad cells. A
small switch hidden
between the cells allows you
to turn off the charger circuit
if you wish to substitute dry
cells. Very handy if the NiCads
go flat whilst you are out and
about.
In Use
The power button is located in
the top left of the keyboard.
Pressing it brings up a'welcome'
message on the I.c.d. display.
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The main features of the receiver are: All
mode reception over the frequency range
500kHz to 1.300GHz; 1000 memories which
can be individually alpha-numerically tagged;
variable tuning step size; etc. So what's it like
to use?

Search or Scan
Rather than differentiating between Search'
(where the receiver automatically tunes
between pre-defined frequency limits with a
given step size) and 'Scan (where the receiver tunes to specific pre-defined frequencies
and modes stored in pre-set memory locations). Icorn have chosen to call everything
'Scan'. The only difference being the way in
which the various scan modes are initiated.
The more observant will, by now, have spotted abutton on the front panel marked
'Search' -so what is going on?
The 'Search' function allows the operator
to perform an alpha-numeric text search of
memory titles and contents -all very handy if
you can't remember which one of the 1000
memories contains your local airport tower
frequency. Memories and search bands can
be edited and copied by use of aspecial 'Edit'
button. To speed up the process you should
consider the special cloning software and
cable that Icom can supply. This plugs into
the earphone socket and permits the contents of the memories to be edited and
downloaded from aPC. You can also use the
cloning facility to copy the entire receiver setup to another IC-R10 if you wish, another nice
touch.

Easy Operation
The IC-R10 also has an 'Easy' program button
which Ifound confusing, as it appeared to
operate in asimilar manner to normal method
of operation -but perhaps I'm just being abit
too critical. Memory banks are labelled A-0,
with bank Rbeing used to store frequencies
which are to be excluded from searches and
Bank O being used to store the contents of
the 'Auto Memory Write' search function.
This works really well, especially when used
in conjunction with the 'VSC' or audio scan
function which only stops asearch or scan on
signals with audio present. The 'Auto
Memory Write' finds busy frequencies by
searching through pre-defined frequency
ranges and automatically writes active frequencies into memory.
Unlike some receivers which have similar
facilities, Icom have made sure that frequencies only get written once into memory -so
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you don't end up with alocal paging frequency in all of the 100 memory locations set
aside for the function. A great time saver if
you can't continuously monitor the airwaves.
Even better if you own an Optoelectronics
'Scout' as you can plug it directly into the CI-V
computer port. The CI-V interface is good
news if you are interested in external control
of the receiver, although it does require asimple interface unit if you want to connect it to
acomputer's RS-232 port.

Cet

Tuning Around
All of these facilities nearly compensate for
the moderately slow search rate of approximately 17 channels per second, and the
painfully slow scan rate of approximately 7
channels per second. A good range of tuning
step sizes can be selected and in addition a
user defined step size can also be programmed in increments of 100Hz up to a
maximum of 999.99kHz. Unfortunately this
does not permit the 8.33kHz step size being
considered as the future standard for v.h.f.
aircraft communications, although 6.25kHz
steps are provided and frequencies offset by
half channels can be entered. In some
instances this can improve the tuning rate
during frequency searches.

Lb
-

Noise And The Lack Of It
Another nice touch is that Icorn have provided an Automatic Noise Blanker for use on
a.m, signals and aNoise Blanker for use
when u.s.b., I.s.b. or c.w. is selected. The
ANL function worked very well and removed
nearly all of the ignition interference on a.m.
short wave broadcast signals when Itried
using the receiver in my car. The NB function
was much less successful and in some cases
actually made the reception of s.s.b. signals
worse. A lot seemed to depend on the type
and level of interference present.
One other interesting feature was that the
squelch control doubled up as an cf. gain control when s.s.b. or c.w. was selected. I
always found that Ineeded maximum r.f.
gain, so the control knob had to be reset
every time a.m., w.b.f.m. or n.b.f.m. signals
were being received.
attenuator function is
than the variable gain
external antenna is in

Ithink in practice the
more likely to be used
control, especially if an
use.

A Bit Wide
Listening to stations in busy segments of the
radio spectrum presented aproblem. The
filter bandwidths of 15kHz (a.m. and n.b.f.m.)
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At last, you can SEE
what you are hearing!

Press F5 and walk into anew world
Decoding what you hear on your radio receiver has been a difficult -and expensive task. You
could have chosen black boxes which work -but are limited in their coverage and can soon
become near obsolete. You could go the software route, using excellent, but limited shareware
programs. Which sometimes need adegree in computer science and the patience of Job to set
up and keep in tune. Doesn't it make sense to use the power you already have in your PC? To
harness that power and, with Hoka Code3 GOLD's superfast software, plug in to professional
style monitoring?

Press F5 and walk into anew world
At Hoka, we have been working for a year on our new Code3 GOLD program. We wanted to
make it decode more easily and quickly. So we borrowed the advanced software Digital Signal
Processing from our professional Code30 software (don't even ask the cost!) and we matched
this with the latest surface mount miniaturised electronics for the hardware interface. We made
it possible to plug in to the serial port of your PC without an adaptor. We supported all four
COM ports. We even tapped the PC for apower supply!

Press F5 and walk into anew world
What happens when you tune in is simply magic. Pressing F5 brings up your own spectrum
analyser to show shift and baud speeds. Press enter and Code3 GOLD jumps into decoding
mode and begins to decode. Even if your signal is one of the very few not available via Hoka, you
are told what it is. Now, anew world of information opens up to you. Pilots sending flight data
on ACARS, the fascinating world of pagers, packet systems, ship's messages and slow scan TV.
Met station weather maps -even the special 2400Hz modulated tone system from geostationary
satellites. Did we mention that with Code3 GOLD you'll be able to decode nearly every decodable s‘stem on short wave

Hoka Sales UK, PO Box 2630, Eastbourne, East Sussex BN20 9RU
Tel/Fax: (01323) 487919
E-mail: hokasales@pavilion.co.uk
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See our web page: http://www.hoka.com
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lcom IC-RIO
and 4kHz (s.s.b./c.w.) are just abit too wide
for average use. This makes it difficult to listen to signals without adjacent channel
interference from strong signals, particularly
if 12.5kHz spacing is in use on the v.h.f, and
u.h.f, bands, or you are trying to monitor
s.s.b. transmissions on atypical short
wave amateur band.
Interesting enough the IC-R1 exhibits
the same sort of problem -it's apity that
lcom didn't quite manage to fix it this
time around.
The wide it filter also makes the
Automatic Frequency Control function
less effective than it might otherwise
have been. The a.f.c. only works during n.b.f.m. operation and seems to
have arange of approx. ±5kHz. The
idea being that if asignal is
received slightly off frequency the
a.f.c. function retunes the radio to
ensure perfect reception. Now
this would be great if the receiver had areally narrow i.f, filter
as it would prevent off-tune
signals from sounding distorted, but the existing i.f, filter
is so wide that signals 5kHz
off-tune easily fall within the
passband. Iwould have
preferred the a.f.c. function
to have awider lock range
and work on a.m, as well as
n.b.f.m. which would have made it possible to use amuch narrower i.f, filter, especially for v.h.f. airband reception, where most
receiver designs use awider than normal if.
bandwidth in order to permit the reception of
offset transmissions which are used in this
band. The real icing on the cake would have
been w.b.f.m. operation with a.f.c., as this
would appeal to satellite enthusiasts who
have to contend with doppler shift on orbiting
satellites and counter-surveillance operatives
trying to locate simple bugging devices,
which have atendency to drift in frequency.

Looking Either Side
The 'Bandscope function allows you to 'see'
activity up to ±100kHz either side of the frequency the receiver is tuned to. This equates
to approximately five channels ether side of
the centre frequency, however the i.f, filter
bandwidth is so great that half the screen is
filled when astrong local signal is being
Scan 98 SWM

received. The Bandscope circuit is also used
to provide afast search facility which Icom
call 'Signal Navigation'.
Measured Performance
The measured receive sensitivity was
average. The performance fell off fairly dramatically below 1MHz and above
1GHz but was reasonably consistent
across the remaining frequency range.
Ifound that most signals Icould hear
with other modern hand-held scanners
could also be heard on the IC-R10,
although short wave performance with
the supplied antenna was really only suitable for a.m, broadcast station reception.
Ihad to connect afew metres of wire to
the antenna socket before I
could really start to hear the weaker amateur and utility stations below
30MHz.
The intermodulation performance was not quite as good
as Iwould have hoped for and I
had difficulty obtaining consistent intermodulation measurements at close frequency spacings. This was partially due to
v.c.o. phase noise which tended to
be particularly noticeable on s.s.b.
signals above afiEr"W hundred MHz
and the i.f, filter performance.
However at larger frequency spacings
the results seemed to be much better
and Ican only assume that this was
due to the r.f. and it roofing filters
making an improvement. With an external
roof mounted antenna connected, intermodulation products from v.h.f. paging systems
could be heard at various points in the v.h.f.
aircraft and 2m amateur bands. Very few
problems were experienced with the supplied
flexible rubber antenna, which the IC-R10
was designed to work with.

Summary
My impressions of this receiver are abit
mixed. Ireally liked the feel of the radio and
the performance is OK for its size and selling
price -£379. Iam sure that it will sell like hotcakes, but Ijust wish that (corn had worked a
bit harder on some aspects of the design.
Nevada Communications, 189 London
Road, North End, Portsmouth P02 9AE,
Tel: (01705) 662145, supplied the review
model. (Current price is around £260.1
Original review published in SWM May
1997
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Icom IC-R8500
Receiver

T

he R8500 is areceiver which looks
like areceiver in the classic style,

by pushing the appropriate button, but three of the

with the major operating functions

presses of the same button. 'FM' toggles between

laid out conventionally and conve-

wide and narrow selectivity bandwidths of 12kHz

niently on apanel measuring 287 by

and 5.5kHz thereby accommodating most used

modes have further selections made by repeated

112mm. It weighs in at 7kg, which gives some

communications f.m. deviation standards. 'AM' has

idea of its solidity, because that weight does

three steps: Narrow (2.2kHz), normal (5.5kHz) and

not include amains power supply, the receiver

wide (12kHz), whilst the s.s.b. button has four

being powered from an external 12V d.c.

steps cycling u.s.b., I.s.b., c.w., c.w.lnarrowl and

source. Taking

back to u.s.b.

off the covers

again.

reveals that

CD_

cDaj

4—*
trb

4—,
C12

Iam of

the whole

course con-

receiver is

sidering the

built on and

R8500 so far

inside acom-

as an h.f.

plex die cast-

receiver

ing that not

because I

only includes

found it so

individually

good on these

shaped compartments
for each section but also continues right around
the receiver. What aperfect way to construct

2.000GHz which, combined with the memory and

high performance r.f. equipment!

scan facilities, makes the receiver so different and

Very Attractive
The overall styling is new to ICOM, with the previ-

powerful. Iwill go into this further, but for now,
back to the controls.
Below the mode select buttons is another row

ous sharp edged look being replaced by asofter,

selecting 'NB/AFC', 'AGC' and two attenuator set-

more rounded appearance very suggestive of the

tings. When in f.m. modes the 'NB/AFC' button

JRC NRD-535 but retaining the familiar ICOM excel-

activates an automatic frequency control system

lent build quality and finish.

which tracks an incoming signal and keeps it in the

The control layout is very logical and each con-

middle of the f.m. discriminator passband. Two

trol is clearly labelled with its function. The tuning

left/right arrows are provided in the main display to

knob is adelight to use, being just the right size -

show if the signal has drifted, but in practice the

and weight to spin easily and whiz through the fre-

R8500 tracks so well that the arrows only appear if

quencies. When tuning slowly, the soft rubber outer

you deliberately off-tune the receiver. For asignal

grip feels perfect, but what anice touch to find that

which is steadily drifting, the a.f.c. tracking is

the recessed finger hole rotates on its own shaft,

remarkable, but of course if asignal suddenly pops

so you don't wear out your fingertip when using it.

up 10 or 20kHz away from the receiver frequency,

Small details like this make abig impact on the

the a.f.c. ignores it -as it should. The only observa-

'feel' of areceiver. So you don't like freely spinning

tion Iwould make is that in wide f.m. with alarge

controls -ICOM have provided avariable drag brake

frequency drift, the a.f.c. sometimes stops retuning

adjusted by alittle screw adjacent to the tuning

afew kilohertz short of the original frequency. In

knob -another small but significant design detail.

practice this does not matter at all since awide

I'm aman who likes his modes well defined,
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frequencies, but I
haven't forgotten the stretch from 30MHz to

f.m. signal has by its nature some latitude in the

and Iwas pleased to see arow of individually

need for exact tuning, provided that the discrimina-

labelled mode selector buttons for 'WFM', 'FM',

tor response is linear -and in the R8500 it certainly

'AM' and 'SSB/CW'. Selection between modes is

is linear.
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In all other modes the 'NB/AFC' button brings

to 5kHz and its effect is remarkable on the h.f.

in an impulse type noise blanker which again

bands. Selection of the APF function is by apush

worked well on 'clicky' noises such as my son's

button adjacent to the main tuning knob and if the

unsuppressed 25 year old Land Rover.

button is held for asecond the filter toggles

Attention To Detail

choose is retained in memory when you switch off

The a.g.c. button switches between 'fast' and

the receiver.
For an h.f. receiver the provision of 'IF Shift' is

main display. Both decay time constants are cor-

almost essential, and the R8500 provides the facility

rectly chosen and work well for s.s.b., c.w. and a.m.

on s.s.b. and c.w. modes. The shift range is quoted

signals. Although the exact time constants are not

as more than t1.2kHz and on the review receiver it

quoted in the handbook it is clear that there is more

actually Measured at +1.5 and -2kHz. The slight

to the a.g.c. system than one is told, because when

unbalance was of no practical consequence, but for

asignal stops, the a.g.c. decays slowly to about S3

those who want perfect u.s.bJl.s.b. tonal balance

on the signal strength meter and then accelerates

(and it's remarkably difficult to achieve), the demod-

quite quickly to restore full receiver gain. In use, this

ulating carrier oscillator frequency (b.f.o.) can be

means that s.s.b. speech keeps the gain constant

adjusted individually in u.s.b., I.s.b. and c.w. modes

at levels over S3 but on cessation of speech the

by simply holding down the s.s.bJc.w. mode button

gain is restored quickly, which helps greatly when

for one second which activates asub display show-

listening to, say, astrong aircraft signal followed by

ing the actual b.f.o. offset. The amount of offset

aweaker ground station response. Idon't have a

can then be adjusted by use of the (M-CH) knob to

circuit for the R8500 so Idon't know how this has

suit your own preference and the settings are then

been achieved, but it shows careful design on

retained by the receiver. This kind of provision

someone's part -more attention to detail.

allows auser to tailor the receiver to their own par-

Two r.f. attenuator buttons select 10 and 20dB

ticular requirements -for example akeen RTTY or

steps, and if both buttons are depressed the attenu-

data enthusiast can arrange to have aunique b.f.o.

ation is 30dB. With my antennas here Ididn't need

offset for the tone spacings they wish to use.

the 30dB attenuation at all, but then again I'm out in

That more or less covers the left hand section

the country and not sitting underneath the towers

of the front panel except to observe that in adition

at Droitwich or Rugby, so the 30dB may be of use

to the headphone jack, ICOM have provided afixed

in certain locations. The attenuation in use is shown

level audio output for tape recordér use, together

on the main display panel

with asocket for remote switching atape recorder

Underneath again are three rotary controls for

when the squelch control opens. The thing I'm so

'AF Gain', 'Squelch', and adual control for 'IF Shift'

pleased about is that these are on the front, rather

and 'APF'. 'AF Gain' is obvious, but the squelch

than the rear panel, and thus become very conve-

control is in fact operating in two different ways. In

nient to use. How many times have Ifiddled around

the f.m. modes the squelch is aclassic noise oper-

the back of areceiver trying to find the remote con-

ated system, but for all other modes the squelch

trol connector?

control sets alevel on the a.g.c. 'pedestal' below
which signals are suppressed. The actual level is
shown on the signal strength meter and this is a

Tuning Rates Are Crucial
Now -how does one tune the R8500? With atuning

very accurate method of determining which signals

knob -but there is more to it than that. In areceiver

will be heard. Setting the level to, say, S-3 on the

covering such awide frequency range as the R8500,

meter ensures that any noisy signals will be reject-

the tuning rates are crucial to being able to use it to

ed, leaving only those strong enough to provide

its fullest. The R8500 has abuilt-in selection of tuning

easy listening when using the scanning facilities.

Audio Peak Filter

rates ranging from 10Hz to 1MHz in no less than 13
steps, including the all important 9kHz spacing for
European medium wave listening. These are select-

The 'APF' (Audio Peak Filter) control proves to be

ed by two easy to reach buttons alongside the main

very useful in real listening conditions and consists

tuning knob. As the buttons are pressed the tuning

of abandpass filter which can be tuned across the

step chosen is shown in the display where it remains

audio spectrum of an incoming signal. Two band-

until changed and it's completely independent of

widths are provided, the wider one being available

mode -what aflexible feature this is in real use.

on all modes including wide f.m., whilst the narrow

There are frequency bands where the channels

filter can only be engaged in s.s.b., c.w. and a.m.

are at 12.5 kHz spacing but at a6.25kHz offset

modes -quite areasonable choice since one is

from awhole frequency unit; for example instead of

hardly likely to need narrow filtering on f.m. signals.

starting the band at 850MHz the authorities decide

The filter tuning range is from approximately 500Hz

to start at 850.00625MHz. With the R8500 you can
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socket for remote switching atape recorder when the squelch control opens."

'slow' settings, with the appropriate legend on the

between 'wide' and 'narrow'. The setting you
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248/250 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, WIP 9AD
Tel: 0171-637 0353/0590 •Fax: 0171-637 2690

ASK FOR SCANNERS!
AOR

UNIDEN

AR8200 Latest
AR7030 Voted best table top HF rcvr available at the best price
AR3030 Another high quality HF rcvr by AOR 30kHz-30MHz
AR-5000 High performance wide band base rcvr 10kHz2600MHz
AR5000 +3 As above but with noise blanker, syncr AM &AFC
AR3000 all mode base rcvr 100kHz-2056MHz no gaps RS232
port fitted
AR3000 plus As above but with narrow AM &SAT filter,
tape relay SOU ready
AR8000 Still the best h/h rm.available. All mode 500kHz1900MHz
SA7000 Ultra wide passive ant 30kHz- 2600MHz
SA08000 Link between AR8000 &Opto Scout. No mod req
CU8232 Computer control/clone interface for AR8000
PC Manager PC based DOS management software for AR8000
PC Manager WIN As above Windows based for AR2700 &
AR8000
Opto Scout Freq counter 400 mem 10MHz- 2GHz
Xplorer Freq ctr recorder, decoder, deviation mtr, GPS interface
AR8000 +Scout Package AR8000 +Scout +SAC8000
AR7030 3rd anniversary new limited edition

UBC-65X11 65-512MHz, 10ch mem with gaps

YUPITERU
VT-1251I
VT-225
VT-150
MVT-3300
MVT-7000
MVT-7100EX
MVT-7200EX
MVT-9000
MVT-8000

Civil air band
Civil and military air band
Marine band
New budget priced rcvr
200kHz-1300MHz h/h rcvr WFM, NFM, AM
200ch
100kHz-1650MHz h/h rcvr all mode 1000ch
As above with narrow AM
500kHz-2039MHz h/h rcvr, all mode, 1000ch
Base/mobile rcvr, 200kHz-1300MHz, 200ch •

UBC-80XLT PMR/marine/VHF & UHF ham
UBC-220XLT As above also with air band
UBC-3000XLT 25-1300MHz +gaps 400ch
UBC-9000XLT Base rcvr 25-550 &760-1300MHz 500ch
ICOM
IC-R10 500KHZ-1300MHZ all mode receiver
ICPCR-1000
IC-R8500 pro base rcvr

REALISTIC
DX-394 HF receiver
PRO-26 Wide band receiver
PRO-2042 Wide band receiver home base

WELZ
WS-2000 As above with 800ch mem
CNB-401 Nicad pack
CSA-401 AC charger
WSC-1000 Soft case
AX-400

YAESU
FRG-100 As reviewed in SWM Nov 97. Still the
finest SW rcvr in its class
FRG-9600 Wide band base rcvr 60-905MHz

Art OF FOE

ABOVE ARE

CE APPROVED

AND OF (ECM

UK STOCK

Foe de Adlee-fees-3/-e us acadoe:

077A637 0353
ASK ELECTRONICS AT 248-250 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1P 9AD
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lcom IC-R8500
Receiver

somehow be reduced since 1MHz steps result in
14MHz per revolution, not the expected 400MHz.
The tuning rate changes are not detailed in the
operator's manual, so it's amatter of try it and see
what happens. When the auto speed-up comes into

enter 850.00625MHz using the keypad, select a

action, the number of tuning steps increases to

12.5kHz tuning step, and then happily tune the

2000 per knob revolution. Now having experienced

band knowing that the 6.25kHz offset has been

many receivers using this variable tuning rate sys-

included and shown on the frequency display for

tem, I've decided that in some cases Idon't actually

confirmation.

like it. However, ICOM have resolved my dilemma

But that's not all: in addition to the built in

by allowing the user to disable the auto speed-up if

selection of tuning steps, the user can enter any

required. Ihave afeeling that this feature is unique

unique tuning step from 0.5kHz (500Hz) to

to ICOM.

199.5kHz in 0.5kHz increments by using the keypad

The R8500 does many things, and it's essential

followed by aprod at either TS button to store the

for the user to know what's going on inside. All the

new step. Most comprehensive and thoughtfully

essential information is presented on alarge backlit

executed.

liquid crystal display utilising amixture of seven seg-

Below the two 'TS' buttons, but intended to be

ment sections for numeric information, dedicated

associated with them is adual function

legends for functions such as a.g.c. speeds and so

Speech/Lock button. If the optional UT-20 speech

on, and matrix displays for text which may change,

synthesiser is fitted, aprod at this button will cause

such as memory bank titles and station names. I

the displayed frequency to be announced, and if my

must say that Ilike the

reading of the handbook is correct, the frequency

curent trend towards

will be announced during scanning when the

orange back lighting

squelch opens which is very handy for anyone who

with clear black leg-

wants to leave atape recorder running on voice

ends, and the R8500

control when checking arange of frequencies for

information is

activity. Not only can you then review the voices

extremely clear and

recorded but you have aspeech identification of the

unambiguous, with

frequency on which the receiver stopped -magic.

awide viewing

The second function of the button is as adial

angle from side to side as well as..,

lock to prevent accidental frequency shifts should

up and down. Alongside the display is atraditional

the tuning knob get disturbed. ICOM have gone

moving coil analogue meter showing signal strength,

one step further and given you the option of 'Dial

backlit to match the frequency display.

Lock' or 'Panel Lock' in which all the front panel

The entire right hand side of the front panel is

controls are disabled; useful if you have inquisitive

taken up by the alpha numeric keypad and controls

offspring around.

associated with the memory functions, and this is a

Having mentioned keypad entry it must be obvious that the user can enter any operating frequency

section of the review which is really separate from
the R8500 as areceiver. Ifound the memory and

within the tuning range of the receiver by using the

scanning facilities extremely comprehensive, and in

alpha-numeric keys in the top right hand corner of

an area where it is easy for amanufacturer to get

the panel. Frequencies are entered in MHz format.

completely confused. ICOM have thought things

Smooth

through very well indeed. The R8500 provides 1000
memory channels, 20 programmable band edge

Tuning the R8500 is smooth and largely free from

channels and 1priority channel. Every one of the

tuning 'glitches', no doubt due to the use of aDDS

frequency memories will store frequency, mode,

(direct digital synthesis) approach to synthesiser

tuning step, attenuator settings and an 8-character

design, and there are no loud rasping noises when

name. In addition to this, although not mentioned in

tuning through strong signals. You can barely hear

the manual, the memory also stores the filter set-

the 10Hz tuning steps when slowly tuning asteady

tings in each mode.

carrier in the s.s.b. or c.w. modes, and for all practical purposes the tuning is perfect. As with most

Memories

synthesised receivers or transceivers these days,

The memories are initially arranged in 20 banks of

there is an automatic tuning rate 'speed-up' when
you spin the tuning knob rapidly. In normal tuning

40 channels, and each bank can also be allocated a
name; for example 'Airband' or '2 metres' or 'Med.

there are 400 increments per knob revolution, e.g.

Wave', and so on. The names are entered using the

using 10Hz steps one knob rotation tunes 4kHz, but
the number of steps at larger increments must

Scan 98 SWM
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How small can you go?

O.

VOL

?COM IC-14

ICOM's very latest scanning receiver,

Don't mis
The IC-PCR1000

the IC-R2 is the most fantastic piece

that lets you lis

of kit we've seen! Features include
wide-band Rx between 500kHz and

computer. The
recent years h

1310MHz boasting high-quality Rx

PC users the w

sensitivity, easy operation, dripresistance and low voltage operation

Internet even e
with communic

to save battery power. The IC-R2 may

and television,

be small, but then again, size isn't

to name just a

everything is it?

JJJLJJ
If you

—jJ
r

r

prefer

'

something

bigger...
try the IC-R10, covering 0.5MHz to
1300MHz in all-modes (including CW
capability) the R10 was the first
handheld in the world with a real-time

lom

o
ICOM

bandscope function! This makes it
easy to find busy frequencies and
observe the receiving frequency band
CID
..co„CD MA>
• «,
ce.
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Icom (UK) Ltd.

SLEEP/121.
t
'
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'
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REMOTE

Mirdlilfee

conditions.

ruenteci_rerM

ICOM's IC-R2 and R10... what a

PxONES

lovely pair of handhelds!

Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD.

Telephone: 01227 741741.

F

scanners
a thing
s a versatile, new radio interface
n to this exciting world from your
plosive growth of the Internet in
brought a wealth of information to
Id over. However, long before the
sied, the airwaves have been filled
tions of all kinds -broadcast radio
, pedal services and aviation
et in there with a PCR1000!

Hear everything that's going on
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The IC-R8500 receiver covers
100kHz.-2GHz in all modes
giving you the chance to
hear everything! The R8500
includes IF shift, APF, direct
RS-232C computer compatibility and appeals to both
professionals and serious
listeners alike, who demand
top performance... but at
sensible prices.

internet: http://www.icomuk.co.uk

E-mail: info@icomuk.co.uk

Count on us!

Billboard -A
Antenna For V
The project
described
in this
article was
designed
by the late
Bill Wilson
as aquick
and easy
400 1000M Hz
wide band
antenna
for use
with his
scanner.
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T

he logarithmic-periodic array
antenna is extremely useful,
being inherently wide band over
alarge span of frequencies, and
you'll often see rotatable h.f.
versions on embassy roof tops and in military and commercial communications
centres.
At v.h.f, and uhf, they are, like the discone, capable of wide band coverage, only
the discone is omni-directional, while the log

Fig. 1: The elements can
be assembled on
both sides of
asingle
sheet of
board.

periodic is highly directional like aYagi, particularly if it is split and the halves angled about

T91071

30° apart.
Outdoor log periodics are quite a problem to construct and mount. However, for an
indoor version, using foam-core display board
and self-adhesive copper tape, the concept
becomes ridiculously easy to translate into
hardware.
The other way is to etch the antenna
onto acouple of slabs of p.c.b., but this takes
time and effort -anathema to the author!

The Materials Required
The board (Cappa-board or Fome COR are
two makes that spring to mind) consists of
two sheets of thin card bonded to afoamed
polystyrene core, making a very light, rigid
board, either 5or 10mm thick, which can be
cut easily with a sharp blade or craft knife.

Coaxial cable feed

maker. Iseem also to remember that asimilar tape was available from electronics suppliers at one time (possibly still is) to make your
own circuit board tracks.

Construction
Armed with the board and tape, a snap-off
type craft knife and some self-adhesive fabric
tape from your local upholstery or d.i.y. store,
we're all set to begin!
The antenna can be assembled with
each element on either side of a single piece
of board, Fig. 1or two pieces of board can be

Sadly, it is only sold in vast
sheets measuring approximately 1.5 x 1m. Rather too
much for our needs, but
probably your friendly local
design studio or framers will
be happy to supply acouple
of off cuts about 350mm

Fig. 2: Two separate single-sided
boards can be opened out at 30°.
30°

•

Coaxial cable feed

square.
The self-adhesive copper tape is available in various widths (you'll need 5 10mm wide) from any craft
shop that supplies materials
for the amateur terrarium
SWM Scan 98

Vide Band UHF
our Scanner
With vhf/uhf, antennas. For example, if
used to give a 30° angle of separation
between the two, Fig. 2. The latter is preferyou are alazy amateur, avery efficient 433
or 1296MHz umpteen element beam can
able. On each board (or each side of one
board) mark off with a pencil the measurebe assembled on a length of board in a
ments in Fig. 3, remembering that the two
few minutes. In the past the author has
used this method to make the
elements are not identifollowing items:
cal, but are vertically dis135
placed mirror images of
each other. Over these
marks, lay down the
9
adhesive copper tape,
making sure that there is
67
11
60
some overlap at the joins.
Because the adhesive
acts as an insulator, it is
now necessary to lightly
Signal
solder each overlap to
make an electrically continuous structure.
Fend points
The two antenna
55
sections can now be
6
5
taped together at the
7
85 Fig. 3: The basic
'short' end to make a
100
dimensions of the
hinge. The ends of the
120
elements.
coaxial feeder cable are
then soldered to each
150
element and the cable
then terminated with
coaxial connector to suit
your receiver. Ideally the
I
ST9108
cable should be run back
Distance lin millimetres) from element (rear) centre to element centre
along the length of the
'earthy' element. The
cable can be tapped down firmly to the
•A five element Vagi for 144MHz, folding up
board or holes made for cable ties to keep
zig-zag fashion in four sections to make a
the cable in place. 'V' channels can be cut in
neat compact package 1m x 3m for transthe reverse sides of the board to accommoportation and storage.
•A helically wound length of taper on asuitdate the cable, allowing the two boards to lie
able grade of ferrite rod resulting in a Hi-C!
flat together for storage.
The antenna can, of course, be extended
h.f./d.f. antenna.
• Wound on a pvc/abs former to make an
to cover higher and/or lower frequencies by
a.t.u. coil that allows very accessible tapping.
adding more strips (logarithmically) at the
• A 'nest of dipoles' using a length of pvc
This project was
ends, depending on the size of board you can
drainpipe as the substrate,
originally pubtolerate.
You can use your own ingenuity for other
fished in SWM
This method of using copper tape is
uses!
SWM
June 1996
an excellent way of quickly experimenting

loe

e,
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Icom IC-R8500
Receiver

quency of interest which can also be named 'LONDON', 'RADAR', and so on. It's well thought out and
easy to use even for someone as dim as me. For any
user wishing to assemble acomprehensive collection
of frequencies of interest, the R8500 is just ideal.

numeric keypad, but each key also has three letters
of the alphabet on it, used in constructing the
names. If aparticular bank needs more than 40
Computer Control
The rear panel of the
R8500 carries the RS232 connector for external computer control,
and comprehensive
details are included in
the operating manual of
all the commands available. It seems that .
everything on the front
panel is controllable via
the computer port.
There are three antenna
inputs; an N type connector for use from
30MHz to 2GHz; an SO239 for 500 input from
100kHz to 30MHz and a
phono socket providing
a500t2 input for the
same frequency range.
Selection of the 50 or
500Q h.f. input is controlled from the front
panel.
A remote jack
allows connection to
the standard ICOM
control system so that
the R8500 can be linked
to compatible
transceivers or
receivers from the
ICOM range, whilst an
'IF' output connects to
the optional TV-R7100
receive adapter to provide stereo sound and
Pi facilities. The 'AGC'
jack can either feed
a.g.c. to the TV-R7100
or, with aconnector
change over inside the
R8500
provides an audio feed
without de-emphasis for
9600 Baud data use in
the f.m. mode. There
are two power input
connectors, one being
for afeed from a
regulated 13.8V d.c.
supply and asecond for
use with an ICOM AC55 a.c. mains adaptor
which needs further
regulation built in to the
R8500.
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Conclusions

channels, the bank can be extended, which, of

It's hard to know where to stop with such acompre-

course, means that another bank must be reduced.

hensive unit as the R8500, because the manufactur-

But if you wish you could have asingle bank con-

ers seem to have thought of everything. As far as r.f.

taining 800 channels, it's all very flexible. Putting

performance is concerned, their stated aim was to

information into memory couldn't be
easier, simply select achannel number
using the rotary 'M-CH' control and
press 'MW'; that's it. Similarly, to clear
any channel just select it and press
'M-C12.
"What about the other 200 memories?" Ihear you cry. 100 of these are
allocated to abank called 'AUTO', and
how Ienjoyed using this one. You can
set the R8500 to scan any band of frequencies you wish, such as 118 to 137MHz for the

produce areceiver which incorporated all the

airband, and by selecting the 'AUTO' mode let the

advances made in the ICOM h.f. transceivers, and in

receiver scan continuously whilst you go off and

this they have succeeded. Performance at v.h.f, and

have acoffee. When you return the receiver will

u.h.f, is also excellent although asmall caveat must

have been stopping on any occupied channel and
popping the frequency into the 'AUTO' memory

be made in that the receiver, in common with other

bank. You now have abank of active frequencies in

up to 1.000GHz. Above that frequency aconverter is

store which you can scan as memory channels -so

used, which guarantees spec. between 1.240 to

ICOM receivers, is designed to meet full specification

simple, and saves hours of sitting doing it yourself.

1.300GHz but not at higher frequencies, although the

So, now what do you do with all these active fre-

receiver does in fact work to 2.000GHz.

quencies? Easy, simply select one of the active channels in the 'AUTO' bank, press 'M-SET' to temporari-

The operating manual is well written and easy to
understand, aparticular feature being the detailed

ly store it, select afree channel in the memory bank

information on all the connectors and ports which

you wish to use, press 'M-SET' again and the entire

specifies exactly the impedances, connection details

contents of the stored channel are written into the

and signal levels at each connector. The section on

new memory location. What impressed me about all

memory management is straightforward and logical,

of these functions is that they are so easy to use,

with clear examples of each step to be taken in what

and so logical.
Still missing 100 channels? They are allocated

is actually acomplex procedure, and no one should

to the 'SKIP' bank in which is stored those annoy-

own tune.

ing frequencies that are always occupied by contin-

have any difficulty in making this receiver dance to his
Frankly Iloved having the R8500 in my hands,

uous transmissions which stop the scanning

even for such ashort time and Iwas impressed by

process but you don't actually want. During the

everything about it. It looks like, and handles like a

scan of any frequency band of interest, if the scan

classic h.f. receiver, but has this capability of receiving

stops on asteady but unwanted signal, you simply

everything from 100kHz to 2.000GHz. Above all, it

press the 'SKIP' button and that frequeñcy is then

was easy to use and get to know, and for the real lis-

memorised and will be skipped over not only in any

tening enthusiast or indeed the listening professional,

future band scan, but in any other scan mode

the R8500 allows you to dispose of every other

including auto scanning. Even the speed of scan-

receiver and simply have it all in one stylish box. It's a

ning and length of delay on resuming the scan are

great product.
ICOM (UK) Ltd., Sea Street, Heme Bay, Kent

adjustable by the operator.
The whole memory arrangement is rather like

CT6 8LD. Tel: (012271 74300. Internet:

having aseries of written logbooks to which you can

http://www.icomuk.cosuki supplied the review

refer by looking up atitle 'AIRBAND', 'SHORT WAVE'

IC-R8500 which costs around £1550.
Original review published in SVVM September '96.

and so on, and in these books you can select afre-
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INelz INS1000E Wide Band Receiver

A

few years ago if someone had shown
me apocket sized receiver which covered the frequency range 500kHz to
1.3GHz, resolved a.m., n.b.f.m. and
w.b.f.m, signals, with agood r.f. performance and operated from acouple of 1.5V pencell
batteries, Iwould have been amazed. However, I
got quite ashock when Ifirst saw the review model
-it is tiny! Measuring only 58 (w) x97 lhl x24mm,
it easily slips into ashirt pocket.

Styling
The unit has very distinctive styling with aslightly
curved shape making it asnug fit in the palm of the
hand. The top panel carries aBNC antenna connector,
3.5mm earphone socket and concentric tuning and volume control knobs. The left hand side features aconvenient second function key and squelch override button
whilst the right hand side sports asafety lanyard loop
and aknurled, edge mounted, squelch adjustment
knob. Most of the front panel is occupied with the
speaker grill, but the top quaner includes aliquid crystal
display and the left hand side has two strips of buttons
providing ameans of entering frequencies and controlling the main receiver functions. Asmall flap at the
rear provides access to the battery compartment,
which accommodates two AA sized cells, whilst two
recessed studs on the bottom of the case provide a
means of externally powering the unit.
One of the buttons on the front panel is marked
'Power' and on switching it on I
was greeted with a
cheery "HELLO" message on the I.c.d. screen.
Rotating the tuning knob allowed me to step
between nine pre-programmed memory channels,
but almost any attempt at more sophisticated
operation was repelled with awarning beep from
the speaker -indicating that it was time to read
the operator's handbook! This proved to be very
enlightening as the receiver has anormal and
expanded mode of operation. The unit is shipped in the
normal mode. This gives avery limited set of commands, which permit you to become used to operating
the basic functions before progressing on to programming your own search and scan memories.

RF Performance
In terms of r.f. performance the model worked remarkably well considering the very compact design and low
power consumption. The measured sensitivity on
n.b.f.m. averaged -120dBm for 12dB SINAD over most
of the range 30-1000MHz. Below 30MHz the performance tailed off with aworst case of -110dBm at
500kHz which was in line with the manufacturer's figures. lntermodulation measurements gave a3rd order
intercept point averaging around -40dBm at 100kHz
spacing. Both the sensitivity and Intermodulation performance are adequate in comparison to other current
wideband hand-held scanners, but would lag some way
behind models specifically designed for mobile or base
station use.

Antenna
The antenna supplied with the receiver is ashort flexible wideband design which gave reasonable perfor-

Scan 98 SWM

mance above 100MHz, but substituting it for aslightly
longer type gave improved results, especially on the
medium and short wave broadcast bands. Connecting
an external base station antenna produced good
results on v.h.f. and ed, but the attenuator had to be
switched in before acceptable performance could be
obtained on the short wave bands. Using the WS1000
in acar with an external mobile antenna worked well,
with very few unwanted signals being observed, the
only exception being when Iwas less than acouple of
miles away from avery active p.m.r. site.
The only major problem Inoticed during
mobile operation was the maximum
level of audio the internal speaker
could produce, which barely overcame
the engine and road noise. The 60mVV
audio output stage is just about suif icient to drive an external loudspeaker, if
it is not mounted too far away from your
head. When Iused the review model at
an outside event, Ifound that apair of
cheap personal hi-fi headphones became
aworthwhile accessory. However, the
limited power of the audio stage does
mean that you get along period of operation from aset of batteries. The dry cells
supplied with the WS1000 almost survived the three week review period,
but eventually alarge 'Batt' message appeared on the I.c.d. display
warning me that they needed
replacing.

Summary
The VVS1000E is atiny hand-held
scanner with avery wide frequency
coverage, which makes it convenient
enough to carry around with you at all
times. This should make it very appealing for example to air and motor sports enthusiasts who wish to monitor the action as it happens.
The r.f. performance is adequate for its intended
style of operation and is comparable to other handheld scanners. Unless you connect alarge external
antenna to it or live in avery active urban area you are
unlikely to encounter too many problems with unwanted spurious signals.
Ienjoyed using the review model but found some
of the functions restrictive, mainly due to the inappropriate use of factory programmed bandplans to permit
automatic step size and mode selection during searches. This would be less troublesome if the search
memories were capable of storing the necessary information. However, if you mainly intend to use the scan
mode to monitor individual frequencies stored in memory it shouldn't be asignificant problem.
Waters & Stanton Electronics, 22 Main Road,
Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS. Tel: (01702) 206835. FAX:
101702) 205843 provided the review model.
The Standard AX400mk11 is available from
Martin Lynch & Sons, 140 -142 Northfield Avenue,
Ealing, London W13 9SB. Tel: 0181-566 1120.FAX:
0181-566 1207.
Original review published in SWM July '96.

Hand-held
scanners have
been getting
smaller by the
year, but the
latest to arrive
from the far
east is so tiny
that it amazed
even Alan
Gardener.
Since this
review was
written anew
model -the
INS2000E -has
been produced
-the main differences are
double the
number of
memories and
ahigher audio
output. This is
also marketed
as the
Standard
AX400mk11.
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WE ARE ALWAYS UP VERY EARLY TO BRING
YOU THE VERY BEST SCANNERS
ORLD uvíte

CALL US NOW FOR OUR LATEST PRICES
Welz WS-1000
Icom IC-R10
Uniden 220XLT
Uniden 60XLT
Yupiteru MVT-9000
Yupiteru MVT-7100
Uniden BC-80XLT

AOR AR8000
Alinco DJX-10
Yupiteru MVT-3300
AOR AR3000
Icom ICR-8500
. Yaesu FRG-100
Icom PCR-1000

MAIL CORDER HOTLINE

Fax: 0171-637 3728 E-mail: sales@sun-rise.co.uk

229 Tottenham Court Road, London IN1
All prices include VAT. Next day delivery available
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Scouting Around
The Optoelectronics Scout

T

he ability to monitor a wide
range of frequencies and
record them for later is invaluable for the scanning enthusiast. The manual supplied with
the Scout tells us that the unit is not a
frequency counter in the traditional
sense, because it is not intended as a
measurement tool, instead, the device is
designed to be used with an antenna the one supplied is ahighly flexible, helical affair -to receive radio transmissions,
and record their frequencies. So it's afrequency recorder. The memory configuration is such that 250 captures can be
stored in each of the 50 locations.
Use of signal processing techniques
provided by the embedded microprocessor allows the unit to evaluate the incoming signal and statistically to determine
when a specific frequency is dominant,
i.e. when a signal is 10-20dB stronger
than any other signal or the r.f. noise
floor. The counter circuitry then produces
astable count

external interface is required to convert
the t.t.l. levels to RS-232C. Once connected, the Scout responds to avariety
of
interrogation
commands.
Optoelectronics produce the CX12
interface, which is supplied with logging software.

separate Scouts to one receiver or host computer! When the Scout is operating in FILTER,
CAPTURE or RECALL mode it automatically

O

Frequency Range:
1MHz-2.8GHz
Antenna/Input Impedance:
5052 BNC
Power Supply:
Internal NiCads or 9-12Vdc 1.2A max.
(Supplied)
Display:
10 digit I.c.d. backlit
Warning Device
Audiable beep or vibrator
Dimensions:
67 x45 x97 (w xdxh) including pocket clip and input socket.
Weight:
250g

Power Supply
The Scout contains a high
capacity NiCad pack, and
comes complete with an
external charger/p.s.u. The
unit has arapid charge facility which allows full power
in two hours, this facility is
intelligent as the cell voltage is monitored, if the
NiCad pack is totally
exhausted it is first trickled
charged until the battery
voltage is up to the minimum, then the charge rate
is increased, when fully charged,
the rate resumes to trickle, where it remains until
the charge voltage is removed and re-applied.

In Use

transmits tuning commands to the CI-V interface equipped receiver, as the incoming signals are captured or as memories on the Scout

There are four modes of operation, NORMAL,
FILTER, CAPTURE and RECALL. In NORMAL

are recalled.
In order to connect the Scout to a PC an

Continued on page 30
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CD

Specifications:

Computer Control
Those of you with an 'corn ICR7100 receiver will probably be
familiar with the CI-V interface.
This interface is a serial bidirectional system using atwo
wire connection and t.t.l. signal levels. There is a 2.5mm
jack socket on the top panel
to facilitate interconnection to
other
equipment,
Optoelectronics have provided four possible address
combinations, selected by
two internal jumpers, so that
the user can connect up to four

CD
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T
base scanner from Standard, the AX-700.

Chris Lorek takes aclose look at the newly updated

Standard AX-700
Base Scanner Receiver
he Standard AX-700 made its first
appearance in late 1990, and
caused quite an enthusiastic 'stir'
with its unique spectrum scope
display. Good things keep on
going, and over the years the AX-700 has
been giving sterling service to many satisfied users. It has
recently been relaunched as anew
Mk11 version,
which also conforms to the very
stringent CE
immunity and
emission requirements.
With its smart
metal case, basemounted feet for desk-top placement and a
chromed tilt-up stand, it's essentially abase
station scanner. As it operates from a13.8V
d.c. supply, mobile or portable operation certainly isn't also out of the question, there's
even aplug-in telescopic whip supplied for
temporary use. For home use, an a.c. adapter
is supplied, fitted with aEuropean two-pin
mains plug together with asuitable adapter for

Continued from page 29
mode, frequency measurements are made
continuously. Captured frequencies are displayed on the I.c.d. display. On capture of a
new frequency either the beeper, or for amore
discrete warning the vibrator, are activated. If
the beep is selected then the display backlight
is also illuminated for ten seconds.
Selecting FILTER mode reduces random
counting, noise and false signal detection. A digital filtering algorithm is applied to incoming signals and only those signals which pasethe algorithm are stored and displayed. Gate settings are
selected as in the NORMAL mode of operation.
CAPTURE automatically selects the 1kHz
gate setting, incoming signals are displayed and
stored in up to 50 unique memories. Up to 255
occurrences of each are also recorded by the
Scout, the count being incremented each time
the unit registers atransition of acarrier. When
capture mode is selected and areceiver is con-
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UK use. The d.c. output lead from this supply
plugs directly into the 2.1mm d.c. input socket
on the rear of the case, and an optional d.c.
lead is available.

Coverage
The AX-700 covers the frequency range of 50
to 905MHz continuously,
with reception modes of
f.m., a.m. and wideband f.m. The numeric keypad lets you
enter frequencies
directly, and the f
rootpanel up/down buttons, together with a
click-step tuning knob,
can be used to manually tune. The tuning
step sizes available are 10, 12.5, 20 and
25kHz, plus two further steps sizes in the
curiously-named
(fine-tuning) mode,
these being 5kHz with the rotary channel
selector and lkHz with the up/down buttons.
The usual rotary volume and squelch controls
are fitted, added to these is avariable tone
control so that you can adjust the sound of
your local airport control tower operator to

nected via the CI-V interface the Scout will tune
the receiver to the captured frequency.
RECALL disables the frequency measurements but does not prevent the signal
strength meter from operating. Memories are
integrated by depressing the Gate button. The
frequency captured is displayed, as is the
number of captures, azero displayed for the
number of captures indicates that a memory
location is unused.
The overall performance of the Scout is
dependant on the front-end tuning, due to its
wideband input, so the addition of some preselector circuitry will be beneficial when using
the unit for specific bands.
Waters and Stanton, 22 Main Road,
Hockley, Essex SSS 4GS. Tel: 101702)
206835, Fax: 101702) 205843 supplied the
review unit. When originally reviewed, the
Scout costs £349.95 inc. VAT.
Originally reviewed in SWM March '95
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your exact preference! A front-panel earphone/headphone jack is fitted for private listening.

Searching
One hundred memory channels are provided
to store your favourite frequencies, and the
AX-700 usefully lets you manually tune away
from any of these at the push of abutton.
You can of course scan through the memory
channels, either all the channels or just those
you've programmed with a'MSM ('Memory
Scan Memory') marker. To find new active
channels the set has ten search ranges, each
of which can be programmed with individual
lower and upper frequency limits to suit your
listening interests. In scan and search modes,
the set halts as usual when it finds an active
channel, i.e. when the receiver squelch raises. It can be programmed to resume either a
couple of seconds after the signal level disappears, or an 'audio scan' which resumes a
couple of seconds after any audio
ceases on the signal, or after five sec-

30mV audio level to your tape recorder or PC
sound-card for audio recording, and there's a
similar 3.5mm extension speaker output jack,
which disconnects the internal speaker when
used. An 8V d.c. output is available via a
phono socket for powering accessories, and a
small reset hole lets you reset all the set's
memories and frequencies to their default
conditions.

On The Air
With the intuitively easy-to-use front panel
controls, it didn't take me long to start successfully receiving off-air signals with the set,
indeed within afew seconds of switching on
Iwas listening to atwo-way conversation on
my local 433MHz amateur repeater. Changing
frequency was very easy with the keypad,
tuning around likewise with the front-panel
knob and up/down buttons.

,

onds regardless of whether or not the
signal's still there, or to halt on the first
channel that's had asignal present
for at least two seconds.

gled to show either a1MHz, 250, or 100kHz
bandwidth at any time, the signal 'bars' automatically changing in width to reflect the
channel spacing and display widths selected.
Round The Back
The rear panel has anumber of connectors
and further controls. Besides the d.c. power
input and SO-239 antenna sockets, an attenuator switch is fitted which places a20dB
attenuator in line with the r.f. signal input for
when strong signals start to get the better of
the scanner. Complementing the front panel
squelch control, which operates only in narrowband f.m. and a.m, modes, asmall 'WMute' preset potentiometer is fitted for the
wideband f.m. squelch adjustment. A
'recorder output' 3.5mm jack socket gives a
n 98 SWM

After a
short period of
listening around, Inaturally decided to start programming the memory channels with my
favourite frequencies and scanning around
these. Here, the large I.c.d. came in very useful, with alarge text-based display showing
what was happening at each stage, e.g.
'Memory Change', 'Memory Scan', 'MS.M
Scan', etc. Programming the search ranges
was also helped by this display, which read
'Start Freq', 'End Freq', etc. at the appropriate
moments -who needs the instruction book?
Having said that, the 30-page operating manual was certainly useful, with clear step-bystep instructions on changing the search
range, memory channels, etc. After just an
hour or so of use, Ibelieve I'd learned how to
use virtually all of the set's functions, no problems at all here.
Ifound the set apleasure to use, operation-wise. The bright yellow-backlit I.c.d. was
very easy to read, afront panel button switching in atwo-level dimmer for night-time use. I

ainseaid elas aql, punc4 i„

Panoramic Display
A primary feature of the set is, of
course, the large, bright, panoramic display.
Besides showing you the frequency and
memory channel you're tuned to at any time
in text form, it also lets you visually see
what's happening on either side of your tuned
frequency. For this, the display provides a
real-time bargraph of activity in the band, with
vertical bars representing the relative strength
of signals. The spectrum display can be tog-
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Standard AX-700
Base Scanner Receiver
picked up weak signals
reasonably well,
although occasionally
not to the extent of a
'purpose-designed' set
for some ranges. For
example, a51MHz
amateur f.m. signal,
which Icould clearly
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was listening to agiven frequency, without any breaks in reception"

"I was very pleased to find that the panoramic display updated itself continuously as I

was very pleased to find
that the panoramic display updated itself continuously as Iwas listening to agiven frequency, without any
breaks in reception as
some other 'spectrum
display' scanners do
due to their single
receiver circuits. The audio quality from the
internal speaker, which was fitted at the bottom of the case, was excellent, especially
when Iused the small bracket to slightly tilt
the front of the set upwards towards me.
The variable tone control was useful also,
enhancing the already-superb audio response
from the set, plugging in an external hi-fi quality speaker gave even better performance on
the broadcast bands using wideband f.m.
But how about the 'radio' performance?
When Ifirst used asample of the original version of the AX-700 around seven years ago in
my radio shack, Ifound it performed quite
well using avariety of indoor and outdoor
antennas. Time goes on, and the airwaves
become increasingly more crowded, especially with the advent of powerful nationwide
v.h.f. pager transmitters and adigital cellphone base station site around almost every
corner. In my location in the south of
England, which certainly is an 'r.f.-congested'
town, the AX-700 coped well on u.h.f, and
the lower v.h.f. section of its coverage,
including civil airband. But it did tend to suffer
badly from wide-coverage (i.e., high power)
v.h.f. pager transmitter breakthrough around
the 145MHz amateur and 156MHz marine
bands. So much so, that with my short (just
1m long) rooftop v.h.f./u.h.f. vertical connected, Ihad to constantly keep the attenuator
switched in to prevent rather loud, and quite
annoying, intermodulation breakthrbugh halting the scan, this wiping out even an 'S9'
strength amateur repeater located about 20
miles away. I've often found this problem on
small hand-helds which are primarily
designed to be used with an equally small
set-top antenna, but Iwas alittle surprised to
find it on apurpose-made late-1990s base
station receiver.
Having said that, Ifound the receiver

receive on an f.m. handheld connected to my loft-mounted antenna,
Icould only receive rather weakly on the AX700, similarly on 433MHz. However, 145MHz
weak-signal reception was excellent, as long
as there weren't other strong signals around!

Laboratory Tests
My measured results showed that the AX700 gave areasonable sensitivity, i.e. the
capability of receiving weak signals, across
its coverage range, although this tailed off
right at its lowest frequency of 50MHz, as I'd
found on air. The strong signal handling was
typical of that I've come to find on many
other scanning receivers, nothing new here,
all good 'solid stuff'. The measured intermodulation rejection, where two stronger offchannel signals mix within the receiver to
create athird, unwanted, on-channel interfering signal, Ifeel could have been better for
it's primary use as abase station receiver.

Conclusions
The AX-700 was very easy to use, and I
found the bright and easily-read panoramic
display was extremely handy in keeping me
informed if Iwas possibly 'missing' something else whilst monitoring agiven channel.
The receiver is very smart and professional
looking, and the r.f. performance was typical
of many wide-band scanners currently on
the market. However, in my opinion it wasn't
up to the performance standard of some
other dedicated base station receivers,
although many of these are, of course,
rather more expensive! The AX-700 costs
£449.95. Martin Lynch & Son, 140-142
Northfield Avenue, Ealing, London W13
9SB, Tel: 0181-566 1120 provided the set
for review.
Original review published in SWM Jan '98
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Yupiteru MVT-3300EU
Hand-held Scanner

y

rotary click-step knob on the

upiteru have awell-deserved
reputation for their high-perfor-

top panel lets you manually

mance and fully-featured

tune around in either your own

portable communications

selected tuning step and recep-

receivers. As well as their all-

tion mode, or with the 'default'

mode wide-coverage hand-helds, they've

parameters for the frequency

also released hand-held scanners for

range you've chosen. For this,

defined band ranges, e.g. for the civil air-

there are ten programmable 'band

band and the marine v.h.f. f.m. ranges.

memories' in the set, into which

Retailing at £180, the MVT-3300EU is a

you can store upper and lower fre-

multi-band scanner rather than acontinu-

quency limits together with an

ous coverage all-mode receiver. The 'EU'

accompanying step size and

suffix identifies the European version,

receive mode for each range.

which has passed the stringent require-

<
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cr
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Descrambler

ments for emission and immunity performance.

Speech scrambling has
recently been introduced

tee+

108-170, 300-470 and 806-1000MHz,

into the UK, for on-site

Cu

which includes all of the v.h.f. (civil)

p.m.r. users,. This can

The MVT-3300EU covers of 68-88,

airband, plus asection of the military

range from simple 'inver-

airband, as well as most v.h.f. and

sion' scrambling to more

u.h.f, land mobile communication

secure types such as rolling

bands. It can tune, and store, fre-

code, and these are already

quencies in steps of 5, 6.25k, 10,

being used by on-site secu-

12.5 or 25kHz, either a.m. or nar-

rity services as well as

rowband f.m. reception in any

Formula One racing teams

band within its coverage.

and the like. The MVT3300EU has an 'SCR' button,

Channels

which switches in an internal

There are 200 memory chan-

descrambler for decoding sim-

nels, arranged in ten banks of

ple inversion systems. This will

twenty channels each for easy

not cope with higher-security
forms of scrambling such as

scanning, ascan speed of 16
channels per second being

rolling code or split-band types,

specified. To help you find new

nor will it descramble any digital

active frequencies there are ten user-

forms of coding such as the

programmable search bands, as well as an

'MASC' systems used by UK government

'auto-write' scan facility which can store

services (including the police), or GSM or

active channels into amemory bank automati-

PCN cellular 'phones systems and such -the

cally. To save the receiver continually halting

suppliers were very keen to point this out!

on given frequencies such as constant carriers, you can program up to 100 'pass' chan-

Power

nels into the set's memory, which it will sub-

The MVT-3300EU uses four internally-fitted

sequently ignore in search mode. A two-sec-

AA cells which you'll need to supply, ad.c.

ond delay after the squelch closes, before the

connector is also fitted so that you can plug

set resumes scanning, helps in receiving

in

replies on simplex channels in scan mode. A

mobile use. The rear of the set's case has a

an

external 12V d.c. supply for home or

switchable attenuator is fitted to help with

pull-out wire stand, which you can use for

signal overload, this can be switched in or
out, but not on achannel-by-channel basis

desktop operation at home and which tilts the
set at acomfortable angle for easier viewing

into the memories.

of the display. The receiver comes with aset-

Besides searching and scanning, the
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top helical antenna, ahand strap for portable
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AR5000 =
Performance receive +flexible microprocessor

A011.

Usually the question of "which is the best" is met with amultitude of further questions, however the
AR5000 is clearly seen by many as the most feature packed high performance wide band performance
receiver available today. This is backed by the German 'funk' magazine readers award 1997 for best
receiver and by government procurement departments on both sides of the Atlantic. True base
receivers are few and far between, some have simply evolved from the hand held equivalents with little
tangible improvement in performance or facilities over their smaller counterparts. The AR5000 is not like
this! Drawing from its earlier success, AOR has designed the AR5000 to be atrue base station receiver from the drawing board, this is very apparent when plugging in an external aerial, the result is
unsurpassed performance instead of aclutter of music and pager breakthrough over many of the desired
frequency bands. The AR5000 strong signal handling is very good, over the range of 500 kHz to 999 MHz
this is further assisted by an automatic preselector which peaks the receiver's front end circuits for the
best 'on channel' sensitivity and ultimate rejection of out of band
interference. There are several IF filter bandwidths provided as
standard including 3, 6, 15, 30, 110 & 220 kHz with an optional slot for
500 Hz. The INEFAX picture shown here was e-mailed to us by a
happy customer in Derby within the first few days after purchasing his
AR5000 (using the standard 30 kHz IF filter). Microprocessor facilities
are unrivalled (1000 memory channels x2and more).

PL

Capabilities have been further increased with the
arrival of the AR5000+3 providing three enhanced

PERF'GRmANcE facilities: A.F.C. switchable automatic frequency
control for accurate tracking of unusual bandplans, noise blanker,
switchable to help reduce the effects of ignition noise especially while
mobile, synchronous AM, featuring double and selectable sideband
with an easy to use wide lock range.

AOR (UK) LTD
4E East Mill, Bridgefoot, Belper, Derbyshire, DE56 2UA England
Tel: 01773 880788 Fax: 01773 880780
info@aor.co.uk www.demon.co.uk/aor
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Yupiteru
MVT-3300EU
use, aplug-in earphone, and an instruction
manual. It measures 152 (H) x59 (W) x
32mm (D) and weighs 310g with batteries.

In Use
Most receiver manufacturers have their own
defined idea on user operation methods and
control, and the MVT-3300EU follows the normal Yupiteru type of operation as used in
their many other hand-held scanners. So I
found no surprises here, the manual also giving clear instructions with plenty of worked
step-by-step examples for the 'raw beginner'.
Within minutes Iwas happily monitoring signals in my locality, the set-top antenna pulling
in signals, particularly on v.h.f., surprisingly
well. Entering frequencies into the memory
channels was very easy, the receiver automatically selecting the 'next vacant' channel
for me in each case, although Icould easily
change these as needed.
Over the dark winter evenings during my
review period, Ifound the backlighting facility
on the set to be superb. As well as this lighting up the I.c.d. panel, to let me see what
was happening frequency-wise, it also illuminated the translucent keypad buttons so that
Icould also operate the scanner at night without too many incorrect button pushes! For
weak signal-reception, a'monitor' button next
to the side-mounted backlight button acted as
amomentary squelch defeat, which Ifound
very handy with fading signals to prevent the
scanner whizzing off to the next channel
when I'd found something interesting.

Out And About
Although the supplied carry-strap was handy for
portable use, Ifelt it was apity that abelt clip
wasn't also supplied, nor was there any facility
for one to be fitted. Ioften use acar-mounted
ventilator grille clip with my hand-held scanner
for use on the move, but here Ihad to either
just place it on the seat, or use one of the 'gripper' type of 'cellphone' holders instead.
Itook the scanner with me on holiday to a
favourite 'haunt' of mine, asmall fishing village in south-east Cornwall. But this was the
first time I'd ever thought of taking ascanner.
Together with my growing family, we took in
acouple of sessions of sea-fishing, and the
MVT-3300EU provided me with yet another
'chatty' companion! Although Ihad to take
care that it didn't drop into the 'briny', it cer-
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tainly gave us all asurprising amount of extra
entertainment, particularly from the comical
banter between other fishermen out on the
water. There was ample volume from the
small speaker, even in windy outdoor conditions, and the fast search rate made sure that
Ididn't miss athing when several channels
were alternately busy. The auto-write scan
was also handy in finding active new frequencies, and Iquickly filled anumber of memory
channels using this mode.
Iused both NiÇads and nickel-hydride
cells to power the set, finding each gave me
at least aday's worth of listening, with the
1.3Ah nickel types naturally lasting rather
longer -often for an entire weekend.
However, Idid need to take the batteries out
of the set in order to charge them, which
meant that Icouldn't use the set on air in
'float charge' mode because the side-mounted d.c. connector couldn't also be used to
charge the batteries. Ieventually settled on
using two sets of batteries, one in use in the
scanner and the other set on charge.

Strong Signals
The receiver usually worked fine when Iwas
out and about, but in some locations Idid get
the occasional problem from strong signals
such as paging transmitters. Ifound that,
when tuning around even in 12.5kHz steps,
that signals came and went cleanly, without
the adjacent channel 'splitching' I've often
found on less-selective scanners. However,
using the set from home with my rooftop
144/430MHz vertical collinear antenna plugged
in, gave me almost constant overload problems on the 144MHz amateur band from outof band signals, and Ihad to keep the set's
internal attenuator switched in at all times
here. Ialso found an effect of weakly receiving
otherwise strong signals which were exactly
225 and 900kHz above my tuned frequency,
these being caused by second image and 'half
2nd if effects within the scanner.

Lab Tests
A measurement period in my lab showed the
set to be reasonably sensitive across its
range, with excellent adjacent-channel selectivity, as I'd found on air. The 3rd order intermodulation results also replicated what I'd
found on air, which wasn't all that good, but it
would normally be adequate for the set's primary intended use as ahand-held, and not a
base station, receiver.

Conclusions
Although the
Yupiteru MVT3300EU isn't a
wideband, continuous-coverage
receiver, it usefully
gives coverage of
many of the
popular v.h.f. and
u.h.f, communication bands used in
and around
Europe. Ifound it
was easy to operate, with plenty of
handy features
such as the 'autowrite' scan and the
extremely useful
frequency 'pass'
function for searching around. It gave
agood level of performance when
used out and
about, pulling in
signals well,
although it did tend
to suffer from signal overload when
used in some r.f.congested
locations with an
external and wellsited antenna
connected.
Nevada
Communications,
189 London Road,
North End,
Portsmouth
P02 9AE.
Tel: 1017051
662145 provided
the review set.

Original review published in SWM Feb '98
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Yupiteru
IVIVT-9000

dial. The tuning dial is situated
towards the extreme right-hand
front edge of the panel and as
such is fairly easy to operate,
but Idid find my finger catching
the volume control on one or
two occasions. The overall size
of the unit is 66(w) x 175(h) x
40mm(d)
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knobs.

a distinct rivalry between two of

makes it acom-
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of
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Yupiteru, as each takes it in
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would
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have been for

between enthusiasts as they extol the

it to be slightly

virtues of each new model. AOR stole

smaller, but that

but now Yupiteru
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would

have
which

been

held scanner of 1997. Iwas lucky

Well Built
Internally the receiv-

External Appearance

er is very well con-

Ithink the first thing that struck me

structed with all the

was the styling of the MVT-9000

enclosed

cellular 'phone. This is due to the
slightly indented keyboard which

pressed metal enclosure. The control board

curves in towards the centre in

is also screened and is
linked to the receiver by
means of a short flexible
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printed

circuit

board

cable.

tors fingers towards the main keys. Above the

Judging by the amount of internal electrical
screening, Yupiteru have taken no chances

keyboard is acustom I.c.d. display which con-

with the design to ensure that it would pass

sists of adot matrix area used to display graph-

the EEC EMC regulations, which are now

ical and alpha-numeric data and above it apre-

mandatory before items can be CE marked
and sold within the European Community.

defined text area used to display the main operational information. This gives much greater
visibility of the display than would be possible
with just adot matrix type I.c.d. panel.
The upper part of the front panel is occu-
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Main Features
The receiver is capable of tuning from 530kHz
to 2.039GHz in step sizes of 50, 100, 200,
500Hz, 1, 5, 6.25, 8, 9, 10, 12.5, 15, 20, 25, 30,

switch and 2nd function button. The 'left hand

50, 100 and 125kHz. It can receive n.b.f.m.,

edge of the receiver has three small buttons to

w.b.f.m., a.m., narrow a.m., I.s.b., u.s.b. and

select the display and keyboard illumination,

c.w. The narrow a.m. mode being particularly

operate the monitor function and lock the key-

useful for the reception of short wave stations

board and controls to prevent accidental oper-

in crowded broadcast bands. The unit has twin

ation. The right hand side of the case has sockets for an earphone and external 12V d.c.

v.f .o.s, 1000 memory channels in 20 banks of

power supply whilst the top edge of the

a-j, all of which can be given up to anine char-

receiver has aBNC socket to connect an external antenna, volume, squelch and rotary tuning

and configuration settings are stored in EEP-

50, 20 search banks which are labelled A-J and
acter long alpha-numeric name. The memory
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ROM, so no worries about losing data when
the batteries go flat. Like the AOR AR8000 the
receiver has abandscope.

Operation
In operation the MVT-9000 has akeyboard lay-

Bandscope
One of the more interesting aspects of the
receiver is the Bandscope display, which
allows you to see activity on adjacent frequencies providing the receiver has stopped searching or scanning. In theory this is agreat idea as
it allows you view signals up to ±800kHz either
side of the frequency tuned. A marker can be
moved by means of the tuning knob to determine the frequency of any signal displayed on
the screen and a quick press of the monitor
button temporarily tunes the receiver to the
marker frequency. Pressing Monitor and Enter
sets the marker frequency as the new v.f .o.
Frequency -anice touch.

Receive Performance
Iwas pleasantly surprised by its performance
on the short wave bands. Reception of a.m.
broadcast stations and s.s.b. amateur and
commercial signals with the supplied flexible
antenna was very good, although replacing it
with a2-3m length of wire made asignificant
improvement. Connecting an external short
wave long wire antenna was not quite so successful, as the large number of extremely
strong broadcast signals present resulted in a
cacophony of intermodulation distortion.
Switching the internal attenuator on made a
dramatic improvement.
Icompared the MVT-9000 with my dedicated short wave receiver, feeding both from
an active antenna. For the most part this produced identical results, it was only under
Scan 98 SWM

Summary

The MVT-9000 is a very attractive, wide frequency coverage scanning receiver offering
good performance, particularly on the short
wave bands. It is relatively easy to operate and
provides a large number of features which
most owners will find a use for. The
Bandscope function is extremely interesting to
watch, particularly when monitoring h.f. broadcast stations and propagation conditions
change, although its usefulness as an aid to
monitoring is somewhat limited.
The lack of acomputer or RS-232 port will
be seen as a major limitation. This facility is
especially useful when trying to maintain the
contents of 1000 alpha-numerically tagged
memories. It would be nice for experienced
users to be able to modify the internal band
plan and configuration details -the values programmed into the review model were not ideally suited to the UK.
The MVT-9000 is worthy of being called
Yupiteru's flagship
hand-held
receiver,
although its price and competition from other
manufacturers may influence many people's
decision to buy one -only time will tell if this
model is destined to become aClassic.
Waters and Stanton Electronics, 22
Main Road, Hockley, Essex SSS 40S. Tel:
(01702) 206835, Fax: (01702) 205843, provided the review model. The MVT-9000 has an
RRP of £489.

"Although the figures are not sparkling, the actual performance seemed to

case with most designs of this type, asecond
function key is required to provide control of all
the functions with only a limited number of
buttons available. Fortunately Yupiteru have
chosen to site this in aconvenient spot next to - the figures are not sparkling, the actual perforthe power switch, which makes it very easy to
mance seemed to be better than that indicatfind, and the electronic latching means that
ed by the measured results. Ican only assume
you don't have to use both hands to drive the
that this is due to the characteristics of the
keyboard.
recovered audio, which had asmall amount of
You can link search banks and memory
residual background noise present, even on
banks, set the mode and tuning step size indevery strong signals.
pendently from the internal factory set band
lntermodulation performance was adeplan, set search pass frequencies and edit the
quate and typical for a modern design of this
titles of search and memory banks and individtype.
ual memories.

be better than that indicated by the measured results."

out and style of data entry which should be
familiar to existing Yupiteru owners. As is the

extremely crowded band conditions or in the
presence of strong broadcast signals on adjacent frequencies that the dedicated short
wave receiver showed its true worth.
Performance on the medium wave broadcast
band was very good for areceiver of this type,
and the ability to switch off the internal ferrite
rod antenna must make it attractive to listeners preferring to use aloop antenna.
The v.h.f. and u.h.f. performance was also
good with a measured receive sensitivity in
line with previous Yupiteru models. Although

Original review published
in SWM February'97
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goabfe- ceeaeek,
The UK Scanning Directory

This new 6th edition covers 26MHz to 1.8 GHz and continues to amaze everybody.
The tens of thousands of frequencies include Civil and Military, Aviation, Army,
Navy, the largest Police list ever published, DSS Snoopers, GCHQ, Eye-in-the-Sky
Links, Bailiffs, Prisons, Motor Racing, Universities, Railways, Telephones, Couriers
and many more we dare not mention. Separate parts cover the Civil Aviation Band
and European frequencies for Dxers. This book remains Britain's largest and bestselling scanning directory, the undisputed leader in the field. No other book dares
to list so many frequencies and in such great detail.
Price: £18.50 +a UK Post. For Europe add £3.25, elsewhere £7.50

Scanner Busters 2 by D. C. Poole
How to Tune into More Frequencies and Beat New Technology! The rate of change in
radio technology is incredible. The Police continue to scramble an increasing number
of their frequencies, trunked radio systems are making it more difficult to eavesdrop
on conversations, and there are more and more strange noises heard on the bands. To
overcome this Scanner Busters 2 guides you through the maze, explaining in simple
terms the working of PMR, new digital telephone systems, spread spectrum, new
pager systems, frequency hopping, encryption such as MASC used by the Police
and the latest communications methods of the emergency services.

Or Ill
tittesir

Price: £5.00 hid UK Post. Overseas post add £1.25 for Europe (airmail) or £2 elsewhere.

Scanning the Maritime Bands by F. F. O'Brian
Hear ports controlling ships and ferries, weather and navigation broadcasts, the supplies and spare parts
required, problems they are having with the crew, search and rescue and lots more. It gives the Channel
Number for each port, harbour and coast radio station in the UK, Ireland, Western Europe and right up
to Iceland; all you have to do is to key into your scanner the corresponding frequency from the foldout
frequency list.
Price: £9.50 hid UK postage. Overseas post add £1 for Europe (airmail) or £2.50 elsewhere.

UK Scanning Frequency Chart

Stunning full colour A3 wall chart covering 25Mhz to 1.8 GHz showing in graphic detail all major users
of the VHF/UHF spectrum. It will show you quicldy where to scan to pick up your favourite transmissions.
Price: £3 incl UK postage. Overseas post add £1 for Europe/sea mail or £2 for other countries.

VHF/IMF Airband Frequency & Callsign Guide

This new edition lists every UK airport and airfield in alphabetical order with their corresponding frequencies in an easy-to-read format, and gives the frequencies for military ranges, low flying, refuelling,
aerobatic displays, UK air defence and AWACS. It also covers air traffic control, Squark codes, Volmet,
emergency frequencies and lists other frequencies. There are over 8,500 military callsigns listed and avast
number of civil ones. It will be indispensable for any aircraft enthusiast.
Price: £12.50 +£1.25 UK post. Airmail to Europe add £2.25, or £4.50 elsewhere.

Ask for free catalogue.

Allow 14 days delivery

00

INTERPRODUCTS (SB)
8Abbot Street, Perth PH2 OEB, Scotland
Tel & Fax: 01738 441199
E-mail: interproducts@netmatters.co.uk
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Which Scanner?

Your scanner
selection guide

F

i
, or your convenience we
have compiled the following
buying guide listing out the
important criteria to consider
before committing your
hard earned cash.
Covered in the table are the handheld and base station models currently
available in the UK.
If you need more comprehensive
information as to how any particular
model has faired in the hands of our
reviewers then check-out the review
that's indicated in the appropriate
column. You will notice that agood
proportion of the list are actually
covered in asummarised form within
the pages of this very guide. If you
should wish to obtain acopy of afull
review, then these are available from
the SWM Book Store -details given on
page 44 of this guide.
Key to Which Scanner table
V
Included
0
Optional extra

Scan 98 SWM

Abbreviations used in this guide
a.c.

alternating current

a.f.

audio frequency

a.f.c.

automatic frequency
control

a.g.c.

automatic gain control

a.m.

amplitude modulation

d.c.

direct current

dB

decibel

dBm

decibel referenced to

Hz

Hertz (cycles per

1mW into a 5012 load
second)
i.f,

intermediate frequency

kHz

kilohertz -1000Hz

ki2

kilohm

I.s.b.

lower sideband

MHz

Megahertz -1000000Hz

mV

millivolt

mW

milliwatt

n.b.f.m.

narrow band frequency
modulation

r.f.

radio frequency

s.s.b.

single sideband

u.s.b.

upper sideband

V

Volt

w.b.f.m.

wide band frequency

Watt
modulation
ohm
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Alinco
DJ-X1D
DJ-X10E

2

100kHz
100kHz

1.3GHz
2.0GHz

Y
Y

V
V

V
V

V
V

V

V

500kHz
530kHz

1.9GHz
204GHz

Y
Y

V
V

V
V

V
V

V
V

V
V

66MHz
66MHz

512MHz
956MHz

N
N

66MHz
500kHz

512MHz
1. 3GHz

N
Y

V

V

V

66MHz
66MHz
66MHz

960MHz
512MHz
512MHz

N
N
N

V
V

500kHz

1.3GHz

Y

V

V

V

V

500kHz

1.3GHz

Y

V

V

V

66MHz
530kHz
530kHz

1OGHz
1.65GHz
2.00GHz

N
Y
Y

V
V
V

V
V

V
V
V

500kHz

1.3GHz

Y

V

V

V

100kHz
10kHz
10kHz

2.03GHz
2.0GHz
2.0GHz

Y
Y
Y

V
V
V

V
V
V

V
V
V

23MHz

1.3GHz

N

V

RD500

20kHz

175GHz

Y

V

V

V

V

V

Icom
IC-R8500

100kHz

2.0GHz

y

V

V

V

V

V

25MHz

1.3GHz

N

V

50MHz

905MHz

Y

V

3

10
10

40
40

20

AOR
AR8000
AR8200

20

Bearcat
UBC 120XLT
UBC 220XLT

Commtel
COM-102
COM-510

GRE
PSR239
PSR244
PSR250

V
V
V

COM
I
1C-R1OE

V

Standard
AX400mk11

Yupiteru
MVT-3300 EU
MVT -7100 EU
MVT- 9000 EU

V
V

V
V

20

50

Welz
WS-2000E

Base Station
AOR
AR3000A
AR5000
AR5000+3

V
V
V

Bearcat
UBC 9000XLT

V

Fairhaven

Realistic
PRO 2042

V

Standard
AX-700

40

V

V
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100
1200

V
V

V
V

V
V

1000
1000

V
V

V

V

V
)

V
V

Oct'92
Page 5

N
Y

£295

Sept '94
Jun'98

Y
Y

£299
£399

100
200

Y
Y

£130
£150

800

Y
Y

£60
£190

200
50
20

Y
Y
Y

£160
£130
£80

Y

£259

Y

£200

Page 33
April '93
Page 36

Y
Y
Y

£180
£269
£395

Page 27

Y

£200

Jan '90
Page 13

Y
Y
Y

£699
£1349
£1595

1000

V

V

200
1000
1000

400
1000
20 000

Page 14

V

V

V
V

V

V

500

£325

Aug '98

1000

V

Page 18

£799

Y

1000

100

Scan 98 SWM

£1549

£430

Page 30

Y

£450
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SRP

RADING

1686 Bristol Road South

Telephone: 0121-457 7788

Rednal

Commtel 214

Birmingham B45 9TZ

0121-460 1581
Fax: 0121-457 9009

CAN NiCad Pack & PSU

o

£129.99 +£5 p&p

ICOM

AUNCO

L

AESU

t7C_

SKYSCAN

uniden

rSlmme
Comm

14 spec'

IOU channel sca
Jetscan at 100 •
els per second
10 priority c
Search spee
o 300 steps per second
Band sear
Data ski
Memor
k-up
Indu
chargeable batteries and ch.
Fre
ycoverage:
66-88 Mhz
108-174Mhz
406-512Mhz
806-956Mhz
E ALSO HOLD A LA

KEN

OD

ROBER S

E RANGE OF SECOND USERS SHORTWAVE AND
SCANNING RECEIVERS.

RETAIL SHOP OPEN 9.30am -5.15pm
SEND SAE FOR CATALOGUE OR RING FOR FREE ADVICE
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Further
Reading
There are numerous books available covering
all aspects of scanning.

Frequency
Listings

£10.95

UK Scanning Directory 6th

£16.95

Scanners 3 Putting Scanners
Into Practice 4th Revision Peter
rouse GU 1DKD

Scanning Secrets Mark Francis
Edition
£18.50
VHF-UHF Scanning Frequency
Guide Bill Laver
£12.95

General
Scanning
Books
An Introduction To Scanners
and Scanning BP311 I.D. Poole

Airband
Air Band Radio Handbook 6th
Edition David J. Smith
£9.99
Airband Radio Guide 3rd Edition
Graham Duke
£6.99
Airband Radio Frequencies &
Guide Book 2nd Edition
£5.99

£4.99
Scanner Busters 2 D.C. Poole
£6.00
Scanners 2 International Peter
Rouse GU1DKD
£10.95
Scan 98 SWM

International Air Band Radio
Handbook David J. Smith
£9.99
VHF/UHF Airband Frequency &
Cal!sign Guide
£12.50
43

Worldwide Aeronautical
Communications Frequency
Directory 2nd Edition

Robert E.

Military

Evans

Eavesdropping On The British

£19.95

Military Michael Cannon
£17.50

Airwaves 98 The Complete
HF/VHF/UHF Aviation Frequency

All the books mentioned here are

Directory

available from the SWM Book Store.

£8.95

Tel: (01202) 659930, FAX: (01202)
659950, E-mail:
bookstore@pvvpublishing.ltd.uk
or by post to Book Store, PIN
Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith

Maritime

Court, Station Approach,

Scanning The Maritime Bands

or £2.00 for two or more. UK only,

Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.
Please include £1.00 P&P per title

F.F. O'Brian

overseas please request P&P quota-

£9.50

tion.
You can pay by Sterling cheque

Ship To Shore Radio

drawn on a UK bank or by

Frequencies Ken Davies

Mastercard/Visa/Amex or Switch

£5.99

card. Cash not accepted.

Order
Form

PAYMENT DETAILS
Name
Address

FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES
FROM SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Postcode

You can now order on-line.

Telephone No
Please send me

Qty

Price

Ienclose cheque/PO (Payable to P\N Publishing Ltd.) £
Or
Charge to my MasterCardNisa/Switch/AMEX Card the amount of £
Card No

See www.pumpublishing.ltd.uk/books/
for more information
TELEPHONE ORDERS TAKEN ON
(01202) 659930
between the hours of 9.00am 5.00pm. Outside these hours your
order will be recorded on an
answerphone
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202)

Valid from
Signature

659950

to
Tel:

Issue No•

Or please fill in the details ticking the
relevant boxes, aphotocopy will be
acceptable to save you cutting your

Orders are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery. Prices correct at time of going to press Please note: all payments must be made in Sterling. Cash not accept-

treasured copy!

TELEPHONE ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950

Court, Station Approach, Broadstone,

44

To: PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith
Dorset BH188PW.
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E14.ftc.ar
high quality
scan* receivers
UBC 3000XLT

UBC 120XLT

4
channe( near continuous channel covera

'Public Services, Land Mobile

from 25 to I300MHz. New TWIN

hmorel

search and scan allow high speed su

•
ing value for money!

or searching to give lightning quick

-512 MHz (with Gaps)

The set is packed with new fenturer

/FM/VVFM

25 -550, 760 -1300 MHz

memory channels

AM/FM/WFM

RBO SCAN 100 ChlSecond

400 memory channels

'SEARCH 300 St/Second

TURBO SCAN 100 Ch/Second

facility

TURBO SEARCH 300 St/Second

Channels

Automatic Frequency Storage
Selectable Attenuator
Automatic Frequency So
Data Skip
Delay Key
Channel Count Ke.
Supplied complete with earphone, case, belt clip, charger
and rubber duck

£189.00
UBC 220XLT
performance, virtually continuous coverage s

with a

large, clear display and easy to use controls.The set is packed with
features -ideal for the serious enthusiast, It may be used at home
or mobile. For unattended operation the 9000XLT has an automatic tape recorder ON/OFF and tape output feature.
Mi 25 -1300 MHz

NI Alpha Numeric Display

of use and quality of reception with its most
popular model, the 220XLT. Ideal for Aircraft,
Public Service and UHF Communications.
66 -956 MHz (with gaps)
AM/FM/WFM
200 memories
TURBO SCAN 100 Ch/Second

(with Gaps)

Automatic Store

TURBO SEARCH 300 St/Second

500 memory channels

Frequency Transfer

Data Skip facility

VFO Control

Auto Tape Record

10 Priority Channels

Selectable Attenuator

Data Skip facility

Memory Backup

EASE
OE
USE! -

Selectable Delay

Supplied complete with earphone, case,

Selectable Mode

bel

AM/WFM/NFM
TURBO SCAN 100
Ch/Second

car er and rubber duck antenna

£2 1 9
,.
,95
£8 p&p

TURBO SEARCH 300

uniden

scanners are distributed in the UK by

189 London Rd North End Portsmouth Hants P02 9AE
»aeric oui our Website http://www.nevada.co.uk
•e-mail us on: infoOnevada.co.uk

NEVADA

o

ICOM

something for everybody
There can be no doubt
that if it's a scanning
receiver you're after,

The ICOM range is varied
thanks to decades of
experience in the world
of communications.

ICOM will have a model
to fit your operational
requirements and your
pocket, in more ways
than one!

We listen to what you, the

From the tiny new IC-R2
handheld for mobile ops
through to the IC-PCR1000
for use on your PC at
home, the range of ICOM
receivers offers the right
blend of build-quality,
features and price.

customer, asks for and
firmly believe that the
models now available
satisfy those needs
perfectly.
Pop along to your local
ICOM dealer for a demo.
Good luck and
Happy Scanning!

•

f

=um

•

•
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Icom (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD. Telephone: 01227 741741.
Fax: 01227 741742. Internet: http://www.icomuk.co.uk
E-mail: info@icomuk.co.uk
COUllt oil II!

